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INTRODUCTION

The Great lakes Area Regional Resource Center began working with the state education
agencies in Region IV states (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin) in 1984, more than three years ago, to identify issues and problems related to the
development and implementation of services for individuals with communication and mobility
problems. This topic was identifit . as an area of strong interest by states in each of the six Re-
gional Resource Center regions, and by the Office of Special Education Programs.

During the three years of work with the Region ry states, the Great Lakes Regional Resource
Center established a task force comprised of State Educational Agency (SEA) representatives
involved in providing assistive device service delivery. The purpose of this task force was to
identify and discuss the types of problems that state departments of special education were cur-
rently encountering. Previous discussions by this regional task force on assistive devices laid the
groundwork for a multiregional work group composed of representatives from each of the six
regional resource center regions. This group met to discuss and identify problems and issues,
common among states, that were related to the development and implementation of adaptive
assistive device services. The multiregional task force identified a series of questions related to
issues that states are faced with when attempting to plan and implement services for individuals
with communication and mobility problems. For instance, the cost of augmentative communi-
cation systems, mobility devices, and environmental control systems required by some handi-
capped individuals remains very expensive as compared to the material and equipment needs of
mildly handicapped and nonhandi- ippc'' students. Therefore, funding for the cost of adaptive
equipment needed to meet the assessed needs of students is of primary concern for state and local
agencies. Issues that relate to funding for equipment, funding for programs and the provision of
staff for services must be dealt with initially, during the program planning stages, and on an
ongoing basis throughout the implementation of a service delivery plan. Thus, the problems of
planning, funding and service delivery are intricately related even though they may be dealt with
separately.

The group determined that a technical assistance activity most useful to states should focus on:

identification of program planning models,

how programs and scivices are being funded,

an awareness of the types of service delivery models that are successfully
being implemented, and

the assessment models they use.

In response to this technical assistance need the Great Lakes Regional Resource Center con-
vened the National Planners Conference on Assistive Device Service Delivery, and developed a
proceedings document. The proceedings consisted of a series of papers which were presented
during the large group and small group sessions of the National Planners Conference to address
the issues and problems identified by the multiregional work group. These proceedings are being
disseminated as a manual with background information and suggestions to assist states in
planning, services for individuals requiring the use of adaptive assistive devices.

1



INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to provide:

an overview of the issues and the problems that state education agencies and
other involved agencies will need to address in providing adaptive assistive
devices and services to individuals with communication and mobility
problems;

examples of planning models and effective service delivery models that reflect
efforts of state education agencies, coordinating efforts among several
agencies, and/or with universities, and rehabilitation centers or hospital
facilities; and

an overview of issues and considerations relative to the acquisition of funds
for the purchase of equipment and the development of a service delivery
system.

This document is designed to provide information to individuals affiliated with state or local ed-
Lcation agencies and other state agencies interested in and/or responsible for thedevelopment of
programs and the delivery of equipment and services to individuals who require the use of
adaptive technology. Such technology includes communication aids and devices, mobility devices,
envi-onmental control systems, computer modifications, or other aids. These devices are used to
increase an individual's ability to benefit from the educational environment. The information
contained in this manual should provide the reader with useful, insightful suggestions and
strategies that may be applied to the planning, funding and implementation of assistive device
aids and services.

Caroline A. Coston, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University
Great Lakes Area Regional Resource Center

Li
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SECTION 1: PLANNING ASSISTIVE DEVICE SERVICES

OVERVIEW

The first section, entitled "Adaptive Technology: Planning Assistive Device Services," provides an
overview of issues related to planning and a description of the procedures/steps used in several
states to plan a service delivery system. Each chapter will address the steps that occur when
planning for the provision of services. The planning process may occur at the local, reg:ona!, or
state education agency level with grassroots involvement from other vested groups. Although the
process or approach may be quite similar for each level initially, it may also vary based on who
initiates the planning, the role of other agencies, funding sources, etc.

There are many issues and problems that states encounter when attempting to determine the
most appropriate way to provide assistive device technology and services to students with handi-
caps. Some of these issues and problems are reflected in the following questions:

1. Who are the key actors that should be involved in the planning? (e.g., identifi-
cation of the agencies, divisions, parent advocacy groups, ARC, UCP, etc.)

2. How do you gain support and commitment for the planning effort from involved
parties and those whom services impact on?

3. What is the philosophy behind the focus of this planning effort? ("Why are we
doing what we are doing?" How do you lay the groundwork for the effort?)

4. What are the goals (short-term and long-term) of the effort? What do you want
to accomplish?

5. What are the components of the plan and what are the stages of planning/team
development that facilitate the achievement of goals and objectives?

6. What populations (e.g., visually impaired, physically impaired) are to be ad-
dressed, and what ages (e.g., birth to death)?

7. Which agency will serve as the facilitator for the planning effort? Who
(individual/agency) must assume leadership for the effort?

8. What initial training is needed to establ;sh a common knowledge base among
individuals involved in the planni: g?

9. Who will monitor the plan? (may be related to question #3)
10. How can you plan for institutionalization of the effort to stabilize the funding

source for an ongoing commitment?

The information in Section I was developed by administrators and coordinators of programs de-
veloped to meet the needs of individuals with communication and mobility problems. The chap-
ters will generally address the previously identified questions and other pertinent issues as well
Chapters 1 through 7 are summarized below.

Dr. David Bcukelman, with the Barkley Augmentative Communication Center, provides an in-
troduction to the topic of augmentaa.e communication. In his discussion he describes the pop-
ulation and discusses some of the issues that planners should consider. Beukelman presents an
overview of the different types of service delivery models in operation, and an orientation to some
critical issues to consider relative to planning, funding and implementation of service delivery
program :.

I .)



SECTION 1 PLANNING ASSISTIVE DEVICE SERVICES

Roland Hahn 11, Director of Pennsylvania Assistive Device Center in Elizabethtown, PA, pro-
vides a brief discussion of the planning process for the statewide program developed by the State
Department of Special Education in Pennsylvania. The program provides technical assistance
and is a central depository for assistive device equipment. Hahn discusses several issues to con-
sider when planning assistive device service delivery. Hahn indicates there are several key factors
for planners to consider, including analysis of the philosophy of the effort, the extent of need for
action, and involvement of other interested individuals. Support and communication among
state, regional and local administrators is essential. He presents an overview of the general plan-
ning approach used fot ennsylvania Center and identifies specific program components.

Julia Todd is Coordinator of the Ohio Resource Center for Low Incidence and Severely Handl-
upped. Sly.; also coordinates the activities of the Ohio Augmentative Communication Problem
Solving Consortium. The planning approach which Todd and Binion discuss has emerged from
efforts initiated by the Ohio State Department of Special Education and focuses on a Consortium
Model. Todd and Binion's discussion of the model provides a description of the Consortium's
philosophy, needs assessment, and activities. A list of various state agencies and professional or-
ganizatious that participate in consortium activities is provided as an example to other planners of
state agencies to involve in their planning activities.

Dr. Gregg Vanderheiden is Director of the Trace Research and Development Center located at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The Trace Center, one of several nationally funded Re-
habilitation Engineering Centers, serves individuals throughout the state of Wisconsin and from
many other surrounding states as well. Vanderheiden discusses a seven-step process in planning
assistive device service delivery. He suggests that individuals from several resource agencies, in-
cluding the State Department of Education, should be involved in the planning process. Em-
phasizing the identification of state and national resources, both human and fiscal, Vanderheiden
suggests that a semi-centralized system is a good initial starting point for implementing service
delivery. Vanderheiden also discusses several key planning considerations, such as the various
types of technology, rural service delivery, the need for population studies and funding.

Edythe Fink ley, from the Florida Communication Systems Evaluation Centel in Orlando, de-
scribes the process used in planning Florida's statewide evaluation center program. Fink ley pre-
sents an overview of the planning model, describes the planning objectives developed for the
center, the process through which the center evolved, and program development activities, which
include purchasing equipment, organization, and staffing. Program strengths and weaknesses ue
also briefly discussed.

Andrea Mann, with the Rocky Mountain Regional Center (RMRCAC) at Memorial Hospital of
Boulder, Colorado, explains the collaborative efforts between RMRCAC and the Colorado De-
partment of Education (CDE) that led to the development of their regional service deliv( ry pro-
gram. Mann identifies the key players involved in the planning process and how support for the
program was developed. She discusses some of the issues (i.e., cost effectiveness) that the plan-
ning group dealt with and the major factors that all parties agreed were crucial. Mann's discus-
sion and detailed outline of the planning steps they used provide an applicable approach for
agencies to consider.

Dr. Deanne Magnusson's discussion of Minneapolis Public School's Augmentative Communi-
cation Program provides an example of a local school district's planning approach. Magnusson
provides a brief overview of the literature relative to the need for planning and components of
planning models. She describes the 13-step planning process they used and the role/responsibility
of those individuals involved.

4



CHAPTER 1

COMMUNICATION OPTIONS FOR PERSONS WHO CANNOT SPEAK:
PLANNING FOR SERVICE DELIVERY

PRESENTER: David R. Beukelman
Barkley Augmentative Communication Center
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE UNABLE TO SPEAK?

For most of us, the prospect of being unable to communicate through natural speech is
incomprehensible. As adults, we often take for granted our ability to use the phone, to call out to
our children, or to talk with friends and family. Contrast this casual attitude toward communica-
tion with the experiences of an attorney who was unable to speak because of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS, Lou Gehrig's disease): "When I first realized that I would be unable to speak
someday, I viewed it as losing my life. Communication was my life. Now, I realize that was a
little overly dramatic, but not mud.. Speechlessness is not a loss of life, but a loss of access to
much of life. I find it difficult to access my friends. They used to stop by to chat, and I wished
sometimes that they would leave me alone. Now, if they stop at all, their stay is just a few minutes.
They have difficulty tolerating my inability to communicate. I have lost access to them. Because
of that, I do not have the opportunities to discusF, joke, and :ast of all, argue." (Beukelman &
Garrett, 1986).

WHO ARE NONSPEAKING INDIVIDUALS?

The term "nonspeaking" refers to individuals who are unable to use natural speech to meet all of
their communicative needs. Some are unable to produce sound at all, while others speak such
that they can only be understood by persons very familiar with them. The inability to speak in a
functional manner may be due to developmental disorders such as mental retardation or cerebral
palsy, or to adult onset problems such as head injury, st-oke, ALS, or multiple sclerosis. Regard-
less of the age or cause of onset, an inability to speak severely limits an individual's access to
man) of life's experiences, including those in the educational, vocational, recreational, and (to
some extent) interpersonal domains. During the past dozen years, the communication needs of
nonspeaking individuals have been addressed by engineers, speech-language pathologists, edu-
cators, and medical rehabilitation personnel. Any review of these efforts should highlight both
the promise of augmentative approaches to communication as well as the problems yet to he
solved.

DOW MANY NONSPEAKING l'ERSONS ARE THERE N THE UNITED STATES?

In 1981, a committee of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association estimated that ap-
proximately 1.25 million persons in the United States could be classified as nonspeaking Subse-
quent research has confirmed this estimate. Matas, Mathy-Laikko, Beukelman, and Legresley
(1985) surveyed public school districts in three urban counties in western Washington State and
15 rural counties in eastern Washington State. The results of this study revealed that 0.3% of the

5



SECTION I: PLANNING ASSISTIVE DEVICE SERVICES

students in urban school districts and 0.6% of students in rural school districts were classified as
nonspeaking. Aiello (1980) completed an unpublished study of urban Orange County, CA, and
reported that 0.2% of school-aged students (kindergarten through high school) were non
speaking.

A variety of physical and cognitive impairments are -esponsible for severe communication disor-
ders Matas et al, (1985) found that of the nonspeaking school-aged population

47% are multiply handicapped,
28% are mildly or moderately mentally retarded,
14% are severely or profoundly mentally retarded,

6% are severely language handicapped,

4% are physically handicapped, and
1% are developmentally handicapped.

The nonspeaking population also inclticles many persons who are unable to speak due to adult
onset injuries, diseases, 2 syndromes. For example, Saar tors, Walsh, and Smith (1981) re-
ported that 90% of persons with ALS are unable to speak at the ime of their death. A survey of
persons with tnultiple sclerosis by Beuke!man, Kraft, and Freal (1985) revealed that about 4% of
that population is nonspeaking. Although many persons with stroke and brain injury are non-
speaking, the demographic studies of these populations have no yet been completed.

Planning Issues: Population

1. There is a need for better demographic information about acquired speech-
lessness in terms of population etiology, living situation, and communi-
cation needs.

2. There is a need for better demographic information documenting the aca-
demic placement, living situation, and voc Itionalgransitionai status of devel-
opmentary disabled individuals who are nonspeaking.

WHAT IS AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION?

Augmentative communication refers *.o a variety of communication approaches that are tr,ed
assist persons who are und'Ile to communicate their messages through natui .1 1: odes of commu-
nication such as speech, gesture, and writing. The augmentative approaches include nonaided
techniques such as manual sign language and aided techniques such as communication boards and
electronic equipment. The task of a normal speaker during communication is to formulate a
message, select the words and grammar to code the message in the native 1,tnguage, and make the
message audible so the listener can hear and interpret the message accurst, ly.

The goal of the nonspeaking person is simila: to that of the normal spetAer, although the mode
of communication lifters. Severely communication-impaired individuals also formulate messages
to be communicated; however, because natural speech is not an option for them, they must code
their messages in a number of different ways, depending on their literacy abilities. For example,
if they are literate they can code messages using th,e letters of the larguage through letter-by-let-
ter spelling. However, if they are unable to spell and write, they must code the messages using
pictographs of one form or another. Over the past several years, a variety of pictographic systems
have been deve!oped to support the communication efforts of nonspeaking persons. Finally, the
message(s) that are represented by a symbol system are spoken or printed by one of a variety of
transmission systems.

6



CHAPTER;

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE WAYS IN WHICH NONSPEAKING PERSONS USE
AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS?

A review of the research in augmentative communication reveals several recurring tr'nds. In the
following paragraphs, an attempt has been made to highlight these findings.

1. Increasing numbers of nonspeaking persons are using augmentative commu-
nication systems to interact with a wide variety of listeners. Persons who are
literate have been able to use electronic communication aids for a number of
years; however, in the last two years numerous options have become avail-
able for nonliterate individuals who are unable to speak. These systems are
controlled through pictographic symbol sets, rather than through letter-by-
letter spelling.

2. Augmentative communic4.I. . -:ystem users communicate unique messages.
Beukelman and Yorkston (1%,-) collected the communication samples of
augmentative communication system users for 14 consecutive days. Of all the
messages produced by these four individuals, 94% were uniquely different
from all other messages. Ninety-six percent of all messages in the informa-
tion provision category were unique from all other messages in this category.
Sixty-four percent of all messages in the social amenities category were dif-
ferent from all other messages in this category.

3. The rate of augmented communication is much slower than natural speech.
Communication system users communicate at a rate less than 10 words per
minute, because of their physical limitations in controlling the communica-
tion aids. Although such slow communication rates are certainly preferable
to the inability to communicatc at all, these rates appear to restrict the com-
munication patterns between natural speakers and augmentative communi-
cation system users.

4. Augmentative communication system users have difficulty competing with
natural speakers. Numerous studies of conversations between natural speak-
ers and augmentative communication system users reveal that natural speak-
ers tend to "dominate" these conversations by initiating many more new
topics and producing many more messages. In one such study, pairs of natu-
ral speakers were filmed as they communicated together to solve a puzzle.
Following this, one of the natural speakers in each pair was required to use
an augmentative communication system rather than speech to help solve the
puzzle. The results of this study revealed that the natural speakers who were
required to use augmentative communication equipment tended to communi-
cate with their speaking partners in a manner identical to that seen in non-
speaking augmentative communication system users (Farrier, Yorkston,
Marriner, and Beukelman, 1985).

5. Instruction of normal listeners in conjunction with instruction of the aug-
mentative system user improves communication interaction. Three research
projects have studied the impact of listener instruction on the communication

etween augmentative communication system users and normal listeners.
For preschool children (Light, 1986), preschool through junior high aged
children (Culp & Carlisle, 1987), and adults (Calculator & Luchko, 1983), in-
struction to listeners resulted in increased frequency and naturalness of
communication in interactions with nonspeaking augmentative system users.



SECTION I. PLANNING ASS,STIVE DEVICE SERVICES

WI1AT SERVICE DELIVERY MODELS ARE USED TO SERVE NONSPEAKING PERSONS?
The development of a variety of communication options in recent years has necessitated the de-
velopment of new service delivery models to meet the needs of nonspeaking persons. Thesemodels are summarized below.

Characteristics of Service Delivery Programs

Because augmentative communication intervention programs involve communication, cognitive,
physical, education, technical, and sensory issues, a transdisciplinary service approach is usually
required. Regardless of the specific service delivery model implemented in a geographic region.
the need for a broad array of knowledge and skill is necessary. Severe communication disorder is
usually a chronic problem, often requiring years of intervention. For this reason, augmentative
communication services must be longitudinally available within reasonable travelling distance to
nonspeaking persons and their families.

Types of Service Delivery Models

Regional Transdisciplinaty Specialty Center

The regional center is usually housed in a medical, rehabilitation, or university facility. Gener-
ally, various professional disciplines are represented on the transdisciplinary team, and the non-
speaking person is evaluated by all members of the team. It is common for such augmentative
communication programs to be offered in conjunction with other services, such as medical care,
educational evaluation, sitting and positioning clinics, and other rehabilitation services. The re-
gional center model is common in Canada and the United States.

Within this model, the day-to-day intervention is carried out under one of three arrangements.
First, the local referring agency, such as the public school, residential center, or rehabilitation
center, forms a local service delivery team that specializes in meeting the communication needs or
nonspeaking individuals. This team usually it eludes a speech-language pathologist, an occupa-
tional therapist or physical therapist, an educator, and a technical support person. The local team
typically has a very close working relationship with the regional specialty center. The local team
usually is responsible for delivering, or at least guiding, the interventions of all nonspeaking per-
sons in the school district or agency service area.

Second, some regional specialty centers train "facilitators" who are responsible for delivering the
daily augmentative communication services to nonspeaking persons under the direction of the
staff at the specialty center. The facilitator is trained to meet the needs of a particular non-
speaking individual and is not expected to be knowledgeable about all areas of augmentative
communication. This model was developed by the Hugh MacMillan Center in Toronto. Canada
This center has responsibility for serving the communication needs of nonspeaking persons
throughout the province of Ontario, including extremely rural areas in the north.

Third, some regional specialty centers are affiliated with or contain full-time residential programs
for non; peaking students. The students arc served "out of district" as the center takes responsi-
bility for their educational programs until their immediate augmentation communication needs
have been resolved and the students are returned to their "home" districts. Several long-term
"visits" may be necessary as modifications of the augmentative communication system are imple-
mented. The adult nonspeaking person may be served in a specialty center with a day program of
a full-time rehabilitation program. The clients are active in the center full-time until their com-
munication augmentation needs have been served.

1J
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Public School Network Model

Several public school augmentative communication networks arc at live in the United States
These programs generally take two forms. First, a network might be managed from the Office of
Public Instruction in the Department of Education at the state level. Specialty staff often travel
to augmentative communication clinics that are hosted by school districts located conveniently
throughout the state. Nonspeaking students from around the state receive specialized services in
the various catchment areas, while their day-to-day intervention needs are met by local school
personnel. Usually, this model requires a local service delivery team to provide augmentative
communication services within the school district.

Second, individual school districts or educational service units form self-contained augmentative
communication teams. The responsibility of the team is to serve all nonspeaking/nonwriting stu-
dents in the district or unit. Several of these augmentative teams may network together for edu-
cational and equipment loan purposes. The network provides continuing educational activities,
interprofessional advice, and pooling of the more expensive communication equipment.

Private Pumice

In a few areas, augmentative communication services are provided by a professional in private
practice who travels *a the nonspeaking individual's home, school, nursing home, or local hospi-
tal. Typically, the private practitioner provides the expertise in the augmentative communication
area while working with school or hospital personnel from other disciplines. In many cases the
private practitioner is responsible for service delivery as well as education of the agency person-
nel and the client's family. In order for this model to work efficiently, the private practitioner
must also provide equipment necessary for appropriate evaluation and practice. However, an in-
dividual practitioner is obviously limited in t-rms of the amount of technical equipment s/he can
purchase and loan.

Everyone for Him or Herself

Unfortunately, the "everyone for himself" model describes a much-too-common situation. In this
"non-model," personnel in schools or rehabilitation settings realize they are expected to serve a
nonspeaking individual. With minimal preparation, they begin to dig through their files for in-
formation from conferences, manufacturers, and journals. With these leads, the phone calling
begins. Several frustrating months later, an augmentative intervention may c may not be under
way. The rapid changes in the augmentative communication field make this infoi..tal model less
and less efk :five. It is becoming increasingly necessary for some individuals in the region to view
augmentative communication as their specialty and follow the developments in the field ' y
closely.

Planning Issues: Service Delivery

1. What factors are associated with effectiveness of the various service delivery
models?

How can service delivery models be changed to accommodate the transitions
that frequently disrupt augmentative communication programs, e.g., home-
school transitions, school-to-adult program transitions, etc.?

3. What service delivery models can be used to provide augmentative communi-
cation equipment for individuals with short-term communication needs, c g ,

ALS?

1.
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4. What service delivery models can be used to provide augmentative communi-
cation services to persons in intensive and acute care medical settings?

WHAT IS THE INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SERVICE
DELIVERY CENTERS AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT'?

In addition to the regional and local augmentative communication centers, there is a network of
commercial companies that design, manufacture, and distribute augmentative communication
materials and equipment. The materials vendors usually interact directly with the augmentative
communication centers; however, the equipment :manufacturers and distributors often have a
more complex relationship with both the nonspeaking indivionl and the augmentative communi-
cation center. At present, several technical support models appear to be operating in the United
States.

Equipment Sales Only

This model allows either the nonspeaking individual or the specialty center to purchase AAC
equipment directly from the distributor, and the responsibility of the distributor is simply to de-
liver the equipment for a given price. No equipment mounting or instructional services are in-
cluded.

Technical Support Only

because augmentative communication equipment almost always requires some personalization,
the need for technical support is an important aspect of service delivery. It is not uncommon for
an individual in the community or within a complex organization such as a hospital or school dis-
trict to assume this role if it is not provided by the commercial community.

Equipment Sales and Technical Personalization

There are numerous examples of augmentative communication equipment distributors who also
provide technical services such as system mounting, switch mounting, and even some individual
equipment development. These companies often work closely with a regional augmentative
communication specialty center.

Integrated Specialty Center Providing Both Equipment Sales and Personalization

There are a few examples of augmentative communication specialty centers that provide assess-
ment an(' intervention services and also distribute a variety of equipment and provide technical
support.

Planning Issues: Technical Services

1. How can a funding base be developed to support technical services?

2. In geographic areas where the relationships among the augmentative com-
munication centers and the equipment distributors have not been clearly es-
tablished, service delivery problems are usually very apparent. This necessary
link must be included in a service delivery plan. What models can be devel-
oped to provide integrated technical services (wheelchairs, environmental
control, and augmentative communication)?

10



HOW CAN AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION : AVICES BE FUNDED?

The question of funding responsibility for services to nonspeaking persons is complex because of
several factors, including etiology, age, and type of service. First, speechlessness results from a
wide variety of etiologies, some of which are developmental and some of which are acquired. Be-
cause of these factors, nonspeaking persons are distributed across all age ranges from the very
young to the elderly. Therefore, a wide variety of traditional third-party funding agencies are
involved with nonspeaking individuals; these include health insurance companies, Medicaid agen-
cies, Divisions of Vocational Rehabilitation, adoptive support services, Crippled Children's ser-
vices, Developmental Disabilities agencies, and school districts. In addition to fuming differences
due to age and etiology, the funding policies themselves differ from one service to another. For
example, funding for augmentative communication services for some individuals might be divided
into several areas, including assessment, equipment purchase, equipment personalization, equip-
ment maintenance, instruction for the nonspeaking individual and support personnel, and follow-
up. In addition, agencies such as public schools have a legally mandated, although not uniformly
interpreted, role to provide educational services to nonspeaking individuals within certain ago
groups. The following review of funding research will illustrate some of the discrepancies in
`ending patterns.

Studies that have documented funding patterns reveal several trends. First, there are different
funding patterns in different geographical regions. For example, a study by Beukelman, York-
ston, and Smith (1985) in Washington State revealed that funding for equipment purchase was
successfully secured 86% of the time for adults from age 19 to 40, 63% for adults from age 41 to
65, and only 43% for children from birth to age 19. However, in a similar study conducted in Cal-
ifornia, the funding patterns were quite different, in that the funding success of equipment for
children was much greater than for adults of any age (Hansen, 1982).

The information about equipment funding for individuals with a variety of disabilities is more dif-
ficult to document. The Washington State data indicated that funding was secured for 68% of
nonspeaking persons with cerebral palsy, 77% of persons with brain trauma, and 100% of persons
with degeneiative neurological disease who applied for such funding (Beukelman et al., 1985).

Funding patterns according to the type of augmentative communication services provided have
received almost no attention in the research literature. In the Beukelman et al. (1985) study, all
augmentative commun'cation assessments were funded across all age groups and etiologies re-
gardless of whether or not equipment was eventually funded and purchased.

Other Funding Sources

In addition to "traditional third-party payers," several other funding sources have been utilized to
purchase augmentative communication equipment. Perhaps the most numerous of these are the
"fraternal funding organizations" such as churches and service clubs. Although the benevolence
of these organizations has been extensive in the past 10 years, funds secured in this manner can-
not be relied upon as long-term solutions for individual clients. Rather, the role of such organi-
zations in establishing and supplementing the development of augmentative communication cen-
ter capabilities should be encouraged and expanded.

Another source of funds used to purchase augmentative communication equipment has been le-
gal liability settlements. In some cases, the courts have ruled that a person's inability to speak is
due to impairment resulting from the negligence of a second party, e.g., an automobile driver,
health care provider, or employer. If the settlement proposal is correctly prel ired and pre-
sented, the resulting settlement should cover funds for all areas of augmentative communication
service.
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Planning Issues: Funding

1. What is the_respensibility of public education regarding funding of augmen-
tative communication equipment and services? There is a need for a uniform
policy regarding the responsibility of the public schools to purchase equip-
ment and related services for nonspeaking children. Currently, some school
districts purchase equipment for use in school only, some will fund all or part
of the cost of personal equipment that travels between home and school, and
some will not fund equipment or services of any kind.

2. What are the roles of service delivery professionals in securing funding for
their clients? Because there are so many funding options available, service
delivery programs will need to assist nonspeaking persons and their families
to locate appropriate funding for the augmentative communication services
needed on an individual basis.

3. How should funding responsibilities be divided amongThe various third-party
funding agencies? Because many funding agencies are managed at the state
level (e.g., Mecticaid, Adoptive Support Services, Division of Vocational Re-
habilitation, Crippled Children's Services, etc.), funding patterns within state-
level agencies will need to be addressed. In addition, the funding polic;es of
several important funding sources are made at a regional or national level.
Of primary concern are the funding policies of health insurance companies.
The availability of private health insurance is widespread in the United
States; according to the Source Book of Health Insurance Data 1981-1982
(Health Insurance Association of America, 1981), 85% of the civilian, nonin-
stitutional por_lation in the United States is covered by private health insur-
ance or by health organizations However, the results of the Beukelman et al.
(1985) study revealed that only 33% of augmentative equipment funding re-
quests to private insurance companies were funded. A change in health plans
.d/or the interpretation of benefits to include communication system pur-
chases would clearly change the present funding patterns in a dramatic and
positive way. In addition to health insurance, the Medicare program plays an
important role in the funding of health-related services to older Americans.
If these agencies were to begin funding augmentative communication services
on a routine basis, the needs of nonspeaking persons in this group would be
more adequately met than they are at present.

!IOW CAN THE NECESSARY PROFESF'ONAL PERSONNEL BE PREPARED?

As is apparent from the previous sections of this paper, a variety of personnel are routinely in-
volved in providing augmentative communication services. Because speechlessness is usually a
chronic condition, there is a requirement for long-term instruction, regular updating of equip-
ment, and ongoing effectiveness evaluation by professionals in local and regional agencies. Dur-
ing the past 15 years, almost all professional instruction has been accomplished through continu-
ing education to professionals already active in the field. Pre-professional education related to
augmentative communication is nearly nonexistent. In 1986, a survey of the catalogs of 65 col-
leges and universities with Speech Education and Communication Disorders training programs
in Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,
Wyoming, and Colorado revealed that only four institutions had catalogs describing courses with
augmentative and alternative communication content (Beukelman, 1986). This lack of preservice
emphasi, in an area that has become so clinically active is surprising until one considers the per-
sonnel who are currently leading the augmentative communication field. Most of the individuals
in leadership positions between 1975 and 1985 focused their efforts on the development of service
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delivery programs in communication disorders, special education, and occupational therapy, or
were engineers involved in the development of communication aids. Within this leadership group
are very few individuals from university bases: 'raining programs. Thus, academic training pro-
grams simply do not have personnel prepared to teach in this new area.

During the past few years there have been some encouraging developments in this regard. In
1986, the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, with support from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, sponsored a leadership conference at which approximately 100 faculty mem-
bers from communication disorders training programs across the nation received instruction in
augmentative communication. In conjunction with this project, a graduate -level text in augmen-
tati.,.., communicat;on was prepared (Blackstone & Bruskin, 1987), along with a guide for an in-
troductory course in augmentative communication (American Speech-Language-Hearing Associ-
ation, 1986).

Planning Issues: Personnel Preparation

1. How can professional training programs develop the capability to prepare
professionals in preservice training programs?

2. How can continuing education training of the professionals involved in aug-
mentative communication be achieved on a local, regional, and national ba-
sis?
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PLANNING SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

PRESENTER: Roland T. Hahn II
Central Pennsylvania Special Education
Regional Resource Center

Ten years ago: "Currently, only a fraction of disabled Americans are, able to benefit from existing
technologies that would improve the quality of their lives. A national commitment is needed to
assure that all disabled Americans regardless of the nature of their disabilities or their financial
status, can secure and utilize any proven technologies that will enable them to lead more produc-
tive, functional, and satisfying lives." (LaRocca & Turem, 1978).

Present: "For a society so adept in developing technology, we have been inept and indeed negli-
gent in developing the political, social, human and organizational innovations to apply that tech-
nology in such a way that its benefits can be realized." (Blaschke, 1986)

These statements might be interpreted to mean that during the past 10 years, no progress has
been achieved in providing individuals with handicaps access to high technology systems. Al-
though we often become impatient with seeming lack of progress, perspective must be rnlintained
regarding the contemporary nature of assistive device technology. Fifteen years ago the special
education needs of students with handicaps were, by today's standards, underserved and were fre-
quently unserved. Approximatey 10 years ago the enact -nt of PL 94-142 provided impetus to
enhance special education services. Only during the past five years have microcomputers and
small-sized portable assistive devices been gene, Ily available to help meet the needs of individu-
als with severe disabilities.

Additionally, as a low-incidence population, persons with severe hand:,aps represented a rela-
tively small voice of consumers. Their needs were often overshadowed by the typically less com-
plex needs of higher incidence populations. Although action committees, lobbies, etc., quickly
formed to voice and advocate for the needs of individuals with mental retardation, learning dis-
abilities, etc., individuals with severe and multiple handicaps, for whom sophisticated technology
systems held extraordinary promise, often sought solutions and services individually or in very
small, relatively unorganized groups.

Following enactment of PL 94-142, local education agencies (LEA) were responsible for provid-
ing services to students with handicaps. The prevailing model for delivering services to children
with handicaps evolved in large urban areas and typically involved employing highly trained pro-
fessionals. This model was found to be inappropriate for many areas of the country where popu-
lations are not large enough to ensure cost effectiveness in this type of delivery system
"Alternatives to this model have been to place children far from home in residential facilities, to
.equire extended travel to obtain services, or to provide no services at all. These options are un-
satisfactory in the light of both federal mandates and the growing evidence that there is educa-
tional value in leaving children in their home environment and in integrating as much as possible
handicapped children with nonhandicapped children" (Werdin, 1984). Least restrictive environ-
ment concerns, very recent successful application of emerging high technology to meet students
with handicaps needs, and a public readiness to support assistance efforts have very recently corn-
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F,incd to encourage a renewed look at service delivery models. Untortunately, there has been pre
uous little research information on which to base decision making

Planning is a necessary starting point to develop service delivery methods to meet the assistive
device needs of individuals with handicaps. The type and amount of planning initially needed and
the amount of energy needed to be expended on this effort will vary greatly in different areas de-
pending on the state-of-the-state, priorities that exist in regional service areas, and the perceived
need for efforts and funds to be directed to assistive device services by everyone in the arca from
LEA practitioners to state education agency (SEA) administrators. Someone must, however, ini-
tiate action by identifying a need and devising a draft method to meet the need and solve prob-
lems.

PLANNING ISSUES

The level at which the problems and needs arc identified and the fiscal commitments that can
rapidly be brought to bear will significantly determine the direction and level of initial planning
needed. If a lead agency (e.g., a SE, has determined that the problem is a high priority and al-
locates funds to meet needs at the state level, senices delivery can be initiated quickly, pilot pro-
grams can be activated, and program planning can indeed be concurrent with the initial direct
services efforts. If, however, start-up funds are unsecured, services needs are not clearly defined,
and no lead agency has emerged, more deliberate preservice planning is needed.

Regardless of the level at which planning and services ideas are initiated (local, regional, state),
numerous issues related to planning must at some point be discussed and resolved for an orga-
nized, effective service delivery system to meet changing needs and to maintain needed services
over time. An analysis of the philosophy of the effort should be one of the first issues addressed
A determination should be made that there is truly a need for action and that the proposed efforts
are a high priority for services consideration. A determination should be made that othergroups
share the feeling that proposed services are needed.

If a lead agency has not emerged, or the agency from which the original ideas for services needs is
not in a position to provide leadership to facilitate planning, an individual or agency must be en-
couraged to accept this role. An individual must accept responsibility for developing an initial
outline as a starting point for discussion. From this outline can emerge draft (idea stage) short-
and long-range goals. The draft should identify initial target populations to be served dependent
on: projected funding levels; nonduplication of existing services; and ability to provide services to
meet short-range goals.

Support and commitment for the planning effort should be gained at the earliest possible time.
Communications must be established with state, regional, or local administration depending on
the level of initial services focus. Advantages of the project should be discussed. Emphasize that
the planned services are part of their mission. Cost-saving data should be presented.

After general support is gained from key leaders at different service delivery levels, individuals
and agencies to be involved in the planning group should be identified. Dependingon the level of
planning to be pursued, either state level heads of agencies could be brought together for discus-
sions, or individuals could be designated by state agency directors to participate in the phoning
proc is.

Tc- reduce ambiguity and provide a common base for discussion, awareness level training should
be provided to all planners. This effort could include showcasing state-of-the-art assistive device
technology to stimulate additional ideas regarding services goals to be pursued. Following the
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awareness activity, initial planning sessions should be held as input meetings to review, revise, ex-
pand or reduce the draft services document. The planning group should develop subcommittees
as needed and set timelines to finalize all details needed to initiate services. The planninggroup
needs to also consider the needs for monitoring services delivery progress. Data should be col-
lected regarding the programs that are initiated to determine benefits provided to consumers of
the services and to monitor the need for any future changes in services. The planning group will
also need to be concerned with efforts to stabilize funding sources for development and continua-
tion of long-term service delivery systems.

In 1982, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) concluded in a report "Technology and
Handicapped People," that "despite the existencL of numerous, important problems relating to
developing technologies, the more serious questions arc social ones -- of financing, of conflicting
and ill-defined goals, of hesitancy over the demands of distributive justice, and of isolated and un-
coordinated programs" (OTA, 1982). The SEA in Pennsylvania recognized the need for planning
and program development that could lead to delivery of tangible programs and services to directly
benefit students with handicaps. In 1984, Gary Makuch, Director of the Bureau of Special Edu-
cation (BSE) for the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE), indicated that some PL 94-
142 funds would be directed toward meeting assistive device services needs and suggested that an
action plan be drafted to meet these service needs of Pennsylvania Lf_.'As and students with
handicaps. Pennsylvania had an established Resource System of projects designed to develop
programs and provide technical assis*.nce to LEAs regarding the needs of students with handi-
caps. As director of the Central Pennsylvania Special Education Regional Resource Center
(SERRC), this author developed a draft of goals and objectives to be accomplished by an Assis-
tive Device Center (ADC) to be managed by the SERRC. The draft was reviewed and input was
provided by BSE staff.

PLANNING STEPS

Planning to develop the Pennsylvania service delivery system initially involved a variety of infor-
mation gathering efforts. In 1980, the National Association of State Directors of Special Educa-
tion (NASDSE) conducted a study of existing assistive device service delivery systems and found
that "while some centers for assistive devices do exist, none provide comprehensive ervices." The
NASDSE document "Assistive Devices for Handicapped Students: A Model and Guide for a
Statewide Delivery System" was used to help prioritize initial program objectives. Input regarding
the assistive device services model was sought from numerous nationally recognized assistive de-
vice service providers, including the Trace Research and Development Center, the Children'..
Hospital at Stanford, the Maryland Rehabilitation Center, the Tennessee Rehabilitation Engi-
neering Center, etc.

An initial plan for delivery of assistive device services through the ADC was developed and in-
cluded the following major components:

Staffing -- hire program coordinator and recruit/hire an augmentative com-
munications specialist a:,cl a rehabilitation engineer.

Awareness -- conduct a statewide awareness conference to provide LEA and
regional staff with information on state-of-the-art assistive devices and infor-
mation on how these systems can specifically enable students with handicaps
to best benefit from their educational program.

Information Dissemination -- gather and disseminate assistive device infor-
mation statewide via newsletter, electronic bulletin boards, and direct com-
munication with practitioners via a toll-free hotline.
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Training -- develop training materials and conduct workshops at LEAs and
a regional basis throughout Pennsylvania. Work toward developing a

network of local experts, and provide intensive training for this group.

Provide Assistive Device Systems for Student/LEA Use -- develop a short-
term loan program to provide systems to LEAs for evaluation of students' as-
sistive device needs. Provide assistive device systems for iranvidual student
use (available 24 hours per day, 12 months per year, at home and at school)
by establishing an assistive device long-term loan program.

Conduct Long-Range Plans for Assistive Device Services continue to ana-
lyze needs assessment data and coordinate efforts to produce a memo of un-
derstanding among service delivery providers state-wide.

Additional planning activities conducted by the Pennsylvania ADC, following establishment of the
program, included development of an advisory committee comprised of special education admin-
istrators, super isors, higher education faculty, speech therapists, and classroom teachers. This
committee meets at least annually to provide input regarding services needs in the state and to
provide reaction to proposed ADC services. Informal meetings and discussions are also held with
a wide variety of program administrators and service providers representing assistive device pro-
grams throughout the United States. These nationally recognized experts provide excellent feed-
back regarding the new ,vices ideas proposed by the ADC. The ADC also sponsors symposia
to have national assistive, device leaders meet to discuss services needs that can be addressed by
the ADC.

PROGRAM STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

The Pennsylvania model for service delivery via the ADC was able to address many of the plan-
ning issues originally detailed since a funding source was available at the onset of planning and a
resource center, familiar wi,h program development, acted as the lead agency to coordinate plan-
ning and initiate services. The original draft of goals and objectives was easily completed since
the primary ?uthor had experience in program development for populations that can benefit from
assistive devices. The SERRC, the managing project of the ADC, had access to input from LEAs
and regional service providers to initiate a network of communication regarding serve -s needs.
The SERRC's past history in providing quality training programs gave credibility to awareness
activities and initial training programs. ADC staff members' frequent interchange of ideas with
nationally recognized experts in the assistive device field enabled the ADC to get rapid and can-
did feedback on proposed or previously initiated services and procedures.

One major weakness of the ADC program to date is that the goals regarding interagency plan-
ning, hopefully leading to a better understanding among service delivery providers in the state,
has not yet been actively pursued. Energy thus far has been directed toward information dissemi-
nation, training LEA staff in assessment and use of assistive devices, and toward pun iding assis
tive device systems for students with handicaps. Having other state agencies and service
providers united toward the goal of having persons with handicaps having lifetime access to assis-
tive devices would enable this goal to possity be realized. No one agency can provide all the
needed services to all populations at all age levels. While the ADC has been attempting to help
meet the assistive device needs of special education studer age three to twenty -one, the present
need is to begin planning efforts linking all agencies int comprehensive services delivery pro-
grams.
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CHAPTER 3

PLANNING: OHIO'S AUGMENTATIVE CO%1MUNICATION
PROBLEM SOLVING CONsORTIUM

ES E NT E RS: Julia Todd
Mary Binion
Ohio Resource Center
for Low Incidence Severely Handicapped

Effective communication is vital in all areas f hte, including social development, education,
medical care, employment, and personal pursuits. Services needed by nonspeaking persons arc
provided by various state agencies as well as professional and parent organizations.

Ohio's Augmentative Communication Problem Solving Consortium is an organized group of
agencies, service organizations, parents, and practitioners concerned about the delivery of com-
prehensive set vices to nonspeaking individuals, their families, and service providers. Represen-
tatives from the Ohio State Departments of Education, Rehabilitation, Health, Hiiman Services,
and Mental Retardation/Developmental Disabilities, as well as university, medical, researcn, and
educational facilities orticipate on the consortium. The entire consortium meets several times a
year, while subc-)mmit tees meet more frequently.

INITIATION OF TIIE CONSORTIUM

In Ohio, the initial requests to address the special delivery issues related to nonspeaking persons
came from parents and educational practitioners. These requests were made to the Ohio Re-
source Center for Low Incidence and Severely Handicapped (ORCLISH) thrt ..igh the 16 Special
Education Regional Resource Centeis (SERRCs). These centers, funded by the Ohio Depnrt-
ment of Education, Division of Special Education, are responsible for personnel development
training, evaluation, and technical assistance to pare- s and educators of school-z,b-d handi-
capped children. Since the issues invo:ve services from many agencies, the Augmentative Com-
mun:cation Problem Solving Consortium was initiated in March 1985. The consortium is facili-
tated by staff of the Ohio Resource Center for Low Incidence and Severely Handicapped.

AGENCY PARTICIPATION

Representatives were invited from the following groups:

Great Lakes Area Regional Resource Center

Hospital/Rehabilitation Centers
LINC Resources, Inc.

Local Education Ageuies (urban, suburban, and rural)
Manufacturers (Prertkc Ron-tich Company)
Ohio Department of Education
Ohio Department of Health

2
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Ohio Depatimeni of Human Services

Ohio Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities
Ohio Rehabilitation oet vices Commission

Ohio Resource Center for Low Incidence and Severely Handicapped

Parents/Families/Caregivers/Consumers
Professional Organizations

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
Council for Exceptional Children

Great Lakes Communication Enhancement Group
International Society for Augmentative and Alternative Commu-
nication

Ohio Speech-Language-Hearing Association
Reridential Schools

Special Education Regional Resource Centers
Universities and Colleges

It was felt that administrative personnel as well as practitioners should be involved and that the
group should remain a "workable size." Some personnel represent more than one agency or or-
ganization. Recommendations for additional membership have been considered and acted upon
when appropriate. Currently, private agencies, insurance companies, service organizations, and
consumers are not represented as members of the consortium. These groups are, however, target
group for awareness activities. Active participation will be solicited from these groups at that
time. Several consumers have reviewed the consortium activities to this point. The consortium
would like to see more active consumer participation but has not been able to identify an individ-
ual who can make the time and travel commitment. All met!ings have been held in Columbus,
Ohio.

PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS

Children, youth, ani adilts needing augmentative and alternative communication systems should
have access to a comprehensive continuum of services in order that their communication needs
are appropriately assessed. the system procured, and appropriate training given to the student,
family, and caregivers. Parts of these types of services exist in a few places in the state, but there
needs to be a coordinated effort that results in a continuum of comprehensive services.

The consortium identified the following goal for the purpose of the group's activities:

Goal: to work together to further develop comprehensive augmentative
communication services to nonvocal individuals, their families, and service
providers.

Interagency cooperation is the philosophy interwoven into all consortium activities. Two primary
benefits to interagency cooperation in augmentative and alternative communication arc bettei
service to nonspeaking people and lower total co' to the state.

TARGET GROUPS FOR CONSORTIUM ACTIVITIES

Included in the consortium's definition A nonspeaking are children, youth, adults, and elderly for
whom speech is temporarily or permanently inadequate to meet their communication needs. The
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inability to speak is not due primarily to a hearing impairment. These individuals may be physi-
cally able or severely physically disabled. They may have been nonspeaking from birth, or injured
through illmess or accident. Augmentative and alternative communication are the methods used
by nonspeaking individuals in communication.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Through a likelihood-impact analysis needs assessment process, the consortium identified a num-
ber of areas of concern:

research and design of new products,
replication studies/research,
training,

public awareness,

preservice training,
funding,

information dissemination,
l Jnsumer -related issues, and

data collection.

The group identified activities within each area of concern that needed to occur in order to make
the goal a reality. To conduct a likelihood-impact analysis process, the group determined a gen-
eral goal. Events which need to occur in order to achieve the goals were then listed. Each indi-
vidual rated on a scale from 1 to 5 the:

likelihood of the event's occurring and

impact of the ,vent (presume occurrence) on the achievement of the goal.

Small groups then worked on:

strateges for achieving the event,
effects of achieving the event, and

consequences of not achieving the event.

The resul's of the likelihood-impact rating were tallied and plotted on a graph. High impact/high
likelihood events would be worked on first. The results of this process were used to identify tar-
get areas for consortium activities.

Event statements with highest likelihood and highest impact identified were:

communicate with developers about the needs of consumers and educational
and vocational personnel,

identify teaching/training techniques related to augmentative communication
devices,

compile and disseminate information related to research and design of new
products,

provide awareness training for educational personnel,
provide awareness training for other service providers, working directly with
nonvocal children,

2 ,,
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provide intensive training for educational personnel,
identify funding sources,

disseminate information on funding sources,
compile and disseminate list of evaluation and assessment services, and
identify and disseminate list of training services and programs.

CONSORTIUM ACTIVITIES

Year 1

Since the consortium represented the entire spectrum of ages and services, it was decided that
enh person should initiate activities within their own agency or organization and report to the
g-oup. The consortium meetings were always extremely informative as participants shared in-
formation about their efforts and knowledge.

Year 2

During the second year the group felt that they ought to focus their efforts sc that they might in-
fluence the state-level service delivery system. The group was concerned about "perpetual infor-
mation exchange" and the risk of losing the interest of key consortium members.

The group determined that the event statements regarding awareness at the administrative
"decision making" level would have the most impact on the service delivery system. By pointing
out the complexity of the problems and solutions for the client and agency, it was hoped that the
administrator might recognize the programmatic and fiscal advantages of working together as
well as their responsibility to serve this population.

A slide-tape prc.A..irtation and brochure, "Let's Talk," were developed by the consortium. De-
signed for top-level state administrators, the program is an overview of augmentative communi-
cation and the importance of cooperation and coordinator of services at the state level. Consor-
tium members will schedule meetings with top level state administrators, make the presentation,
and offer the assistance of consortium members in discussing thal agency's service to the nun
speaking 1, -nulation.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

A major strength of this consortium is the ability to meet, exchange informatici and plan for
methods to impact the state-level service delivery system. A major weakness is the inability to
make changes quickly. This is a slow process but one that is worth the effort. Changes that arc
made are likely ,,o last because the' ' become part of "the system."

23 , ,
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CHAPTER 4

ISSUES IN PT INNING A STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY SERVICE
DELI". ___ PROGRAM FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

PRESET ER: Gregg C. Vanderheiden, Ph.D.
Trace R&D Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that properly applied technology can facilitate many activities, including the
education of individuals with special needs. Improper techaolosry, as well as the improper appli-
cation of the correct technology, however, both usually result in large expenditures of time and
money with little, no, or negative results. In addition, a poorly conceived technology program
which fails can cause discouragement and loss of support for this important area. This paper fo-
cuses on some issues that should be borne in mind in the development of a technology support
program for special education. The comments are particularly directed toward programs for a
state like Wisconsin, which has a small population and large thinly populated a, as.

CENTRALIZED AND DISPERSED

One challenge in developing a technology support system is developing a model which provides
the concentration necessary to maintain technical depth and expertise as well as the dispersion
required tr -erve the entire state. Technology today is moving and advancing at such a rate that it
is not pos, r for individuals to keep on top of it part-time. In fact, it takes different individuals
v.ho divide me area and each study a :lortion in order to stay on top of developments and be able
to separate the wheat from the large amount of chaff in this area. In addition, technological ad-
vances result in a need for fairly rapid turnover of equipment Although the advent of new
equipmeni does not mean that older equipment is obsolete, the support/resource system for a
state does need to continually secure and evaluate newer equipment as well as computer software
in order to determine which equipment and programs should be considered for wider use. This is
an especially difficult task for the noncomputer-based technology aids (sensory, communication,
writing, mobility, and manipulation education and therapy aids).

This need for depth of knowledge and equipment is best met through one or two major centers.
These centers by themselves, however, would have great difficulty in meeting the dispersed needs
of the whole state. The quality of technical assistance is likely to be a function of the proximity to
these centers, leaving most of the state poorly served. The converse (a wide network of intercon-
nected centers dispersed across the state), however, would either be extremely expensive (to staff
many elNiers) or would not provide enough concentration to develop any depth of expertise (if
centers were too small).

One model to achieve this would be three-level central/regional/local format. A central center
could provide the coordination, a cen ral equipment inventory system, a comprehensive demon-
stration area, and a source for training and the development of resource materials. Star centers
around the state would provide regional resource points for consultation and support. Fir...11y,
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the individual resouce personnel dispersed .1---- ..ghoul the various school systems would provide
the base for the network. These resource personnel would work with other teachers and thera-
pists to help disseminate, apply, and support the technology directly at the application level.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY

The term "technology" or "special education technology" is tossed around in ways that suggest that
it is some homogeneous group of devices or equipment. In fact, it takes many very distinct and
different forms. Some of these different forms are:

1. Special therapeutic technology,
2. Special eucation technology,
3. Personal assistive devices which facilitate education, and
4. Special adaptations to regular education technology.

These different types of technology each play different roles, each have different constraints, and
each require different types of support mechanisms.

Special educatism and special therapy technologies are designed to be tools that the teacher or
therapist masters and uses within the education or therapy program. Teachers/therapists
throughout the state need to be made aware of appropriate technologies, need to have a mecha-
nism for sifting through the vast number of devices and software packages becoming available in
order to determine what is appropriate for their needs, and need to have a mechanism for ac-
quiring the training necessary to effectively incorporate these tools in their clinical/educational
practice.

Personal assistive device technology, on the other hand, is not used by the teacher so much as by
the student. Devices in this category can range from power wheelchairs to communication pros-
theses to electronic writing systems to reading aids. Often, specialized expertise, training and ex-
perience is required in the selection and fitting of these technologies which is not required for
their use or incorporation in the classroom.

Special adaptations to standard educational equipment is different again. Here, the goal is to al-
low an individual with a handicap to be able to use the same pieces of educational equipment
and/or software as are being used by the rest of the students. In this case, no additional training
in the use of the standard technology is necessary, since it has already been incorporated into the
classroom. Instead, specialized technical expertise, and perhaps therapeutic expertise, is required
in order to iAentify and install a modification to the educational equipment so that it can be oper-
ated by tht...tudent with special needs. Once the problem has been evaluated and the adaptation
identified and installed, support becomes fairly straightforward, involving maintenance and mon-
itoring of the adaptation's effectiveness.

Some of the support described above is best delivered through centralized evaluation and tech-
nology support centers which serve as a central reference point for browsing as well as for looking
up information on particular devices or systems. This type of information is particularly valuable
for teachers and clinicians in remote locations who do not otherwise get the chance to see the
different devices and technologies.

INTEGRATIVE INFORMATION -- This is partially digested and summative information.
Mass lists of ever/thing available may be useful for browsing and for looking up items
when one already knows what one wants, but it provides limited understanding.
Integrative information, on the other hand, provides the clinicians who arc less familiar
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with the technologies with materials that help them understand the various types of
equipment and their functions. It also provides them with suggested initial choices for
those just beginning in an area, as well as guidelines for selection of materials for
specific needs.

SPECIALIZED EVALUATION TEAMS Where specialized personal assistive devices or
special access adaptations are required, the system should provide specialized teams
with the necessary equipment, training and experience required to select and fit the
device/interface. It should also provide follow-up and support to the teacher/clinician
for those devices or adaptations that require it.

TRAINING -- Training is necessary on many levels. It extends from a general awareness
of the different technologies and different support systems provided by the Special
Education Technology Support System to direct training in the implementation and
application of specific technologies. Some of this training can be provided through
central or regio,ial fac.lities; other training will need to be provided on an in-service
basis at the school sites throughout the state.

EQUIPMENT DEMONSTRATION -- Hands-on experience with equipment is essential for its
understanding. A central demonstration area can help to meet this need. In addition,
however, regional and perhaps traveling equipment demonstration facilities will be
required in order to provide teachers in remote locations with opportunities for hands-
on experience with the various technologies.

Low TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT SYSTEM -- In many ways, it is easier to support high
technology than low technology sot...ions. For one thing, high technology solutions are
better documented, and generally fewer in number. For another, manufacturers
generally do a better job both of advertising and supporting these approaches. Finally,
there is more glamour and it is more "fun." Yet low technology approaches are often
more effective and easier for school systems to implement. Specific provision should be
made in the Special Education Technology Support System for provision of information
and support for low technology solution strategies.

EQUIPMENT LOAN PROGRAM -- An equipment loan program can be a very cost-effective
component of a technology support system. Half or more of the technology that is
recommended today for specific clients turns out to be inappropriate or ineffective.
Often it ends up in a closet, and the student ends up without anything. Equipment loan
programs can provide a mechanism fcr trial of equipment prior to permanent
placement. They can also provide a mechanism for assistance to individuals who are
temporarily disabled, or who are waiting for systems that have been ordered but have a
long delivery period. The equipment loan program can be fully centralized, where all
aids ate warehoused and maintained at a central location, or it can have multiple distri-
bution points coordinated through a central facility.

SPECIAL ENGINEERING SERVICES -- In order to handle special adaptation needs,
specialized rehabilitation technology services should be available through the system.

SOFTWARE LIBRARY -- The fastest growing area of rehabilitation technology is special
education software. New programs are constantly being announced and released. The
cost to secure and try out the software, however, is prohibitive. A system of central and
regional software evaluation libraries should be provided.
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EMPHASIS ON RURAL SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRAM

A popular belief is that individuals with disabled children tend to gravitate toward urban centers
This in turn implies that the need for special education technology would be greater in the urban
centers. In fact, recent research calls this assumption into question. Matto (1983) found that the
incidence of individuals with severe communication impairments was twice as high in rural as in
urba. areas (6% of the special education rural population versus 3% of the special education ur-
ban population). Preliminary results from the state cf Nebraska (Beukelman, personal commu-
nication) are finding almost identical results to those found in the state of Washington. The tact
that the incidence of severely speech-impaired individuals was also twice as high as the general
population in rural versus urban centers (6% of rural, versus 3% of the urban total population)
further suggests that this is not a relative number, but that there may in fact be twice as many in-
dividuals requiring technology in rural settings, at least in this area of need. Since a large portion
of the population of Wisconsin is in rural areas, very special attention needs to be paid to deter-
mining where the needs lie and in developing a good rural service delivery system.

NEEDS AND POPULATION STUDIES: INITIAL AND CONTINUAL

Clearly, any technology delivery plan for the state should start with a good needs and population
analysis. However, an ongoing needs analysis should also be built into any technology delivery
system. This should be coupled with an evaluation program within the Special Education Tech
nology Support System. Over time, the needs of the state .,hould change, as the technology deliv-
ery system evolves. A good needs tracking and system evaluation program can help to identify
the changing adaptation categories. In general, these technologies are very specialized, and arc
not needed en masse within any school or school district. As a result, it is not cost-effective to de-
velop or maintain experts or teams for Ihese technologies on a locz basis. Regional or central-
ized centers for these technologies will be the most appropriate. It is also probable that the state
resource programs for these various technologies would not all be located in one place. For ex-
ample, the state central resource programs fe- visual aids, for deaf aids, and for augmentative
communication aids may all be located at different places in order to take advantage of existing
centers c expertise in these areas.

LINKING TO EXISTING CENTERS

Of particular importance in setting up a good resource program for a state is taking advantage of
key resources in centers which already exist on a local, state, or national basis. A good technology
support system can be incredibly expensive if one attempts to build it from scratch. Unfortu-
nately, a mediocre technology support system can do as much harm as good, due to the high cost
of misinformation and over-application or misapplication of technology. By careful utilization of
already existing programs on a regional and national basis, however, considerable expertise can
be tapped for the support system without incurring the tremendous cost of maintaining expertise.
There are national information systems, for example, as well as specialized centers that generate
summary resource materials. Each state has different facilities within its borders that can also be
used. By either incorporating these programs in the state's support network, or by subcontractiog
specific services to be provided to the network, the already existing expertise in these respective
areas can be very cost-effectively tapped. These same programs should also be tapped for key
advisory members, both to assist in setting up a state's technology support system and to monitor
the operation and improvement of the system over time. Such an advisory committee should also
include individuals from other states haying technology support systems. This can be a particu-
larly effective way to share both good ideas and mistakes in this new area.
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TECHNOLOGY FUNDING

One of the most difficult areas is the topic of technology funding. Securing funding for technol-
ogy can be difficult, even when technology can be shown to directly result in more savings than
the cost for the technology. One of the first steps in setting up a technology support system will
be identifying the various options and opportunities for technology funding. In ...3me ways, this is
a chicken-and-egg situation. The number of resources available to pay for the technology at '.he
present time is limited by the ability of technology to demonstrate its cost-effectiveness, whicn is
in turn limited by the lack of effective resource and support systems for technology. Even with
limited technology funding, however, a strong technology support system for a state is important
In fact, when technology application resources are limited, it is most important that the funds
available be spent in the most informed and effective manner.

FOLLOW-UP AND FOLLOW-ALONG

Finally, it is important to stress the need for both follow-up and follow-along in the delivery of re-
habilitation technologies. Follow-up is defined as a periodic check with individuals who have re-
ceived services through the system. This includes both professionals and students. Follow-along,
on the other hand, is a more continual tracking of the individual's progress and assistance in car-
rying through any recommendations.

Follow-up is mostly used to catch serious problems and ) evaluate the effectiveness of the sun-
port system. By checking periodically with the individuals receiving support, it is possible to d.;-
termine when the recommendations or support being provided are insufficient or inappropriate
Both lead to remedial action with that particular reCpient, and also to better design of the overall
support system.

Follow-along is targeted more toward providing ongoing support to programs or individuals
throughout the rehabilitation/education process. Some of the activities of the support system
have follow-along so integrally built into them that it is ofno concern. Other activities (special in-
service seminars, special evaluations, etc.) are inherently one-time activities. If they do not have
specific a follow-up/follow-along component attached to them, they are usually substanti' "y lee!'
effective and appropriate than they could/should be.

In a well-designed, three-layer system, most of the direct se, ,:ce delivery to students would occur
at Level 3. In mast cases, these individuals are cio.e enough to the students themselves that fol-
low ,) and follow-along can be done fairly easily. Tine, however, needs to be budgeted for this
process.

STEPS IN MANN' ", A STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRAM

There is no step-by-step procedure that can be delineated for developing a statewide program
Although the needs within different states are generally the same (numbers and types of disabili-
ties per capita do not significantly vary), the constraints and the resources can and do differ sig-
nificantly. Constraints include the total size of the population to he served, he geographic distri-
bution, political considerations, the structure of the educational system within the state, etc. The
resources include specialized centers or programs in the state or region, individuals and programs
within the state, and the existing structure of the educational system.

Some general steps that might be taken in setting up a technology support system in a state would
be:

1. Formation of a small study group: Three to four people, including key inter-
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ested individual(s) from the state education system and individuals with tech-
nology and special education background.

2. Identification of resource personnel: People who, on national and state basis,
who can be used for consultation. Individuals from this pool can later be cho-
sen for the advisory committee as the process becomes more formal.

3. Identification of resources in state/area: Based on a preliminary arm-
chair/literature-based needs analysis, examine the state to find out what re-
sources already existing. including special centers and ctructurec within the ed-
ucational system.

4. Design and conduct a needs analysis study: Make a moderate attempt to iden-
tify the distribution and characteristics of the needs within the state; as time
progresses, this step may be less necessary as studies by other, similar states are
conducted and published. At this point, however, there is insufficient informa-
tion in the literature, and considerable risk of false assumption in this area.
Identify the funding resources: It should be kept in mind that the primary func-
tion of the support system is not to provide equipment, but to support the pro
visil and use of the equipment. If the equipment is truly an effective part of
either the rehabilitation or the education of these individuals, it should in gen-
eral be provided through the same mechanisms as all other rehabilitation or
education services. Nevertheless, funding is an important component, and re-
sources and policy should be identified early so that expectations and support
systems can develop a7propriately.

6. Start ow on a medium to small, semicentralized basis: It is impossible at this
time to design a comprehensive support system. The resources and expertise
do not exist throughout the system; the technology is no ready; and we simply
don't know what the final system should look like. A semi-centralized program
consisting of a central support center working with both regional centers and
special expertise centers is recommended in order to provide a cost-effective
mechan'sm for developing and maintaining expertise while still heir ; able to
disperse the expertise through the state Over time, the number ;:egional
centers can grow and develop more and more local (third-level) armalized af-
i:liations.

7. Initial focus on information and training: Although initial expectations of the
technology support system may be that it will supply technology, its primary
products in fact should be information, training, and special evaluation
(through its specialization centers). Although the state may decide to dis-
tribute equipment through the program, this should be done carefully and in
conjunction with its specialize(' evaluation centers.

IN SUMMARY

There is decidedly a need for the development of techr- -in/ support systems within states, in or-
der to enable special education programs to take effec advantage of the newer technologies
being released. Setting up such a system, however, is not a straightforward task, and the best
form for this support system would vary from state to state. A three -layer approach is suggested
which provides for concentrated central expertise, regional resource points, and a network of in-
dividuals at the local level. The focus of thi., system should be on support rather than equipment
distribution, with an emphasis on information, training, and specialized evaluation. It is further
suggested that a network of support systems between states be established in order to minimize
duplicated effort in the generation of new materials and to maximize utilization of the expertise
and experience of the different support programs.



CHAPTER 5
PLANNING SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (THE FLORIDA MO3EI,1

PRESENTER: Edythe F. Finklcy, MS, OTR/L
Evaluation Team Leader

INTRODUCTION

Most terrific ideas begin with a projected solution for some problem that is significant to us, un-
known to anyone else, unjustified in relation to the other goals of the organization, too costly to
consider, outside of the organization's professional expertise and timeliness, untested (meaning
no one has ever done it before), dot needed by the majority of the population, and larger than the
physica/ plant can accommodate. Those of us with good intentions frequently have our enthusi-
asm for innovative services thwarted by one or more of the previously mentioned counter re-
sponses. Disappointments and frustrations of this sort can be decreased or avoided by planning
and implementing strategies that will provide solutions and alternatives for the kinds of counter
responses that can be expected. Counter responses are unique to the organization to which the
idea is being presented and can vary according to the geographic location, the funding structure,
the administrative personnel, the purpose and philosophy of the organization, and/or affiliations
with other agencies or organizations.

Planning models are many and must be selected according to some of the same factors that make
counter responses unique to an organization. The discrepancy model is a basic model and is fre-
quently used. It begins with Cie identification of a tleeds statement which is equal to the differ-
ence between what is (actual) and what is desired (ideal). Solutions are generated and compared
for each need statement regardless of whether the solution is valued pro or con, good or bad, or
appropriate or inappropriate. This process should end with agreement on thc hest solutions and
should be productive regardless of the magnitude or breadth of the need.

Planning assumes previous consideration before action is taken as opposed to being reactive to
forces that have already been put into motion. All is not lost if the latter situation occurs, it sim-
ply requires that available resources have to be managed until new decisions are made and new
directions planned. Passive planning, a state of observation and not action, is counter productive.
Active planning is systematic, purposeful, and controlling; it shapes uncontrollable events into
achievable goals. Effective planning influences if and how an idea is accepted and consequently
its longevity, the enthusiasm (-I the implementors, and the quality and timeliness of the product or
service king provided.

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

At the Communication Systems Evaluation Center (CSEC) the idea of developing and operating
a service to meet the needs of nonspeaking students was supported by funds from the Florida De-
partment of Education (FDOE). In 1980, support began in the form of yearly block grants for
period of three years and the funds were specifically earmarked for programs for students whose
needs were previously unmet. At the end of three years, continuation of the service was substan-
tiated through written ang verbal testimonials from professionals and users in the field, thc sub-
mission of more referrals than were anticipated, :SLIlccss stories from students, and continual and
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consistent access of the service. Due to the structure of the funding source and the nature of the
funds (Part B of the Education for the Handicapped Act) being granted, the directions for plan-
ning the service were to some extent already in place.

Florida has been and continues to be very active in its commitment to meet the needs of aug-
mentative communication users. The Florida State Plan (1) reports the state's proposals for use
of Part B funds for fiscal years 1984-1986. Five percent of those funds were designated for ad-
ministrative use, 75% for school district entitlements, and 20% for state projects. The develop-
ment of CSEC was supported through receipt of a portion of the funds which were designated for
state special needs projects identified by the State Advisory Committee. The Committee, which
includes administrators of programs for handicapped children, handicapped individuals, parents,
teachers, guardians of handicapped individuals, and state and local education officials, advises the
FDOE on unmet needs of handicapped children within the state. Those needs are formatted by
the Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students into project applications which are distributed
to school districts for response. At the end of the project, call review teams, composed ofpersons
with knowledge about the proposed project, review all applications, select the best proposal in
each category, and award a predetermined funding amount.

INITIAL PLANNING STAGES

Prior to the 1980 project calls, a teacher of physically impaired students enrolled in the Orange
County Florida Public School System recognized the special needs of nonspeaking, physically im-
paired students and initiated a program at his/her school to meet those needs. Although the pro-
gram was limited to a self-contained classroom, a single school, and a single school district, it
served as proving ground for the use of an interdisciplinary team to evaluate and design manual
communication systems for the students. After the teachers, along with the help of the physical
and occupational therapists and the speech-language clinician, experienced numerous successes
with their efforts, a search for bigger and better approaches naturally followed. The 1980 project
call was timely for the Orange County lead evaluation team. Since their expertise was clinical in
nature, they required technical assistance for grant writing, budget preparation, and service plan-
ning and organization. A designee from the FDOE and the project development staff of the
hosting school district (Orange County) assLed with grant writing and budget preparation, a re-
quirement of the project call. An award was granted to the lead team and plans rapidly ensued
for attaining tne following objectives:

1. Implement a model evaluation center to assist in the selection of effective
and appropriate augmentative communication systems for nonspeaking stu-
dents ages 3 to 21.

Develop an evaluatic center structure, operations, and procedures for eval-
uating nonspeaking students for the most effective and appropriate augmen-
tative communication systems.

3. Determine the effectiveness and implications for use of various augmentative
communication systems with nonspeaking students.

The FDOE designee, who was assigned to consult with the project for the first three years, and
local university consultants were instrumental in identifying experts in the field of augmentative
communication and researching the literature to obtain direction for planning and organizing the
service. Persons knowledgeable in the field of augmentative communication were surveyal by
phone to recommend national experts who could provide input into the development of services
for CSEC. A two-day symposium was planned in which these experts provided information ro-
garding developing a service delivery model; establishing administrative guidelines; determining
the components of an augmentative communication evaluation process; identifying state-of-the-
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art, commercially available communication aids; and defining the role of technology in the lives of
nonspeaking individuals. Practitioners from all regions of the service area were invited to partici-
pate in the symposium and collaborate with the experts to produce a plan which would meet the
needs of the students, parents, and teachers who would use the service; be commensurate with
the state-of-the-art practices in augmentative communication; remain within the guidelines of the
funding agency; and be feasible within the resources available to CSEC.

The symposium participants were challenged to address issues of concern which spanned the
scope of national to local importance. A representative from the National Association of State
Directors of Special Education, 'in organization which defines training of local and state-level
personnel in the art of planning as one of its jobs, gave direction fron. an administrative perspec-
tive. Using data from a study conducted in Missouri, with the findings published in Assistive De-
vices for Handicapped Students; A Model and Guide for a Statewide Delivery System (2), the
following issues were of primary significance: w:letil?,r or not a state should initially have one or
several centers, developing recognition for the massive amount of evaluation required to properly
match a user and a device, funding for acquisition of recommended aids, and follow-up evalua-
tions.

The clinical consultants, who were representative of education, occupational therapy, and engi-
neering, were more pragmatic in their presentations, focusing on the evaluation process, its com-
ponents, and the expected outcomes. The educator explained the goals and purposes of commu-
nication interaction evaluation, a theoretical basis for performing that evaluation, identified the
persons who should be involved in the evaluation process, and pinpointed environmental factors
which may influence an individual's interaction style. Concerns regarding optimal seat-
ing/positioning, organization of the space between the individual and the adaptive aid and inter-
face, definition of motor access skills, and the influence of visual perception skills on aid usage
were addressed by the occupational therapist. These motor/sensory concerns were subsequently
assigned between the occupational and physical therapist on the CSEC evaluation team. The en-
gineer focused on the role of technology in the lives of handicapped individual' 'anguished
between various components of technical systems. and raised the awareness of s; par-
ticipants regarding speech synthesis, electromyography, and ocular control of aids.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Adhering to the recommendations of the symposium, as documented in "Report and Recommen-
dations of Florida Model for Communication Systems Evaluation Center" (3), Florida supports
one center in the provision of augmentative communication services. The symposium culminated
in formulation of long- and short-term objectives, project timelines, and a focus for seeking and
securing funding for continuation of the project beyond the first year. The first step following the
symposium was to purchase a representative sample of electronic communication aids and de-
vices. In the meantime, the lead evaluation team used the knowledge gained from the symposium
to develop sample forms, inform the public and users of services, establish a referral mechanism,
accept referrals, screen referrals, establish a pre-evaluation data collection process, develop on-
site evaluation procedures, and schedule evaluations. The aids and devices were analyzed ac-
cord; .g to the motor, sensory, and language skills required to use them effectively as communica-
tion and instructional tools. During this analysis, evaluation protocols were written for each de-
vice in the CSEC inventory for the purpose of describing an acceptable means of explaining and
demonstrating the operation of the device to a student. This work resulted in the publication of
Volume IH-E: Alternative Communication Systems for Non-Vocal Students (4), a resource man-
ual for the education of exceptional students, at the end of the first project year.

The lead evaluation team met weekly to finalize pre-evaluation and evaluation data collection
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fo:Ins and procedures. Following team critique, they sampled their ideas with eight students from
a local school before beginning a more comprehensive evaluation schedule. W!thstanding any
major revisions, they scle .1 and trained three additional part-time teams of professionals to use
the procedures. These piufessionals critically used the procedures to provide service to the stu-
dents who had been referred to CSEC from other areas of the state. Internal review of this kind
resulted in few modifications to the original ideas, and a third-party review from a national expert
was requested. The review was exemplary; however. modifications are continually made to
maintain current practice. CSEC procedures are being replicated locally and nationally and arc
published in detail in Volume III-M: Procedures for an interdiscillitiLavaluation of Nonoral
Students (5).

A single administrator, with the assistance of a secretary, were the only full-time employees of
CSEC initially. Part-time evaluation teams worked weekends on a rotational basis every two
months. Since they were employed elsewhere full time, pre- or post-evaluation planning and
study occurred on week nights. This did not prove to be the most effective means of service deliv-
ery. By the close of the second project year, an additional full-time administrator was added to
provide follow-up services and manage the equipment inventory. In 1981, follow-up assistance,
which had previously been provided through written and telephone communication, was now pos-
sible through an on-site visit to the local school district. A full-time evaluation team was hired in
1982, inci.;asing the number of evaluations conducted per school year and the consistency of the
evaluation team members. Outreach services, an effort to establish satellite centers in remote
geographic areas, was begun in 1984 and continues to be modified and refined to best meet the
needs of the service users. An additional objective for CSEC is training and updating of profes-
sionals and parents of nonspeaking students. This concern encompasses evaluation, follow-up,
and outreach services and is foremost in the provision of in-service training and newsletter publi-
cations.

The staff of CSEC received its initial training from the lead evaluation team and has endeavored
to maintain a high level of expertise by participating in professional uevelopment activities on lo-
cal, national, and international levels; co-sponsoring training from national experts at the CSEC;
and maintaining professional awareness through print, tape, and telecommunications media. I he
staff recognizes the importance of keeping abreast so the most current information can he shared
with service users. Efforts in research are also being planned with the goal of adding 19 the lim-
ited amount of information regarding evaluation for, and implementation of, augmentative com-
munication systems. CSEC has become a significant informa;ion pri wider by its selection as a
model outreach center for Implementation Strategics for Improving the Use of Communication
Aids in Schools Serving Handicapped Children, a project of the American Speech-Language-
Hurl ng Association

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE MODEL

One of the apparent successes of this approach has been the input received from persons of mul-
tiple professional backgrounds, persons who will use the service, persons who will provide the
service, and persons who will sponsor the service. A significant factor in the provision of the ser-
vice was the appointment of local education agency (LEA) designees in each school district. The
designees act as a liaison between the local school district and CSEC; distribute identification and
referral information to personnel in the district; assist service users in implementing evaluation
recommendation strategies, loc: ,ing materials and resources, and identifying funding sources;
collect pre-evaluation data; and organize on-site visits to local school districts. This input has
continued throughout the life of the service and has resulted in steady increase in the demand for
the service, heightened awareness of the field of augmentative communication, expansion of the
service to meet the growing needs of the service users, increased financial support of the service,
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and improved 5ervice to a low prevalence population. The program staff is always before pi ofes-
sionals and the general public providing in-servic, training, technical assistance, follow-up assis-
:Ace, and information of a public relations nature. This np,-)roach does not all_w the enthu, sm
of the service users to wane and it s,retches the competency of those ono interact with the aug-
mentative communication device users on a daily basis.

Service users have formal and informal opportunities to critique the program through periodic
feedback questionnaires, LEA designees, and encounters with program staff. Third-party reviews
arc used a; deemed necessary as an internal means of maintaining a high level of quality in ser-
vice provision.

The primary weakness of ,,.is plan has been the lack of a formal identification of the number of
students who were in need of an augmentative communication program within the service area.
The identification process has naturally occurred each year in that there has been a 9- to 15-
month waiting list of studems referred for the service. Although this identification process is not
definitive in terms of long-term planning, it has two very positive effects. It justifies the need for
the service and supports the request for additional funding increases to expand services in an ef-
fort to decrease t' kaiting .:me for students.

The effectiveti .h;s approach is the fact that the program has been successfully operating for
six and a half year.,. During that time, 341 students have been evaluated, 86 have received follow-
up services, local school district evaluation teams have been trained to perform manual commu-
nication system evalu!tions, and more than 180 professionals have been exposed to 10-hour in-
service components concerning various aspe.,ts of augmentative communication. The FDOE
strongly supports the continuation of the program and has demonstrated that support by making

7C a permanent part of the Florida Diagnostic & Learning Resources System. This status
mazes CSEC available to handicapped individuals, parents, and professionals across the state to
assist in enhancing their already fine programs.
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CHAPTER 6
THE PLANNING OF THE SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

IMPLEMENTED AT THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONAL CENTER
FOR AUGMENTAT'VE COMMUNICATION
AT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL Ov BOULDER

PRESENTER: Andrea Mann, M.A., CCC-SP
Department of Speh Pathology
Memorial Hospital of Boulder

OVERVIEW

Memorial Hospital of Boulder is a 93-bed, acute care hospital wan a 26-bed rehabilitation unit,
located approximately 25 miles northwest of Denver, Colorado. Housed within this facility, as
part of the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Unit, is the Rocky Mountain Pf-.gional Center
for Augmentative Communication (RMRCAC). The need for a regional assessment center grew
out of the growing concern that nonspeaking and severely dysarthric children were not reaching
their maximum potential within their particular educational settings in the state of Colorado.
Many teachers, therapists, and parents realized :I e difficulties in educating this population, but
lacked resources and expertise in augmentative and alternative communication assessment and
intervention. This was particularly true for those living and working in rural areas of the state
and on the western slope. Grass roots efforts were slowly developing in the metro area and front
range areas in 1980, but due to the mountainous terrain of the state, people living in the southern,
western, and even central portions of Colorado found accessibility to the metro area on a tegular
basis difficult.

1980, an augmentative communication assessment program was implemented at Memorial
Hospital of Boulder (MHB). It did not become the Rocky Mountain Regional Center for Aug-
mentative Communication until 1984. Few children were served during the first years rr the pro-
gram. Most of the population seen consisted of adult head injuries, stroke patients, and those
with devnerative neuromuscular diseases such as multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lateral scIL
rosis. In 1981, the RMRCAC teamed up with the Colorado Department of Education (CDE) to
ds,:elop a service deli cry program addressing the augmentative communication needs of all
school-aged children in Colorado, which included 178 school districts and 22 community center
boards' with the potential of serving approximately 4,000 students.- This program continues to
be based on the unique concept of public education cooperating with a local, private medical fa-
cility to address the communication needs of handicapped students. The two facilit:,s have com-
plemented each other nicely.

This paper will describe the sequence of events leading up to the development of a sr..:vice deliv-
ery model augmentative and alternative communication assessment and intervention within
the schools he sequence of events has been illustrated in Figure 1, and will be referred to as the
"Planning Service Delivery Model." Issues discussed will in many ways overlap with those ad-
dressed in "Implementation of Service Delivery Systelu at the Rocky Mountain Regional Center
for Augmentative Communication at Memorial Hospital of Bouix" by Judith Hallow (1987),
which is included in these proceedings (Section III, Chapter 5). These issues include the assur-
ance of high quality evaluations, iaentification of assessment centers, the potential politics in-
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FIGURE 1
PLANNING SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL

CDE Special Education
Consultant

Dept Speech/Language
Pathology at Memorial
Hospital of Boulder

Researched needs for augri_ntative communication assessment and intervention
within school districts based on input from the Rocky Mountah, ,ommunication
Group, teachers, therapists, and feedback from awareness level workshops

1

Special Education Consultant
informs staff and Executive
Director of

need
- cost effectiveness

short-term goals
long-term goals

CDE identifies apprnonate
assessment centers based on
interest and expertise

Department of Speech/Language
Pathology informs MHB
administration of

need
cost effectiveness
short-term goals
long-term goals

Representative from CDE and MHB meet
io discuss philosophical goals

CDF consultants and MHB augmentaiivi
team meet with local school districts
interested in having VI-B Discretionary
Funds channeled through their schools to
purchase augmentative equipment for the
RMRCAC

CDE consultants and augmentative
communication assessment team meet to
determine method of inventorying and
maintaining equipment, cost of
assessment, and developmert of service
delivery model

Members of augmentative
communication team receive
further training in assessment
techniques/team dynamics

Augmentative communication
assessment team conducts
workshops foi school districts,
sponsored by CDE

CDE = Colorado Department of Education
MHB = Memorial Hospital of Boulder
RMRCAC = Rocky Mountain Regional Center for Augmentative Communlcation
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volved in having the educational needs of students evaluated in a medical setting, the cooperation
between the CDE and MHB, marketing, cost effectiveness, goals of developing such a program,
the designation of funds, housing and maintenance of augmentative communication equipment,
the accessibility to school districts of assessment sites, and the possibility of future replication of
service delivery. Many of these issues are unique to Colorado and are not applicable to all situa-
tions.

ADDRESSING THE ISSUES

The key c6inponents in planning the service delivery system were the augmentative communica-
tion assessment team, and the administration at MHB, the CDE, the Rocky Mountain Communi-
cation Group (RMCG), and the individual school districts and service providers expressing a
need for augmentative communica, ion intervention. In 1982, the CDE began hosting augmenta-
tive communication awareness workshops around the state. Feedback from these workshops
further subs'antiated the need for 2 egional assessment center.

The augmentative communication assessn it team at the RMRCAC currently consists of two
speech pathologists, two occupational therapists, one physical therapist, one rehabilitation engi-
neer, and an on-call computer consultant. The RMCG is an advocacy group comprised of par-
ents, teachers, therapists, friends, and those in need of, or already using, augmentative or alter-
native forms of communication. The CDE is the state's instructional agency responsible for
monitoring the quality of education and the administration of funds for public education pro-
grams. Representatives from the state included the supervisor and two senior consultants from
the Special Education Services Unit.

The first task in establishing the RMRCAC avolved educating and gaining the support of the
hospital administration, the hospital's jepartment chairpersons, and the CDE as to the need for
an augmentative communication assessment team and the benefits that stucknts could derive
from this particular therapeutic and educational intervention. It was particularly crucial that the
support of the state's special education directors be secured, as the preference of most directors is
to have all evaluations completed in-district, using in-oistrict personnel due to financial con-
straints.

Cost effectiveness was understandably a major concern of both parties. The hospital administra-
tion had to be shown that an initial investment of thousands of dollars in high-tech augmentative
communication equipment, staff training, and marketing could develop into a useful and prof-
itable endeavor. Department chairpersons had to be willing to allow their therapists nonproduc-
tive time (nondirect patient treatment time) to develop assessment protocols and expertise in
their particular areas regarding augmentative and alternative communication. The CDE had to
feel sure that complete assessment reports would be distributed to a!! concerned individuals. The
RMCG, special education dire, tors, and service providers were instrumental in informing the
CDE and MHB of the types services needed and the populations that could benefit from the
center.

After notifying the CDE of the hospital's intent and ability to provide services for nonspeaking
children, a committee was formed from representatives of MHB and the CDE to explore the
needs, philosophies and goals of both organizations. Cooperative efforts were discussed regard-
ing the designation of funds for the purchase of equipment and continuing education of the aug-
mentative communication team, the housing and maintenance of equipment, the cost of aug-
mentative communication assessments, and the generation of monies to cover these costs.
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Both agencies agreed on the tremendous need for spccialiLcd services for potential augmentative
communication users in the schools. Both agencies also agreed that there were very f , teachers
or therapists in the state with expertise in the area of augmentative and alternative communica-
tion assessment and intervention. The CDE had recently begun to receive requests from parents
wanting their children asseased by facilities as far away as New Mexico and Wisconsin, rs their as-
sessment needs were not being met in the state of Colorado. Most speech and language thera-
pists in the public schools and community center boards are overwhelmed by heavy ca: e loads and
diverse diagnoses. Few have the time or resources available to them to gain extensive experience
in augmentative and alternative communication. Until recently, there have been few courzs of-
fered on this subject; however, philosophies are changing. At the present time, there are ap-
proximately 60 colleges and universities in the United States that offer graduate courses in aug-
mentative and alternative communication. This is double the number otter °d five years ago.3
Generally, most information that teachers and therapists know about this field has been learned
on their own time, tnrotc.': an occasional workshop and reading materials purchased at their Gwn
expense. Even if there were therapists with adequate experience in augmentative and alternative
communication assessment in-district, the variety of equipment necessary to successfully evaluate
a student's augmentative potential is costly. The updating and maintenance of several pieces of
sophisticated augmentative communication equipment can cost several thousands of dollars an-
nually. This equipment, if owned by a school district cannot usually move out of the district, so
the number of students benefiting from this technology is limited. This would mandate that each
district wanting to provide their own augmentative communication assessments, replicate service
de:ivery by spending thousands of dollars in staff training an equipment.

INITIAL PLANNING STEPS

Because of the above issues, the CDE opted to address the need for augmentative communi,_.a.
tion services to the schools in a three-phase plan. Phase I was to be the identification and desig-
nation of specific augmentative communication assessment centers within the state!' It was
planned that Phase II would be the inservicing of all interested staff and parents within the state
in augmentative communication strategies. This was to ensure that recommendations made by
the assessment teams would he understood and followed through within the child's classroom.
Phase III was identified as the eventual training of additional assessment teams in certain geo-
graphical locations around the state. This paper will concentrate on the planning of Phase I and
touch only briefly on Phases II and III.

Comprehensive assessments of children in need of augmentative and/or alternative communica-
tion are costly. Expenses vary according to the child's diagnosis and particular needs. For
example, many nonambulatory children with cerebral palsy must have seating and positioning ad-
dressed prior to a recommendation for a communication system. Maximum stability and func-
tionality with the least amount of pathology is crucial to successful augmentative intervention 5

Determining the best means of seating, positioning, communication and access of communication
(i.e., switch placement, scanning versus direct selection, etc.) can be extremely complicated. Chit
dren in need of this type of assessment fall under the category of "difficult to assess" in Colorado,
and are eligible to be evaluated through PL 94-142 monies, labelled "Difficult to iNssess Funds "6

The CDE initially considered purchasing various pieces of augmentative communication equip-
ment and housing them at their state offices. Concerns arose, however, regarding its inventory,
maintenance, policies and procedures for borrowing equipment, and the overall quality of the
augmentative communication assessments if the equipment was available for purposes of assess-
ment t all teachers and therapists, regardless of experience and expertise in the field of aug-
mentative and alternative communication.
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It soon became evident to both parties that another plan was needed. It was eventually agreed
that the CDE would purchase $8,500 worth of augmentative and alternative communication
equipment through the Boulder Valley School District, to be housed at the RMRCAC. In
essence, the Boulder Valley School District purchased the equipment and was reimbursed by the
CDE through VI-B Discretionary Funds. I: was agreed that in return, the RMRCAC would in-
ventory and maintain the equipment as well as provide a 15% reduction in the cost of any aug-
mentative communication assessments covered by "Difficilt to Assess Funds." The Boulder
Valley School District was free to borrow said equipment for any student in their district. A por-
tion of the VI-B Discretionary Funds was used to further educate the RMRCAC assessment
team. Memorial Hospital of Boulder committed $4,500 to the first year's augmentative commu-
nication budget., bringing the total amount to $13,000. The following paragraphs were taken fro'n
the letter of agreement between the CDE and MHB.

Boulder Memorial Hospital agrees to reimburse $5,000 of the $8,500 provided by the
Colorado Department of Education (CDE), Special Education Services Unit, through the
use of State Allocation Funding (94-142 monies) for the purchase of augmentative com-
munication equipment. This amount will be subtracted from services rendered over the
three-year period at the rate of $1,666 per year. This will apply only to the augmentative
charges on children receiving "Difficult to Assess Funding" from the CDE. The discount
will be at a rate of 15% per patient or as CDE determines. If a patient's charges exceed
$800, the additional amount will be divided between the Hospital and CDE; and CDE's
portion will be subtracted from the $1,666 per year. In addition, the Hospital agrees to
provide all repairs on equipment and at the end of five years, the equipment purchased
with these funds will be placed in a loan bank of augmentative equipment run by Boulder
Memoria' Hospital, Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology.

Below is a six-step summary to aid in illustrating the normal seqt.,..ce of an assessment
from beginning to cor-Tletion.

1. Assessment request by the CDE or home school district.

2. Information request by RMRCAC of home school district regarding
student's skill level.

3. Assessment completed at RMRCAC or in home school district by
RMRCAC assessment team.

4. Results and recommendatic ns sent to home school district and stu-
dent's family.

5. Reimbursement:

a) RMRCAC invoices home school district for assessment,
less 15%.

b) Home school district requests reimbursement from the
CDE through "Difficult to Assess Funds."

6. Follow-up by RMRCAC of student for minimum of two years.

SUMMARY

The service delivery system agreed upon by the RMRCAC and the CDE addresses several prob-
lems unique to Colorado. Input from various sources was crucial in planning the system. Those
sources included the state special education directors and their respective teachers and therapists,
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the parents of potential augmentative communication users, the students themselves, and a
statewide advocacy group, the RMCG.

Phase I, the identification of augmentative communication assessment centers around the state,
addresses the need for appropriate identification and education of nonspeaking children. Be-
cause the augmentative communication team is able to travel, any school district in the state can
take advantage of the program. Because of the mountainous terrain and variable weather condi-
tions, especially in the winter months, it is usuafiy more cost effective to fly to assessments that
are more than 200 miles away.

The team tries to schedule several evaluations in a 2- to 3-day period within the same school dis-
trict, or in conjunction with a neighboring district, to lessen travel expenses. Conducting the aug-
mentative communication assessments within the student's educational setting will in many ways
fulfill the needs of those people working with the child regarding awareness of augmentative and
alternative communication options and therapeutic: interventions. It allows for high quality as-
sessment with periodic follow-up by the evaluation team, and offers a support system for the stu-
dents, their families, and school personnel involved in their treatment. Because the RMRCAC
follows all children assessed for a period of at least two years, the team is in contact with the stu-
dent's teacher, family, therapists, principal, and/or special education director on an "as needed"
basis. This has been particularly beneficial to school districts outside the Denver metro area.

Phase II. the in-servicing of school personnel, helps teachers, therapists, and parents understand
the uniq 4e needs of the augmentative communication user, as well as the various prerequisites
needed for successful intervention. Phase !I was planned to assure that the requests for assess-
ments through the "Difficult to Assess Funds" were appropriate and that recommendations made
by the team after an assessment was completed would be carried through. It ;las also provided
the augmentative communication assessment team with a clearer understan_ ,g of both the
child's communication ne .cts and those involved with him or her at school and at hone. Aug-
mentative communication awareness workshops are frequently held in various locations around
the state. These workshops are sponsored by the CDE and are usually conducted by members of
the augmentative communication assessment team at the RMRCAC, as well as other facilities
that have since been identified as assessment centers. These small workshops have served as a
catalyst for a very effective information networking system within and between all portions of the
state. Phase III, the training of additional assessment teams !n specific geographical locations
around the state, has just been initiated and cannot yet be discussed with any accuracy in this
paper.

The planning of the service delivery system illustrates few problems. A few obstacles became
clear when the service delivery system was developed and implemented. The agreement between
the CUE and MHB has been mutually profitable. Because of the CUE's initial investment, the
hospital has been able to build up its referral base and is new serving both an inpatient and out-
patient augmentative an alternative communication case load, in addition to assessments
through "Difficult to Assess Funds." This undertaking has allowed MHB to plan for a current
budget of $40,000 in augmentative communication equipment. The state continues to have their
assessments discounted 15%, the RMRCAC is able to assess these children with a wider variety
of equipment, including dedicated communication devices, environmental controls, and micro-
computers with approp: late educational and communication software.

Since the planning of this service delivery system, several other agencies and private therapists
have identified themselves as augmentative and alternative communication assessment centers
Because there is no regulatory board to guide the consumer in what constitutes a "qualified" aug-
men t.itive communication assessment center and/or therapist, the CDE has found it increasingly
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difficult to officially endorse the skills of one individual or assessment team over another without
appearing prefetential in their referrals.

The planning of this service delivery system could just as easily have occurred between the CDE
and interested school districts with an available and qualified assessment team. However, since
few districts can afford the time and expense involved in such an endeavor, the planning and sub-
sequent development of the service delivery system for augmentative and alternative communi-
cation between the CDE and MHB has proven to be a practical and cost-effective model.
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ORGANIZATIONAL ADDRESSES

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA)
10801 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
1-900-638-6868

Colorado Department of Education
Special Education Services Unit
201 East ColfaA Avenue
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 866-6718

Penrose Hospital
(Capron Rehabilitation Center)
P.O. Box 7021
Colorado Springs, CO 80933
(303) 630-5205

Rocky Mountain Communica ion Group
P.O. Box 4829
Boulder, CO 80306

FOOT'' TOTES
! A specialized school for the multiply handicapped. A community center hoard falls under the

auspices of the Colorado Department of Education.

2
iThis is the total number of students within the state education system identified as multiply

handicapped. Not all of these students require augmentative or alternative communication in-
tervention.
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3 Personal communication with Sarah Blackstone, Ph D , Project Director, Communication Aids
Project, American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, March 1987. This number is based
on graduate-level courses in speech technology.

4 Penrose Hospital in Colorado Springs was also identified as an augmentative communication
assessment center and developed a similar agreement with the CDE.

s A. F. Bergen, R.P.T. & C. Colangelo, MA., OTR. Positioning the Client with Central Nervous
System Deficits. Valhalla Rehabilitation Publications, 1982.

6 Procedures to access these funds are described in "The Implementation of Service Delivery
System at the RMRCAC at MHB," Haddow (1987).



CHAPTER 7

THE MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION PROGRAM PLANNING MODEL:

AN ASHA MODEL OUTREACH SITE

PRESENTER: Deanne Magnusson, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Speech-Language Programs

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this conference is to develop a management plan for the servico delivery of those
students who might benefit from an augmentative communication system. This presentation will
present as described in management literature, a brief synopsis of planning definitions, the char-
acteristics of successful planning models, and the planning strategies implemented by the
Minneapolis Public Schools for developing an augmentative communication program.

DEFINITIONS OF PLANNING

Waltman (1981) says planning is an organized attempt to establish goals and priorities, estimate
future contingencies and resources, consider alternatives for matching resources with goals, and
devise actions that will maximize the realization of these goals. According to Bozeman (1981),
planning is a management tool which will help the organization adapt to change, while Heryla
(1981), purports planning is managing change. According to Corbin (1981), strategic planning
reflects long-range, ()I. -rall goals while operational planning reflects short-term objectives. In
Ferguson's (1981) view, planning recognizes the dynamic nature of the organization, and provides
the format for accommodating orderly organizational change. Planning in Ferguson's view, is a
process for deciding upon a course of action in order to implement change. Planning is direc-
tional, and establishes goals and guides for action Ferguson feels planning is a vital management
function which provides for conceptualizing the future in a disciplined manner.

Advantages of Planning: Why Plan?

There are many approaches to planning, ranging from broad, conceptual, philosophical perspec-
tives to narrow, specific techniques or 'a.nics. If there is no specific purpose, planning tends to he
diffused, nondirected. Planning will maximize the effective use of resources. As King (1918)
states, planning eliminates the duplication of effort, and builds momentum to overcome obsolete
patterns; the facts and opinions developed during an organization's planning process increase the
organization's knowledge and in turn this increased knowledge often leads to improved effective-
ness.

Parameters of Successful Planning

Ferguson (1981) states that to be effective, tivr planning process must:

be information based,
involve all decision makers,
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have institutional commitment,

contain measurable, obtainable objectives,
evolve from a logical, consistent structure,
convince people the plan will make them perform better, and
establish accountability.

According to Van Ausdle (1980), the factors considered the most significant for enhancing plan-
ning effectiveness are: commitment of "top level" lead( rship, understanding the institution's mis-sion, broad institutional participation, is information based, evaluates results, and provides staff
with planning expertise. Bozeman (1984) suggests the success of planning relates directly to lead-
ership support. He states that in successful planning there must be desire. commitment, commu-
nication, sufficient time provided, and that group and individual politics must be neutralized.

Components of Various Planning Models

Van Ausdle (1980) in a paper presented to the American Education Reseach Association
reported that the results of a survey of planning efforts at 32 colleges identified the most essential
components of planning as including:

a mission statement,

assumptions,

a goal statement, and
measurable objectives

Edwards (1983) states that an organizational change model includes:

recognition and definition of problems,
definition of goals,

development of change strategy,

implementation strategies,
collection and analysis of data,

measurement/evaluation of results, and
revision of strategies based on evaluation of results

Van Ausdle (1980) suggests the following planning cycle:

Update Planning
Process
Preplan

Evaluation
Program Plan

Plan
Utilization

Assessment
Need s 'S tatu s

Planning
Assumptions

Actual Plan Mission Role 8 Scope 4)
Pros ,-1 Proyart Cur(, ^urt q SOW, a

ridrIget Co.-+s Goa.,
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CI IAPTER 7

In summary, the parameters of successful planning models reported in the literature include the
following common characteristics:

expertise is obtained and utilized,

recognition and identification of the problem,
definition of goals, objectives,

development of a mission statement,
development of change strategies,
implementation of change strategies,
evaluation and modification based on data,

commitment of leadership and involvement of decision makers at all levels of the
organization, and

a planring cycle is established and implemented.

Characteristics of Unsuccessful Planning Attempts

The common characteristic of unsuccessful planning attempts reported by various planning
experts are:

lack of commitment on part of leadership,
purpose for planning is not clear,
wrong problem identified, and

appropriate recision makers are not included in the planning process.

THE MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS PLANNING PROCESS TO DEVELOP AN
AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

Overview of Minneapolis Public Schools

The Minneapolis Public Schools is a large, urban school district serving approximately 39,000 stu-
dents. The Speech- Language Program functions as a service within the district's Special Educa-
tion Department to provide for the assessment, diagnosis and training of those students ages 3-21
who are identified as communication handicapped, including those students who may need an
augmentative communication system to optimally interact within the student's classroom, home,
social and/or vocational environments. Administrative responsibility for the Speech-Language
Program is assigned to the speech-language coordinator who reports to the Assistant Director of
Special Education.

Prior to 1984, there was oo systematic planning, or policies and procedures articulated to address
the needs of students whose communication might be facilitated by an augmentative communica-
C.on system. Service delivery options to these students was primarily limited to instruction in the
use of symbol systems such as sign language, Bliss Symbolics, or communication boards. This ser-
vice was provided to a relatively small number of communication disordered students with severe
physical and/or cognitive limitations.

The Emergence of a Planning Strategy to Develop the Minneapolis Public Schools Augmentative
Communication Program

In view of recognized student needs, and the emergence of increased technology, a commitment
perpetuated by the speech-language coordinator was made by special education administration to
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SECTION I PLANNING ASSISTIVE DEVICE SERVICES

plan and implement a comprehensive multidisciplinary program, including staff training, to more
effectively service those Minneapolis communication handicapped students, ages 4-21, with no, or
very limited, oral communication who might benefit from an augmentative communication sys-
tem. A planning strategy was developed by the speech-language coordinator which included the
following objectives:

Objective Person(s) Responsible

I. Determine current best practices by Consultant and speech-language coordinator
reviewing the literature and contact-
ing the existing school, agency, hos-
pital and university programs on a
local, state, and nationwide basis.

2. Identify resources for technical as-
sistance.

3. Identify potential augmentative user
demographics.

4. Survey and compile a list of commu-
nication aids, high technology
equipment, available on market.

5. Develop a mission statement.

6. Design systematic assessment, field
test procedures.

7. Design a service delivery model
which reflects continuum of service
and environmental interaction phi-
losophy, i.e., 1:1 classroom recre-
ational/ community sites

8. Develop program funding policies for
acquiring equipment for student
augmentative system uses.

9. Identify training needs for multidisci-
plinary professional, paraprofes
sional staff, parents, advocacy group
personnel.

10. Design a data collection/ analysis
process for augmentative program
evaluation.

11. Identify necessary resources for staff
allocation, training, equipment, ac-
quisition, etc.

Consultant, speech-language coordinator,
representative of speech-language, OT, PT
staffs

Speech-language consultant with assistance
from MIS coordinator, speech-language staff

Speech - language consultant

Speech-language coordinator. Reviewed by
director and assistant director of special edu-
cation, and representative multidisciplinary
staff.

Speech-language coordinator, speech-lan-
guage consultant, representative multidisci-
plinary staff, university consultant, agency
representative.

Speech-language coordinator; reviewed by
special sites coordinator, representative of
building administration, speech-language,
OT, PT, social work staff

Speech-language coordinator, director of
special education, contracting school district
personnel, review with third party reim-
bursement-representative

Speech- language coordinator, speech-lan-
guage consultant, representative parents, ad-
vocacy group personnel

Speech-language coordinator, special educa-
tion evaluator, university consultants

Speech-language coordinator, assistant di-
rector of special educat:on, district technol-
ogy coordinator
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12. Develop an augmentative program
budget

13 Develop implementation strategies.

('I IAPTF It 7

Person(s) Responsible

Speech-language coordinator, assistant di-
rector of special education

Speech-language coordinator, representa-
tives of multidisciplinary staff, site principals
and/or coordinators.

A speech-language consultant was employed to assist the coordinator of speech-language services
in the planning and implementation process. The estimated ti ieline for development and im-
plementation was three years.

Planning Results

Planning efforts have resulted in the development and implementation of a comprehensive aug-
mentative communication program to service those communication handicapped students, ages 4-
21, who might benefit from an augmentative communication system. We have been selected as a
model outreach site for exemplary practices in augmentative communication by the ASHA De-
partment of Education grant project for Delivery of Services to School Age Children Needing
Communication Aids.

A, reported in the literature, and essential to the development and implementation of the Min-
neapolis Public Schools' Augmentative Program, successful management planning strategies
necessitate:

commitment of administrative leadership;

involvement of decision makers at all levels of.the organization, establishment of a
program philosophy;
-oals and objectives, development of funding strategies for acquisition of resources;
_.nd

communication of program policy and procedures to scl- ol, parents, agency
personnel, and consLmer groups.
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ASSISTIVE DEVICE PROGRAMS AND EQUIPMENT

OVERVIEW

This section addresses two different aspects of the assistive device program: funding for service
delivery and funding for the purchase of equipment.

Acquiring funds to initiate and implement a service delivery program can I a very complicated
process. Securing a funding source may involve several 1 _ars of planning and collaborative in-
volvement among several agem,fes, or it may require that a single state agency obtain funds by re-
sponding to requests for proposals from state and/or federal agencies. Acquiring funds for
equipment purchase, on the other h....ad, occurs after a program has been initiated and specific
client needs have been assessed and/or evaluated. The information that follows explores avail-
able funding models used by various programs. Three aspects of funding include:

1. Insurance: Medicare/Medicaid;

2. Other outside parties: organized efforts to approach local commu-
nity/business funding;

3. State Education Agency, Local Education Agency and other state agency
funding.

The questions listed below reflect some of the issues relative to funding.

1. Whose responsibility is funding?

2. What type of budgets are reasonable in the provision of adaptive technology
services?

3. Is PL 94-142 funding reasonable and/or necessary? Is it adequate?

4. What are the most appropriate sources of funding to purchase equipment?,
and who is responsible for obtaining .he funding?

5. With scarce resources, how do you allocate the limited funds? Six children
may noz.d i1,000 devices, and one child may need a $6,000 device. Who gets
the funding?

6. What are the best ways to fund the administrative costs?

7. Regarding third-party payers: Do LEAs (SEAS) have the authority to rec-
ommend third-party funding?

8. How do you access Medicare or Medicaid funding?

9. If the L' \ recommends a device through insurance and the cost of the insur-
ance policy consequently increases, is the LEA responsible?

10. What is the best way to approach the private sector for funding assistance?

11. What is the responsibility of the LEA in regard to environmental control?
For independent living at home?

12. Can vocational rehabilitation Le involved in al: cases to provide high-tech de-
vices for graduating students')
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The chapters in this section address these issue questions A summary of each chapter is pro-
vided below.

Richard Dodds works with Rehabilitation Technology Services at United Cerebral Palsy Associa-
tion of New Jersey. Dodds' discussion provides suggested steps one might explore during the ini-
tial stages of acquiring funds. He recommends an eight-step process that will assist planners in
organizing information to respond to proposal requests. In conclusion, Dodds provides a list of
federal and private agencies where planners may start.

Dr. Marilyn Buzolich has established a private service, Non-Oral Ccm .inication Services, which
serves individuals in the San Francisc . area. Her discussion focuses on issues related to the ac-
quisition of funds to assist clients with the cost of assessment and securing equipment. Buzolich
outlines a "creative funding strategy" that provides suggested steps applicable to working with
various service agencies who offer financial assistance dependent upon client needs and qualifi-
ca''

Carol Cohen is Director of Adaptive Services, Schneier Communication Unit at United Cerebral
Palsy of Syracuse. Cohen suggests that the funding process should take into account four compo-
nents:

support for the site including material and equipment purchase,

client assessment and training sessions,

client owned and operated systems, ant!

research and design of new products

Cohen provides a schematic description of the funding model at the Schneier Communication
Unit and offers suggestions as to how this functional and pragmatic approach may be imple-
mented.

Anna Hofmann, with Phonic Ear, Inc., provides an insightful discussion of funding issues that fo-
cus primarily on Medicaid, Medicare, and insurance agency sources. Hofmann uses case-study
examples to illustrate mistakes commonly made when applying to insurance companies for finan-
cial assistance to purchase equipment for clients. This discussion provides several useful sugges-
tions that can make the difference between an approved or disapproved application. Appended
to this section is a "Funding Sources Check List" to assist in identifying likely funding sources.

Penny Parnes is Director of Augmentative Communication Services at Hugh MacMillan Medical
Centre in Ontario, Canada. She discusses the role of the Ministry of Health in establishing the
Assistive Devices Program. Parnes explains that funding for individual equipment is on a "shared
basis" between the Ministry of Health and the individual and is based on the extensive "approved
list" of devices that are eligible for funding. The strengths arid weaknesses of this type of pro-
gram are also provided.
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CHAPTER 1

FUNDING ASSISTIVE DEVICE SERVICES
AND INDIVIDUAL EOUIPM ENT

PRESENTER: Richard Dodds
United Cerebral Palsy Associations of New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

Assistive devices refer to equipment that can assist an individual in the areas of mobility, commu-
nication, environmental control, and activities of daily living (such as bathing). Mobility equip-
ment such as walkers and manual and power wheelchair are all tools to allow independent travel
throughout one's environment. The use of adaptive devices such as environmental controls en-
able appliances and lights to be switched on and off. Equipment used in activities of daily living
may include adapted spoons or automated feeding 0.-tvices. Augmentative communication aids
represent the majority of assistive devices currently being requested for school age children.
These communication air. an allow someone who is verbally impaired the ability to communi-
cate through print or synthetic speech. These devices can also serve as a pencil and paper for in-
dividuals who are physically unable to write using traditional methods.

The service associated with assistive devices may include presentations to educators as to how
technology can assist their students with disabilities, information on what types of equipment is
commercially available to serve those students, and evaluations of potential users to select the
most appropriate device. This service may also include support to parents and educators on the
use and maintenance of the device to ensure its most effective use.

The responsibility for the provision of assistive device services is a question whicl 's often asked
by parents, educators, and therapists. With many different types of equipment available, who and
how does one decide which is the most appropriate device for a given individual? The service of
evaluating potential assistive device users, and supporting the parents and :leff working with the
individual with the device, is an area that requires time and money.

Funding of services to provide evaluation, training, and support of assistive devices has come
from a number of different agencies. 'United Cerebral Palsy Associations of New Jersey has a
Rehabilitation Technology Services program which is funded through contracts with the State Di-
ision of Developmental Disabilities (DDD). This program offers training, assessment, consulta-

tion, and modification or fabrication expertise in all areas of assistive technology to individuals
who are eligible for services through DDD. Local boards of education in New Jersey are respon-
sible for the provision of equipment and services which will ailow a student to adequately partici-
pate in an educational program. This typically takes the form of therapy services contracted en
an individual-need basis. In Pennsylvania, federal dollars (PL 94-142) have been used to establish
a statewide assistive device center which provides both services and equipment to school-age chil-
dren and provides evaluations on a fee-for-service basis. These agencies have addressed the need
for services and the responsibility to provide assistance.
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The programs that have found ways of obtaining funding for these services have a similar !-L;gin-
ning. Some have received funding through state or federal money and others through support
from private agencies or institutions. The following is a description of where to begin.

ACQUIRING FUNDS FOR A CENTER

Typically, assistive device centers start with a reaction to a need; then an idea is conceived of how
to address the problem. If there are materials, manpower, time and approval from some mystical
higher authority (facility, administration), an assistive device center is formed. This would be
ideal if money grew as easily as weeds in a garden, but this is not the case.

Device mean equipment. Equipment means space, training, evaluation, maintenance staff, and
follow All this means money. Gone are the days (hopefully) when habilitation/rehabilitation
professionals carried on with a missionary work ethic. All the specialists and consultants (doctors,
lawyers, technicians, etc.) that we conduct business with are paid well for the services they per-
form. Why should occupational, physical, and speech therapists as well as teachers and rehabili-
tation engineers be expected to volunteer their services, accept a minimal wage, or be responsible
for two or three jobs while only being paid for one? The money necessary for assistive device
centers must reflect reasonable compensation for profzssional expertise, the cost of staff ttaining
and continuing education (conferences and seminars). The budget must also include the expense
of purchasing (or leasing) and maintaining equipment, and the overhead costs of housing and
support services (secretarial, copying, etc.).

RESPONDING TO PROPOSAL REQUESTS

Where does money for assistive device centers come from and how does it end up underwriting
your programs? State, federal, and private agencies, as well as institutions and foundations, may
have the dollars to fund assistive device services, but are unaware of the need and the strategies to
implement the concept. These organizations offer funding to provide services through Requests
for Proposals (RFP) or through annual grant cycles. These are viable fi,nding sources and should
be actively explored.

Fending starts with a reAjuest for money, which is in the form of a proposal, to the prospective
funding agency. When writing this proposal, keep in mind who will receive the proposal:

State and federal agencies
Private agencies or institutions
Service organizations

Each of these funders have specific goals and interests. A proposal submitted to a vocational re
habilitation agency should stress employment; a proposal written for a department of education
should stress the role of assistive devices in an educational program.

1. Knowing as much as possible about the end recipients of the proposal is ex-
tremely important. Illustrating how you will effectively utilize existing re-
sources in their organization is a good way of demonstrating your knowledge of
tneir agency.

With all this in mind, now comes the task of describing a model for proposed
assistive device services. The first step is identifying a target population and
describing its need for services. The target population can he an age group in a
geographic area with similar or differing disabilities. Some examples would be
children attending schoo! within the state of Pennsylvania; or individuals eligi-
ble for services through the Division of Developmental Disabilities within the
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state of NeW jersey The needs statement should clearly define the areas of
need and how those needs are currently addressed.

3. The next step is to describe the type of proposed service. Information, training,
device loan, and equipment modification/fabrication are all services which
could be provided but these should directlY reflect the needs statement. The
rule when describing a prod am is that it mould be understandable to someone
not involved in the profession.

4 Include information on services you are currently providing. This .:,stablishes
the fact that monies are not being asked for to begin a program, but to support
and expand an existing one.

5. Include a timeline. A timeline documents anticipated progress and describes to
a Aiding agency when they can expect results. Be realistic in your time esti-
mates. A program that is providing services ahead of schedule is much better
than one dealing with unanticipated delays.

6. Describe how you plan to provide services. Will you follow an existing model?
so, include documentation on that program. Illustrate how you will make use

of existing resources. This is an effective way of demonstrating to a funding
agency that their money is not being spent on reproducing services currently
available in the area.

7. The last step 'n writing a proposal is to prepare a budget. A budget should in-
clude the cost of salaries, equipment, travel, building rental, as well as paper,
copying, insurance, and pencils. Budgets should include all that is necessary to
provide the best services. Do not be shy in the cost of items but do not exceed
the dollar amount being offered. It may be difficult to assess the costs of items
such as maintenance. One method is to contact the equipment vender and ask
them how often they do repair, and the usual charge for th type of devices you
plan to purchase.

Funding of service delivery systems is usually more difficult than obtaining money to build a facil-
ity to house them. It is difficult at times to quantify the change made in someone's life through
the intervention of an assistive device. Careful documentation is necessary to receive continued
support. Make sure ycur proposal answers all the questions prr.sented in the RFP. Call the
granting institution and ask questions regarding the type of proposal sought. Approach many
potential funding agencies, not just one. Remember to stress to each that your program will be
the best,

ACOUJRING FUNDS TO PURCHASE EQUIPMENT

The purchase of assistive devices is different from the funding of services because the equipment
is obtained for a single individual. The responsibility for the purchase of this equipment initially
falls on parents or guardians. D pending on their financial status the issue of who will pay for de-
vices is referred to a third party. Typical third-party Payers include Medicaid and insurance com-
panies. Local boards of education have funded devices for individuals, when the equipment is
necessary to provide an education. Many times, relatives or service organizations will assist in
purchasing equipment. SO= vocational rehabil,tation agencies will provide funding for equip-
ment which will assist in vocational placements or higher education.

There are many avenues to pursue funding but often those who might benefit from assistive de-
vices go without them. What is thi. vile of the educator when the need for equipment is not being
met?
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The first approach to the provision of equipment to an individual is the identification and docu-
mentation of need. This should be done through evaluation which includes parental involvement.
Often parents are unaware of the types of devices which woule aid their children. They may also
feel that the equipment is too costly to purchase and maintain If the parents are part of the need
identification (they will often initiate the process) they will be less reluctant to investigate rec-
ommended funding sources.

Private insurance or Medicaid are often the agencies which provide funds for the purchase of as-
sistive devices. Each will require significant documentation to justify the release of funds. This
documentation should include the following:

1. information stating how an evaluation was conducted,
2. the types of equipment tested,
3. a description o; how the recommended device will bcriefit the user, and
4. a physician's prescription for that device.

This information is then sent to the medical equipment distributor. If it :. being submitted to
Medicaid, the medical supplier will complete a prior approval form and submit the entire package
of information to Medicaid, or directly to the insurance company. Upon review of the documen-
tation, the requesting individual is notified whether the claim was accepted or denied.

When a child reaches the age of 16, vocational rehabilitation agencies will form a vocational plan
for individuals found eligible for services. Assistive devices may be included in the vocational
plan. The provision of that equipment would first follow traditional routes (insurance, Medicaid,
or personal financing). Equipment may be provided by the vocational rehabilitation agencies if
there is Ito provision through other funding methods.

Local boards of education are responsible, bj law (PL 94-142), for providing equal education to
each individual in their districts up to the age of 21. Assistive devices may or may not aid in ob-
taining an education. Some equipment may be of a medical nature (like a respirator) and would
not be considered for funding by a local school board, while others such as a wheelchair, are not
as clear. If a child needs a wheelchair to properly ,:it in class and to be independently mobile in a
school setting, it can be argued that the wheelchair is necessary to secure an education. The same
debate can be used to encourage schools to supply communication aids that may serve as the pen-
cil and paper for physically disabled students.

CONSIDERATIONS

The key to providing meaningful documentation to an agency that funds assistive devices is a
complete evaluation specific to tb ..quipment in question. Private insurance companies often
pay for evaluation of assistive dev. e. needs as they would pay for an annual physical. The same
process occurs with boards of education and vocational rehabilitation agencies. Medicaid will
also reimburse for evaluations but often at a rate which hardly begins to cover the costs. Ev-lua-
Lion services are provid, d through hospitals, private institutions, and some state agencies (New
Jersey's Communication Resource Center or Pennsylvania's Assistive Device Center) The staff
of the evaluation center typically includes an interdisciplinary team comprised of occudational,
speech and physical therapists as well as social workers and rehabilitation engineers.

After a device has been selected and purchased, issues regarding repair and maintenance arise
Equipment purchased locmly receives support from the vendor, who is in turn supported by the
device manufacturer. This system of product guarantees is one of the best reasons for the pur-
chase of well-tested and manufactured equipment. A volunteer who has the technical abilities
may offer to construct a device at a minimal cost This device when completed may or may not In
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the nrPel of the individnal In thP PvPnt this prritntyr PgilipmPn' kr0=.k. vih, is rPsp"nsible fr,r
fixing it? Commercially available assistive devices are not inexpensive, but one is also purchasing
the guarantee that the equipment will continue to operate.

Funding for services and devices is becoming more and more popular as service providers become
creative in the ii programs and in their search for money to provide services. One program re-
cently established in New Jersey's Monmouth County is a loaner library of communication aids.
The loan center is housed in the Monmouth County Office of Social Services and supplied with
equipment provided through the Bell Pioneers. This is an example of the type of program that
can exist with a minimal commitment of funds while making excellent use of existing resources.
Attached is a resource listing of 19 federal and private funding agencies which fund grant propos-
als for technology for disabled persons. The list was generated by Dr. Eydie Sloane
(editor/publisher, The Sloane Report, P.O. Box 561689, Miami, FL 33256, 305/251-2199). The
development of any program is limited only by one's view of what can be accomplished. Seeking
ingding for assistive device services and individual purchases requires flexibility and determina-
tion.

FEDERAL AND PRIVATE FUNDING AGENCIES

AMP Block Grant Center for Media and
Technology
1101 Connecticut Ave., NW,
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20045

Apple Foundation for the Advancement of
Computer Aided Instruction
20520 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Grants in the form of equipment for innovative
ideas

Artists in Education Program
National Endowment for the Arts
2401 E. Street, NW
Washington, DC 20506
(202) 634-6028
Arts in education

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching
1785 Massachusetts Avenue
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 387-7200
Elementary and secondary equal opportunity
education

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.
Education Division
1200 Wilson Drive
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
Matching equipment for CAI, special applications,
special populations, teacher training parent
training

Council of Foundations. Inc.
1828 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Provides direction for funding sources.

Ford Foundation
Howard R. Dressner, Secretary
320 E. 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017
(212) 573-5000
Elementary and secondary education, emphasis on
roles of minorities, women, and parents in educa-
tion

Foundation for the Advancement of Computer
Aided Instruction
20863 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014

Fund for the Implovernent of Post Secondary
Education (F1PSE) FOB #6, Room 3123
400 Maryland Avenu,, 3 W
Washington, DC 20202

t'
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Hollins College
Barbara Kurshan
Hollins, VA 24020
Lists sources for women and ininoritics in
education

Howard W. Hazen Foundation
400 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 865-4121

Inrnz: Plus Sweepstakes
2465 Augustine Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Prizes for winning disk programs

Interactive Sciences, Inc.
Public Relations
1010 Harriet E,..zet
Palo t Ito, CA 94301
(415) 855-8259

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
500 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10020
(609) 921-1126
Independent se,:ondaty school education

Natio la' Diffusion Network Division
U.S. Department of Education
Rm. 802, Rivicre Bldg
1832 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 653-2000

National Endowment for the Humanities
Public Affairs Office
80615th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20506
(202) 282-0256

National Science Foundation
Development in Science Education
11800 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20550
(202) 282-7910
Research, matching funds

Tandy Educationai Grants Program
Education Division
400 Tandy Atrium
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(800) 433-5682
Potential benefit to education



CHAPTER 2

CREATIVE FUNDING
FOR AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SERVICES

PRESENTER: Marilyn Jean Buzolich, Ph.D.
Non-Oral Communication Services

OVERVIEW OF FUNDING

The issue of funding in the field of augmentative communication has always been a difficult one
However, Nith increasing public awareness and private and public funds available for the applica-
tion c: communication technology to the nonspeaking, we are enjoying a period of success. The
key fac:Jr in the funding issue is to be knowledgeable of whit is available for a given client and to
persevere in the advocacy stage to obtain the necessary funds.

The present Dare: will discuss creative approaches toward funding for the purposes of 1) obtain-
ing resources availaNe to the client within the community to fund nonoral communication ser-
vices and equipment necessary for intervention and 2) engaging a cooperative effort among the
many social service agencies available to the client to meet his/her needs.

ISSUES RELATED TO FUNDING

it has taken five years for Non-Oral Communication Services (NOCS) to operate efficiently with
respect to the funding issues, with a minimal time lapse between initial referral and initiation of
services. It has taken time to iearn the mechanisms of each individual private agency serving the
client, familiarize the schools with how to effectively utilize the specialized services of a private
agency, and engage the cooperative efforts of the available agencies in order to meet the client's
many needs. Each agency has a particular philosophy and will fund specific aspects of the pro-
gram but will not assume total responsibility. They are better able to get approval for services or
equipment if they can demonstrate that other publi- and private agencies are contributing. This
is an essential asnect of effectively utilizing the community resources for funding specialized
nonorai services.

In order to carry out the creative funding strategy, cooperative social service representatives and
assertive parents who put demands on the school system to have their child's nonoral communi-
cation needs addressed by experienced professionals are needed. The creative funding strategy
can be applied in programs operating in an urban and suburban community more easily. In rural

eas, resources are limited, but then again, so arc the r. 'gibers of individuals requiring service
NOCS has serviced students in rural areas, and school districts assume a greater responsibility in
na,?et'ng nonoral communication needs, particularly if pursued by an involved parent. While
other social service agencies may not be readily available, it is still possible in the rural commu-
nity to obtain funds for services and equipment from the schools alone.

Another consideration is the particular laws within each state California has a new law which re-
quires schools to purchase communication aids if they are educationally necessary Education
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Code Section 56771(d) provid' for funds to purchase specialized books, mateliais, and equip-
ment as required under the individualized education program (IEP) for each pupil with low inci-
dence disabilities as defined in Section 56026.5 ("hearing impairments, vision impairments, severe
orthopedic impairments, or any combination thereor). This low incidence funding allows school
districts to spend up to $500 per el 'Id on communication aids and more if many students will be
utilizing the same aid. State support of nonoral communication and technology for the handi-
capped is crucial for carrying out this strategy. It is necessary to utilize the limited resources
available to the extent possible. It is also possible to apply for grants to support your program in
areas with limited funds for nonoral communication services.

OVERVIEW OF THE CREATIVE FUNDING STRATEGY

I. Initial Referral

A. Client is determined to be an appropriate candidate for nonoral communication services
based on telephone interview with school/agency administrator, parent, therapist, edu-
cator, etc.

B. A list of public and private agencies providing services to the child is compiled, e.g.,
public school, United Cerebral Palsy, Muscular Dystrophy Association, etc.

C. Potential funding sources for initial assessment is determined on the basis of child's age,
socioeconomic status, handicapping condition, etc.

D. Agency representatives are contacted and instructed regarding the child's need for
nonoral services and an approximation of number of hours of direct service required to
complete an initial evaluation.

E. Agencies are approached individually according to most- to least-likely potential fun-
ders.

F. Agency representative contacts NOCS to report outcome of purchase of service order
request.

G. If service requests are rejected by rill possible funding agencies, a client's advocate is
contacted to assist in obtaining funds for nonoral services. The client's advocate deter-
mines what public agency is legally mandated to provide the necessary services and at-
tempts to enforce this through a legal process such as a fair hearing.

II. Obtaining Funds for Equipment Purchases

A. Parents with the means to purchase the necessary equipment are encouraged to do so in
order to encourage the social service agencies to continue to support service needs. Of-
ten, when parents contribute to the program, public agencies are much more willing to
provide some suppott.

B. Efforts to select the most cost-effective system are made, particularly for individuals
with a paucity of resources and few potential funding agencies. The determination of an
appropriate communication system is made with consideration to tne features that
would best meet the client's needs. There are a number of systems sharing the same
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features with a wide span of affordability. Devices arc selected whiLh meet die SILILICIICS
needs as well as the available resources.

III. Obtaining Funds for Services

A. Direct services to the client, if school age, are primarily obtained by the particular home
public school district in which the child lives. These services, if provided by a nonpublic
private agency such as NC .:S, are reimbursed 70% by the State Department of Educa-
tion to the school district contracting with NOCS. Therefore, school districts can obtain
such services from a private agency if they are deemed educationally necessary by the
interdisciplinary team within the school setting, at little cost to the home school district.

B. Indirect services such as consultation to school personnel and parents, preparation of
materials, making communication boards or overlays, programming vocabulary, etc., are
often provided by social service agencies outside of the public school system, e.g., Re-
gional Centers, United Cerebral Palsy, Crippled Children's Services, etc. These agen-
cies focus on the child's total program (home and school) and will often fund a limited
amount of consultation to facilitate the child's optimal functioning across his primary
settings.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Funding Strategy

The strongest aspect of our funding mechanism is utilizing the multiple social services available to
our handicapped clients in order to meet the full spectrum of their needs. Since NOCS is a fee-
for-service agency, the agencies are educated with respect to what is required to evaluate and
train individuals to utilize communication aids. The intensity and complexity of service needs are
apparent and cannot be assumed by the clac' doom teacher or therapist. The primary barriers in
implementing this strategy are 1) lack of information and understanding on the part of special
education administrators; 2) lack of interdisciplinary team support for nonoral communication
services; 3) fear on the part of school staff (especially speech pathologists) to recommend inten-
sive language and communication services; 4) resistance of school staff in accepting recommen-
dations of a private agency, particularly if recommendations call for increased services by ancil-
lary staff; and 5) lack of knowledge in the field of augmentative communication by professionals
and administrators.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is important to keep in mind that 1) funds are available within the community to meet the ser-
vice and equipment needs of the nonoral population, 2) the stLdent is unable to benefit from the
educational sexing without a means with which he/she can communicate; and 3) children who are
nonoral are in a constant state ur transition and will need to he followed professionally through-
out their school years and beyond. There is no short-term solution to the problems of the non-
speaking.

A nonoral communication program interested in utilizing this strategy should:

1. Learn as niuch as possible about various social service agencies serving the
needs of 'pcech handicapped population in your community,

Contact representatives in each agency and make an appointment to meet
with them and discuss funding,
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3. Conduct inservices for the various agencies to familiarize them with the
nonoral communication as it applies to their clients,

4. Cooperate with the social service agencies by providing them with written
documentation, letters, and any other information that will assist them in
obtaining funds for a particular client, and

5. Attend program planning meetings conducted annually for each client re-
ceiving services to ensure that the agency includes nonoral communication
goats and objectives on its individual program plans.

Since funding is the most crucial component in service delivery for the nonspeaking it is essential
that professionals stay involved and advocate for a funding mechanism to support our service.
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CHAPTER 3

PERSPECTIVES ON FUNDING

PRESENTER: Carol G. Cohen, M.S.
Director, Adaptive Services
Schneier Communication Unit
United Cerebral Palsy and Handicapped Children's
Association of Syracuse, Inc.

OVERVIEW OF TOPIC

Any discussion of service delivery systems for individuals with severe communication impairments
must incorporate descriptions of strategies to obtain the necessary financiR! support for evalua-
tion, prescription, training, research, and product development. Communication specialists gen-
erally agree that funding presents a constant source of frustration and is problematic for most
professionals working in the field of augmentative communication. Enhancing communicative
exchange through alternative and augmentative means is still a relatively unique approach to in-
tervention, and challenges the practitioner to find novel ways to reimburse such endeavors.

Funding must be considered on a number of levels. Cohen (1986) has identified four distinct
components of the funding process: 1) supporting the diagnostic/evaluation site including the pur-
chas- of equipment and materials; 2) client assessment and training sessions; 3) client owned and
operated systems. and 4) research and new product design. The professionals responsible for
submit ing funding requests and developing narratives about client needs rust have a thorough
twder.tanding of funding terminology, the nature and complexion of each third-party agency with
whom they are dealing, and the distinct criteria used by each resource in the decision-making pro-
cess. Finally, speech-language pathologists involved with augmentative approaches must adhere
to a rigid set of ethical practices which will impact the nature and quality of the service delivery
system.

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

Funding the diagnostic/evaluation site is a primary consideration, Start-up and maintenance
monies must be obtained in order to provide services to clients who are severely communicatively
impaired. A considerable sum of money is needed to purchase assessment equipment and mate-
rials. Government grants of a federal, state, or local variety are appropriate candidates for seed
money. Interested professionals should read the daily Federal Register, write to their Congress-
men and Senators for information, and contact individuals in Washington, DC, or the state capitol
as to available grant programs and special projects.

Individual client evaluations and subsequent training sessions are typically reimbursed through
third-party programs including medical assistance, vocational resources, and educational insti-
tutions. Occasionally, the client or family will assume primary financial responsibility, particu-
larly when trust funds have been created.

The most problematic component of client management and habilitation is the funding of per-
sonal communication equipment and related materials There are a number of strategies which
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can he empinyod to tnrroacZ the likelihood of "--1-part fuliditig approval. Medical assistance
programs, bureaus of vocational affairs, and school districts are most often the agencies ap-
proached to purchase devices for individual client use. The professional team, client, and family
must be prepared to pursue to the fullest extent all administrative and legal options intrinsic to
the funding process and available to each applicant.

Funding for research and development of new products and approaches to treatment are tradi-
tionally supper 'd by federal grants, charitable foundations, or local industry/corporaticns in-
terested in the necis of the handicapped. It is important for administrators and communication
specialists involved with assistive device service delivery to become familiarized with grant-writing
techniques.

OVERVIEW OF SCIINEIER COMMUNICATION UNIT FUNDING MODEL

Below is a schematic of the funding model developed by the Schneier Communication Unit of the
Unitud Cerebral Palsy Center id Syracuse, New York.

Referral

4
Intake

4
Es.ialuafion

(1 )Desuription

Report r-- ;21Summary

(3) Rx and plan

;4) Request for

fundfig

jf_appro_Le_

(1) Develop equipment list

(2) Order

(3) Dutie,/ to Sal
(4, Check equipment

(5) Integrate system

(6) DelNery to client site

(7) Inservice, follow-up

(8) tcr services and
cost of equipment

Medical
Vocational

Educational

If denied

) Reapply

i2) Identity alternnte
funding sources

(3) Fair hearing

(4) Pursue legal action

i,5) Reapply

(6) Bill for services

Discussion of Model

The funding process depicted above is pragmatic and replicable (Blackstone, 1986) and has
proven to be a successful approach to securing financial support for cheat assessments, pur-
chasing assistive devices, and training communicatively impaired percnns. The importance of the
role of the administrative assistant cannot be overemphasized. it is the author's unqualified
opinion that the communication specialist or augmentative commurjcation team coordinator
should not be responsible for the day-to-day mechanics involved in subi- ..':ng requests for fund-
ing and follov on client status. These activities should be executed by an administrative
support person trained in funding protocol specifically, appropriate '.:rminology,
agency rqulations and procedure, and of course, cultivating and main. 'ling a close working re-
lationship with individual agency representatives. The communicati,,n specialist or team co-
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ordinator responsible for the ;all, 1%-t.ultitw-ltdatiusia, arid twill-
itor and oversee funding, but only on an indirect service level. There must be solid administrative
(executive) support and budgetary allowances for the appropriate personnel in order for such a
model to work. The energy and time demands inherent in this model ate considerable and must
also be addressed.

It is the author's impression that the Schneier model is an extremely runctional, systematic, and
successful approach to procuring necessary funds. It has been operational for six years. During
the 1986 calendar year, the program was responsible for submitting requests to purchase assistive
devices for 124 clients; third-party funding was obtained in 119 cases. Of the five remaining cases,
three are pending disposition from other funding agencies and two have been resubmitted pend-
ing further clarification.

Implications, Suggestions, and Recommendathms

The development of an effective model for funding assistive devices requires the smooth flow of
many components. The service delivery process must be evaluated in its entirety, and the way in
which funding acquisition fits into the total picture. The staff members, their roles and respon-
sibilities, must be examined relative to the demands of funding-related activities. Are clients,
professional team members, family, and friends, willing to take time out from their personal lives
to tenaciously pursue all legal and administrative avenues? Personnel must be available to offer
guidance and counselling to clients and family members on an Jed basis Have local, state,
an federal laws been assessed and reviewed thoroughly by those individuals involved with se-
curing funds?

Successful funding strategies evolve and can only occur as part of an efficient and effective service
delivery system dedicated to the total habilitation and lifelong management of communicatively
impaired individuals.
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FUNDING: 11-)W YOU CAN MAKE IT WORK

PRESENTER: /Una C. Hofmann
Phonic Ear Inc.
Mill Valley, California

In January, I received a letter from California Se'iator Pete Wilson thanking me for mailing him
copies of ECHO ON. Now mind you, it was last May and November (1986) that he received
ECHO ON. He's on the Special Committee on Aging ... he wants my vote! Do you realize he is
almos' 4 months ahead of the rest of us in planning! Have any of you written your Congressmen
thus far, or are you planning to educate them about tne problem of funding before November
1988? You are very important to your Congressmen . .. they want your vote -- it's our chance to
tell them what we expect from them to get our vete!

Let me give you a c'rronology of what has happened in this de( ,de due to the efforts of advocates
for the physically impaired. If you recall, 1981 was designated as the International Year of Dis-
abled Persons To Ile, that represented the kickoff for national and international awareness of
toe physically impaired. In addition, the U.S. Council in Washington created the Corporate Part-
nership Program and enlisted the interest, cooperation and participation of over 200 major cor-
porations in the United States in developing programs for the physically impaired.

By November 1981 a ceremony was held in the White House by President Reagan to mark the
beginning of the National Decade of Disabled Persons. 1983-1992. Thus, the recognition of the
need for the physically impaired will have continuity with the support of ,tie government and pri-
vate industry and others with interest in the handicapped.

Back in the summer of 1980, the Senate Committee on Lanor and Human Resources requested
that the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) conduct a study of technologies for handi-
capped individuals. By May 1982, copies of the full report were distributed to the Senate Com-
mittee on Labor and Human Resources and the President's Committee for Employment of the
Handicapped. As a result of this report, a joint hearing of both the Senate and House occurred in
Washington in late September.

From that report, a number of Case Studies v. ere prepared One that is of especial interest to us
is Case 'Andy Assisiive Devic for Severe Speech Impairment, which was released in Decem-
ber 1983. This case study covers the revolution in communication aids that has since change,* '.he
outlook for the nonspeaking population, its accomplishments to date, its promise for the future,
and its problems.

And in July 1984, OTA released another report titled Medical Technology and costs of the
Medicare Program This report was requested by the Subcommittee on Health and the Environ-
ment in the House .. and .. . the Subcommittee on Health in the Senate
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I want to take a moment to Point out that the intero1/4t in technology and the handicapped is not
limited to one segment of our legislators, but that it was the Senate that initiated the firs, report
in 1980, and in 1984 both the Senate and the House in the second report

The National Institute of Handicapped Research (NIHR) was established in 1978, and by 1980
invited business and professionals concerned with the physically limited to help them develop and
implement a long-range research plan based on realistic needs, major concerns and significant
problems currently being experienced by handicapped individuals in the United States. By 1982,
NIHR announced its '"roposed Funding Priorities for FY 1983. Probably the most significant one
was:

Development of effective technological communication aids to he used by
persons who are unable to speak or communicate orally due to birth defects,
cancer, stroke, or other neuromyopathies.

At the same time, the Department of Education (DOE) continued to pursue programs for edu-
cation of the handicapped. I am sure you remember in 1984 the announcement that Secretary of
Education T.H. Bell was going to make some massive cutbacks on education programs for the
handicapped, only to follow with a withdrawal after over-whelming public protest.

While these federal bureaus were investigating technology for the handicapped, a consortium of
manufacturers of sensory aids began a program to develop an amendment to the Social Security
Act, designed to treat certain sensory and communication aids as medical and other health ser-
vices, and also to secure Medicare/Medicaid coverage for the purchase of sensory aids. Unfortu-
nately, the consortium made up of approximately eight small manufacturers of sensory aids could
not command the clout that hundreds of constituents have, and thus the amendment died in
Congress. But, if those of you from Pennsylvania and Minnesota were to ask Senator Heinz of
PA and Senator Durenberger of MN if they remember S. 1115 "Y he Handicapped Independence
Assistance Act of 1983", they will remember the many letters they received from professionals
and parents Phonic Ear that encouraged them to write. But it was not enough.

In 1984, the federal government created a program to award funds to cities through Public Ser-
vice Community Development Block Grant Funds. The purpose of the program was to support
public facilities that were providing programs or services for the handicapped. The program is
still in effect; I have attended meetings in California. Last February, Senator Lowell Weicker, Jr.,
Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on ..e Handicapped. held a hearing directed toward the
reauthorization of the Education of the Handicapped Act, PL 94 142 .

Back in 1985, a Forum on Telecommunications for Disat. _ People was conducted to focus on
the problem of small markets as they relate to telecommunications useful to disabled people. By
February 1986, the Forum met in Washington to focus Congressional attention to increase fed-
eral help, whether in subsidies or other forms.

In May 1986, OTA, at the request of Congress, completed another major study on "Technology
and Aging in America." The first background paper released was titled "Hearing Impairment and
Elderly People" and in this report was reference to the Handicapped Assistance Act of 1983.

In September l586, I attended a meeting in New York. This group became known as a
"Disabilities Industry Association" made up of representatives of the sen:mry aids industry as well
as major manufacturers such as IBM and AT&T.
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Then in rIrtrthe:, precident Reagan :,igned into law the Rehabilitation Act Afflendinents of 1986.
And even the states are beginning to recognize the need and benefits of technology for the handi-
capped.

Early in 1986, the state of California passed a bill providing low incidence funding; that is, special
funding to meet the needs of students who require special equipment to pursue their education.
ThrOugh this program, a student will have full-time use of equipment until he leaves the school
system.

In October 1985, the Governor of Minnesota announced the formation of an Issue Team lo in-
vestigate the potential of high technology to improve the quality of life for Minnes_hans with dis-
abilities. By October 1986, he approved the recommendations made by the Issue 'team, and
Minnesota is on its way to implementing a statewide program. And of course, we all know about
the Pennsylvania Bureau of Special Education and its Assistive Device Loan Program.

My reasons for this review are to point out that we arc not starting from grog i -zro in out ef-
forts to get better funding sources. There has been a slow evolution in activity at both ie federal
add state level and it is up to us to keep it alive and make it grow. We cannot do it alone . . . we
need the help of the handicapped themselves and all those associated with them. And the next 18
months up to November 4, 1988, is our opportunity!

First, let's look at Medicare and Medicaid and insurance companies. I put them together because
all look to one another for payn.,:nt policy ... they all have the same basic requirements, as indi-
cated in the following chart.

Medicare Medicaid

Durable Medical Equipment
f HCFA)

Primarily and customarily used to
serve a medical purpose

Generally not useful to a person
in the absence of illness or injury

Can withstand repeated use

Appropriate for use in the tio,ne

Primarily and customarily used
serve a medical purpose

Insurance

Medical items must pass
three N'eps

to Must b.; by a
physician., i.e., licensed
practitioner

Condition cf patient must
be resit of illness or
accident

Generally not useful to a person
the absence of a disci. ,L, illness
or injury

Capable of withstanding repeated
use (durable) and is noriexpend-
able (i.e., hospital bed, oxygen
equipment, wheelchair, walker,
etc.)

Must be one of the
covered charges of the
policy

MEDIU RE: HCFA's coverage instructions have no standing in law or regulation, so the con-
tractors' compliap-Le is essentiagy voluntary The manual instructions, including the coverage in-
dox, appendix aid letters to contractors, are usually considered interpretive rules, and thus not
legally enforceable. I can vouch for that because I have been involved in four Medicare ap-
provals .... one as recently ii.; August 1986.
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MEDICAID: This is a tough one because .-ach state makes its own interpretation of the law
However, I know of applications that have been approved in one week and others that have taken
a year, and sometimes more.

INSURANCE: I am very optimistic in this area. Back in 1980, coverage was the exceptir and
not the rule. The key is "terms of the policy" -- it was then, and still is. But I see a trend in broad-
ening the terms of the policy -- the insurance companies and industry arc recognizing the benefits
of technology and their rehabi'itative results.

VOC REHAB, STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES are regulated by local laws and budget con-
straints. However, there have been several successful programs. Examples are those I just cited
in California, Minnesota and Pennsylvania.

PRIVATE FUNDING is a variable, but there have been cases where the Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions.
Sertoma and private foundations have come forward with funds. In fact, there has been consider-
able interest by some of them to the "loan bank" approach. The Elks, for example, have a
statewide loan bank in Alaska. United Cerebral Palsy in Idaho and Minnesota have set up loan
banks in their respective states. And there are probably others I am not aware of.

Now that we know there is funding out there, the questions is . . . how do we get it? The first
thing you need is a check list to :.,e sure you have not overlooked any possibility. I created such a
checklist because of the many phone calls I got from people who had no idea where to start. This
list was designed strictly for sorting out funding sources ... no medical history wz s necessary. The
purpose was to think what sources had been utilized and what o:t..:r possibilities there might be.
It was surprising how many times people would respond with "I never thought of that."

Now that you have your sources, what is the first step. Usually you have some kind of a claim
form to file. No matter who you are filing with, there ate two points you must keep in mind .. .

.you must show that the device is:

is medically necessary and/or

will restore the patient to his best functional level

Those two criteria are as critical today wa they were last year and the years before. Let me show
you what I am referring to.

CASE .4

This is a young man with severe cerebral palsy, athetoid type, with severe voice handicap. He has
been using a HandiVoice 110 which, through nearly s iperhuman effort, he mastered. Obtaining
a VOIS 130 would expand his social horizons, and ext.md his personality and his contact with the
world immeasurably, and lift his psyche to a new leve:.

Item previously provided April 1982, HandiVoice 110. Meets medical needs of patient

CASE E

Patient is a nine-year-old male with ignificant autistic behaviors, in addition to speech
production disorder rendering him nonspeaking. His primary mode for communication is man-
ual/visual communication This is noneffective with others in his environment and most often his
needs, wants, intentions, etc., are fruitlessly expressed which becomes a tremendous frustration
for him. A Phonic Ear VOIS 130 would provine synthesized speech and a means of communica-
tion for him which would enable him to be understood by others and thereby function within his
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environment. According to descriptive write-up of this patient, he seems to be developing some
communicative abilities both manually and verbally. This should be encouraged and developed.

Now those cases are more than three years old, but I still see applications being written w;th the
same approach. I say dlis because recently I got an application that included the doctor's pre-
scription and a letter from the speech therapist. It was four pages, hand written, and let me quote
from it:

Patient is a 9 year old nonambulatory, nonverbal female. Medical 'lgnosis is
cerebral palsy. Primary means of expression is a manual language ooard:

First board coded by Rhebus pictures
Re-coded for Blissymbolics

MISTAKE #1

Patient made the transition from one set of codes to the other easily.

SP explained beard has 100 symbols usable at home and school. Patient is
able to use 2 and 3 symbols to sequence grammatically correct phrases. Hcr
use of this system of communication is spontaneous.

MISTAKE #2

She is demonstrating emerging oral spce -h skills, attempting to complement
her communication board wi_h expressive speech.

Patient is also demonstrating the ability to use the alphabet displayedon her
communication board in order to spell words

MISTAKE #3

This strategy is helpful when words patient wants to express arc not displayed
as Blissymbols on her communication board.

The rest of the letter goes on to explain that having a VOIS 130 will give her more independenc,
fuller life, etc.

I don't know about you, but I think the persons filing this application are going to get a denial
with a statement similar to the cases we just exanlined You are probably thinking to yourselves,
what should we say ... what points should we empi 'si e and what should we avoid ....

First, let me emphasize some items that you should . .

First of all, do not assume that because Medicare, Medicaid or the imurance companies approved
a device. in your state, that all applications following wis he approved . .. there is no such thing as
"precedent setting." Let me explain:

Take Medicare: remember I told you I just had a claim approved. This is what the approval said.

Claimant has requested a reconsideration of the Fair Hearing decision dated
August 21, 1985. 1 have carefully re-reviewed the facts in the file and have
determined that le VOIS 140 should be covered by Medicare Part B It is
not a "personal comfort item," it is required by the beneficiary as a prosthesis
that, in fact. replaces a function of the body, "enabling her to he understood,"
does meet the requirements of Durable Medical Equipment and Is not
specifically citcluded.
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Thc decision is rendered under the Supplementary Medical insurance Bene-
fit Provisions of Title XVIII of the Social Security Act. It applies therefore
ONLY TO THE SERVICES AND CIRCUMSTANCES considered on the
claim in question in this hearing decision only and does not create a prece-
dent for any other Medicare claims or services.

Here is a Medicaid example. There was a cu e filed in one state th. ' had many hearings before
the final approval was given. And when it was, it said:

A decision on whether the Phonic Ear HandiVoice is a covered item is set
aside and approval is given as an EXCEPTION TO POLICY, on the basis
that a SPECIAL NEED WAS ESTABLISHED.

Insurance Companies . . .Because Aetna, Metropolitan, BX/B. Jr whoever approved a case in
one state does not mean that it will approve another in the same state or elsewhere in the United
States. When it comes to insurance claims, it all depends on the terms of the policy. It is like
buying a car you get what you pay for: if you want a car with all the special accessories, you pay
extra for it. If you want an insurance policy that will give you extensive coverage, t' en you have
to pay for it. My experience has been that most businesses have what they call major medical
coverage, and in most cases that will emu a speech prostheses. But again, it depends on the
terms of the policy and how you present the claim.

Don't label the item as an education device, because neither Medicare,
Medicaid nor the insurance companies will covey for that reason.
Never give the impression that the item will be a convenience item ...the ex-
amining officer will tell you that alternatives are available at much less cost.
Never describe it as a communication tool or aid because they may say that it
is not essential to improve the patient's MEDICAL CONDITION as re-
quired by law.

What then, when applying for funding, are some of the areas to think about to demonstrate
need . .

It should be demonstrated that CP or similar disabilities arc medical prob-
lems and the use of a speech prostheses would have therapeutic effect on the
patient by reducing emotional and ps) frostrations From this per-
spective, it can be shown that acquisition of a speech prosthesis involves the
issue of medical care.

It should be dem-7..,:, Jied that a speech prosthesis can he a motivational
factor to increase the ability to communicate with others. NV:*1, such in-
creased functional use of the device, there can be percepub!e lessening of re-
lease of anger and emotional frustration.

If you think the client is employable, then demonstrate how a speech prosthe-
sis will help him gain employment ...this is especially effective ifyou are
working through the Dena-tment of Vocational Rehabilitation.
Keep in mind that cost if always a fatter. include in the application, a brief
description of ALL the augmentative communication rievices the client was
tested for. Include the pros and cons of each device, price, and then state why
the device was chosen This, then, answers the possibility of denial because of
the cost factor.

Too often you and parents al c (11Louraged from filing for a do, ice because you are told Medi-
care, Medicaid or tosurance companies "woa't cover a speech prosthesis " Some of you call the
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iocai office and the clerk answering the phone, looks at the manual and tells you they won't cover
it . . . and you believe it! That is probably the biggest mistake of all. You have to keep in mind
that the clerk is not paid to give you medical judgment; the clerk only knows whet the manual
says. You must move up through the hierarchy and get to the decision makers. That means,
FILE with every third party source that is liable for your client.

If after doing "all the right things" you get a denial, then appeal. I sometimes look :avorably on a
denial because now I have something I ...,, specifically address. Everyone of those Meice:re
cases I referred to was denied. but were approved on an appeal. Recently there were some
Medicaid cases that required legal se's ices, and tilt.), also resulted in approvals.

When responding to those denials, be sure to keep in mind that your response must always be
framed in terms of:

medically necessary, and/or

restoring patient to best functional level.

What' the outlook ... ? I am positive.

But the disabled community must get organized. There has to be a unified effort. Sometimes we
forget there are other lobbying groups that are bigger ana fighting for the same means and
ends ... they just have a different name, i.e., the Veterans Administration and the elderly. We
should work with them. They have augmentative communication problems as well.

Don't forget the major corporations that are hiring the handicapped. You as processionals and
your patients can reach them far easier than we as providers. As providers, we app-ar to them as
profit motivated; you as humanitarians.

This takes me back to where I started. You all have Senators and Representatives -- it is up to
you to determine whether they will be elected. Make them aware of your problems -- invite them
to your centers -- visit their local offices . .. . bring with you a handicapped person. Remember,
Senator Pete Wilson is already contacting me for my vote in 1988.

Ard in closing let me say, I just learned that HCFA has agreed "that the Medicare coverage pro-
cess should be one tuat is clearly delineated and available in writing to the public." I contacted
HCFA -- they will publish that information early summer and will provid for a comment period.
I hope I can count on you to respond.
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FUNDING SOURCES CHECK LIST

Patient Name vex M F Year 90,n

Aodress DsabeitylMedical Diagn s

City State Zip

Telephone

Patient status Mother Tme of onset Birth

Father If later year

Son

_____ Daughter

C'her ISpecipyi

FAMILY STATUS Group Name of
Employed? If yes Wnere, (name of co) Insurance Insurance Co

Mother Y N Y N Y N

Father Y N Y N Y N

Other Y N Y N Y N

Any family insurance Y N Anyone member of a labor unions Y N

If yes (name of carrier) If yes W,lo

What union')

CIIAf7TR 4

PATIENT EDUCATION

Attending school' Y N If ies Eiementav HS College Othe,

PATIENT EMPLOYMENT Dates
employed

Group
If yes Where' (nrme of co ) From To Insurance

Employed/ Y N Y N

Ever Employed' Y N Y N

PUBLIC SERVICES PROVIDED TO DATE

Medicare

Medicaid

Veterans Administration

Education for Handicapped PL 94-1421Se,:tior 50.1

Vocational Rehabilitation

Crippq." Children's Services (COS)

Othai (specify)

STE'S TOWARD SEEKING FUNDING
File sPplicettons w:th

Public Services provided
2 Group insurance or private insurance
3 Labor union miambership

If the foregoing do not provide funding, Investigate non-public programs, i e
Corporate foundations investigate local ortices of large corporations
Local businesses with benevolent hinds for community programs
Pnrata foundations
Volunteer ar,encies

Kiwenis Elks
Rotary Knights of Columbus
Lion's International Sorortomists
unitert Cerebral Palsy Op' Lists
Sertoma ALS
Bell Tele Pioneers of America Churches espe7: n y ;:ale^* s affiiiaiion

Auvocacy groups for help/direction write for local representative name
Closer Look Box 1492, Washington DC 21Y3'3
Pilot Parents 3212 Dodge Sireet Omaha, Nebraska 68t31

Phonic Ear HandiVoice/VoiS
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DEFINITIONS

MEDICARE is designed lo serve everyone °vet 65
years of age and disabled persons under 65 years of
age who have been entitled to receive Social Security
disability benefits for a total -.,' 24 months
The program is not based on income but is available
regardi,ss of financial need
Medicare program has two parts

Part A Hospital insurance at no cost
Part B Voluntary medical insurance at a monthly

premium
Phonic Mirror HandiVoice/Phonic Ea- Vo.s claims are
filed under "art '3
MEDICAID is a joint FederallState program to provide
physical and related health care services to persons
with low income Disabled persons may be eligible for
Medicaid on the bes.s of their income
Eligibility is determined by claimants State prceram of
r-blic assistance Generally, persons may be eh. tie
for Medicaid if they are receivieg welfare or othe
public assistance benefits or Supplemental Secun
Income or are blind or disabled
Medicaid Services are available in all states

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION The VA will fund any
communication device prescribed for a person who
has a "service connected" disability Should the in
dividual not have a "service connected" disability,
fueuii,g may be obtained through the Prosthetics
Evaluation Center in New York City for evaluation
EDUCATION FOR HANDICAPPED Under the prow
Slims of the EduCaticei for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975 (PI_ 94.142), your state and local school
district must provide an appropriate elementary and
secondary education for your disabled child from age
six through 21 In those states mandating public
education for enliven age three to five, PL 94-142 re-

ee that disabled children of that age group be
found and educated in the Least Restrictive Environ
ment (LRE) This education must cost you no more
than it costs parents of nonhandicapped children
Final responsibility for implementing the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act rests with the state
education agency
"OCATIONAL REHABILITATION All states have voc
rehab agencies to help handicappec eerSons become
employable, by providing a wide range of services,
financial assistance, and training
Expenses borne by the program will vary wide i from
case to case and state to state An individualized plan
for rehab is worked out for every eligible handicapped
individual, through meetings of that individual and the
counselors, to determine the individual's potential ex-
isting skills and other resources
The Federal Government provides extensive support to
the states for voc rehab services However, the ser
vices themselves are very individualized, and informa
lion useful to the individual must be sought at the
state and local rather than the Federal level

Iv

CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES CCS) is a Joint
Federalistwte program to provide medical and related
serve..ee io eaildicwoped children from birth ic age 21
All states must provide medical diagnosis and evalus
t on free for all et-Waren (No state residency period is
required before such services are provided) The range
and cost of add it anal treatment or hospital care ser-
vices vary from state to state All programs accept
third-party payments such as Medicaid Blue Cross
and Blue Shield and other medical insurance

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED The deve opmentally
disabled (DD) program makes use of existing services
in health, welfare education and rehabilitatior to o
vide for the long-range needs of people with
developmental disabilities These disabilities are
defined as severe, chronic disabilities attributable to
mental or physical impairment which are manifested
before age 22. result 16 substantial functional limita
lions in several areas of life and require services over
an extended period
Availab,lity of services will vary in all communit es
Each state has a designated agency to administer me
developmental disabilities program Also in each state
is a protection and advocacy office where DD people
or their parents can turn if they do not fir help in
'heir communities

INSURANCE Whether the ' nsurance carrier is Blu,
Cross/Blue Shield or one of the private insurance
companies. coverage for a communication device by a
carrier depends upon the terms of the policy and its
interpretation Each case stands on its own
precedence does not affect the determination of
coverage
When filing an application for insurance coverage, it
is important to include a prescription by a physician
In addition, documentation from an SP, OT, or PT to
show need and how technology can improve Me en
yiron merit of the physically impaired
A claim with good documentation and supportive
facts will provide the insurance carrier with better
decision making tools
Claims filed with unions des/ 'ye the same detailed in
formation

NON PUBLIC PROGRAMS To reach the vaous types
of funding sources listed requires some research at
the library, the telephone Gook, or contacting your
local Chamber of Commerce to determine wha'
sources are available and where they can be reached
If your WI_ it or family members have any affiliat.on
with some of these groups, find out from them who
you might contact
Don t 'o,get your local newspapers, TV and radio
all of them have commitments to public service Pro
perly apps -ached and presentee', they may be willing
to support your plans
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CHAPTER 5

FUNDING AND SERVICE DELIVERY
OF AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION DEVICES

IN ONTARIO, CANADA: STATUS AND ISSUES

PRESENTEk. enay H. Parpes, B Sc., DSPA, Reg , OSHA
Director, Augmentative Communication Service
Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre

INTRODUCTION

In Canada, Pealth and Education issues are largely addressed on a provincial as opposed to a
federal level. The province of Ontario has develi d an extremely innovative approach to the is-
sue of the delivery of assistive devices for the disabled in general and to the delivery of devices to
assist in augmentative communication specifically. This paper will present the general structure
of this system and detail it from the perspective of the front-line service provider in a health care
agency.

The perspective being presented is that of the Augmentative Communication Service (ACS) of
the Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre (HMMC). HMMC is a provincial pediatric rehabilitation
facility whose clinical mission is the provision of rehabili,alion services to children and young
adults. The centre incorporates a hospital; a school ranging from nt rsery through secondary lev-
els; and an extensive outpatient facility. The major disability groups seen include cerebral palsy,
spina bifida and head injury. ACS is a department within the HMMC whose mandate is the pro-
vision of services to individuals whose communication is inadequate to meet their daily needs.
Besides service delivery, ACS is committed to the provision of education and the development of
research (Augmentative Communication Serace Annual Report 1985;86, Hugh MacMillan
Medical Centre).

The Ministry of Health in Ontario instituted an Assistive Devices Program (ADP) in 1982. The
mandate of ADP is "to assist young people and their families with the significant cost of selected
medically necessary devices designed to replace an absent or augment a weakened physical func-
tion, prevent deterioration, minimize pain and support, activate and protect parts of the body"
(Ontario Ministry of Health, 1982). The program, originally implemented to cover individuals up
until their 19th birthday, has recently been expanded to include individuals aged 23 or younger
with the promise of universal coverage within two years. At its inception, the program covered
devices such as prosthetic uevices, who ,.hairs and the like. In 1984, it expanded to include aug-
mentative communication devices which arc defined as "an assistive devices) and or system(s)
which provides a moans w transmit ideas and facilitates communication for persons whose dis-
abilities preclude oral and/or written expressive language" (Ontario Ministry of Health, 1982).

One of the major innovations associated with this program has been the close attention to service
delivery as a necessary partner in the provision of devices. Hence a system of clinics and clinic
levels is also being developed. The provision of devices coupled with appropriate services to en-
sure excellent assessment, training and follow-up services is being undertaken on a provincewide
basis. Hence, a comprehensive system is being developed and implemented to service a popula-
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tion base of approximately 8 million and a geography which stretches son .,000 miles from
north to south and 1,500 miles from east to west.

This paper will highlight the program as currently implemented, plans for further expansion, and
current issues and concerns.

MODEL/APPROACH

Device Funding

Currently assistive devices are funded through the Ministiy of Health Assistive Devices Program
and covers devices found on an "approved" list. Most devices covered through this program are
purchased by the individual on a shared basis, with the Ministry of Health paying 75% of the cost
and the individual paying tht. 'dditional 25%. Devices purchased in this fashion are typically ce.i-
sidered as the property of the individual. Individuals can only acquire replacement or upgra le
equipment following a specified time period -- typically three years.

In the communication aids portion of the program, the lis: of uevices eligible for funding is exten-
sive. It coNcrs de,'''cs that are used as augmentatives to both face-to-face arid written communi-
cation. The de ,ist is constantly revised and expanded following a systematic protocol which
examines both technical and clinical efficacy. Devices must be reviewed and recommended using
the protocol by at least two authorized clinical/technical teams in order to be added to the ap-
proved list. A copy of the list as of December 1986 is found at the end of this chapter.

Devices on the list are classified as being either general augmentative communication devices
(e.g., call bells, typewriters) or specialized augmentative communication devices (e.g., speech
output devices, standard microcomputers). For the high technology devices found in the special-
ized portion of the list, an alternate arrangement of funding and supplying devices has been ne-
gotiated. This involves the leasing of equipment to clients. The mechar.ism for equipment lease
irvolves the authorized Augmentative Communication Centre purchasing the necessary equip-
ment and being reimbursed by the government for 100% of the purchase cost. Appropriate
equipment is then leased to the client utilizing the following formula: equipment is leased at 2%
per month of the purchase cost of the device for prescribed hardware and 1% per month for pre-
scribed software and expendable items such as switches. The total leasing cost is then covered in
a split fashion, with the Ministry of Health contributing 75% of the leasing cost and the individual
paying the other 25%.

Ir. implementing these leasing arrangements the clic- ir family sign two contracts with the Cen-
tre. One is a contract that acknowledges their responsibility for the 25% of the leasing costs
(often covered through charitable agencies such as the. Easter Seal Society or the March of
Dimes); the other if; a clinical contract that is .udividualized to outline the clinical goals as negoti-
ated between the client, family and clinical team, and carries a clause stipulating the contract will
be canceled if the equipment is foul(' to be unsuitable by either party or is being misused.

The rationale for leasing as opposed to purchasing in this portion of th program is outlined.
Through leasing, equipment made available to the client can be revised at any time without addi-
tional major financial expenditure on the part of the client/family. In exchange for the !case fee,
the clinic undertakes --sponsibility for the administration of the program as well as for ongoing
maintenance of the equipment. This in part addresses the problem of servicing unique constella-
tions of equipment over a large geographic,a1 area. The problem of clients being left without
equipment is also addressed, as the clinic will send replacement equipment if the necessity to re-
turn equipment for repair arises.

Si_
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The "-'stry of Health system benefits in that equipment nu longer useful to one client can by
recycled to another, as opposed to being left with the original client. The major benefit is that as
new technology emerges or as the needs of the client and his/her environment change, new
equipment can be tried in the home environotent, the prescribed equipment can be altered with-
out major financial burdens to the client, and the original financiol commitment of the family 1,,
much reduced as shown in the following chart.

Equipment
Purchase

Cost

Example of Egutpmentleasz

Client
Portion
Annual

Lease Ministry of
Cost Health Portion

Annual Annual

Hardware
Software
Totals
Client Portion

Clinic Funding

$4,000.00
500.00

$4.500.00

$960.00
60.00

$720.00
45.00

$240.00
15.00

$255.00
$1,125.00 (25%)

Devices approved for prescription can only be prescribed through a small number of authorized
clinics. Clinics are designated as being ither general or specialized augmentative communication
clinics and their prescriptive authorities are linked to this designation. In 1986, operating funds
were made available to five of the six specialized clinics t ensure that appropriate clinical and
technical teams were available to assess clients, prescribe devices, and implement appropriate
intervention strategies. Operating funds per clinic ranged from approximately $60,000 to
$525,000 per annum. These operating funds are ongoing.

Plans are currently underway to implement this designation through a joint peer review and Min-
istry of Health review process. A new system has been developed which will authorize clinics, as
well as individual practitioners, at one of four levels. Guidelines are being imple- ented to add
new clinics in the province in a more systematic fashion. The hierarchical nature of the system
will allow clients who present as the most difficult to serve to move up the system to more sophis-
ticated clinics. These sophisticated clinics will in turn be responsible for networking with less ad-
vanced clinics to ensure transfer of information and the ongoing development of expertise in the
field.

The clinic guidelines deeloped attend to the following areas:

appropriate interdisciplinary teams dedicated to the field,
appropriate location of clients to ensure clients provide a sufficient "critical
mass" to maintain clinic expertise,

appropriate levels of education both in terms of professional training and
public awareness (linked to a clinical facility),
onb sing research and development,

ongoing device evaluation,
device modification, customizltion and development

The specifications of the clinic levels/guidelines are found in Append;x B of this chapter.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of the Model

The overwlrelming strength of the system in Ontario is that i comprehensively atter.Jss to the in-tegration of clinic opeiation in conjunction with device 1. -ding Other comparable systems dealwith ore or the other The system supplies necessary equipment to clients without imposing un-due finavial hardship on the farly. This is particularly critical in Canada which has a soc: ,lized
system of medicine where devices and other medical services are rarely Fid for personally. The
ssiem benefits both the clinica! team and the client with its fl.exibility with respect to device pre-scription It also carries a measure of quality assurance with the ,eer review process for clinic-
level authorization.

The system is costly to administer both provincially and locally. Provincially, the government
must process considerable documentation relative to clinic levels, authorized equipment, individ-
ual prescriptions and ongoing ,ast cost. Locally, clinics must devise a system to deal with large
inventories for which they are responsible, most of which are located remote from the facility.
The administrative and accounting procedures necessary to implement and maintain leasing and
maintenance portions of :he program are extremely time consuming. Thr; liberal natore of the
nmrtram presents the potential for abuse in new p*.ces of equipment being added to th. ys ..m
or in individual clinics overprescribing. The concept of centre-wvned equipment creates the con-
cern that suddenly a large amount of government-funded equipment could become obsolete in
the event of major changes in technology

Issues and Problems

Current obstacles tieing encountered in Ontario focus on one major problem, that being the lack
of appropriaiely trained personnel across all the imelved disciplines in augmentati;_, communi-
cation (speech-language patholo occupational therapy, s[ 'dal education, pediatric medicine
and tee inology development). For the most part. in Ontario the facilities involved in preservice
training for these disciplines do not offer any training in zoti..'nentative communication. This issue
has been challenged through a position paper presented to the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and
Universities outtinirsb the problern and proposing several short- and long-term solutions.

A second major problem is the lack of coordinatic,-, between the Ontario Ministry of Health and
the Ontario Ministry of Education. Hence, through 'he Ministry of Health program, devices are
prescribed for home use by the client. It is often nee( ssary, and appropriate, to ensue equivalent
equipment is available for use by the client :n the scA)ol setting. This is particularly critical with
the prescription of nc.,-portable writing aids such as micro Joiputers. As the Ministry of Educa-
tion does not have a comprehensive device delivery system this must freho. ally be negotiated by
the clinical team on an individual basis dealing with the clients' local scoot)! board This is a time-
consuming and difficult process.

A further issue, not unique to Ontario, is the concept of a specialized se. vh.,. such as augmenta-
tive communication being of necessity through -entres of excellence, usually located in major ur-
ban centres and providing a "( ritical mass" in terms of client load. .,is must he weighLd against
the benefits of local community-has:d services that can work with clients in their home environ-
ment. Although the clinic levels being impl --tented in Ontario address this issue in part, a totally
satisfactory solution has still not emerged. Ot. 'r approaches, including tovelling clinics, mobile
vans to network with local professionals, and the p.-,mbilities of telecommunications, are yet to he
explored. This prchlem is ft ccd throughout North America whLre large ip:ographical regions are
involved.



CHAPTER 5

Recommendations

The model currently being implemented and expanded in Ontario is a .omprehensive one ad-
dressing many of the problematic issues in the delivery and f,mding of augmcntatic. ccmmunica-
tion services and devices. The model certainly .csems worthy of evaluation and potenLial duplica-
tion by other funding/service delivery agencies.
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APPENDIX A

3.0 ELIGIBLE COMMUNICATION AIDS

INDEX

PP 3.2 Voice Amplifiers
3.2-3.3 Artiaial Larynges
3.3 Typewriters
3.3 Tape Recorders
3.4 Signaling Aids (Call Bells)
3.4 Custom Boards and Charts
3.4 Scanners
3.5 Voice Output Devices
3.5 Computers
3.6 Printers
3.6 Voice Synthesizers
3.6-3.7 Keyboards and Keyboard Emulaters
3.7 Software
3.7-3.8 Cards
3.7 Miscellaneous

1.1 SPEECH AND VOICE AIDS

3.1.1 Amplifiers

A.R. Mann
C1000 Communicaici
C1OG1 Hands Free Mic

Coper Rana
C 1010 1Zand Voice Amplifier with standard microphone
C 1020 Rand Voice Amplifier with headset or Starset microphone
C 1030 Voicette Amplifier with standard microphone
r 1040 Voicette Amplifier with headset or Starset microphone

Park Surgical
C 1050 Park-Bart Amplifier with Hand Held Microphone
C 1060 Park-Bart Amplifier with Headset

3adlo Shack
C 1670 Pocket Amplifier
C 1080 Microphone
C 1090 Cord

3,1 -:. artificial Larynges

iturex
C 1100 Nervox set

Cooper-Rand
C 1200 Intra-Oral Artificial Larynges (pulse generator and tont s cncrator)
C 1300 Intra-Oral Artificial Laryn 2s (No hands Model A, B, and C)

Park Surgical
C 1400 Barts Mk II Vibrator



Siemens
C 1500 Scrvoc Electronic Speech Aid

Ci TATTER 5

3.2 AUriMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION AIDS GENERAL

3.2.1 Printed Output Communication

Canon
C 1600 Communicator M

Prentke Romich
C 1700 Expanded Keyboard Mmowriter

Portable Typewriters (Carrying case: and adapters are covered
Chargers and battery packs are not covered).
C 2000 Typewriters General

3 2 2 Rec-)rding Aids

C 2200 Recorders General

Tarh

C 2300 Microcassette Recorder (Sony M9000) V/ ith adaptor

3.2.3 Signaling Aids

Prentke Romich

C 2400 Call Signal
C 2500 Call signal 3

Tash
C 2600 Call bell #4500
C 2700 Voicemate with appropriate switches

Z Po
C 2z)00 Emergency Call Alarm Model 4
c 2900 Yes/No Box

2 4 Custom Boards and Charts

C 3000 Level I: 0 to 60 items
C 3100 Level II: 60 to 150 items
C 3200 Level III: 151 to 250 items
C 3300 Level IV: 251 to 400 items
C 3400 Level V: 401 -1- to items

3 ' 5 Switches, Mounting Systems, Keyguards, Standard Mouth Sticks/Pointers

C 3500 Switches, Mounting systems, Standard Mouth StR.F.s/Pornters
C 3550 Keyguard.--

3 AUGMENTATIVE CON44UNICATTON AIDS SPECIALIZED
(Items in parentheses will tot he approved -s nev, urchases )

3 3.1 Scanners

Prentke Romich
C 3600 MS-3 Versascan
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(C 6100Autocom)
(C 6110Express III)

Tash
C 3800 Corn Board #2600 (Adaptor included)

Zygo
C 3900 Scanner Modc 160
C 4000 Scan:ler Model 100

3.3 2 Voice Output Device

Phonic Ear
C 4200 Vois 130
C 4300 Vois 135
C 4400 Vois 140
C 4500 Vois 150

Tash
C 4600 Vocaid
(C 8100Voicemate #2700)
(C 8110Speak and Spell with expanded Keyboard #2312,

Corn metrics or Tash
C 4700 Talking 100
(Texas Instruments C 8200, Speak and Spell)

Shea
C 4800 Special Friend
C 4850 Special Friend Scanning

Prentke Romicn
C 4900 Touch talker
C 5000 Minspeak (ordered for the Touch talker or talker)
C 5100 Light taL.er
C 5200 Express (ordered for the Touch talker or Light talker)
C 5300 Memory transfer interface
C 5400 Direct selection sensor (for Light (Talker)
C 5450 Hybrid pointer (for Light Talker)

ACS
C 5500 Epson Speech Pac

Audiobion ics
C 5600 Personal Communicator

3 3 3 C ,mputcrs-Stationary
C 5700 Apple Ile Professional Syi,tern
C 5750 Apple IIe Starter System
C 60W Apple IIc

3 3 4 Corriputel s-Portable
C 6200 Epson HX20
C 6300 Radio Shack Model 100
C 6400 Radio Shack Model 2(10

1 3 5 Computers-Printers
C 6600 Portable dot matrix printers



C 6700 Iinnewriter
C 6800 Printer accessories (e.g. tractor feed)

3.3 Disk Drives

Apple
C 6900 Unidisc -- 5 1/4"
C 7000 Unidisc 3 1r2"

3.3 7 Data Tape Players

Radio Shack
C 7300 Datasette
C 7350 Datasette with loop tape)

3.3 8 Voice Synthesizers

Intex
C 7400 Intex talker

Votrax
C 7500 Votrax Personal Speech System

Street Electronics
C 7600 Echo 4

3.3.9 Soeci:lized Switches and Mounting Systems (excluding computer tables)
C 7700 Misc. switches, trays and mounts (to position and activate

communication systems appropriately)
C 7900 Mouse
C 8000 Headpointers, chinpointers, mouthsticks

3.3.10 Keyboards and T.:'yboa rd Emulators
C 8150 Mod Keyboard (includes MOD cartridge and interconnector box and

cable, VIC 2) colaputer and monitor)

3 3 10 Keyboards and Keyboard Emulators
C 8250 Unicorn keyboard
C 8300 King keyboard
C 8400 Numeric keyboard
C 8500 Mini keyboard
C 8600 Unicorn and adapter for IIX20
C 8700 Power Pad
C 8800 Koala Pad
C 8900 Other

3 3 11 Software
C 9000 Talking Blissapple
C 9001 Applewriter
C 9002 Mapwritcr
C 9003 Printshop
C 9004 Kidwriter
C 9005 Applew orks
C 9006 Message Maker
C 9007 Bank Street Writer
C 9008 Story Machine
C 9009 Trine for HX20
C 9010 Morse Code

8i
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C 9011 Magic Slate
C 9012 Magic Window
C 9013 Schoolwriter
C 9014 Keytalk

3 3.12 Miscellaneous
C 9200 System saver
C 9201 Carrying case!
C 9202 Cables as appopriate
C 9203 Equipment c, veers
C 9204 Power bars
C 9205 Keylocks
C 9206 Disk guides
C 9207 Keyguards

3 3.13 Cards
C 9510 Adaptive Firmware card
C 93%? Super serial card
C 9302 Grappler card
C 9303 Extended 80 column card
C 9304 Dumpling card
C 9305 Otirr
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COMMUNICATION CLINIC GUIDELINES

INDIVIDUAL PRACTITIONER

Primary/r, .,cote locations where therapist is likeif to be functioning
independently.

Has day-to-day responsibility for program implementation.

Facilitator for those who have been referred to another level clinic.

Prescriptive authority as authora,:d by ADP.

Maintain appropriate public records.

LEVEL ONE

Generaliz,-d clinic.

Be a public agency.

Has a quality assurance program.

Has a written agreement with ADP to aathori .e and prescribe certain
devices.

Minimum of three parties acting as a team. To include speech-language
pathologist, occupational therapi . nd physician.

LEVEL TWO

.., Specialized clinic.

Be a public agency.

Has a quality assurance program.

Has written asneement with ADP to authorize and ircscribe certain devices
(need to think about the devices that could be presciibed at this 'eve:

Minimum of 2.5 full-time statt equivalent dedicated to the area.

Kas a committee area within the facility.

Willing to evaluate appropriate referrals

Demonstrated team competency in terms of professional qualifications and
professional development activities

On-site seating service.

Ready access to technological support

LEVEL TIIREE

Provincewidc referral base

Be a public agency
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Has a quality assurance prograil.

Age: y has written agreement w,th ADP to author :ze a,.d prescribe
specialized communication Lids.

Has in-house seating facility.

Has dedicated staff typically consisting of physician, preferably a phricalist
or pediatrician, speech-language pathologist, occupational therapist, rehabil-
itation engineering specialist-programmer and an educational consultant
(some of these staff may have other responsibilities but will have a major em-
phasis on augmentative communication).

Has the capability to do long-term sophisticated assessments and prescrip-
tions (e.g., has residential, inpatient, and hotel facilities).

Has access to appropriate comprehensive health-related services such as psy-
chological counselling, educational consultation and dental services.

Has the ability to customize and maintain equipment.

Has sufficient case load to warrant support of the above-mentioned staff.

Has university affiliation with clinical and teaching responsibilities

Is involved with the initiation, development and conduct of research.

Takes responsibility for program and clinical consultation to other clinics.

Has a committee clinical area.
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OVERVIEW

The third section, "Adaptive Technology: Assistive Device Service Deliver," provides a de-
scriptive overview of effective and successful service delivery programs currently in operation.
The programs presented here are not all-inclusive but are representative of a variety of models
and program options. An issue of major concern relative to planning and implementation of as-
sistive device service delivery centers on the question: "Who is responsible for initiating the plan-
ning and implementation of services for individuals with communication and mobility handicaps?"
This question is imperative since local school districts and state education agencies are seeking
the involvement of este blished resources in an attempt to determine the most effective and effi-
cient way(s) to deliver service.

Most of the issue questions addressed in this section are related to implementation of services, in-
cluding:

1. Who is ultimately responsible for organizing the delivery system?
2. What are the service de.fivery model components?
3. What factors were considered in developing a service delivery model?
4. Are mobile units a viable option/comro tent of service delivery?
5. How do you deal wish the problem of staff trav"l?
6. If a model includes a loan center, what prereuisite train:rig/skills arc needed to bor-

row items?
7. What components are addressed in your local implementation policy?
8. How do you train for local implementation of the service model?
9. How does the service delivery model fit into the total curriculum/ educational plan-

ning for individuals using adaptive equipment?

10. How can statewide consortia be developed and what impact can they have?
11. What role do informal networks have in service delivery?
12. Are interstate consortia/regional groups of any use in this effort?

it is obvious, however, that the matter of service delivery is based on planning and funding that
arc integral parts of the implementation process. Therefore, it is up to the reader tc establish the
relationship between each topic (planning, funding, and service delivery) and -,xtrapolate those
componer is which may be combined to develop a systematic process for identifying and devel-
oping a plan to met t state/local service delivery needs. The program descriptions presented here
vary in that program philosophy and goals for each are different, and were designed to meet a
specific set of needs within their respective states. Although many of the program components,
services, etc., will be quite similar, differences may be obsi red in levels of agency collaboration,
program fundiag sources, service arca, und specific services. The chart summarizes similarities
and differences in selected programs based on their program philosophy and goals and the set of
needs they wc, c dcsig .ed to meet.



CENTER

Trace Research and Develop-
ment Center, Madison, WI

Pennsylvania Assistive Device
Center, Elizabethtown, PA

Mich.gan's Living and Learning
Resource Centre, Lansing,
MI

Arkansas Easter Seal Society
Outreach Program, Little
Rock, AR

Rocky Mountain Regional
Center for Augmentative
Communication, Boulder
Memorial Hospital, Boulder,
CO

Non-Verbal Assessment
Program, Los Angeles
Unified School District Los
Angeles, CA

Augr.lentative Communication
Services Minneapolis Public
Situ°ls, Minneapolis, MN

Non-Oral Communication
Services, San Francisco, CA

FUNDING SOURCE

Federal Funding, Rehabili-
tation Center, University
Facility

State/Federal (PL 94-142)

State/Federal (PL 94-142),
State (Michigan Com-
mission for the Blind), non-
public matching funds

Private/Nonprofit (Easter
Seals), State/Federal (PL
94-142 funding of Outreach
Program), collaborative
services with State
Department of Education

State (hospital budget); Co-
operative service agree-
ment with the Colorado
Department of Education

State/Federal (Grants: Title
IV B), District funds

State/Federal (PL 94-142)

Contractual on a client-by-
client basis with local
school districts who receive
70% reimbursement lom
State Department of
Education, Individual client
Ice`

SERVICE AREA

Statewide (Wisconsin);
Regional (across suites
within Grail Lakes area)

Statewide

Statewide

Regionally (within state) and
statewide

Regionally (within state)

Local (disc -ict wide)

Local (dist ric t wide)

Local (San Ftanctsco Bay
Area)

MODEL TYPE

Center-based

Center-based;
Equipment deposi-
tory

Center-based; In-
formation clear-
inghouse

Outreach center; On-
site evaluation

Center-based

Center-based; Satel-
lite sites

Center-based

amimunity-based
(private)

SFRVICE CHARACTERISTICS

Assessment of client needs; technical
assistance; research and
development of aids and devices

Equipment depository-loan program,
technical assistance; training for
local augmentative specialists.

Assessment of client needs; short-
term equipment loan; professional
development training.

Evaluation of client needs; consul-
tation and training; short-term loan
of devices; consultation for
acquisition of funds.

On-site evaluation of client needs;
consultation for acquisition Of
funds; inservice training and
technical assistance.

Assessment of client needs;
equipment loan; training and
follow-up to client and family

Assessment of client needs, facili-
tation of equipment . _quisition,
dissemination, and repair. In-ser-
vice training to parents and
professionals; citywide/statewide
technical assistance to school
districts, consumers, etc ; data
collection.

On site assessment of client needs,
training for school staff and clients,



CHAPTER 1

SERVICE DELIVERY AND RELATED ISSUES
AT THE TRACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTEP.

PRESENTER: Roger 0. Smith
Trace R&D Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

THE TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTE:CI

To fully understand the service delivery operation of the Trace Research and Development Cen-
ter, it is necessary to briefly describe the overall environmental context in which the Trace Center
fits. It turns out that, in the field of rehabilitation/education technology, there are eight major
categorie^, that describe program activities. Four of these are stzvice delivery activities. The
other four are not specifically service delivery functions, but are vital to effective service delivery
programs.

Evaluation and selection of equipment is one of the key service delivery activities. This is a typi-
cal procedure for obtaining equipment in all of our daily lives. If we fail, however, to ascertain
our needs correctly and consequently purchase the wrong piece of equipment, it may s nply be an
incolivenience. If, on the other hand, a child with a disability is given the wrong typewriter, or is
set up with at, inappropriate communication board, it can result in the profound under-utilization
of the child's talents, or extreme overtaxing :if the child's abilities. If the equipment is not flexible
enough to meet demands, the individual will only be working up to 20% of potential. If, on the
other hand, the particular device is designed to function well above the individual's capabilities,
the system only aggravates a frustrating experience. We see these situations in our affiliated
clinics too often, and the result is usually that the device or system ends up in somebody's closet.

Once a particular device or system has been matched to an individual and his/her particular dis-
abilities, availability of equipment becomes a major service delivery activity. This ,s wher we rely
on ti.e distribution activities of any service delivery system. Historically, many rehabilitation and
educational technological devices have been invented, developed, and researched in the labora-
tory, then only presented in some esoteric technology conference. Thus, they are never marketed
and never become available to those who need them. Distribution systems are vital to adequate
service delivery.

Assuming that the particular device or system is adequately distributed, implementation or using
the device or system is the next critical service delivery activity. Successful implementation of any
technology relies on adequate training. Any device is totally worthless without the user being able
to apply it within functional situations. Thus, the ultimate training needs to be provided directly
to the user of the device or system. In most rehabilitation and educational settings, however, this
also requires training of the service delivery professionals, to be trainers. A service delivery sys-
tem without this dual training activity will likely be ineffective.

Assuming that the service delivery program evaluates individuals well, selects the appropriate
pieces of equipment, assures that the equipment is distributed, and provides a system for training
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the professionals and users, one major activity is still required to prevent a service delivery system
from degenerating into a useless program.

This last activity is the reevaluation, monitoring, and revision of any system or device At the
Trace R&D Center, we know of no communication aids or system; that are self-perpetuating.
Every one of the pieces of equipment of communication systems that we have recommended or
placed has required ongoing reevalt 3tion because the child is growing or the adult is improving in
skills. Furthermore, periodic reevaluation is not adequate. Ongoing monitoring of the system is
necessary because reeva. sons frequently take place in less than optimal environmental situa-
tions, such as a child in a testing environment and not the natural communication setting.

When the four service delivery activities, described above, are all integrated, they can result in an
effective program. In the "macro" service delivery picture, however, their real success is depen-
dent on four other affiliated service delivery activities. First, any technological equipment is de-
pendent on whether that equipment lm beenyeen manufactured. Either a one-time fabricator is nec-
essary, or a mass market manufacturer must be involved in providing the equipment. Likewise,
manufacturing is dependent on a more fundamental .,ctivity: research and development. This is
the second affiliated service delivery activity. Prior to the manufacture of any system, that system
must be developed and tested. Third, service delivery is also dependent on activities which in-
clude education, information, resources, and referral. All devices and systems rely on profession-
als, parents and individual users being aware of their availability, and on resource professionals
who can help them select the specimations of tn: equipment and learn the skills for using the
equipment to tackle their particular needs. The last affiliated service delivery activity is the foun
dation. Service delivery is dependent on basic research. The theoretical and knowledge base of
the field provides the substantiation of the methodologies we use within service delivery.

It can be seen that, in the short term, however, service delivery programs must realize their de-
pendence on manufacturers, distributors, developers, researchers and educators. Understanding
this context of the technology environment describes the rationale for the Trace Center pro-
grams.

SERVIC.4, DELIN ;RY ISSUES

Four primary service delivery issues can be categorized:

Issue 1: Field Coordination Needs

The first issue relates to the previously described four service delivery activities, and the four re-
lated functions. The issue emerges from the critical reliance service delivery has on the four re-
lated activities. Any successful service delivery program must interact and coordinate with the
other functions to be an effective long-term program.

A key coordination issue that program administrators frequently forget is the imperative nature
of continuing education. In the area of rehabilitation/education technology application, the field
is changing rapidly, and without ongoing education, a service delivery program will very quickly be
using outdated approaches, devices and systems.

Second, the administrative commitment to providing feedback to tree research and develocnient
centers is critical. The R&D centers are dependent on those who are applying the technology for
ongoing suggestions regarding the overall directions of research and development, specific modi-
fications, adaptations, and other R&D needs.
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A third area of coordination needed is for administrators of service delivery programs to be pro -
viaing information to distributors and manufacturers regarding their ongoing and future needs for
systems and devices. Distributors and equipment manufacturers are constantly attempting to re-
main current on the needs within the field, and predicting what the future needs will be. Provid-
ing information to these groups of distributors and manufacturers is not only welcome, but neces-
sary.

The fourth are of coordination is in providing feedback to resource centers. schools of higher
educations and continuing education programs. These groups of information providers are always
forecasting what the most important areas of continuing education needs will be for the profes-
sionals in the area of rehabilitation/educational technology. One of the best methods of learning
about current educational needs is when the professionals applying the technology specifically iv-
quest that further education opportunities be available to them on particular topics.

Issue 2: Program Components
(Seven Necessary Com s s nents for Matching the S stem to the Individual

Matchi-,7 the device or system to an individual's particular needs to support education goals is a
corn .rocess, and one to which much discussion is being oriented within other areas of this
confc .f; e. A brief listing of the seven procedures is worth mentioning in this context, however.
Frequently, however, inadequacies of service delivery programs can be directly attributed to the
program's lack of attention to one of these seven procedures.

1. Understanding the potential of technological and nontechnological systems is
absolutely critical, before any a. ?lication can even be considered.

2. The individual must be evaluated to ascertain his/her abilities and functional
areas of deficit. This evaluation must look at specific functional activities,
look at particular skills and abilities, and also explore the particular reasons
that an individual has deficits in certain activity areas.

An evaluation must be s rformed on available s tems and technolo ics.
Even though we may have identified the exact problems of an individual, if we
are not knowledgeable about available systems and the technological possi-
bilities, we will not be able to make the appropriate match.

4. Once we have fully evaluated the individual and the available systems and
technology, a decision must be made to select the appropriate system.

5. Mgt iring the system becomes the next step. This is the step that we are al-
ready very familiar with, that seems as if it would be simple because the needs
are clear. However, actually convincing any funding agency or administrator
of the bureaucracy becomes a major skill in itself.

6. Once a system has arrived, the individual who will be using the system must
kjrained in the appropriate techniques for properly applying the system in
his/her own environment.

7. Follow-up and revision of the program on an ongoing basis is imperative.

These seven procedures can be viewed as part of a program checklist. A successful program will
perform all seven components effectively.
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Issue 3: Vertical Integration of Services

Perhaps one of the most difficult service delivery activities is in the domain of integrating services
Rehabilitation and education technologies have caused the emergence of many specialized pro-
fessionals. These individuals nave, to date, been serving as regional experts. This has restricted
the availability of technological services substantially; perhaps the most limiting aspect of this
phenomenon has been that individuals usually work for one agency or organization. Thus, v,hen
students or clients move into a system that has a technology expert, they have access to these
benefits, but when they move out of the system, they quickly lose the benefits of the technology
expert.

In medical care, there is a concept called "vertical integration." Acute care hospitals are now ver-
tically integrating their services by expanding their activities to include home health care compa-
nies, nursing homes, outpatient rehabilitation services, and even family physician services. The
result of these vertically integrated systems is that an individual once mo, ing into the system can
receive the full range of benefits and move easily between the various levels of services without
falling through the cracks between agencies, bureaucracies, or service programs inherently lim-
ited in scope.

The implications of the vertical integration of acute care medical services on rehabilitation and
educational technologies is that our systems may need to be thinking more vertically in orienta-
tion.

The integration of services will need to occur on two levels. One is across geographical regions,
and the second is across the longevity of individuals as they grow and mature. If we look at most
existing technology services, we see how they tend to split up into little pieces. In terms of geog-
raphy, due to the current limited expertise in the field, regional evaluation centers have been vir-
tually i:;; only way many areas can access technology applications experts.

In regard to age groups and maturation levels, the educational system has been providing the best
continuity, particularly with the new emphasis across the country on providing appropriate edu-
cational oppor*._;nities for pre school-aged disadvantaged children. In spite of these improve-
ments, however, once individuals reach a certain age, they are moved out of the educational sys-
tem, too often into nowhere. This "transitional dump" is the example of our need to vertically
integrate services across years. There needs to be a method for transferring technologically ori-
ented services from the educational arena into the vocational domain. Some have suggested that
the best method for doing this is to encourage the medical system to provide the continuity and
take responsibility for technological services. In any case, the vertical integration of services
across regions and years is going to demand substantial attention by the educational, vocational,
and medical systems within the next few years to improve any of our current service delivery
methods in a comprehensive way.

Issue 4: Competency of Professionals

There is a trend to be looking at service delivery professionals and programs that apply technol-
ogy more carefully. It has been suggested that appropriate application of technology in rehabili-
tation and education requires a high level of expertise in several ways. First, any service delivery
program should be assessed in terms of how well it provides the coordination for the field in the
four areas listed previously. Second, a program should be evaluated in terms of how well it pro-
vides the procedures necessary for competent aprlication of any technology-or;ented service de-
livery in the seven steps described earlier. Third, competency should be evaluated across func-
tional areas of need. For exain?le, competency across functional areas in the service delivery
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context of augmentative communication highlights five functions. Expertise needs to be available
in 1) seating and positioning, 2) motor and sensory areas (physical interface to any system), 3)
cognitive and language areas, 4) social and environmental communication areas, and 5) acquisi-
tion of funds and equipment. These sets of program competency questions can be compiled into
a program evaluation checklist. An example of a checklist summarizing the points discussed in
this paper is shown in Table 1 on the following page.

These service delivery competency issues emphasize the need for some type of quality assurance.
Methods of qualifying service delivery programs are beginning to be discussed within the reha-
bilitation/educational technology associations and professional groups. Guaranteeing compe-
tency through certification, licensure, or accreditation is being identified more frequently as a
need within this field. Until this occurs, however, we have few external guidelines to help us in
knowing and expressing competency in the field.

THE TRACE CENTER'S FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES

The Trace Center currently se es four major areas of function and services in the area of reha-
bilitation/education technology. The first is research. As one of the nationally funded Rehabili-
tation Engineering Centers, the Trace Center has a mandate to perform research in the field of
communication, control, and access to information technologies. Consequently, its research
thrust has provided vital information to the field with regard to the human use of communication
devices and systems, and the effectiveness of using certain techniques and approaches with vari-
ous disabilities. The research at the Trace Center has led to and has. been integrally tied to the
following additional functions.

The second major thrust of the Trace Center is in the area of developing new products, concepts,
and information. Over the last decade, the Trace Center has developed numerous new devices
and ideas that have been adopted by manufacturers r f communication systems internationally.

The third primary function of the Trace Center is its information resource and referral services.
The Trace Cen i disseminates information via the production of resource books, through its
reprint service and through its workshop series. All of these methods have been providing cur-
rent information to the field in the area of communication, control, and computer access. Addi-
tionally, and perhaps most significantly, the information resource and referral services provide
the Trace Center staff with information. They, in turn, maintain their current knowledge of the
products, applications, and communication approaches being used throughout the country and
the world.

The fourth major function of the Trace Research and Development Center is to support service
delivery programs. There are four programs with which the Trace Center is involved. Sara
Brandenburg from the Trace Center has provided more in-depth information about two of these
service delivery programs, focusing on the evaluation process. Thus, only an overview of the four
programs is given here.

The first service delivery affiliated program is the Communication Aids and Sys'ems Clinic
(CASC). CASC is administrated through the Clinical Sciences Center at the University of Wis-
consin-Madison; the Trace Center shares staff with CASC. The population which the clinic
serves is best described as all populations; approximately 50% are school age, and 50% non-
school aged. Its overall emphasis of evaluation and ' reatment is on communication systems and
access to the most effective system for the specific individual. The program process used by the
CASC is primarily an outpatient evaluation, with some inpatient hospital involvement. The over
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TABLE 1

PROGRAM EVALUATION CHECKLIST

A. Field Coordination
1. Does the program provide adequate preservice education for the professionals involved

in applying the technically oriented devices and systems?
2. Does the program provide sufficient ongoing continuing education so that all team

members within the program may mainta;n their skills?
3. Does the program have a mechanism for providing feedback to relevant research and

development centers?
4. Does the program have a method for providing feedback to manufacturers and distrib-

utors of equipment in the area?
5. Does the program have a feedback mechanism to provide information to institutions of

higher education ate, resource centers that can facilitate appropriate cont:iluing educa-
tion programs?

B. Program Components

1. Do program staff members understand the full potentials and limitations of the tech-
nology they are applying?

Does the program provide a comprehensive evaluation of the individual student/clients
in critical areas of functioning?
a. seating and positioning,
b. motor-sensory function (physical interface),

c. cognitive and language functions, and
d. social and interactive functions.

3. Does the program provide adequate evaluation of the different technological devices
and systems?

4. Does the program match the needs of the individual to the capabilities and features of
the technological systems?

5. Does the program secure the needed funds and assist in the acquisition of the equip-
ment or devices required?

6. Does the program provide appropriate training for the users to be able to apply their
systems in all of their needed environments?

7. Does the program incorporate appropriate follow-up in terms of monitoring the existing
system and revising/updating the system as needed?

C. Vertical Integration
1. Does the program integrate across geographical regions?
2. Does the program integrate across the longevity of the students/clients within the pro-

gram?

11 Competency of Professionals
1. Do the program team members have appropriate experiential and educational back-

grounds?
Do the program team members hold appropriate licensure/certification/registration
credentials for providing the needed services?

1.

1.
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all format of the CASC contains several unique features. One is that an information form and
videotape are required prior to a clinic evaluation. Thus, all potential clients or students first re-
ceive an initial background and history form to complete. Later, they complete a more detailed
information form about their communication, seating and positioning systems. At this time, they
submit an actual videotape of the client's/student's performance in the school or home setting. A
sece ad component of the evaluation process is that the team, which consists of speech and lan-
guage pathologists, occupational therapists, and rehabilitation engineers, reviews the history and
information form, along with the videotape. During this pre-evaluation conference, an evaluation
strategy is proposed which provides the framework for the actual evaluation procedures when the
client arrives. The third component of the process is the actual evaluation. As many members of
the client's/student's educational/rehabilitation team as possible, if not the entire team, are re-
quested to attend the evaluation. CASC feels that it is critical for the client's educators, clinicians,
and family members to be involved with the client during the zvaluation process.

The actual procedures during the evaluation begin with an introductory discussion with the stu-
dent/client and entire support network. These groups range from as few ar, 2 people, o: as many
as 8 or 10. During this session, initial goals are identified, and an evaluation strategy finalized.
Then, the client's/student's positioning and seating is evaluated, which results in recommenda-
tions and possible modifications. The next step in the procedure is the communication evalua-
tion, where the student's/client's interaction skills are assessed, along with language and speech
skills, and overall cognitive abilities. The final step of the evaluation procedure is theassessment
of the student's/client's physical interface. This usually includes simulation or actual demonstra-
tion of various communication aids and systems. This process begins with evaluating the stu-
dent's/client's current system and proceeds on a trial basis to interface with modifications to the
current system or introduction of a new system(s).

Following the evaluation, the fourth major component of the overall CASC program process oc-
curs. This component is the follow-up with funding of any equipment that may need to be pur-
chased, the actual ?urchase or loan, the introduction of any communication program that has
been recommended, and the training of the overall communication system.

The Communication Development Program (CDP) is the second service delivery program affili-
ated with the Trace Center. The CD? is administrated directly through the Trace Center and
funded by Dane County. The population served by this program consists of non-school age
clients with developmental disabilities. The program process relies on a diverse set of activities.
A large portion of the time is spent coordinating existing therapy -.nd support systems within ev-
ery client's environment. This requires a significant amount of consultation. Additionally, direct
therapy is provided for a substantial number of the clients. In virtually every case, advocacy for
the client becomes a primary role for the program staff. The program is staffed by speech and
language pathologists who provide the direct services and the coordinating services. The CDP
program activities are provided much differentiy than the evaluation process of the CASC. With
the CDP, the services are provided basically on-site within the client's environment. This means
that the clinicians within the CDP spend most of their time in client's homes, on work .ites, and
out in the community.

The third service delivery program affiliated with the Trace Center is the Rehabilitation Research
Services (RRS). This program is administrated through the Trace Center, and funded through
cost-reimbursement. The services provided by the RRS are basically technological equipment
adaptation, construction, and one-time project development. The clients of the RRS are from the
Trace Center affiliated clinics.
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The fourth service delivery program includes limited-term projects, usually with outside grant
funding. An example of this type of project is the DATA project (Disabled Access to Technical
Advances). The Trace Center's involvement in this project was subcontracted as part of a larger
grant involving the Vocational Rehabilitation Department, Computers to Help People, and Ac-
cess to Independent Living, Inc. (the Madison region independent living center). This project was
aimed specifically at providing technological systems to clients with the primary objective of
moving them into successful employment. Research data were collected to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of technological intervention in securing and maintaining long-term employment for
persons with disabilities.

CONFRONTATION OF SERVICE DELNERY ISSUES

The Trace Center attempts to confront many of the service delivery issues head on. Both the
CASC and the CDP attempt to address the four coordination needs These programs strongly
support continuing education to maintain the expertise of all of the treatment staff. These pro-
grams also provide direct feedback to the research and development programs and staff of the
Trace Center, and to other research and development centers throughout the country. Due to
the nature of the research and development at the Trace Center, all of our clinically affiliated
staff have easy access to distributors and manufacturers in the field. Consequently, the treatment
staff provide ongoing information to distributors and manufacturers regarding the availability, or
lack of availability, of systems and devices. With regard to providing information on educationa;
needs back to resource centers and schools of higher education, the service delivery staff at the
Trace Center are very involved in their respective national associations and their continuing edu-
cation progLans. Furthermore, many of the Trace Center staff have joint appointments with re-
lated professional educational programs at the University of Wisconsin. Perhaps most pro-
foundly, the service delivery staff can directly feed information to the workshop series run by the
Trace Center.

Both the CASC and the CDP work very carefully on the seven necessary steps in matching func-
tional systems to individuals' needs. Each one of the programs, however, has its own particular
advantages and disadvantages. For example, the CASC provides full evaluations; however, due to
its regionally ori'...nted format, the training and follow-tip aspects become very difficult. On the
other hand, the CDP is primarily 3 coordinating program, so it is able to do an extremely compe-
tent job in training in follow-up, but it does not have the same full access to the concentrated, in-
terdisciplinary team evaluation.

Perhaps one of the major challenges of all of the service delivery programs affiliated with the
'1race Center is vertically integrating services across geography and across the developmental
years and maturation years of its clients/students. The CDP, however, does do particularly well in
addressing the need for integrating services across the years, because it specifically provides ser-
vices for those excluded from the educational services because they are not of school age.

IMPLICATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS /SUGGESTIONS FOR SERVICE DELIVERY

There are two major implications revolving around what we have seen at the Trace Center in
terms of service delivery. First is that the concept of comprehensive community service delivery
centers in rehabilitation/education technology is becoming mandatory. The formulat'on of these
types of delivery centers would, of course, need to be very carefully and directly linked to the spe-
cialized regional centers. For example, the ideal scenario might be that specialized regional cen-
ters would focus on areas such as wheelchairs, positioning and seatiig, computer use and access,
augmentative communication, or motor and sensory access techniques. These specialized re-
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gional centers would then serve as the intense evaluation .d resource centers which all of the
comirr,nity centers would tap. To supplement a maintained compilation of the most advanced of
human factors and therapeutic techniques and approaches, the specialiLed regional centers would
also house the most complete and most current technological (!evices and systems.

The second major implication for service delivery is that, regardless of what type of service deliv-
ery program is being provided in rehabilitation/education technology, there seem to be significant
funding barriers. Consequently, there needs to be an increased awareness of what the potentials
are in the applications of these types of technologies. Then funds must become available to pro-
vide direct contact services. Even more important is the need for legislators, administrators, and
other power brokers managing important technological funds to recognize that service delivery in
the area of technology and education rehabilitation involves a substantial amount of time for co-
ordination, management, administration, team meetings, and continuing education. Thus time
cannot he ;unded just for direct student/client contact. Significant time must be available foi
these other functions. One of the very important needs we have been able to provide through the
CDP has been due to its funding base. The county funding has permitted the staff of the CDP to
serve as client advocates and coordinators for the clients' overall communication program within
their entire work, home, and community environments. We have found that it is only under these
reimbursement or funding scenarios that the vertical integration and overall coordination of ser-
vice delivery can be obtained.
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CHAPTER 2

IMPLEMENTING A SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRAM:
EXPERIENCES IN PENNSYLVANIA

PRESENTER: Mary Brady Coordir Itor
Pennsylvania AssisAve Device Center
Elizabethtown Children's Hospital and
Rehabilitation Center

INTRODUCTION

This conference was organized around the topics of planning, funding, student. assessment and
service delivery. The other three components of providing a state-wide system for utilization of
assistive devices describe "what" (planning), "to what degree" (funding) and 'for whom" (student
assessment) the services and products are made available. The aspect of this process detailed in
the following paper describes the "how"; the human systems, the pragmatic 2nd Logistic concerns
that have been and continue to be necessary to consider in conducting one such program. Before
any such discussion can be m- ningful, however, we must be sure to approach the topic with a
c!ear understanding of the realm being addressed.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

In the special education' technology universe inhabited by teachers, therapists, rehabilitation en-
gineers, computer experts, administrators, parents and students even the term "assistive devices"
is open to debate It was i ecently defined in the Encyclopedia of Special Education:

The term assistive device has been applied to a wide range of highly spe-
cialized mechanical, electronic, and computer -baseG tools which are now
commonly used in rehabilitation and special education settings. The assistive
device :s typically designed to perform a particular prosthetic or orthotic
function, but it is not a prosthesis nor an orthosis in the traditional medical
sense. (Reynolds & Mann, 1987)

This frnctional definition goes on to include sensory aids, communication aids, computer access
devices, and aids to daily living. Writing aids and special-function or adapted learning tools such
as a specially mounted commercial device, for example, a calculator (Figure 1) or cassette tape
recorder with sliding control to ease operation (Figure 2) are also considered assistive or adaptive
devices. The term "assistive devices" is preferable, because it relates to the function of the article,
rather than to its derivation. Such devices may in fact be commercially available special function
items, adapted from mass market items, or a combination of both (Rodgers, 1984). Most assistive
de', ice systems contain components of each, such as the typical Apple computer set-up, with an
adapted keyboard, and a customized switch or headpointer.

Educators are not the only professionals currently struggling to define this realm The Institute
on Rehabilitation Issues, a consortium of vocational rehabilitation experts, provides this guid-
ance:
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Figure 1: A specially-mounted commercial aid (Casio)

MIPIPS:41111

Figure 2: Cassette tape recorder aid from TASII
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Rehabilitation technology includes compensatory strategies and ad, ;,tive
equipment to increase or improve the functional capabilities of persons with
disabilities. It is used to enhance the vocational, educational, and/or inde-
pendent living opportunities for persons with disabilities. It may be further
defined as technological methods of achieving practical purposes in the re-
habilitation process. Devices, equipment, and strategies used in this process
may be individually created or may be adapted from available equipment or
strategies. (Thirteenth Institute on Rehabilitation Issues, 1986)

Note that the IRI definition of "rehabilitation technology" is slightly broader than the Fncyclo-
pedia of Special Education's definition of "assistive devices." This reflects the appropriate life-
spectrum concerns of the two areas: learning tools for students, and vocational/independent living
devices for vocational rehabilitation clients. Included in the IRI definition are biomedical tech-
nologies, wheelchairs, adapted vehicles and architectural modifications, as well as nonhardware-
intensive strategies, such as job sharing.

Apart from vocational rehabilitation, service delivery in the area of assistive technology has also
been provided by speech and language clinics and medical facilities, in research and development
settings, by volunteer organizations such as the Telephone Pioneers of America, and by durable
medical equipment (DME) dealers. Although this is a new area to special education, these other
types of service providers have been involved in the area, albeit without a coordinated or com-
prehensive approach, and with spotty results, for many years (Office of Technology Assessment,
1982).

The various components of service delivery include clinical, training and equipment provision as-
pects. Clinical services are assessment and evaluation (what's there in terms of student needs,
capabilities, and technology available to meet those needs, and how well is it all working to-
gether?) and therapy (formal, goal-oriented practice with the device). The training areas are
training the end-user (student), training caregivers (teachers and therapists), and ;raining parents
and significant others (aides, attendants, siblings). The major concerns with regard to equipment
are the 1) allocation of resources, and 2) the logistics of distribution.

OVERVIEW OF SERVICE DELIVERY ISSUES

With regard to providing communication aids, environmental controls, and computer access sys-
tems to end consumers, there have been two seemingly insurmountable problems confounding
the effort: funding of high cost device systems, and provision of ongoing student evaluation,
training and follow-up therapies. In the past, locating a device that could provide the needed
functions was also somewhat challenging: that at least has changed considerably with the current
flock of multifunctional devices which can be accessed using a number of input techniques, and
which in turn provide a wide number of output options.

The reasons given for the funding problem range from the relatively high cost of systems ($2000 -
$12,000) to the unproven, or at least inadequately documented, efficacy of these tools as voca-
tionally or educationally sound and necessary expenditures. Lack of professional expertise and
available services for describing, locating or designing the devices, training their users, and pro-
viding the therapies (occupational, physical and speech-language) needed to use is well known
The widespread availability of this technology is so recent that colleges are only beginning to offer
comprehensive professior.al or pre-professional training programs for these disciplines using
state-of-the-art technologies. As is traditional with service professions, insufficient resources
have been applied to achieve results in keeping whit current knowledge. Unlike engineering or
medicine, speech therapy and special education classes at the graduate and undergraduate levels
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have not kept pace with current technology practice. At present, only a handful of college pro-
grams training speech therapists offer even one course in augmentative communication. Instead,
such efforts have evolved outside the traditional training grounds, through in-services, manufac-
turers' workshops, conferences and continuing education offerings. Consequently, expertise is still
diffuse, and its development is not yet well supported.

The approach taken by the Pennsylvania Special Education Assistive Device Center addresses
these problems in a new way -- by achieving a critical mass of technology availability and aware-
ness in a sernent of the target consumer population. With adequate equipment, technical sup-
port and okiortunities to participate in training activities, a strong local network of expertise nat-
urally forms. Using this approach, economies of scale and a cost-effective, ongoing service deliv-
ery system are being built for the school-aged and school-aged subset of the total client popula-
tion which could benefit from the judicious application of these technologies. The program is in
its third year of operation Feedback from the intended service consumers (teachers, therapists,
students) and from professional colleagues has been strongly supportive of the approach. Results
are being continuously monitored through daily contact with local specialists and administrators,
as well as more formal advisory processes and user surveys.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

The Pennsylvania Special Education Assistive Device Center (PA-ADC) was conceived to pro-
vide appropriate and necessary technology to preschool and school-aged handicapped children in
the state of Pennsylvania. In fact, the project has focused more heavily on communication, writ-
ing and computer access aids than on sensory, environmental control, mobility or independent
living aids. This decision was made because the population in need of communication, writing
and computer access devices was seen to be the most underserved in past programs in the state at
the time of this program's inception. In other words, we targeted the multiply physically handi-
capped students for whom little programmatic or technology expertise had existed to enhance ed-
ucational opportunities in the past. Mobility needs were not addressed, per se, because of the
cost involved and the vast population needing such services; the responsibility of the local educa-
tion agencies (LEAs) and their existing relationships with private and public medical service
providers was to take precedence with regard to wheelchairs, walkers, standing devices and trans-
portation issues. Communication, computer access, and writing aids can be appropriately ad-
dressed through a statewide education agency program. It is true that a child who is inadequately
positioned cannot hope to operate an assistive device effectively; for this reason the, PA-ADC has
employed a seating and positioning specialist, and does address the area of device positioning, de-
signing custom trays and switch mountings, and drawing attention to certain occupational therapy
principles.

Fortunately, commercially available aids have improved steadily over the past several years and
now offer more reliable service and variety of applications. Commercially available seating sys-
tems which are modular and appropriate for our students are now much more widely in use.

The program is administered by the Central Pennsylvania Special Education Regional Resource
Center (SERRC). SE:MC has an ongoing educational service delivery network of some 20 years
duration. It manages a large lending library of professional materials (including software), con-
ducts workshops and inservice training on-site throughout the state, and most recently has been
providing specific technical expertise and centralized laboratory-style training in educational
computer applications. There are 16 professional positions asse,...ated with operation of the
Central SERRC. Two other Regional Resource Centers in the eastern and western parts of the
state operate similar programs. All Resource Centers are funded by the Pennsylvania De-
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partment of Education, Bureau of Special Education. The PA-ADC program under discussion
here is a statewide program; however, it was initiated and is administe 'd by the Central SERRC

The Central SERRC is located in Harrisburg, the state capital. The ADC is headquartered in the
Elizabethtown Rehabilitation Hospital, a historically pediatric rehabilitation center 15 miles
away. Staff at the ADC consists of the following five professional roles and backgrounds, with
two support (clerical, secretarial) positions: coordinator (M.S. -- Educational Technology), aug-
mentative communication specialist (CCC-speech), positioning and seating specialist (OTR/L),
assistive device specialist (M.S. -- Instructional Technology) and rehabilitation engineer (M.A --
Rehabilitation Engineering).

For the past five years, the Bureau of Special Education has operated a "Minigrant" program
through the SERRCs. The Minigrant program is designed to distribute technology to special ed-
ucation classrooms using PL 94.142 funding. That is to say, such federal funding as is allocated
and distributed based on the numbers of handicapped children served in a given geo-
graphical/locally administered area. In Pennsylvania the Minigrant and ADC programs are both
funded through PL 94-142. Teachers and therapists compete by writing small grant proposals de-
lineating their needs and plans for specific equipment. The grantsare then processed through the
appropriate SERRC for funding. During each of the past five years, $F00,000.00 worth of high
technology hardware and software, including classroom computers and sensory aids, were dis-
tributed by this program. Out of this successfully operating program in the state was created the
cornerstone of the PA-ADC's Program Plan its Long-Term Equipment Loan Program.

The PA-ADC was originally structured (in 1984) to support three full-time staff people serving a::
in-service trainers and technical advisors for therapists and teachers needing access to such ex-
pertise statewide. As educators were surveyed over time, their interest in, and need for, expanded
services in this area became apparent. A statewide "Awareness" conference in the fall of 1985
attracted the attendance of over 300 administrators and ciaasroom personnel. The equipment re-
quirements and the necessity of ongoing training in student needs identification, equipment func-
tion and application was readily apparent. Consequently, the DepLrtment of Education, Bureau
of Special Education responded positively to the program plan presented in 1985-86, allocating
$500,000 to fund an assistive device loan program and also providing sufficient resources to add
two professional staff to implement such a program.

The most frequently asked questions about this program include insurance concerns, equipment
transition (from school to work or independent living settings), and concerns about adequate stu-
dent assessment and follow-up services. One unifying philosophical strand dictates the way that
these concerns are addressed in the program. Coop.rative relationrIiips among agencies and stu-
..:cnts are both required and supported by the ADC program. Ultimate responsibility for the suc-
cess/usefulness of any technological aid system must rest with the end consumer.

Along the way to achieving that goal of ultimato control over individual independence, local
agents come heavily into play. Over the course of the student's school career, those individual
professionals involved with the student change, and e, en the student's educational or home set-
ting, inevitably undergo change. Thus, no one professional or one agency or one program can as-
sume continuous responsibility for services, cooperation or coordination of efforts. Conse-
quently, the ADC loan program focuses on the individual student as the consistent, unifying agent
for his/her own services. Devices are loaned, not to classrooms or to therapists, but to individual
students for the duration of their need for that system, or until severance from special education
services. Currently, options for funding the transition of functional equipment from school to
work or independent living settings are being explored with other state and private agencies
Some creative and uniquely cost effective strategies have been suggested.
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Local educational agencies are required by the ADC loan program to insure equipment, and to
guarantee its availability to the student at all times, including at-home use and use during "vacation
periods. LEAs are also encouraged to make personnel available for training offered by the ADC.
These local efforts are supported by a network of Local Augmentative Specialists (approximately
90 throughout the state) appointed locally by the Directors of Special Education. In an effort to
decentralize equipment knowledge, assessment techniques and therap; Veas, the ADC provides
tools and ongoing training regionally for these specialists. Since turnover is relatively high among
school personnel, such o..going training is required f- qd will continue to be a major need even as
expertise is developed by individuals. It is a tenet of this program that effective follow-through
services, although instigated and supported by the state agency (acting through the ADC pro-
gram) must be maintained by the local person, lel directly involved with the student on a daily ba-
sis. This approach reduces the previous emphasis on the prescriptive phase of device application,
placing such emphasis instead on the follow-through phase.

IMPLICATIONS

Methods of gaugit.(4, the effectiveness of this prograni arc being devised. A recent ADC-spon-
sored symposium (March 1987) brought together academically affiliated professionals from
Peansylvania and nearby states to examin- research issues which could be addressed, given access
to the client population of the project. Among the wide-ranging issues identified were concerns
with device usage, communi- tive competency training of users, and the appropriateness of cog-
nitive demands placed on system users. While an impottat part of the overall effort is to exam-
ine and improve the service offered, we practitioners must seek to involve the research commu-
nity in taking an unbiased measure of the actull effectiveness of these systems and strategies,
once applied. Anecdotal reports and ca.,- studies need to be joined by longitudinal research with
larger subject pools. Through this p gram, we can offer researchers access to such a group of
potential subjects.

From other existing programs, alternate moiels of service delivery can offer exciting options,
from which we ;tope to learn much as we proceed.
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MICHIGAN'S LIVING AND LEARNING RESOURCE CENTRE

PRESENTER.: Donna Heiner. Ed.S.
Director

INTRODUCTION

The Living and Learning Resource Centre (LLRC) provides a comprehensive information and
demonstration center for the selecti 1, development, and/or adaptation of special need high-
technology for educational and vocational purposes throughout the state of Michigan.

The unique focus of the LLRC is low-incidence populations, such as individuals with physical or
multiple impairments. The LLRC offers individuals or agencies the opportunity of obtaining in-
formation on or previewing adaptive equipment and software.

The LLRC complements th,-.., PAM Assistance Centre, a sister project which serves the same
population on a statewide basis, and which focuses on "light-tech" adaptive aids and devices for
recreational, vocational, educational, or daily living activities.

Because the LLRC was established to serve clients from multiple human service agencies, an
Agency Oversight Committee (AOC) establishes goals and objectives for the LLRC, acts in an
advisory capacity, fu.._ ions as a liaison to funding and user agencies, and assures that the pur-
poses of the LLRC are maintained and implemented. The AOC consists of representatives from
the following:

Michigan Rehabilitation Services,
Michigan Department of Education,
Vocational Education Services,
Michigan Department of Education,
Michigan School for the Blind,

Michigan Department of Education,
Special Education Services,
Michigan Department of Education,
Michigan Commission for the Blind, and

Michigan Department of Labor.

LLRC PROGRAM GOALS

Thy. overall goal of the LLRC is to provide disabled persons of all ages, and their service
providers, with information and technical assistance regarding the selection, handling, and use of
adaptive equipment for increased mobility, improved communication, and enhanced interaction
with the environment. Five major objectives relate to the preceding overall goal:
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1. to evaluate equipment for the handicapped;
2. to idertify modifications of tools and/or the work environment for individuals

with handicaps;

3. to serve as an information clearinghouse;
4. to provide professional development training; and

5. to conduct diagnostic assessments.

LLRC Prom Resources

The LLRC is a State Initiated Project, receiving a portion of discretionary funds derived in part
from the Education for all Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142) and approved by the Michigan
State Board of Education. In addition, a Facilities Grant from the Michigan Commission for the
Blind (MCB) has made possible a wide assortment of equipment and activities specifically de-
signed for individuals with visual impairments. This second funding source depends on a 20%
match from non-public funds. Professional staff currently funded by these sources include the
following: Director (.80), Occupational Therapist (.40), and an Instructor/Technician funded
through the MCB Grant (.40).

Located in the Library of the Michigan School for the Blind in Lansing, the LLRC houses a vari-
ety of computers, adaptive accessories, communication devices, and resources. This site provides
a number of significant advantages to the operation of the LLRC. Centrally situated in Michi-
gan's capital, the LLRC is wheelchair accessible and on the bus lines. Classrooms for small and
large group instruction are available. A major university, with associated facilities, State Depart-
ment of Education offices, the central office for the Michigan Commission for the Blind, and an
existing population of handicapped students and adults are nearby.

Considerations in Establishing Priorities for Service Delivery

To maximize use of funding and personnel, priorities for service delivery are based on the existing
status of provisions for high-techno.3gy service resources in Mi.-: .higan. Michigan's Special Educa-
tion Technology Plan, the distribution of the special educational population in Michigan, existing
state resources for special education technology, and funding patterns for the purchase of adap-
tive technology helped determine how the LLRC would organize to ach;eve its goals.

MICHIGAN'S SPECIAL EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY PLAN

Michigan's Special Education Technology Plan, a three-year plan covering the period from 1985
1988, identifies the steps needed to ensure full utilization of technology in Michigan special edu-
cation. The goal of this plan is:

To apply technology to the handicapped population such that significant bar-
riers to learning can be reduced and the disability minimized. Through this
effort, handicapped students should have more meaningful interactions with
society as well as other individuals (Special Education Technology Plan, pi).

An enabling objective relating to this goal formed the basis for the foundation of the Living and
Learning Resource Centre, the mechanism for linking handicapped students with appropriate
adaptive equipment and technical assistance.
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The Special Education Population in Michigan

On December 1 of each year, the Department of Education takes an unduplicated count of
handicapped students by primary disability. Because of the distribution of population in Michi-
gan, the five special education regions of the Department of Education vary greatly in numbers of
handicapped children. The cooperative natite of programming for handicapped children in
Michigan facilitates service provision within intermediate districts. However. because of the
sparse distribution of the population in the northern portions of the state (Region I: 5,496 in
1985 -So, Special Education Student Coin°. specialists in adaptive technology or sites demon-
strating this technology may not 17e enily accessed. On the other hand. handicapped students re-
siding in areas with a high population density (Region V: 73, 071 in 1985-86) benefit from the
availability of devices and professionals experienced in the use of adaptiv:.. technology.

Existing State Resources for Special Educatio:1 Technology

Michigan's 22 Regional Educational Media Centers (REIVICs), created in 1970, represent and
serve Michigan intermediate school districts. Housed in the REMCs, the Special Education
Learning Materials Centers (SELMACs) provide insenice training and purchase instructional
material for use by and with handicapped students. Part of Michigan's Comprehensive System of
Personnel Development, the SELMACs nerve both general and special educators. Curriculum
Resource Consultants (CRCs) operating from the SELMACs provide direct service to educators.

A related state-initiated project, Project ACCESS, has as its purpose the implementation of the
Special Education Technology Plan. Activities include: hardware, research and evaluation,
demonstration mini-grants, a series of two-day state-wide conferences, the ACCESS newsletter,
and an electronic network.

The Coalition of Organizations in Mi-higan to Promote the Use of Technology in Education
(COMPUTE) is composed of representatives from all segments of education, including universi-
ties, support service personnel, administrators, special educators, curriculum resource consul-
tants, software developers, and general educators. Functioning as an independent field-based ad-
visory committee, COMPUTE works with the Department of Education, Special Ed-cation Ser-
vices, to assist in the achievement of objectives in the Special Education Technology Plan.

The Artificial Language Laboratory, located at Michigan State University it.. East Lansing, Michi-
gan, is a multidisciplinary research center. In addition to its research focus, 6.- Artificial Lan-
guage La' also investigates the process of successful customization and modular manufacture for
individuals.

Several of the larger school districts Michigan have developed programs related to high-tech-
nology for the special education population. Operating out of Northville Public Schools, the
Communication Enhancement Resource Center designed and markets the Audiocom, an audi-
tory scanning communication device. In the Wayne County Intermediate School District, the
Adaptive Devices Advanced Methods Laboratory focuses on developing low-cost microprocessor-
based voice output communication aids and adaptive computer entry systems which may enhance
the communication and cognitive skills of the school-age handicapped population. Oakland
School's Communication Enhancement Center in Pontiac, Michigan. is a Model Outreach Site
for the American Speech-Language-Hearing Arsociation.

Michigan manufacturers of adaptive technology include Shea Products (Special Friend), Intex
Micro Systems, (Speechaid, ICOMM), Artic Technologies (SynPhonix, Artic Vision. Business Vi-
sion) and Votrax (Votalker). Wright and Filippis, a major vendor of medical equipment in the
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state, also is the prime vendor of adaptive technology, and provides equipment demonstrations
and rehabilitation engineering services.

IT unding for Assistive Devices

In addition to the typical funding sources for adaptive technology, Michigan has a unique pro-
gram for meeting the needs of students with handicaps. Section 55 of the State School Aid Act
provides funds for the purchase of equipment designed for handicapped pupils with communica-
tion disorders, the cost of testing handicapped pupils to determine the need for specialized com-
munication enhancement equipment, and equipment for training handicapped pupils with com-
munication disorders. In the 1986-87 school year, $400,000 was appropriated for this purpose.

Reimbursement to the local school district is prorated. This funding is especially useful to stu-
dents with multiple handicaps who function at a low cognitive level, a population for whom third-
party funding is usually unavailable.

All of the above have a significant impact on how the LLRC delivers services to clients in Michi-
gan. An integral part of the Special Education Technology Plan, the LLRC has organized to
serve as a centralization of local, state, and national resources dealing with similar populations.
The prime focus is, therefore, to meet needs which are not yet met and to cooperate with and
complement other resources alre.,dy in existence. An informal network of agencies and individu-
als in Michigan already exists. In addition, the LLRC utilizes the specific capabilities of other
agencies and individuals whenever appropriate. For example, the LLRC is an active member of
COMPUTE, which brings together educators throughout the state. The distribution network of
Project ACCESS also disseminates information from the LLRC.

Service Delivery Program Components

Based on the overall goal and related objectives of the LLRC, the following emerged as priorities
for the LLRC service delivery components.

Objective #1: The LLRC will evaluate equipment for individuals with handicaps

Because of its accessible, central location in the state, the LLRC is ideally situated for a demon-
stration center. In its computer room are an array of voice output communication devices, spe-
cialized voice or Braille output computer equipment for the visually impaired, and adaptive
computer peripherals for the physically handicapped. Because of its vocational component for
the visually impaired, the Centre includes IBM-PC-compatible computers as well as Apple Iles.
All computers have speech synthesizers installed: individual computers are set up for specific
purposes or use, for example, connected to a Braille printer or equipped with a keyboard emula-
tor and adapted keyboard.

Because of the isolated location of some school districts, art additional activity of the LLRC is to
locate programs throughout Michigan which can serve as satellite locations for the demonstration
of selected adaptive devices.

To facilitate access to current and accurate information, the LLRC maintains files on manufac-
turers of adaptive equipment. Additionally, the LLRC is in the process of developing databases
on equipment/software and on state and national resources dealing with adaptive computer tech-
nology. Both of these databases are in a form accessible by individuals with visual impairments.
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LLRC staff also queries two national databases, ABLEDATA and the American Foundation for
the Blind database, when appropriate.

Since the opening of the LLRC in October, individuals, professionals, caregivers, and students
have visited for demonstrations of equipment and software. Many guests come with a specific
purpose in mind, e.g., to learn about equipment which may benefit them or a particular individ-
ual, or equipment being considered for purchase. Individual educators schedule consultations to
work with specific equipment or software or to copy public domain software for home or school
use.

Objective #2: The LLRC will identify modifications of tools and /or the work environment for indi-
viduals with handicaps

Based on input from the Agency Oversight Committee, LLRC staff provides information to
clients and professionals regarding adaptatiaas to increase the effectiveness of vocational place-
ment.

Adaptations for individuals with visual impairments are a major emphasis. The instruc-
tor/technician from the MCB grant is available to demonstrate and advise on forms of computer
output (large print, Braille, speech) for individuals with visual impairments. Clients include pub-
lic school students planning to enter an ;:istitution of higher learning or to train for a vocation,
individuals in jobs which now require +lie use of computers, or those seeking information on what
may be available.

For older severely involved students, selection of an adaptation may require consideration of so-
cial, educational, and vocational factors. For example, the choice of a communication device for a
college-bound high school student may depend not only on its communicative capabilities, but
also on its capability to interface with a computer or environmental control device.

Objective #3: The LLRC will serve as an information clearinghouse

The LLRC functions as a statewide clearinghouse on information regarding the selection, use, or
availability of adaptive technology. Requests received through phone, conventional mail, elec-
tronic mail, or in person are routed to the appropriate staff member. Many inquiries can be an-
swered immediately; however, others may require extensive staff research. Typical responses
include technical assistance; suggestions concerning devices or software which may be appropri-
ate; provision of manufacturer, vendor or resource material; or referral to another organization.
For each informational request, the staff maintains client sheets which provide a record of the
service provided.

As part of its cooperative relationship with Project ACCESS, the LLRC reaches special educa-
tors and administrators through the ACCESS Newsletter. Other avenues of printed information
distribution include the PIAM (Physically Impaired Association of Michigan) publications, PAM
Assistance Centre publications, and various professional newsletters.

LLRC staff are active on several local and statewide electronic bulletin boards, with the LLRC
Bulletin Board/ACCESS and SpecialNet as the most frequently utilized.

Objective #4: The_URC will provide profrssional development training

The LLRC serves as a resource to teacher trailing institutions in Michigan. The Departments of
Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Special Education, College of Education, Michigan
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State University, utilize the LLRC, as a practicum site for graduate students majoring in the tield
of visual impairment. In development is a database of resource agencies and individuals in
Michigan who can be contacted for assistance in selecting, acquiring, and handling adaptive
devices.

Staff from the LLRC participate in in-service activities and conferences throughout the state, co-
ordinating presentations with professional organizations and school districts. Inservice topics
range from a general overview of LLRC services to in-depth presentations on a specific subject.
To assist individuals and professionals in the selection of adaptive devices, the LLRC has begun a
series of "Adaptive Technology Overview Afternoons." These Friday afternoon inservices intro-
duce a selected adaptive device through videotape and staff demonstrations, and allow for audi-
ence input and questions.

Objective #5: The LLRC will conduct diagnostic assessments and consultations

A future goal of the LLRC is to conduct diagnostic evaluations of potential users of adaptive de-
vices, and to provide recommendations, technical support, and follow-up. Until the multidisci-
plinary team necessary to conduct diagnostic evaluations is in place, the LLRC is focusing on
providing consultations.

After receiving a request for a consultation, an LLRC staff member contacts the referring profes-
sional to obtain additional information about the individual and the task for which an adaptive
device is being considered. Consultations usually require an initial visit of several hours with the
client and accompanying individuals, and follow-up visits or communications. A typical consulta-
tion consists of three parts:

1. Additional discussion vith the client, professional team members, and care-
givers to further clarify the need for an adaptive device. Team members may
include a general educator, speech clinician, physical or occupational thera-
pist, or special educator.

2. Preliminary selection and trial of devices or adaptations which may be appro-
priate. At this point, the client's team, client, caregivers, and LLRC staff at-
tempt to narrow down the possible choices and determine the best possible
"match" of client needs and abilities with adaptive technology.

3. Summing-up and provision of information regarding the adaptations or de-
vices which emerged as potentially useful to the client. Depending on the
nature of the client's disability, LLRC staff may also recommend additional
resources for speciall -d services, such as rehabilitation engineering.

For use by LLRC staff and by other professionals, a collection and database of evaluation forms
and hardware and software which can be used for diagnostic evaluation purposes are under de-
velopment.

Loan Program

Evaluation of an individual for an adaptive device may require trial use of the equipment in the
individual's environment. For that reason, obtaining equipment for loan purposes became a ma-
jor priority.

At present, the LLRC administers loan of equipmen: purchased through a grant to PIAM. This
equipment, whose availability is designated for use by Chapter I students, represents the begin-
ning of a loan bank of equi: atent. Before equipment is released on loan, the borrowing school
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district returns a signed "Loan Agreement." The professional who will be conducting the trial
evaluation is required to pick up and return the equipment in person, to receive preliminary in-
struction on the device, and jointly, with a LLRC staff member, to fill out a listing of equipment
components and accessories. Equipment is loaned for a period of three months, "ith provisionai
extension depending on circumstances and demand for the device.

Selected items are also available for loan to clients of the Michigan Commission for the Blind,
and may be signed out by MCB personnel. To facilitate maximum use of equipment, the LLRC
will serve as a depository for devices no longer in use by the individual or school district foi whom
they were purchased. These devices will then be made available for short-term evaluation pur-
poses to school districts. Furthermore, the staff is in the process of surveying Michigan REMCs
and SELMACs to develop a Michigan-wide inventory of adaptive devices which may be available
for loan between school districts for a designated time. In this case, the LLRC will serve as the
"linker" between local educational agencies, and facilitate, rather than perform, equipment loan.

CONCLUSION

It is anticipated that as the LLRC develops and as rew needs emerge, additional areas of service
delivery will emerge. Plans for the future include:

1. Distribution and/or development of printed and audiovisual materials fo:
professionals, caregivers, and individuals on a variety of topics dealing with
the use of high technology.

2. Expansion of the loan program already begun, along with training materials
to a-..company equipment being loaned.

3. Addition?! avenues for reaching students and professionals in areas of the
state which have a low population density.

4. Development of a complete multidisciplinary team for diagnostic evaluation
purposes.
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CHAPTER 4

AN OUTREACH PROGRAM:
ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF THE PHYSICALLY IMPAIRED

IN RURAL COMMUNITIES

PRESENTERS: Elizabeth Moore, B.S., RPT
Arkansas Easter Seal Society
Deborah Allen, M.S., CCC-SP
Arkansas Easter Seal Society

This presentation outlines the implementation of an interdisciplinary approach to providing on-
site evaluation and consultation to nonspeaking orthopedically handicapped students in public
schools. Background information regarding the development of this program as it impacted the
delivery of services to a low incidence population in a predominately rural state will be presented.
Additional factors for enhancing the quality of service delivery will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The 1960s was a decade of heightened interest in the civil rights of all citizens. This growing con-
cern for individual rights produced many changes, one of the most important being the changing
attitudes of the general population toward the handicapped. A signi9cant result of this phe-
nomenon was that legislation began to reflect those concerns. Parents, professionals and educa-
tors questioned the benefits of institutionalizing handicapped children. Many parents were
convinced that the home nd community setting was the best environment for their child. Conse-
quently they sought local services for their children and this led to the adoption of a series of laws
which culminated in the passage of the "Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975."
This law required state and local educational agencies that accepted federal funds to provide a
free and appropriate public education for all handicapped children. Emphasis was to be placed
on special education and related services, designed through the Individual Education Plan (IEP)
process, to meet the unique needs of each child.

Financial resources in many areas of the United States were inadequate to meet the special edu-
cation needs of the handicapped. For that reason the 1975 act extended federal assistance to
states for developing research, surveys, demonstration projects and model programs relating to
education of handicapped children. According to the federal guidelines of PL 94-142, a minimum
distribution of Title VI-B funds required that 75% go directly to school districts, 5% be applied to
administrative costs, and 20% be used by each state at their discretion. In Arkansas, 76% was
provided to individual school districts and 19% was to be used in the discretionary pool.

The availability of these discretionary funds, coupled with an acute awareness providing appro-
priate services to orthopedically impaired students. A dual purpose was served in targeting the
orthopedically impaired. Arkansas' Title VI-B discretionary funds were designated specifically
for low-incidence handicapping conditions. Easter Seals already served this population through
its preschool, residential school and outpatient infant program. A staff of therapists and educa-
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tors already possessed the expertise necessary to facilitate optimum physical and educational
performance. Further motivation was supplied as former Easter Seal residents were main-
streamed into public schools throughout the state. It quickly became apparent that public school
teachers were unprepared to meet the special needs of these students and few therapists were
available to provide the related services these students required in order to benefit from special
education.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

During the first grant year, 1979-1980, the Executive Director of Easter Seals and the Federal
Grants officer for the State Department of Education organized program objectives and proce-
dures outlining the delivery of evaluations and on-site consultations utilizing a team of Easter
Seal therapists and educators. The primary objective was to maximize the school performance of
orthopedically impaired students through the delivery of direct and indirect services by assisting
school districts in providing an appropriate educational program for orthopedically impaired stu-
dents in compliance with PL 94-142.

't o meet these goals, the evaluation/consultation process was geared toward helping school staff,
the orthopedically impaired student, and his/her family solve educational, behavioral and physical
management problems that prevented these students from receiving the full benefit of a public
education.

Originally, students were to be evaluated at Easter Seals in Little Rock, Arkansas, by a team of
therapists, including occupational and physical therapists, speech-language pathologists, educa-
tors, a social worker and psychological examiner.

Following the evaluation, Easter Seal personnel would travel to the school to provide in-service
training to the individuals delivering direct services. Reference material and written instructions
were provided and Easter Seal personnel were available for consultation when special problems
arose. Follow-up visits to the school durir the year were planned to ensure that therapies and
programs were effective in reaching the goals established for that student.

Feedback from school personnel and families indicated that the or site portion of the Outreach
consultation was the most effective part of the project. Consequently, the following year the Out-
reach team (still consisting primarily of Easter Seal staff) provided the evaluation/consultation at
the individual's school or home if so arranged by the school.

Services

The services offered during the evaluation/consultation visits included.

A. Evaluation
1. Psychological

a. Intelligence (level of functioning)
b. Emotional adjustment
c. Psychosocial relationships (self-image, school adjustments,

peer relationships)

2. Therapy
a. Speech and language (augmentative communication)
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b. Gross and fine motor skills
c. Sensorimotor integrative functioning (visual-perceptual

skills)

d. Self-help skills (dressing, feeding, hygiene and and assistive
devices or equipment needed for these)

e. Functional mobility (wheelchair, walker, etc )
f. Pre-vocational assessment

3. Educational (special)
a. Achievement testing
b. Computer use in classroom (accessibility, peripherals)
c. Behavioral management

4. Adapted Physical Education

a. Motor skills
b. Leisure activities

B. Consultation
1. Direct Services

a. Providing advisory assistance in writing IEPs
b. Assessing architectural barriers
c. Determining activities to promote: pre-speech and lan-

guage development; augmentative communication systems;
articulation; gross and fine motor skills; sensorimo-
tor/perceptual motor skills and classroom functioning, e.g.,
writing, reading.

d. Loaning equipment on a short-term basis, e.g., augmenta-
tive communication devices, feeding systems, positioning
equipment, computers, etc.

e. instructing in therapeutic handling and facilitation
f. Adapting classroom seating and wheelchairs
g. Integrating computers into curriculum, interfacing with

augmentative communication devices
h. Adapting games and activities for physical education and

recreation

2. Indirect Services
a. Locating available services and resources in the community
b. Assisting in locating funding sources for equipment
c. Providing inservice training for therapists, teachers and

aides

d. Sponsoring and presenting at regional and statewide work-
shops

Staff Development

1 ne 1979-1980 grant from the Arkansas Department of Education provided staff positions for a
project specialist, a psychoeducational examiner, and an administrative assistant. The project
specialist served as program coordinator and occupational therapist, while the psychoeducational
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examiner provided expertise in testing non-speaking and orthopedically impaired students. All
other therapy evaluations (speech and physical) were provided by inhouse Easter Seal personnel.
Requests for services began to surpass the availability of the inhouse therapists, and plans for ex-
panding the Outreach staff were incorporated into the 1980-1981 grant application. Positions for
a physical therapist and a psychoeducational examiner for the hearing impaired were filled that
year. In 1982-1983 the grant was amended to incorporate augmentative communication evalua-
tion services and a speech-language pathologist was employed. Staff turnover left the program at
the end of the year with only a project specialist. During the 1983-1984 grant year, additional oc-
cupational, physical and speech therapy services were provided on a contract basis. The 1984-
1985 grant provided positions for a full team of therapists, which was hired by mid-year. Since
that time the Outreach staff has conr.isted ot a coordinator, an occupational therapist, a physical
therapist, a speech-language pathologist, a special educator and an adapted physical educator.
Additional contract services were provided by a physical therapist and three psychoeducational
examiners through 1986-1987.

Admission Criteria

Orthopedic impairment as defined by PL 94-142 includes the following diagnoses: amputations,
arthritis, cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, spina bifida and traumatic injury. Students age 5-21
with one or more of these diagnoses who attend public schools were eligible to receive Outreach
services. All referrals to Outre....': were received through the local education agency (LEA) Su-
pervisor. (See Appendix A, at the end of this chapter, for referral process flow chart.)

Although public schools were Outreach's target sites, the program also served orthopedically im-
paired students placed by their school district in other educational settings, such as Developmen-
tal Disabilities Day Service Centers.

Outreach also provided services to preschool students and others who were undiagnosed, but had
symptoms of orthopedic impairment, such as limited reach or unusual gait. These children were
served under the authority of the Child-Find provisions of PL 94-142 and the state's Special Ed-
ucation regulations.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

All students were referred to Outreach through their LEA Supervisor. If teachers, parents and,or
directors of Developmental Disabilities Day Service Centers referred a student, the LEA tor that
school district was contacted by the Outreach Coordinator. A referral packet was mailed to the
referral source and upon receipt of the completed packet the visit was scheduled. A referral
packet contained the following forms: information/referral, social-developmental history, in-
formed consent for release of records, and publicity release. The Outreach Coordinator assigned
appropriate staff specialists and approved a team leader who would schedule the appointment,
plan the evaluation/consultation schedule, and lead the entrance and exit conference.

Upon arrival at a school, the LEA Supervisor and other members of the school staff who were di-
rectly involved with the referred student(s) conferred with the Outreach staff. Parents were in-
vited to attend the entrance conference at the discretion of the school.

Following this conference, Outreach evaluated the student and, cluing the consultation that fol-
lowed, equipment loan possibilities were explored. If equipment for ongoing evaluation pur-
poses was needed, the loan procedure was completed. The need for other referrals was also
discussed and assistance provided in locating appropriate resources.
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Outreach staff, school personnel, parents and the student, when appropriate, participated in the
exit conference. Evaluation findings and recommendations were reviewed orally and a written
ieport followed within one month of the visit.

Equipment, if looned, was returned by the school within the designated time frame, typically six to
eight weeks. Upon the request of the school, parents, or student for a follow-up visit, the Out-
reach Coordinator notified the LEA Supervisor anti the p, ocedural process for a school visit was
reinstated.

During the fiscal year, the Outreach Coordinator was responsible for monitoring all aspects of the
Outreach Program. The Director of Outpatient Children's services assisted as needed in program
management and the Easter Seal's accounting department provided billing and payroll services.
The State Department of Education Special Education Division and the Federal Grants officer
monitored the program at the end of each fiscal year.

EVALUATION OF IMPACT

A review of services provided during the first seven years (1979-1986) of operation revealed a
steady increase in both the quantity imd quality of services. Each year, the number of students
served, equinment loaned, and workshop participants rose as did the number of services offered.
Staff train' through continuing education opportunities and experience gained from working as
a team also contributed to increased quality of service.

During the 1979-1980 grant year, approximately 110 students were seen by a combined Outreach
team and Easter Seal core staff. Incomplete records prevent comparison of that year to the fol-
lowing six. The number of students served from 1980 to 1986 reflect a steady increase in requests
for Outreach services. Each year all appropriate referrals were completed with the exception of a
backlog of cases at the end of the 1982-1983 school year. Those students were seen the following
year. From 1979 to 1984 service requests were met by a combined Outreach and Easter Seal core
staff. By mid-year 1984, the Outreach staff had expanded to three full-time and three part-time
consultants and the Easter Seal core staff was no longer utilized on a regular basis (Diagram A.)

The equipment loan program was established during the third year of t aeration (1983-1984).
Loan protocol required that each piece of equipment be evaluated by the Outreach therapists,
and if continued use was recommended, a short-term loan was instituted. All appropriate per-
sonnel were instructed in the proper care and maintenance of the equipment. This loan iffogr-qn
enabled school districts to evaluate the effectiveness of special equipment, such as augmentative
communication devices, computers, feeding systems and alternate positioning systems before
making purchase decisions. During the first loan year, a total of 35 pieces of equipment was
loaned, 3 of which were augmentative communication devices. In 1985 and 1986 total equipment
loan increased to 46 items and 65 items, respectively. The ,umber of augmentative systems
loaned during those two years war. 16 and 24, respectively. (See Diagram B.) By 1986, over 100
items were available for loan. (See Appendix B, at the end of this chapter.) Ai a result, 40 stu-
dents have utilized augmentative communication systems at home and in school. Funding for
augmentative communication systems for students evaluated by Outreach has been obtained
through public school districts, Children's Medical Services and private fund raising. Individual
public school districts purchased five augmen Ave communication systems based on the Out-
reach interdisciplinary team evaluation. Children's Medical Services is a Division of Social Ser-
vices through the Arkansas Department of Human Services. Criteria for approva' on three
augmentative communication systems included the interdis,iplinaly team evaluation and a physi-
cian's prescription. Private fund raising for one augmentative communication sy:tem inducted a
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benefit concert. Presently funding fur two A_CSs is pending with Arkansas Blue Cross,Blue
Shield.
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whia rose from 160 in 1980 to 740 in 1986. (See Diagi C.) Outreach was able to provide
therapists and educators with valuable .mining in their ov n schools and communities. Often
professionals in rural communities were isolated and woule have been unable to pursue continu-
ing education opportunities otherwise.

Many school therapists and educators were not equipped to deal with the specialized needs of the
orthopedically impaired student. Training was necessary in order to help them more accurately
assess a student's abilities, especially if that child was nonverbal in addition to his physical limita-
tions. Teachers and aides had to become familiar with techniques to present abnormal muscle
tone from interfering with class work, and how to position a child to facilitate his best response.
Guided hands-on experience was often required before school staff could therapeutically feed a
child who was unable to chew and had difficulty swallowing By providing both statewide and re-
gional workshops that covered these and many other topics. Outreach was able to assist school
districts in creating more knowledgeable person., within their own communities.

LONG-RANGE PLANS

A number of factors were identified as potential areas of expansion for Outreach services. One
such area was the need for consultative services and workshop training for school staff regarding
pre-vocational programming and vocational readiness; along with this there would be a greater
need for more intensive training of therapists and educators in augmentative communication and
compuL..r interfacing. An expansion into this area of need would require the addition of a thera-
pist with experience in pre-vocational programming as it relates to school-aged clients. Because
this type of service has not been utilized in the past, and only recently has it come to the forefront
it education, this position would be best designated on a contract-for-service basis.

Second, an early identification screening service would identify children in publis: school kinder-
gartens with miaimal brain dysfunction or mild cerebral palsy. Planning services for early inter-
vention and remediation would then be more effective. The 1987 legislative session of the
Arkansas General Assembly will consider House Bill 1383, which ithorizes such a program.

An expansion of the interagency cooperation already in effect would be to utilize Outreach to
train and establish other teams, each physi-111v located in Arkansas regie i educational cooper-
atives. Eleven regional ccaters have been established at this time. If these cetwrs each housed
service teams, school districts would then have more immediate access to therapy evaluations, in-
service training, workshops and equipment loan. Therapists would travel only in specific regions
rather than covering the entire state, thereby allowing frequent follow-ups and increasing the
quality of service each student received. Gradual Outreach would comentrate more in the a.
of training and equ;pping individual regional centers, and less on providing direct services to stu-
dents. This would allow the state to comply ...all e Education of the Handicapped Amendments
of 1986, in PL 9c 457.

SUMMARY

The collaboration between the State Department of Education and the Arkansas r,aster Seal So-
ciety resulted in a service that was able to channel evailable federal funds to provide a servi,:e that
neither organization could have provided alone. 0 'er a seven-year funding period, the total cost
of operation was $809,357.00, bringing the average cost per client served to $924.00. (Sec Ap-
pendix C.) It is unlikely that the Easter Seal Agency would have operated this program if it de-
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pended on contracts with each school district for reimhtircemo;,1 withrmt such fedoral assis-
tance, the needs of the children served by this program would, in many cases, have gone unmet.

Various programs geared specifically toward evaluating students' communication and seating
needs have been developed throughout the United States. Evaluation centers offer valuable as-
sistance in providing appropriate recommendations, but often those left to carry them out have
not received adequate instruction to ensure follow-through. The greatest strength of the
Arkansas Outreach program has been its on-site service delivery model. Each student was evalu-
ated in his school environment, and all recommendations were attempted and demonstrated to
school personnel. The reports were written in terms that parents and laymen could easily under-
stand. Follow-up visits and telephone conferences allowed continued contact with the student
and school in order to resolve any difficulties that arose.

An ongoing challenge identified over the seven-year periodwas the inevitable turnover in school
personnel and the need for new staff to be trained. Schools have not always recognized the im-
portance of follow through and carry over from year to year, on their part, regarding solutions
achieved in classroom adaptations, the use of special equipment, and educational programming,
etc. This information was not always passed on to subsequent teachers. Eachyear the wheel was
reinvented, and valuable time lost from that student's ac tdemic schedule. The need to communi-
cate this responsibility was vital if Outreach was to have any lasting impact on the education of
orthopedically impaired students.

In an attempt to remediate this si, uation the Outreach team members must ensure that school
personnel understand the importance of sharing consultation results with new teachers, aides and
therapists. Prior to scheduling a school visit, the team leader should be responsible for helping
school personnel determine how they can get the most out of the consultation process. This will
require increased pre-site contacts. All consultations slioitld end with an oral review of evaluative
findings in an exit conference; school personnel should be encouraged to write down information
reviewed; and a tape recording of the conference left at the school. Copies of the report should
be kept readily available and be read by all persons working with the student.

The struggle to obtain civil rights for handicapped individuals has not ended simply with the pas-
sage of a series of laws mandating equal educational opportunities. Just as attitudes and conven-
tions have begun to change in regard to discrimination against persons due to race and sex, so too
will many attitudes and prejudices have to undergo radical changes before physically handicapped
students experience the fruits of an appropriate education.
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APPENDIX A: OUTREACH PROGRAM STRUCTURE FLOW CHART

Referral
(Local Education Agency Supervisor and Others)

Mall Referral Packet
(Outreach Secretary)

Referral Packet returned

Staff Assignment
(Outreach Coordinator)

CHAPTER 4

Scheduling
(Outreach Team Leaders and Secretary)

Entrance Conference
(School District and Outreach Staff)

Evaluation/Consultation
(Outreach Staff)

Need Equipment Loan?

no

INeed Other Referral? 1F yes

1"-- Yes H Equipment Loaned

no

Exit Conference
(School District Personnel,

Outreach Staff)

LR,tferral Made

r
Written Report to LEA Supervisor,

Referral Source
(Outreach Secretary)

Manitor
(Outreach Coordinator, Director Outpatient

Children's Service~, Accounting Dept )

L
1--Follow-up needed'? I

no

Exit

yes

Equipment Loan
Returned

Notify LEA

Monitor
(State Dept. of Education/Special Education

Coordinator and Federal Grants Officer)

NOTE. Students out the program each year but may re-enter each year to age 21
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APPENDIX is

EQUIPMENT LIST
JANUARY 1987

Chairs/Seats:
BC 162 Large corner chair on casters with tray
SI 125 seat insert (MPI)
F105 small Tunibleforms feeder seat
FI05 large I umbleforms feeder seat
SI 115 Seat insert (blue)
SI 116 Seat insert (blue)
CS 208 Carrie seat/tumbleforms with tray, footrests, head support
CC 163 Corner chair (large) Kaye Products on casters with tray
BC 138 Bolster chair with tray
BC 200 Bolster chair
CC 146 Corner chair oa casters with tray
BMc112 Bobby Mac car seat
BC 160 Bolster chair
BC 139 Bolster chair on casters with tray and footplate
SI 140 Blue
CC 132 Corner chair without roller base

Standers
FS 143 Flexistand (Mexico) with pelvic and chest band
PS 118 Prone stander

Wheelchairs and trays
WC 1 Wheelchair
WC 189 Wheelchair (growing)
PB 104 Pogon Buggy
WcT 102 Tumbleform wheelchair tray
WT 207 White wheelchair tray/adjustable
LT 217 Wheelchair tray/adjustable
PB 218 Pogon Buggy II

Walkers

W 106L Folding walker
W 107L Folding walker
W 108:, Folding walker with rolling front wheel
W 169 Walker large
RW 215 Roiling walker (4 wheels)
RW 216 Rolling walker (2 wheels)

1
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Bookholders
BH 191 Book holder
BH 134 Book holder (easel type)
E - 170 Acrylic bookholder
E 165 Desk top easel
E 172 Wooden easel
E 201 Wooden easel

Feeders

CPFE 159 CP feeder electric
CP-142 CP feeder

CHAPTER 4

Therapy Equipment
SB 168 Scooter board (blue)
RB 150 Rocker board
W 131 Wedge (green with velcro strap)
SB 137 Brown scooterboard
SL 117 Side lyer

B 209 Small blue bolster (UALR)
B 210 Red bolster (UALR)
B 211 Blue bolster (UALR)

Toilet and Bathroom Equipment
ESC - 110 Bath support chai-
TS 127 Toilet seat (yellow)

Miscellaneovs
SB 190 Sliding board

Computers
AC 100 Apple II E 2 disc dr;ves

#1334726
#824745

AC - 167 Apple computer
M 196 Apple color monitor

Serial #5057216
ETP - 129 Electric typewriter printer
ETP - 130 Electric typewriter printer
EC - 114 Epson computer and case

Serial # 11743
IBM 202 IBM color monitor

IBM 203 Dual disk drives

IBM 204 1B14 keyboard

IBM 206 IF A keyguard
IBM 208 IBM software
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E 213 Brother printer
C 212 Power Pad (peripheral)

OUTREACH EOUIPMENT NOT TO BE LOANED
C - 201 RCA Camcorder

Camera 54963025
Viewfinder 549630205
Adaptor 545280119
Accessories:

lenscap, carrying handle,
shoulder strip, ear phone, AC
adaptor/charger, standard battery
08060, audio/vkleo output cable

SP - 120 Slide pr "jector
C 121 Carousel
C - 122 Carousel
C - 123 Carousel
C - 124 Carousel

Augmentative Communication
Z-201 Zygo Adaptor (PCR)
WP - 153 Words+ Portable Voice
WM-K - 188 Wheelchair mounting kit

WCMK - 55
WCMK - 4

SP 204 Message Maker, Type and Speak
(Touch & Speak software programs)

SW - 186 Radio Shack's on/off footswitch
SW - 187 Radio Shack's on/off footswitch
SW - 184 Radio Shack's on/off footswitch
SW - 183 Burkihai ,'s head control switch mercury)
SW - 179 Kanor's vertical plate switch
SW - 200 Kanor's vibrating plate switch
VC - 36 Vocaid serial #1102 430
SW - 201 Mini-rocking lever switch set 25-0
Ti' - 175 Touch Talker Model TT-1 ser #325
V - 177 Vois 135 ser #85120123
HP - 198 Zygo Headpointer Ad-1
SW - 203 Kanor's push on push off module
JS - 174 Joystick model JS-4 ff,r Light Talker set 45-T
LT - 176. Light Talker model LT-1 Ser# 170
MIN - 157 Minspeak serial #9
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Oil1^1.1VII' IIJ Optical Headpoinier model OH-2
Viewpoint Optical Indicator VOI-6
OH-2 serial #180
VOI-6 serial #62

EXP - 155 Express HI serial #337
EC - 206 Kanor's environmental control switch
EK - 195 Expanded membrane keyboard lot #30136

Model 1 Unicorn
ET - 159 E-Tran
C - 182 Kanor's Clock Communicator
C - 199 Kanor's Clock Communicator
CC - 192 Canon Communicator serial #M600154
CC - 193 Canon Communicator serial #M600155
AC - 205 Aug. Comm Assessment Resource
AT 202 All Talk serial # 132 (accessories include: battery charger, microphone,

cassette tape recorder, 2 gray cables, 4 small square overlays, 5 square
overlays

AFC - 197 Adaptive Firmware Card serial #846986
Version 2E

AT - 191 Adapted toy music box TV (Kanor)
P - 194 Epson Spectrum LX -80 printer

Model ffP82RA serial #04011926
TT 205 Touchtalker
SP 207 Speech Pac with Epson (EC 114)
ES 214 Echo Speech Synthesizer
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APPENDIX C
TITLE VI-B FUNDING

Total project requests:

1979 - 1980 $59,386.00

1980 - 1981 $78,108.00

1981 - 1982 $E,6,742.74

1982 - 1983 $105,246.83

1983 - 1984 $91.190.21

1984 1985 $153,842.81

1985 1986 $217,540.00

1986 - 1987 $208,914.00

Total cost: $809,357.00

Total number of students served: 876

..../erage cost per student $924.00
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CHAPTER 5

'1HE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM
ATTHE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONAL CENTER

COMMUNICATION
AT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF BOULDER

PRESENTER: Judith Haddow, M.A. CCC-SP
Department of Speech Pathology

Memorial Hospital of Boulder (MHB) is located in Boulder, Colorado, a city with a population of
80,000. The hospital is a 93-bed facility with 26 beds allotted to rehabilitation patiPts. The
Rocky Mountain Regional Center for Augmentative Communication ( RMRCAC) is cart of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Servi:, s, and offers assessment and treatment services to
nonspeaking children and adults on an inpatient and outpatient basis. Additional information on
MHB and demographic issues specific to Boul ler and the state of Coloradoare contained in "The
Planning of the Service Delivery System at Rocky Mountain Regional Center for Augmentative
Communication at Memorial Hospital of Boulder," contained in these proceedings.

ISSUES IN SERVICE DELIV}tY IDENTIFIED BY PRESENTER

Several issues were identified between 1980 and 1983 regarding service delivery for nonspeaking
children and adults in Colorado. One was the lack of a centralized facility with state-of-the-art
equipment and an integrated interdisciplinary team with adequate clinical expertise in augmenta-
tive communication. Clinicians in the public schools provide therapy services for a broad popula-
tion of children, and generally do not have the time necessary to keep current with new develop-
ments in specialized areas of treatment.

Rapid technological advances require administrative time, funds for new equipment, and exten-
sive continuing education for smaller school districts, which may have only a handful of children
requiring these services.

Yet th children's needs must be met, and augmentative communication systems are sometimes
prescribed by those who are unaware of all of the available options. The systems may not meet
the child's current or future needs. If an inappropriate device is purchased, the parents, educa-
tors, and insurance company may be skeptical if asked to fund another device in the future. The
child may be left without a functional means of communication.

An ongoing problem is lack of knowledge on the part of Medicare, Medicaid, and third-party
payers regarding the need to fund these devices. The staff at RMRCAC is involved in the contin-
uing education of funding sources, but success has been limited so far.

Initially, local school districts were hesitant to refer to an outside facility for assessment. Special
Education Directors said that they were afraid that they would be "locked in" to rigid recommen-
dations and forced by federal law to purchase equipment that they could not afford. The
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RMRCAC staff met frequently with the Special Education Directors in the Denver metro area to
determine an appropriate report format to meet the child's needs most effectively. The staff of
RMRCAC, public school personnel, the patient and his/her parents act as a team in determining
the most appropriate augmentative communication system. If possible, the team offers several
options for systems in a wide price range, with suggestions on how to implement these systems
into the child's home and school environments. The advantages and disadvantages of each system
are explained and the ultimate decision of what system to purchase is made only after trial peri-
ods with loaner devices obtained either from local vendors or from MHB. The RMRCAC staff
attends school staffings and parent/teacher conferences on request to provide any additional
formation.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE GREAT LAKES AREA RESOURCE CENTER

The delivery system at RMRCAC is organized by the augmentative communication team coordi-
nator. The service delivery model was developed by a team of therapists working with the Col-
orado Department of Education (CDE). CDE allots funds on a case-by-case basis for "Difficult
to Assess" children. Application is made by the local schoo! district or administrative unit, and
funds are channeled through the administrative unit which pays MHB when billed for services
provided. In an agreement with CDE, a ceiling of $800 per assessment placed on the cost of each
evaluation and a 15% discount on cost of services is provided for those with "Difficult to Assess"
funding. Parents are always encouraged to explore private insurance funding prior to application
to the Special Education Director for "Difficult to Assess" funds.

Hospital staff members act as liaisons between local equipment vendors and the clients and
teachers to arrange for loaner devices, in-servicing and training on the equipment. Once the ini-
tial contact is made between the vendor and the school personnel, it is the responsibility of the
parents and the school staff to contact the vendor for equipment delivery and maintenance. Ii
problems arise, RMRCAC staff members are available for continued consultation.

A request for an assessment can be made in writing or over the telephone. When a request is
made, an augmentative communication questionnaire and pediatric case history form are mailed
to the school, generally to the child's speech-language pathologist. This person obtains the neces-
sary information from the child's parents, teachers, and other therapists, and returns the infor-
mation along with recent medical, cognitive, psychological, and language test results to
RMRCAC. With severely involved children, a video tape is requested in addition to written re-
ports. While video tapes can provide valuable information, the RMRCAC staff recognizes the
need for specific guidelines of behaviotb and situations to include in a video tape. Future plans
include the development of a video tape protocol.

When the information is received, an appointment is made for the assessment. Generally, a
single day is scheduled, with most assessments taking three to four hours. If additional time is
needed, another appointment is made to reduce the negative effects of fatigue on the child's per-
formance. Prior to the assessment, the RMRCAC staff reviews the child's records and decades
which pieces of equipment seem likely to meet the child's needs. The equipment is programmed
with specific personal information for that child, and any equipment not immediately on hand is
obtained from local vendors.

Preferably one or both parent the child's teacher and speech-language pathologist, as well as the
child's occupational or physical therapist, are present at the assessment. The RMRCAC team
consists of two speech-language pathologists, an on-call rehabilitation engineer, an occupational
therapist, and a physical therapist. Two RMRCAC speech-language pathologists are usually nec-
essary because of the complex problems presented by severely motorically and speech-language
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impaired children. One clinician interacts directly with the child while the other addresses ques-
tions to those who acc-mtpany the child, observes the child's responses and helps problem-solve
equipment needs during the assessment.

"Release of Information" forms are signed by the child's responsible party at the time of the as-
sessment. Reports are sent to the parents, school, and often to specific equipment vendors who
carry the devices that are recommended in the report. Release of information to equipment ven-
dors only occurs if authorized by the responsible party; however, this technique saves time when
the system is being set up in the home and school, as the report may contain recommendations
for specialized adaptations of equipment that are difficult to explain in a phone call.

Postcards are sent 1 month, 6 months, 12 months, and 18 months after the assessment requesting
a return letter or phone call regarding the child's status. Parents and the school speech-language
pathologist receive these postcards. If updates in equipment or additional training of school staff
or parents are needed, this is provided. Information on possible funding sources and letters to In-
surance companies are provided upon request. An issue that has not been resolved at RMRCAC
is charging for extensive and time-consuming follow-up services. Since not all children require
these services, it seems unfair to bill for future services at the time of the assessment. Often these
services are provided free of charge, but because of concern over staff productivity, alternative
procedures are being investigated.

The hospital allots eight hours of administrative time per week for the development of the aug-
mentative communication program. This time is used for scheduling, development of policies and
procedures, and investigation of new equipment. In addition, the staff is paid for time spent in
providing in-services to school districts, presentations to local service and philanthropic groups
and development of public service and media contacts. A significant amount of time is spent
making educational contacts on a one-to-one basis with speech-language pathologists and inten-
sive care nurses of acute care facilities, directors of nursing at extended care facilities, public
school speech language pathologists and special education directors, funding sources, and insur-
ance companies. The hospital Marketing and Public Relations Department is ultimately respon-
sible for the development of brochures, press releases, videos, and public service announcements,
with input from the augmentative communication team regarding ,ontent.

Individual therapists are provided with approximately $400 per year for continuing education
Each therapist determines which conferences and workshops he or sht would like to attend, and
pays for any costs above the funds allotted by MHB. It has been determined that about $1,000
would be more ideal, based on the amount of national travelling, and the number of technological
advances occurring each year.

One factor in developing this model was the hesitancy of local school districts to refer their chil-
dren for "out of district" assessments. There are only a handful of districts in Colorado which
rarely, if ever, refer for "out of districts" assessments. But thanks to many meetings, compro-
mises, and open lines of communication, most districts seem comfortable with referring children
to RMRCAC on a case-by-case basis. Because cost effectiveness has become very critical to most
hospital administrators in recent years, and because of the initial tigh cost of equipment pur-
chases, this was a factor in the development of tit( RMRCAC program. MI-113 has an agreement
with Abbey Medical Supply, a Denver medical supply house. Their augmentative equipment rep-
resentative has worked with our staff for several years and provides equipment for assessments
and loaner devices upon request. In addition, the representative attends the assessments or fol-
low-up conferences when necessary to address specific equipment problems. Several specialized
and expensive pieces of equipment which the hospital does not directly own are on long-term loan
to the facility. Because of this agreeme RMRCAC is able to provide state-of-the-art equipment
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to inpatients and outpatients. In addition, MI-IB has approximately $40,000 in hospital-owned
equipment for use by inpatients and for outpatient assessments. The entire speech-language
pathology staff has been trained to use the hospital's equipment and it has been integrated into
therapy with any appropriate patients. Some equipment, such as the Apple lie computer, is used
for head injured, language-learning disabled and general pediatric patients, as well as nonspeak-
ing patients. The therapists also use this equipment for word processing, data storage, and scor-
ing tests. Approximately 30% of our referrals are adult inpatients and outpatients. Referrals
come from other speech-language pathologists on staff, nursing homes, physicians, and relatives
of nonspeaking individuals. Services to these patients usually encompass treatment as well as as
sessment.

The rapidly advancing technology in augmentative communication demands continued upgrading
of current equipment, as well as purchases of new equipment and software. In 1987, MH13 allot-
ted $16,199 for new purchases in augmentative communication equipment.

At this time, MHB does not have a formal "mobile unit," although out of town assessments are
performed on a case-by-case basis. The cost of a van and additional equipment is high, person-
nel costs for travel time are high, and we have found that equipment suffers with lolg trips. For
example, software can malfunction after drastic changes in altitude etwountered in airplanes and
automobile travel over high mountain passes. Reprogramming the equipment is time consuming,
inconvenient, and sometimes impossible at the assessment site. A "cost of travel" formula was de-
veloped which incorporates equipment transportation charges, airfare, meals, lodging, salary of
augmentative communication team members, and salary of on-call personnel who are covering
the regular staff's case load. The cost of staff travel to the patient's home town versus the pa-
tient's travel to MHB is computed and the figures are presented to the party requesting the as-
sessment. MHB will provide airfare for the child and one parent, plus provide lodging in a hos-
pital-owned apartment if this will significantly reduce the cost of the assessment. The choice of
using this service or bringing the assessment team to the child's home town ultimately rests with
the parents and the school district. Often it is too expensive to navel 200 miles to assess one
child, but administrative units have requested assessment for four to six children over a three-day
period, and this arrangement is often more cost effective than travelling to assess one child. Un-
fortunately, the wear and tear on both staff and the equipment is considerable. The Colorado
mountains and unpredictable weather make automobile travel difficult and sometimes unsafe
Air travel is less time consuming but damage to software and delicate electronic equipment is a
constant fear. Staff members must make family and child care arrangements, and all therapists
must find substitutes for their regular patients or cancel their regular therapy sessions. On trips
longer than one day, the staff have found that they spend much of their time writing reports late
into the night, because they will be doing two more assessments the next day. The staff report
that out-of-town assessments requiring an overnight stay arc exhausting, and they feel that their
work suffers becatze of it.

One problem encountered with out-of-town assessments, in addition to those mentioned above, is
inadequate or inaccurate reporting of a child's current level of function. The RMRCAC staff
plan the equipment to bring based on the information obtained from the parents and administra-
tive unit. On several occasions, the staff have arrived to find that the child is actually functioning
at a much lower level cognitively and/or motorically and they have to quickly improvise to obtain
accurate information in the assessment.

A major and undeniable benefit of out-of-town assessments is observing the child in his own envi-
ronment. Another benefit is the input received from people who work with the child on a daily
basis. For example, the child's classroom aide may not be able to accompany the child to the hos-
pital, yet this person may have excellent information on the child's functioning fn the classroom.
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Also, the RMRCAC team can often observe the child with his siblings and classmates, which gives
important information about his current communicative skills. The assessment report provides,
whenever possible, a list of several augmentative communication options with suggestions for im-
plementation in the school and at home. Special Education Directors specifically requested that
the reports not recommend the purchase of a specific system, as they felt that they might be
forced, under PL 94-142, to purchase a system when they feat that it would not be appropriate.
While the team understands their concerns, the staff could not ethically agree to this request. For
some children, there may be only one piece of equipment that is a viable communication system.
For other children, several systems may meet their needs, and in those cases it is professionally
responsible to describe all of those systems. The staff attend staffing and conferences and pro-
vide written suggestions for implementation of the system at home and in school. Telephone con-
sultations and in-person visits are common after the assessment and the patients have not been
charged for this service.

An interest group of augmentative .Atimunication users, parents, and professionals was formed
in 1983. The Rocky Mountain Communication Group (RMCG) meets every other month during
the school year. It is a nonprofit organization with minimal annual dues charged to professional
and corporate members. RMCG provides educational presentations, new equipment demon-
strations, information sharing, and support for any interested parties. Its current membership is
300 people.

In an attempt to obtain funding for patients, the staff have de /eloped tics with the Sertoma Club
and other philanthropic organizations. They provide in-services to user groups for people who
have had strokes, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's, cerebral palsy, and Huntington's disease, in or-
der to increase public awareness of augmentative communication and the needs of nonspeaking
people. Referrals from the Department of Social Services and CDE have increased as tneir staff
become more aware of the potential for augmentative communication devices to expand an indi-
vidual's ability to communicate wants and needs.

In Colorado, augmentative communication was initially a grass -ro' 's --wement with a small
group of therapists and educators meeting informally. Through CDF , ,ess workshops, Col-
orado Speech and Hearing conferences, and the efforts of RMCG, this network has expanded.
Information sharing and equipment exchange, however, is still conducted on an informal basis.

EstablisIment of an interstate consortium would be very desirable. Theft., nave been cases of pa-
tients who have been charged as much as $1,000 more for a piece of equipment in one state than
they would have paid in Colorado; through improved interstate communication between service
providers, increased consumer protection would be provided. If CDE and private augmentative
communication centers had more knowledge of available service delivery systems in other states,
appropriate referrals would increase, follow-up and continuity of treatment would be more thor-
ough and consistent, and the clinical competence of case providers would improve through better
communication.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM MODEL AT RMRCAC

If a child's parents originate the request for an augmentative communication assessment, MI-1B
informs the parents that it is advantageous to inform the school of the referral. Written autho-
rization from the parents is necessary to inform the school. MHB also informs the parents that
the school is not responsible for the cost of the assessment or bound by the recommendations of
the hospital staff. If the parents request that the school system be responsible for the assessment,
MHB refers the parent to the Director of Special Education of their administrative unit and noti-
fies the school system of the referral.
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When a request for an augmentative communication assessment originates from the school sys-
tem, the administrative unit has two options. If the administrative unit is responsible for all costs
relating to ti,e assessment, it may refer to any facility or private clinician it chooses. If financial
assiAarice is sought ' a the CDE, eight steps are involved.

1. If assessment information is more than one year old, a comprehensive as-
sessment is conducted by the administrative unit in all functioning areas: cog-
nitive, social/emotional, educational/developmental, physical and COMMU-
nicative.

2. The staffing committee recommends to the Special Education Director that
an additional assessment for augmentative communication purposes is neces-
sary.

3. The Director of Special Education requests assistance from CDE for
"Difficult to Assess" funds.

4. The Special Education Director includes copies of the assessment reports or
a one -page summary of the results in the request to CDE.

5. CDE retains the right to make the determination of the most appropriate fa-
cility or clinician to do the augmentative communication assessment.

6. Within 30 days, CDE informs the Special Education Director w'aetiter the re-
quest has been approved, the costs for which CDE will assume responsibility,
and the name of the facility to which the referral is made.

7. The local school personnel make all arrangements with the identified facility.
8. The school obtains a release of information authorization from the child's re-

sponsible party, and forwards all requested information to the hospitalor fa-
cility conducting the assessment.

Rocky Mountain RCAC conducts the assessment in accordance with the administrative unit's re-
quest and takes part in follow-up staffings, which may be conducted at the school, hospital, or any
other place mutually agreed upon by representatives of the hospital and administrative unit and
parents. The hospital staff makes its recommendations in terms of cha-iLteristics of services that
focus on option- for the child, descriptions of devices, and '!te needs of the child. The hospital
forwards all billings to the local school district/administrative unit. The local administrative unit
pays the facility or clinician, anci then submits a request to CDE for reimbursement of the actual
cost or the amount that CDE has agreed to pay for the assessment.

Should the school staffing team recommend that specific types of equipment be purchased for an
alternative mode of communication, the school district/administrative unit may request that CDE
assist in payment for the equipment or loan its own equipment.

At Memorial Hospital of Boulder, the model for service delivery is a dynamic one, requiring
flexibility and commitment from the hospital administration and the professional staff to remain
viable. As public school speech-language pathologists become more aware of the benefits and
options involved in augmentative communication, the hospital role has changed. With local clini-
cal expertise improving, referral patterns to MHB have changed. The children now require more
advanced technological aids, and school personnel require more detailed and extensive informa-
tion on computers, software and special adaptations to equipment. Through good communica-
tion between the Colorado State Department of Education and Memorial Hospital of Boulder,
continuing staff education and commitment, and administrative support, this basic model contin-
ues to serve the needs of nonspeaking children in Boulder.
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CHAPTER 6
A CENTER-BASED MODEL

FOR EVALUATION OF AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION NEEDS

PRESENTER: Sally Cook, MA, CCC-Speech Pathology
Teacher Coordinator
* "on-Verbal Assessment Program
Los Angeles Unified School District

BACKGROUND

The technology now exists that allows persons with little or no intelligible speech, and without the
fine rkilts for written expression, to participate more fully in the educational process.
Mt ese individuals have disorders that interfere w th their ability to be understood by fam-
ily, t, :s and other persons with whom they wish to communicate. Assistive devices, interface
modes and augmentative communication techniques have been developed that give pupils the
opportunity to communicate independently.

The student can participate more fully in the classroom and the teachers can realistically evaluate
educational progress With the increased ability to communicate, the students have the opportu-
nity to participate in a less restrictive environment, attend a wider variety of classes and work in
regular school programs. Independent communicators become active participants in the educa-
tional process and no longei need to be dependent on others to make choices and speak for them.
They can initiate social interaction and gain control of their environment and their futures.

SERVICE DELIVERY ISSUES

The selection and ma, ication of assistive communication systems must be highly individualized
to meet needs effectively. Hig'i-tech communication aids are costly to purchase, and low-tech
aids are costly in time needed to develop and to use. Consideiation should be given to the in-
creased staff time required for severely handicapped pupils. A variety of service delivery models
are possible to meet the needs of individuals with severe expressive communication handicaps.
These can include service at the local school, county or state wide programs, interdistrict consor-
tiums, contracting with hosditals or private agencies, and combinations of these.

The students may be served by the program at a centralized site or by a team of professionals
which comes to the :-cal school site. Which service delivery options are selected will depend both
on the resources and on the needs of the agency and population served. Significant service deliv-
ery issues can be divided into two general areas: 1) effectively meeting the needs of individuals
with jefC expressive communication disabilities, and 2) practical and efficient use of resources.

To ensure effick nt use of resources these questions should be considered:

1. What population will be served -- number, disability type, communication
needs?

2. What resources are presently available?
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3. Who will be responsible for whi, h task administration, training, implr1nenta-
tion?

Screening or staff surveys zan be used to identify the population which needs to Le served. A
statement of philosophy and objectives should be developed which is compatible with school or
agency policies. It should be broad enough to encourage establishment of effective communt,:a-
don in all settings, and include a means of review as the program evolves.

Resources should be identified, including review of now communication needs are ..,!4-c-scd
presently, locating staff members or consultants with expertise in augmentative communication,
finding or organizing training opportunities, and contacting other agencies serving the population.
Access to existing resources should be explored (e.g., clerical, ele-tronic repair or maintenance,
transportation, vocational workshops). Funding sources, including grants, insurance, third-party
payment, school purchase, com:nunity resources. and one-time budget expenditures, should be
identified. When these needs and resources are knov,n, eligibility criteria and referral guidelines
should be developed to determine who will be served initially. To meet communication needs
effectively, these questions should be asked:

1. Is an identification and referral process available!
2. Does the staff have expertise in the field of augmentative communication?
3. Is a comprehensive evaluation provided?
4. How will recommendations le implemented?

Staff training and parent information sessions should be organized to ensure identification and
referral of nonspeaking/nonwriting individui..s. An evaluation team should include staff members
who have expertise in speech and language theory, educational/social/cognitive/vocational devel-
opment, augmentative communication theory and technology, seating and positioning, technical
adaptation and re; air. Staff members should have specialized training in the field of augmenta-
tive communication and the opportunity for continued professional growth. Implementation
plans should include integration of communication aids in all settings, and should foster the par-
ticipation of the family. An array of materials and high-tech aids should be available for the eval-
uation and for the use of the nonspeaking individual.

NONVERBAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
OF THE LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT'

A center-based program was selected by the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) to
provide compreb-nsive identification and evaluation of services to meet the needs of nonspeaking
pupils in this large urban school district. Over 729,000 students are enrolled in the I,AUSD. The
Special Education Division through Special Schools, Special Day Classes and Itinerant Desig-
nated Instructional Services serves approximately 50,000 students. The Speech and Language
Unit of the Division of Special Education developed a Non-Verbal Assessment Center and later
added a mobile unit and two satellite centers to serve LAUSD pupils who demonstrate severe
handicaps in communicating and/or conveying thoughts expressively. The pupils may be enrolled
in a special school, in a self-contained class in a regular school program, be m :nstreamed with
itiner nt services, or be in home o. hospital schools or II! nonpublic schools. Since 1980, nonver-
bal e rations have been completed for over 475 pupils. Approximately 80 pupils receive an in-
depth nonverbal assessment each year. Pupils evaluated have a variety of disabilities of handi-
capping conditions. Approximately 250 pupils , :;ing augmentative communication systems arc
served at their local school by itinerant speech and languat, specialists and classroom teachers,
with consultation from the Non-Verbal Assessment team.
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Pupils Served 1985/86

Ages Program Number

3-12 Orthopedically Handicapped 72
13-22 Orthopedically Handicapped 58
3-12 Multiply Handicapped 22
3-22 Multiply Handicapped 16
3-12 Trainable Mental Retardation 33

13-22 Trainable Mental Retardation 5
3-22 Severely Handicapped 11
3-22 Visually Impaired 3
3-22 Deaf and t lard of Hearing 7
3-22 Autistic
3-22 Severe Disorders of Language/Aphasia 7
5-18 Speech/Articulation Disorders 5

The Non-Verbal Assessment Pregam s staffed by speech and language specialists knowledge-
able in assessment, etiology and behavior. of nonspeaking pupils, as well as in the field of lan-
guage development and language disability, and are California licensed and ASHA certified.
Staff members have developed expertise in the recent technological advances that permit com-
munication devices to be used as tools for learning and communication. The team includes occu-
pational therapists, physical therapists and school psychologists to select and individualize appro-
priate communication systems.

Administrative Support and Resources

The Non-Verbal Assessment Center was initiated to ensure the provision of a proper evaluation
prior to the implementation of augmentative communication systems. The advantages of this
model of service delivery include efficient use of personnel resources by location of staff members
with expertise in a central location, with access to a comprehensive array of materials, switches,
device., and aids. A professional library and numerous opportunities to attend appropriate con-
ferences have been provided to support the professional growth of staff members.

A variety of school district resources have been made available to the assessment program.
Clamps and supports designed by ti st iit member to attach switches and equipment to wheelchairs
are fabricated by pupils at an Occ..upational Center. Repair and maintenance is available through
district electrork.c and computer shops. Transportation is available to bring the students to the
centers. The mobile unit is maintained by district mechanics.

The centers are housed at special education schools and have the resources of these schools
available including assistance with the needs of visiting pupils. The use of school sites for the
centers allows field testing of ideas with students enrolled at those sites. Also there is a barrier-
free access to the facilities. The physical and occupational therapists of California Children's
Services (a county administered state program) are also housed at the school sites. Via an intera-
gency agreement these therapists are also members of the nonverbal assessment team.

During the eight years since, the inception of the Non-Verbal Program, as needs have been iden-
tified and resources have become available, funds and staff time have been increased and have
been provided by the Distrit,t. Especially significant has been the continuous acquisition of more
versatile augmentative equipment. It was decided that equipment and materials should include
assistive devices representative of each type of communication system and switch available. Also
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included were receptive language tests, journals, books, and a diverse array of pictures and sym-
bols to develop low-tech communication aids.

Initially, funds from individual special education school budgets were used to provide necsled aids
for individual students. As the assessment program acquired a larger library of aids, equipment
was available for both evaluation and for long-term loan to individual students. Modification of
guidelines and the service delivery format has been made periodically.

Program guidelines are reviewed and changed periodically. When the augmentative systems and
techniques were initially implemented and students became independent communicators, admin-
istrators and staff wanted to make the assessment program available to many additional students.
So the eligibility criteria, which initially required that the communication problem be a result of a
severe motor or neurophysiological disability, were changed to include other etiologies including
retardation and emotional handicaps.

To reduce the time needed to transport students to the central site, a mobile unit was acquired to
provide assessment in geographically .mote areas of this 708-square-mile district. The van was
fitted with a wheelchair lift, generators and air conditioning, cupboards, shelves, and electrical
outlets. The unit was driven by the speech and language staff members from site to site and was
stored in the district bus yard when not in use. This allowed the staff to observe communication
needs and skills in the student's own classroom, and facilitated the involvement of family and
teachers.

The service plan was modified again to implement two satellite assessment centers in diverse ar-
eas of the district. All three centers serve as resources for the school staff and families. The
availability of the three c..nters facilitates the opportunity for observation of the program by
members of the community, university students and professionals.

Summary of Timeliness for Implementation of the Evaluation Program

Year 1: Survey needs, field test ideas, seek administrative support, develop guidelines, select
site, identify staff and resources, prepare budget, find funding, order supplies

Year 2: Set up center, receive equipment, in-service staff, continue field testing, implement
referral procedure, begin assessment and implementation.

Year 3: Evaluation program in effect, continue staff in-service, field testing, document effec-
tiveness.

Year 1: Continue evaluation and staff in-service, review and modify objectives, delivery plan
to improve implementation.

Funding Resources

Funding for the program came from a variety of sources. State-administered :ederal grants (Title
IV B) for library equipment and materials were used to acquire devices, switches and equipment.
Starting in the 1985-1986 school year, the state of California provided funds for students who re-
quire costly materials to meet educational needs. These students are those with "low incidence"
disabilities including physical handicaps, hearing handicaps and vision handicaps.
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Examples of Acquisition of Equipment Funded by Grants

1979-1980: $13,000 (assistive devices to equip center)

1980-1981: $14,000 (aids for center and loan to students)

1981-1982: $12,000 (to equip mobile van)

1984-1985: $12,000 (for satellite center and student use)

Equipment Acquisition Funded by State Programs

1985-1986: $40,000 (for a third center and student use)
1986-1987: $15,000 ( for long-term student use)

Instructional . aterials, phone, and housing costs were funded by the Special Education division
and the Speech and Language unit budget. Initially, $5,000 was budgeted for modifications, fur-
niture and materials to equip the center. The Non-Verbal Assessment Center is a small class-
room which has been remodeled to add locking cabinets and outlets for charging communication
aids. Also purchased were desks, tables, bookcases, file cabinets, phone, and chairs for pupils and
adults.

The speech and language specialists on the staff are released from the itinerant Designated in-
structional Services program. Their case loads are absorbed by other itinerant speech and lan-
guage staff members to maintain the district's required 55 student average. School psychologists
provide information from their assessments or are given time to participate in the evaluations.
The occupational and physical therapists are county (not school district) employees who partici-
pate actively with pupils who are their clients and, through interagency cooperation, are available
to evaluate referred pupils who are not on their case loads.

Maintenance and transpor ation costs are absorbed by the existing school district programs to
provide such services. Clerical support was funded by the Diyision of Special Education for the
first two years of the program. Presently, the clerks in the speech and language office serve the
assessment centers. An additional classroom assistant is assigned to each of the schools where
the centers are housed. This person provides caretaking assistance to students who come to the
centers for evaluation.

Issues Addressed by a Center-Based Model

The center based Non-Verbal Assessment Program provides the efficient utilization of available
resources. This model addresses many issues for provision of service to this population. A major
v-eakness of this service plan is the difficulty fostering active involvement of families and staff in
the evaluation and implementation process because of the remote sites. The need to improve
integration of communication systems into a wider variety of areas of the pupil's life experience
has been identified. The Non-Verbal Assessment team provides consultative services to families,
to special day class and itinerant staff, and to classroom teachers to meet these goals.

The transition of special education students into regular education has been facilitated by the
provision of assessment and support services by the nonverbal team. As students move from spe-
cial education schools to programs on regular campuses, needed devices or systems are made
available. Several students who previously had attended special education schools have been able
to attend classes on regular campuses.
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Administrators and teachers depend on the expertise of the nonverbal staff to select communica-
tion systems for their schools and classrooms. This includes selecting, ordering and instructing in
the use of equipment. California Children Services, families and group homes use the assess-
ments to select and implement appropriate augmentative communication systems. Reevaluations
are scheduled when indicated to assist in transferring a student from an unaided device to more
sophisticated aid device or to introduce a communication system, e.g., signing. The rehabilitation
technician is available for fitting wheelchair mounts, repairing switches, and adapting interfaces.
Switches are fitted individually and modified as positioning changes, or pupils receive new
wheelchairs.

The Non-Verbal Assessment Program is viewed as a resource by school and community groups.
The centers have attracted over 400 observers including professionals from other states and
countries. They also serve as training sites for local university students who will be entering the
field of speech and language.

Suggested Tasks for Initial Implementation of a Center-Based Strategy

1. Identify interested staff members who:
a. have or are willing to develop expertise,
b. review literature,
c. attend conferences, and
d. visit other sites.

2. Receive commitment of administrators by explaining:
a. the positive educational effects of independent communication,
b. the technology and techniques that now exist, and
c. the right of all pupils to be able to communicate.

3. Survey needs identifying the:
a. number of students needing service,
b. type of handicapping conditions, and
c. training needed by staff members.

4. Identify resources including:
a. who is presently servi ig those pupils,
b. available consultants, and
c. other agencies providing service.

5. Determine if a centralized site is the efficient way to provide:
a. access to a varied array of equipment at one site,
b. service to a sufficient number of pupils in the program, and
c. a well-trained staff available to meet pupil needs.

6. Locate a site which is:

a. geographically centralized to serve all areas of the region,
b. accessible to the disabled, and
c. adequate with space available for staff, students and equipment.

7. Contact other agencies/departments to seek the involvement of:
a. speech and language specialists,
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b. physical and occupational therapists,
c. school psychologists, and
d. engineering or technical support staff.

8. Begin staff training including:

a. theoretical and practical issues,
b. manufacturer demonsirations,
c. explain identification and referral process, and
d. field test implementation ideas.

9. Determine guidelines for referral determining:
a. basic readiness skills required for referrals,
b. identification of who will be responsible for which tasks, and
c. how recommendations will be implemented.

10. Set up budget identifying:

a. minimum needs for staff and supplies,
b. interim sources lease, loan,
c. ideal needs for staff and supplies, and
d. maintennee and repair plans.

11. Find funding including:
a. grant proposals,
b. adjustment of existing budgets, and
c. identification of community resources.

12. On er equipment and supplies with:
a. a representative variety of augmentative systems, and
b. materials for developing personal communication boards.

13. Initiate program by:
a. borrowing or leasing needed supplies,
b. beginning evaluations,
c. assisting staff and families with implementation of ideas, and
d. monitoring effectiveness of the use of augmentative systems.

14. Review program periodically to allow:
a. loan of equipment as an inventory is accumulated,
b. redefinition of objectives and guidelines as program needs change,

and

c. professional staff development and training.

The above list represents suggested tasks that are needed in the initial stages of developing a
center-based evaluation program. The objectives of a program need to be adjusted periodically
and should include clear plans to implement recommended communication techniques and sys-
tems.
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Summary of Current Guidelines for I A11SO l'inn-Vartua I sccoccment Program
The Non-Verbal Assessment Program was established to meet identified needs through federal
funding under the Elementary Secondary Education Act Title 1V-B, in 1980. The objectives of
the Non-Verbal Program are:

1. To assess referred non-speaking or minimally intelligible pupils, ages 3-21,
ho reganaless of etiology, demonstrate severe handicaps in communicating

and/or conveying thoughts expressively.
2. To select, adapt, modify, and program the most appropriate communication

techniques and/or devices that will provide a functional expressive communi-
cation system for these pupils.

3. To provide training and follow-up services to the pupil and family as well as
school am; California Children's Services personnel.

4. To reevaluate pupils previous': provided with a communication device and/or
system.

Procedures

Principals, speech and language specialists, and teachers at special education school., refer indi-
vidual students to the Non-Verbal Program. Students are assessed at one of the center'. or on
the mobile unit. The assessment is completed by an interdisciplinary team of professional people
which may include occupational and physical therapists of California Children's Services, the
school psychologist, and the team of speech and language specialists.

The assessment begins w;th the occupational and physical therapists who determine the best
means for the student to activate a switch in order to operate a device. The student then tries a
model of the device and interface.

Academic tests are .,4-1-tinistered by school psychologists if results have not been previously pro-
vided. Language tests are provided by the speech and language specialists who complete a com-
prehensive description of the communication needs. A composite written report is sent to the
referring school, therapy units and parents. An Individualized Education Program (IEP) is
de' eloped to implement the needed augmentative communication program at the school.

Equipment is loaned to the local school for interim use and available to the student in the class-
room when personal devices are not available. The student's parents, home school speech and
language specialist, the classroom teacher, and occupational and physical therapists are given in-
struction in the use of the device.

The Non-Verbal Assessment team members are available to provide adaptations, assistance, and
consultation as needed to implement the recommended program. Periodic reevaluations are
scheduled to monitor the pupil's progress and determine appropriate modifications to the com-
munication program.

RESOURCES

Augmentative and Alternative Communication. David Yoder, Ed. Williams and Wilkins, 428 E.
Preston Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
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Augmentative Communication: An Introduction. (1986) Sarah Blackstone, Ed. American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association, Rockville, Maryland. Comprehensive narrative de-
scribing current issues in the field.

Beukelman. D., Yorkston, K., Dowden, P. (1985) Communication Augmentation: A Casebook of
Clinical Management. College Hill Press, San Diego, CA. Descriptions of the asses,,ment
and intervention of individuals.

Communication Outlook. Artificial Language Laboratory, Michigan State University, 405 Com-
puter Center, East Lansing, MI 48824-1042. Resource for discussions of augmentative
communication systems.

Evaluation Matrix. ASHA, 10801 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland, 20852 Comprehensive list
of goals and objectives for implementation strategies for improving the use of communica-
tion aids in schools.

Goosens, C., and Kraat, A., "Technology as a Tool for Conversation and Language Learning for
the Physically Disabled," Topics in Language Disorders, Aspen Systems, Vol. 6, no. 1.
December 1985. Concise summary of the use of technology for communication.

Harris, D., & Vanderheiden, G. (1980) Enhancing the Development of Communicative Inter-
action and Augmentative Communication Techniques. in Scheifelbusch, R.L. (Ed.) Non-
speech Language and Communication, Analysis and Intervention. Univerity Park Press,
Baltimore. pp. 227 to 302. Discussion of ways to use alternative commu-deat:on modes
effectively.

International foc;ety for Augmentative and Alternative Communication. P.O. Box 1762 Station
R, Toionto, Ontario, M4G 4A3. Organization of professionals with newsletter, conferences.

Musselwhite, C., St. Louis, K. (1982) Communication Programming for the Severely Handi-
capped, College Hill Press, San Diego, California. Useful resource for understanding and
implementing nonspeech communication.

Oakander, B. and Dashiell, S. (1984) Interaction Check List for Augmentative Communication.
Inch Associates, 9566 Hamilton Ave. Suite 104 Huntington Beach CA 92646. Excellent
practical program to monitor communicative interaction with augmentative systems.

Talk is NOT a Four- Netter Word. (1986) American Speech-Language-Hearing Association,
Rockville, Maiy' and. 16 minute video tape introduction to augmentative communication.

Yoder, D., and Kraat, A. (1983) Intervention Issues in Nonspeech Communication. In Miller.
Yoder, Scheifelbusch, (Eds.) Contemporary Issues in LanguaLe Intervention. ASHA
Reports 12, Rockville, MD. Good background article for research and practical considera-
tions.
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CHAPTER 7

MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AUGMENTATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

PRESENTER: Deanne Maonusson, Ph.D.
U,Jrdinator, Speech- Language Programs

PHILOSOPHY OF MINNEAPOLIS PUPT IC SCHOOLS AUGMENTATIVE
COMMUNICATION SERVICES

The Speech-Language Program for communication-handicapped students is committed to opti-
mal development of speech as the most efficient mode for most purposes of interpersonal com-
munication. However, the Minneapolis Public School system must serve a number of students
who, for various reasons, have little likelihood of developing functional oral communication. Th,-
purpose of augmentative communication service delivery, as a function of the Minneapolis Public
Schools Special Education Speech-Language Program, is to train the students, who need aug-
mentative systems and persons within the student's environment, to interactively use an aided
system which ensures access to communication opportunities in the student's educational, home,
social, and, when appropriate, vocational environments. Augmentative communication is defined
in the Minneapolis Public Schools as any approach designed to support, enhance, or augment the
communication of individuals who possess limited communication skills.

ORGAN ZATION )F THE AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SERVICE DELIVERY
SYSTEM

To meet the nzeds of those students who may be candidates for an augmentative communication
system, a process which incorporates several components has been developed and implemented
over the past ',wo years. These components include:

a comprehensive, systematic, districtwide process for referral;

transdisciplinary assessment, field testing, and collection of field test results,

device acquisition, durice adaptation; and

training to integrate use of the selected augmentative system into the educa-
tional social, and vocational life of student users.

Th.; objective of the assessment, field test, and training process is to select, acquire and train the
student, and persons within the student's environment, to use an augmentative communication
system which ensures the student access to and integration within the student's educational,
home, social, and in some cases, vocational environments. Ser ice delivery data, including stu-
dent progress monitoring results, are collected and analyzed -,. he resultant information is used
for data-based program policy and procedural decisions. In essence, the augmentative c.,mmuni-
cation student service delivery management system includes the following parameters.
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Augmentative Communication Management System
for Individual Students

I. Needs Assessment
Does the student need

an augmentative system?
Specifically to do what?/

VI. Periodic Re-Evaluation
Is the current system still

consistent with the student's
needs and abilities?

Acquisition

V. Training
and implementation

of a personal system for use
in student's school, home, and

community environment

II. Skills Assessment
What skills does the student

have to operate various
augmentative systems?

III. Identification of Options
What systems accommodate both
the student's need and abilities?

IV. Held Testing I
Which system(s) provide student
with interactive corr cation
capability in the honk., school,
and community environment?

Citywide Augmentative Team

Diagnostic, field test, and training services to augmentative system users, as well as staff, parent,
and community in-service training activities, are coordinated by a cent;alized augmentative ser-
vice team. This team includes the Speech-Language Program Coordinator, three half-time
speech-language pathologists, and an occupational therapist who is assigned to augmentative ser-
vices for 12 hours per week. Team members are selected by the coordinator on the basis of their
knowledge of augmentative communication systems, adaptive/assistive devices, and consultative
skills. The responsibilities of this citywide team are vs follows:

With coordinator,

1 provide consultation to building-based staff for assessment, aldtesting and
integration of augmentative system into dte studer.t user's school, home, and
community environment;

2. facilitate equipment acquisition, dissemination, and repair;

3. assist Management Information Systems Department with procedures for
data collection, analysis and report generation;

4. design and implement inservice training activities for professional and para-
professional staff and parents; and

5. provi le requested tec'-iincal assistance to school districts, community agencies
and consumer grot,ps.

Building-Based Staff

There are 41 schools in the Minneapolis Public School system. Speech-language clinicians, social
workers and other special education personnel are assigned to provide services to handicapped
students attending school in these sites. For those handicapped students requiring special educa-
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tion services for more than 50 percent of their school day, i.e., severely physically, cognitively
handicapped and/or emotionally disturbed students, specialized special education programs are
provided within the 41 building locations. Services to individuals who may require augmented
communication are provided by building-based personnel with assistance from the citywide aug-
mentative team. Requests for this assistance are submitted to the speech-language coordinator.

Trainin Service De live Continuum for Au meniative Communication Systems Users
The service delivery for students identified as augmentative communication systems users,
whether that system is a picture communication board, Bliss Symbolics, sign language or a high
technology microcomputer with synthesized speech, is provia_d with a continuum of instructional
options for skill acquisition and interaction in the student's school, home and community envi-
ronments. Exemplary service delivery strategies include the development of systematic commu-
nication board design and training; an interactive users' group; classroom integration; a computer
training lab fc: secondary students; communication cards for vocational/community training sites;

Camp Courage -- a summer camping experience. Student progress is systematically moni-
tored with precision teaching process monitoring strategies. Whatever the instructional method-
ology used, teachers, rients and other significant persons are trained to interact with the student
and the student's communicatlon system.

Equipment Library

A library of high technology equipment, assistive devices, and materials for fieldtest purposes is
maintained in a centralized location. Equipment requests from citywide augmentative team
members and/or building-based staff are submitted to the Speech-Language Program Coordina-
tor for approval. The approved requests are then given to the Equipment Coordinator, a mem-
ber of the citywide team, for processing. A computer-based system for equipment acquisition,
dissemination and repair is maintained. A budget of $30,000 to $40,000 per year for the past two
years to acquire an inventory of equipment has been appropriat,, and funded by local school
district monies. Equipment is repaired by manufacturer's warranty, district personnel, or a vol-
unteer engineer parent.

Professional. Paraprofessional and Parent Training

The design and implementation of a comprehensive delivery system for augmentative communi
cation users has necessitated an intensive staff training process over the past three years. The
transdisciplinary professional staff required training to implement assessment and field test pro-
cedures, and to gain expertise with the high technology equipment currently available on the
market. An implementation training plan was developed by the coordinator and the citywide
augmentative team. The professional and paraprofessional staff assigned to buildings were pri-
marily trained by using a building cluster model followed by weekly contact with a member of the
citywide augmentative team. To discuss state-of-the-art issues, share concerns and exchange in-
formation, an augmentative communications interest group has been formed. In addition to
Minneapolis Public Schools personnel, membership in this group includes transdisciplinary repre-
sentatives from community agencies, hospital programs, advocacy groups and parents. Facilita-
tion of the interest group is rotated by the speech-language coordinator and/or other members of
the citywide augmentative team.

As a result of our selection as a ASHA Model Outreach Site for the Delivery of Augmentative
Communication Service. in Schools, requests for technical assistance, including in-service train-
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ing, on a local, statewide and, to a more limited extent, nationwide basis, have increased during
the past year.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Procedures to evaluate the augmentative communication service delivery system include a format
developed by the Minneapolis Public Schools Management Information Service. The process in-
cludes the collection of service delivery demographics such as student name, assessment and/or
field test results, professional staff involved, type of augrenvitive system, frequency and duration
of service (e.g., 1-1 direct), interactive users group, mainstream integration, community commu-
nication menu cards, and device acquisition source. Reports are generated and disseminated to
the coordinator for analysis. Yearly reports with recommendations are prepared by the citywide
augmentative team.

SUMMARY

The Minneapolis Public Schools program for augmentative c,emmunication provides a compre-
hensive service delivery system which includes systematic py,cedures for referral, transdisci-
plinary assessment, field testing of a recommended system, interactive training methodologies for
augmentative systems users, and evaluation of student/program outcome data. Service delivery
problems which continue to occur include acquisition of necessary budgetary resources for ade-
qu'ite staffing to buildings and the citywide team, in-service training activities, and equipment
procurement. As the commitment to service delivery has cpanded, an itrreasing number of stu-
dents requiring services have been identified. Efforts to train classroom teachers, parents, family
members, and persons such as community recreational personnel and work supervisors to com-
municatively interact with the augmentative systems user needs to be intensified. Field-based re-
search projects need to be designed, funded and implemented.

RESOURCES

Augmentative Communication: An Introduction (1986). Sarah Blackstone (Ed.) Rockville,
Maryland: American Speech-Language Hearing Association.

Bedrosian, J. (1985). An approach to developing conversational competence. In D.N. Ripich &
F.M. Spinelli (Eds.), School Discourse Problems. San Diego: College Hill Press.

Beukelman, D., & Yorkston, K. (1980). Non-vocal communication: Performance evaluatio.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 61, 272-275.

Beukelman, D., Yorkston, K., & Dowden, P. (1985). Communication Augmentation: A Case-
book of Clinical Management. San Diego: College Hill dress.

Blank, M., Gessner, M., & Esposito, A. (1979). Language without k,-)Inmi.nication: A case study.
Journal of Child Language, 6, 329-352.

Bolton, S., & Dashiell, S. (1984) INCH - Interaction Checklist for Augmentative Communication.
Huntington Beach, CA: INCH Associates

Calculator, S., & Dollaghan, C. (1982). The use of communication board training program.
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 47, 281-287.
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Calculator, S., & Luchko, C. (1983). Evaluating the effectiveness of a communication board
training program. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 48 195-191.

De Villiers, J., & Naughton, J. (1974). Teaching a symbol language to autistic children. Journal
of Consultative Clinical Psychology, 42, 111-117.

Fishman, S., Tim ler, G., & Yoder, D. (1985). Strategies for the prevention and repair of commu-
nicative breakdowns in interactions with communication ',oard users. Augmentative and
Alternative Communication, 1(1), 38-51.

Harris, D. (1978). Descriptive Analysis of Communication Interaction Processes Involving Non-
vocal Severely Physically Handicapped Children. Do, oral dissertation, University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

Harris, D. (1982). Communication interaction processes involving non -vocal physically handi-
capped children. Topics in Language Disorders, 2(2), 21-37.

Kraat, A. (1982). Training augmentative communication use: Clinical and research issues. In K.
Galyas, M. Lundman, & U. Lagerman (Eds.), Communication for the Severely Handi-
capped. Bromma, Sweden: Swedish Institute for the Handicapped.

Kraat, A. (1985). Communication Interaction Between Aided & Natural S eakers. A State of
the Art Report. Toronto: Canadian Rehabilitation Council for the Disabled.

Kraat, A. (1985b). The jump from language boards to electronic/computerized devices: Some
critical training issues. Proceedings of Fourth International Conference, Communication
Through Technology for the Physically Disabled (pp. 58-63). Dublin: Central Remedial
Clinic, Dublin.
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capped child: Implications for the use of augmentative commun' tion systems. Language,
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NON-ORAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES SERVICE DELIVERY
MODEL

PRESENTER: Marilyn Jean Buzo lich, Ph.D.
Non-Oral Communication Services

OVERVIEW

There are a variety of service delivery models in augmentative communication. Some are clinic-
based programs while others are environmentally based outreach programs. Many service deliv-
ery models offer components of both. Through the American Speech-Language-Hearing Associ-
ation's U.S. Department of education pre iect entitled "Implementation Strategies for Improving

Use of Communication Aids in Schc is Serving Handicapped Children," it v uetermined
that th-re are an increasing number of service delivery models offering assessment and interven-
tion in the natural context. Some center-based programs are even beginrirg mobile units to bring .

the expertise of professionals out into the community.

The present paper will discuss a private community-based service delivery model in augmentative
cummunication. This model is one which depends on a coop -rative relationship with public and
private agencies within the community who contract foi services on a client-')y-client basis. The
funding for the program is supported 75% by these public contracts and 25% by private clients.
This model utilizes an interdisciplinary team approach. However, the concept .)1' a team is a dy-
namic one rather than a static one as the professionals presently wot king with the child are par-
ticipants in all stages of assessment and intervention within the natural setting. Expertise re
garding augmentative communication systems, evaluation, ?rid techniques for intervention are
integrated into the team and utilized for the purposes of developing an individuvlized education
program with a heavy emphasis on augmentative communication and computer-assisted educa-
tion.

ISSUES

Non-Oral Communication Services (NOCS) is a cocrimunity-based private program affiliated with
the Disabled Children's Computer Group, a nonprofit corporation, whose purpose is to link dis-
abled children with computer technology that will enhance their ability to communicate, learn,
work, and enjoy fuller lives. Non-Oral Communication Services identified a need in 1981 for a
community-based program due to the high number of rep ted "failures" in imkementing com-
munication aids in the schools. These "failures" were contributing to a negative attitude toward
communication aids on the part of school personnel, administrators, and third-party funding
agencies. It was hypothesized that many of these were t

lack of training and experience in augmentative communication on the part of
school staff;
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2. the amount' indirect service time required to customize a prescribed corn-
municaion aid and to meet the user's needs, e.g., establishing a functional
vocabulary, progrImming vocabulary, designing overlays, etc.); and

3. lack of an appropriate intervention plan to facilitate functional use of the
communication aid.

In-servicing and general workshops were not providing school staff with the necessary tools to
help a particular student through the process of becoming an aided communicator. It was hy-
pothesized that the school needed an itinerant specialist to:

1. work directly with students requiring r -gmentative communication;

2. include an augmentative communication intervention prog Lm in the child's
Individualized Education Program (IEP); and

3. train professional staff to implement the program throughout the student's
school day.

In addition, it was hypothesized that a home program, complementing the school program, was a
necessary component to a successful augmentative communication r rogram.

Non-Oral Communication Services has continued to grow since 1981 with a 25% increase in case-,
per year. There are now four speech and language pathologists on staff who have been trained as
augmentative communication itinerants to meet the growing need in the San Francisco Bay Area
school districts. Each augmentative communication therapist is a licensed speech and language
pathologist with at least two years of experience in augmentative communication. The program
director (augmentative communication specialist) is responsible for the non-oral communication
evaluation and developing an individualized education program which includes recommendations
f'r a particular communication device or system. Once the program is developed and services are
contracted with the public school or agency, an augmentative communication therapist is assigned
to the case and provides direct service in the school and/or home setting. The program director
must maintain a good working relationship with school and agency admir, -ators in order to
maintain a steady flow of referrals and satisfaction with the services provided.

Our affiliation with the Disabled Children's Computer Group (DCCG) provides us with a net-
work of consultants and resources to meet our long term goals of community education. DCCG
is also an es.2...:11ent source of private referrals from parents seeking services for their children.

OVERVIEW OF A PRIVATE COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL

Communication Services provides assessments and intervention for nonspeaking, school-age ail-
dren in th San Francisco Bay Area. NOES is unique in that the expertise of professionals and
the necessary technology is brought into the child's natural environment (home and school). The
interdisciplinary team presently working with the child is educated throughout the assessment
process anu contributes its expertise and knowledge of the child to create a comprehensive evalu-
ation. NOCS has found that utilizing the existing team is crucial for a successful intervention pro-
gram. Team members and parents must agree on the child's level of functioning and communi-
cation needs. The results of NOCS evaluations yield an interdisciplinary IEP for the child which
includes equipment needs, services, and continuing education of team staff. NOCS translates
recommendations into goals and objectives which can easily be implemented by school staff and
family.
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dent to benefit from the educational setting. We consider the educational needs of the child and
provide communication systems which enable the student to function in mainstreamed settings.
We have experience in transitioning students through systems with increasing capabilities. As the
student gains greater skill he/she is placed in less restrictive environments, with the end goal being
a typical classroom. NOCS has case study data on successful mainstreaming. For multihandi-
capped students with significant cognitive handicaps, NOCS has had an impact on influencing
schools to set up new programs that provide intensive, early intervention for preschool and young
school-age students.

Non-Oral Communicatioi Services is a private, state-lic;ensed organization. Direct services to the
client, if school age, are primarily obtained by the particular home public school district in wh-i
the child lives. These services, if provided by a nonpublic, private agency such as NOCS, are re-
imbursed 70% by the State Department of Education to the school district contracting with
NOCS. School districts can obtain such services from a private agency if they are deemed educa-
tionally necessary by the interdisciplinary team working with the child. There is little cost to the
home school district. Indirect services such as consultation to school personnel and parents,
preparation of materials, making communication boards or overlays, programming vocabulary,
etc., are often provided by social service agencies outside of the public school system, e.g., Re-
gional Centers, United Cerebral Palsy, Crippled Children's Services, etc. These agencies focus on
the child's total program (home and school) and will often fund a limited amount of consultation
to faril:Late the child's optimal functioning across his primary settings.

Through NOCS's affiliation with the Disabled Chi kiien's Computer Group (DCCG) numerous
resources and equipment are available. DCCG offers numerous presentations for groups and in-
dividuals regarding technology and its application to the severely physically handicapped, non-
speaking student in the special education classroom. It has a resource center of equipment read-
ily available to parents and professionals for use with individual students. Often DCCG is the
first step for an interested parent to learn about available technology and how it might be applied
to their handicapped child. As a result of DCCG, parents in the Bay Area are having an impact
on the schools and accelerating the implementation of communication aids in the schools. It is
important for us to realize that the parent is often the first person to initiate a request for nonoral
communication. The case load of the average school clinician is too large to undertake a time-
consuming effort such as this for every child who needs it.

Through the affiliation with DCCG, NOCS provides parent education, in-servicing, and support
in facilitating improved use of communication aids in the schools.

PROGRAM GOALS

The primary goal of NOCS is to increase and improve augmentative communication services to
the severely speech handicapped population in the San Francisco Bay Area. The population tar-
geted by NOCS as most underserved are those in the public schools. In addition, along with the
DCCG, NOCS is committed to increasing the use of computers as educational tools for the
severely physically and speech handicapped individual. Students in our program have IEP goals
and objectives for augmentative communication and computer -as education. NOCS will
continue to make its services available to any individual who needs . by obtaining funding from
state and local agencies. NOCS pians to continue educating professionals and the community
through in-servicing, workshops, and on-site training of teachers, staff, and parents NOCS, along
with two other founders, will be opening a private school program :ailed The Bridge School in the
fall of 1987. The Bridge School will provide a model program for early cognitive and commu-
nicative development for severely physically handicapped children and an interaction classroom
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for higher functioning system users. The Bridge School will illustrate the benefits of technology
tn enabling severely physically handicapped children to achieve the prerg:quisite skills necessary
for utilizing a communication system. For the higher functioning students, The Bridge School will
focus on interactive development so that the chi"-en can learn to use their systems effectively for
interaction. NOCS is committed t3 research endeavors .vhich will inevitably improve communi-
cation aids, services for augmentative system u.:crs, and educational programs for handicapped
students.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF A PRIVATE COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICE
DELIVERY MODEL

The community-based aspect of this model is undoubtedly the strongest feature of the program.
In order to be truly successful, the knowledge and expertise in the field needs to be delivered to
the community. It is nearly impossible for public schools to obtain evaluations from clinic-based
programs and implement the recommendations independently. Recommendations need to be
translated into goals and objectives for school staff. Materials, equipment, and techniques need
to be introduced by an expert and the staff needs to be trained on site so that any constraints in
implementation peculiar to a particular site can be identified and appropriate modifications
made. In addition, follow-up must be provided on a regular and frequent basis in order to deal
with the day-to-day problems in interventi( . and facilitate transitions at appropriate times.
Finally, the staff trained to provide service for an individual student will invariably learn from the
experience and brir that knowledge into subsequent cases. This obviously is a long-term benefit
of this model.

The most significant weakness for this service delivery model is the fact that funding is never se-
cure and depends on the public educational laws and the political climate. At present, the model
is operating with ease due to the low-incidence funds mentioned previously and the fact that pub-
lic schools are able to contract with private agencies (and be reimbursed by the state) to perform
specialized services. Additionally, private agencies in the community are available to assist in
home intervention and staff training. In any particular community or state the funding will vary.

Adopting this model will be dependent on the funding available within your designated area. An-
other big barrier in the implementation of this model is obtaining the confluence from the com-
munity of the services offered. P. takes several years of good service delivery to build up referral
sources and an excellent reputation. As the program expands. it is necessary to select qualified
and experienced staff who will be able to j -dorm quality service. In addition, the training of staff
is a cost that must be absorbed by the private agency itself, but it is a crucial and necessary com-
ponent to the continued growth of the program.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The .:end toward community-based service delivery models is gaining momentum. The ideal sit-
uation is obviously to combine the clinic-based and community-based components. This enables
the professional to conduct environmentally based evaluations but also to experiment with the
application of technology in a controlled clinical setting. For NOCS, the DCCG offers that nec-
essary resource. An alternative is to bring the resources and equipment into the natural setting
itself. The important point here is that the expertise must be brought into the community sen1,1
the population. It is only then that we can expect to substantially improve the application of
communication technology and the delivery of services to the nonspeaking.
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SERVICE TM:WM( MECHANISM

I. Initial referral (assessment or intervention initiated no later than one month after initial
referral)

1. Telephone contact from school/agency administrator, parent, therapist, or
educator.

2. Referral form completed by telephone interview to determine need for
service.

3. Determine contracting school, local/state agency, or private ,der.

4. Establish what services are needed and give estimate of number of hours
required to complete service.

5. Obtain written referral and contract to perform service.

II. Tmake

1. Assessment (completed within four to six weeks)

a. Gather relevant written documentation on case.

b. Review client's history.

c. Contact interdisciplinary team and parents by telephone.

d. Schedule site visits for observations of client and
teacher/therapist/parent interviews.

e. Formal assessment is conducted over the course of several
evaluation sessions.

f. Prepare and distribute written report.

g. Team meeting to discuss evaluation results and intervention plan.

h. Finalize intervention plan.

2. Intervention phase

a. Obtain formal contract with agency, school, or private funder.

b. Provide direct service to client on site across primary contexts.

c. Provide consultation and training to professional staff and family.

d. Formally meet with team to review progress every three months.

III. Discharge

1. Cient is discharged when team decides client has achieved operatioma and
functional competence with communication system.

2. Monthly follow-up program is initiated for first 6-12 months after direct
service is terminated.

3. Yearly follow-up on discharged clients not receiving regular consultations
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Section Four,"Adaptive Technology: Assessment and Evaluation" provides several perspectives
of issues related to assessment and evaluation. The discussions acic owledge the various evalua-
tion models which exist and, in general, support the use of modifications or variations of models
based on the needs of the individual.

Them is an array of issues to be considered regarding assessment/evaluation. Issues may be client
oriented -- evaluation of the client, the environment, and the devices themselves -- and/or ad-
ministrative such as use of appropriate staff and resources. The following questions were used in
the development of the information presented in each chapter.

1. Differentiate between assessment and evaluation and their relation ship to
the requirements of PL 94-142.

2. What are the various evaluation models?
3. What are some specific evaluation models that should be used for different

pops rations with adaptive technology needs?
4. What are the underlying assumptions of these models?
5. How do they differ in regard to the following factors:

personnel required to conduct evaluations,
the on-going nature of evaluation,
the need for follow-up to the evaluation?

6. What steps must be included in the evaluation prtess?
7. What factors allow one to determine which model or components are most

appropriate for their program?
8. What should the focus of evaluation be?
9. What are the outcomes of the evaluation?
10. Wilo or which personnel conducts the evaluation?

11. What costs are associated with cond.tcti r.g an evaluation?

12. How does evaluation/assessment relate to the education process?
Does the evaluation follow a medical model?
Is information relative to the IEP?

13. What consideration should be given to the use of sensory aids?
14. Should one consider programs that do not include physical adaptations for

hardwai e c software?
15. Is the LEA responsible for conducting the evaluation?
16. Does the school's responsibility for evaluation includ- considerations relative

to seating, positioning and powered mobility?

17. How do medical factcrs relate to adaptive technology evaluation'?

After reading this section the reader should have a better understanding of the role of assess-
ment/evaluation in making decisions about client needs, how several centers are responding to
the issues related to asser.rdent, and an increased awareness of approaches that may be imple-
mented to improve the aNsessrvent evaluation process A summary of each chapter is provided
below.
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David Beukeiman and Pat Mirenu-, at Barkley Augmentative Communication Center, provide an
overview of three evaluation models:

the communication process model,
the communication needs model, and
the participation model.

Their discussion presents these models in relation to five primary goals of augmentative commu-
nication assessment and provides a comparison of the criteria used to determine needs, candi-
dacy, intervention focus and intervention decisions. Beukelman and Mirenda suggest several
decision points critical to efficient ongoing evaluation and follow-up services, and describe several
barriers to effective communication assessment.

Joan Bruno and Barry Romich of Prentke-Romich Company are representative of a manufac-
turer/distributor. and the various services they provide. Their discussion describes the importance
of establishing tIte purpose and goal of the evaluation prior to conducting an evaluation, h nd five
key areas that an evaluation should address. Bruno and Romich describe aspects of the consulta-
tion model used by Prentke-Romich. They acknowledge the need to use a variation of an evalua-
tion model and give examples of instances that may require variations. This discussion also
provides some insight on the evaluation of device characteristics and issues to consider when
matching the device to the student.

Sara Brandenburg is with the Trace Research and Development Center, University of Wisconsin-
Madison. Brandenburg sets the stage for her discussion by pointing out the differences among
several related terms and providing a definition of assessment as it relates to augmentative com-
munication. She continues by discussing several issues to consider i!1 establishing an effective as-
sessment and service delivery system. These include considering the nature of the population, the
need for knowledgeable professionals and materials, and the need to plan for future environ-
ments. Brandenburg provides an in-depth description of the evaluation model used at the
TRACE Center with a diagramed outline of the procedures, steps and activities involved. She
summarizes by acknowledging tne basic strengths and weaknesses of their University/Hospital-
based model and offers several valuable recotnmendations for individuals who are planning and
implementing evaluation services.

Colleen Haney and Karen Kangas are staff members at the Pennsylvania A.ssistive Device Center
(ADC). Their discussion provides an overview of the ADC model and their plans to train Local
Augmentative Specialists (1, S) in an effort to expand their service delivery model. Their pre-
sentation describes the selection and training process for LAS, their responsibilities and provi-
sions for technical assistance. Haney and Kangas define assessment and evaluation, and explain
10 steps they use in this process.

Edythe Finkley, evalua, n team leader with the Communication Systems Evaluation Center
(CSEC) in Orlando, pro ides a brief description of their program and explains the process used
for evaluation at CSEC. She describes how data collected from screening, preevaluations and on-
site evaluations are used to make decisions about individuals and their needs, anu concludes by
summarizing tte strengths and weaknesses of the CSEC model.

The final chapter, by Faith Carlson of the Pittsburgh Augmentative Communication Cooperative
Projet:t, describes the four major components of their evaluation process as screening, diagnosis,
evaluation and assessment. Carlson stresses the need to evaluate the environment where the in-
dividual will use the system. She provides several basic suggestions that schools may follov 'o
provide services, when students needing augmentative communication systems have been
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CHAPTER 1

COMMUNICATION OPTIONS FOR PERSONS WHO CANNOT SPEAK:
ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

PRESENTERS: David R. Beukelman, Ph.D.
Pat Mirenda, Ph.D.
Barkley Augmentative Communication Center
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

OVERVIEW

There are an estimated 1.25 million persons in the United States who are unzble to speak well
enough to reet their daily communication needs (ASHA, 1981). Severe communication disor-
ders occur as a consequence of a wide variety of developmental and acquired conditions. For
some severely communicatively impaired individuals, interventions can be instituted to develop or
restore natural communication modes such as speech, writing, and gestures. For others, however,
alternative or augmentative communication systems may be required to meet almost all commu-
nication needs, from the most routine to the most specialized. Most augmentative system users,
like most people who use natural communication systems, do not use one technique exclusively to
meet all communication needs Rather, such individuals utilize a combination of natural commu-
nication and augmentative communication techniques, depending on the environment, listener,
nature lf the message to be conveyed, and other factors.

Augmentative communication interventions are very complex clinical act ties that occur over a
long period of time. The expertise of professionals from a number of different disciplines is usu-
ally required to deal with the cognitive, sensory, linguistic, motor, and communication factors that
impact nearly all intervention decisions. It stands to reason, then, that appr_t.tiate augmentative
communi,Aion interventions must be preceded by sophisticated assessment and evaluation activ-
ities.

This paper will dffcribe a number of models commonly used to assess and evaluate persons who
are nonspe king due to chronic conditions such as mental retardation, spinal cord injury, amy-
otrrphic la eral sclerosis, and cerebral palsy. The models will he discussed in terms of five pri-
mary goals or purposes of augmentative communication assessment. These goals are as follows:

1. to determine the need for augmentative communication assistance;
2. to determine candidacy for augmentative communication interventions,
3. to select appropriate augmentative communication techniques:

4. to plan and impLment appropriate ink; vuttion programs; and
5. to document intervention effectiveness or the lack thereof.

In addition, the distinctive characteristics of communication assessment and evaluation with non-
speaking persons will be reviewed, and barriers to effective intervention will be described
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WIT A.T MilnL'T c ARE USED TO GUIDE THE EVALUATION PROCESS?
The nonspeaking population is very diverse in terms of age, etiology, and lifestyle. Consequently,
individuals who are unable to speak have been served by professionals from diverse backgrounds,
and the models Kim have been used to guide evaluation mild to reflect this diversity. At times,
these models have been viewed as mutually exclusive or even contradictory. However, in the dis-
cussion that follows we intend to describe them in the context of the Model of Disorder described
by Wood (1980) and Nagi (1977) and summarized by Frey (1984) in order to show how they in-
teract. According to the Model of Disorder, the consequences of a chronic injury, disease, or
syndrome can be conceptualized and divided into three areas of disorder -- impairment, disability,
and handicap.

Model of Disorder

According to this model. impairment refers to "any loss or abnormalit: of psychological, physio-
logical, or anatomical structure or function" (Wood, 1980, p.4). For an individual who is unable
to speak, impairment may be reflected in the loss or abnormal function of the structures respon-
sible for speech, language, and/or cognition. Concomitant impairments may also limit augmenta-
tive communication solutions. Consider a child with severe cerebral palsy, for whom speech is
impossible due to severely impaired motor control. Careful evaluation of such a child may reveal
that not only is speech impaired but that the motor involvement also affects posture and limb
control, which in turn limits the types of augmentative communication techniques the child is able
to use. For most nonspeaking persons, assessment of the communication impairment usually in-
volves the measurement of an individual's capability in terms of cognition, language, motor con-
trol, and sensory (vision and hearing) abilities as well.

The i'viodel of Disorder describes disability as that aspect of a disorder that is related to the re-
cAuced ability of an individual to meet the needs of daily living. For a person who is nonspeaking,
the extent of disability is dependent on many factors, including the severity of the basic impair-
ment, the lifestyle of the individual, and the extent of compensation for the impairment through
self-learning, specialized instruction, or prosthetic intervention. Alterations of an individual's
communication lifestyle such as might be involved when the person changes jobs, begins school,
or retires also have an important influence on disability level, even though the basic impairment
may not change (Beukelman, 1986).

Handicap refers to the societal disadvantage that results from either impairment or disability.
The extent of a communication handicap depends on both the type of disability at.1 the attitudes
and biases of those who are in contact with the nonspeaking individual. For example, if a listener
will not take the tame to int .rant with an individual who is using an augmentative communication
technique, the skill of the disabled individual or the appropriatenes, of the augmentative commu-
nication technique will have little positive influence on the quality or extent of communication
interaction.

Models Used in Augmentative Communication Evaluations

A review of the augmentative communication literature reveals that three general models have
been used to guide the evaluation process for individuals who are nonspeaking. In this section of
the paper, these models will be reviewed and an attempt will be made to relate them to the Model
of Disorder described above.

The Communication rocesses Model has been utilized extensively in the augmentative field and
was borrowed from he broad field of communication disorders. This model has many variations
and is quite complex; therefore, tf-s discussion that follows should he recognized as a simplified
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version of the mAtiel. `fv,1e 1 is designed to illustrate some of the basic elements of this model as
it has been discussed by Chapman and Miller (1980), Nelson (1985), Nelson, Siihar, and Lock-
wood (1981), and Shane and Bashir (1980).

Table 1.
Summary of Selected Communication Processes Models

Chapman & Shane &
Miller (1980) Bashir (1980)

Critena Used to Deter-
mine Need, Candidacy
and Intervention Focus

Nelson (19851

Age Considered Used Considered

Status of speech
producation Considered Decision
mechanism point

Etiology of
language Used
production
problem

r st perb.rmance
in speech produc- Considered Decision Decision
lion training Point point

Degree of lan-
guage development-

Comprehension Tecision Used Decision
Point Point

Production Decision Decision Decision
Point point point

Level of cogni- Decision Decision
live development Point Point
Degree of prag- Decision Used Considered
matic development Point
Evidence of emo- Used
Ilona' problems

Level of environ- Decision
mental support Point
Level of social and
ph.; int faction

Intervention Decisions

is,ded vs. un-
aided systems

Type of system

Symbol sy-tern

Key, Considered = implicit in the model
Used = explicit in the model but not directly related to a decision point
Decision point = explicit and used to mule a dece n

Aiadelled after Reichle and Karlan, 1985 (Table 1)
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The Communication Prlri.,GJJCJ Mlniel is primarily related to the impairment aspect of the Model
of Disorder, as both are concerned with the detection and description of cognitive, linguistic,
motor, and sensory dysfunctions. For many years, the Communication Processes Model focused
almost exclusively on the linguistic and motor speech aspects of communication. R-cently, the
need to consider communication use issues has encouraged development of the model to include
pragmatic communication factors.

In its most basic application, the Communication Processes Model guides the examiner to ask a
series of questions regarding the person with a communicative disorder. These questions are
summarized below.

1. Is there a gap between the communication performance of the nonspeaking individual
and that expected of an unimpaired individual? An assessment is completed to deter-
mine if an individual's communication performance profile is within normal limits. If no
discrepancies are identified, intervention is determined to be unnecessary. However, if
discrepancies are present, an attempt is usually made to describe the person's commu-
nication abilities with respect to various communication processes. The exact nature of
the resultii.g profile will reflect the orientation of the specific model used. In some
cases, the profile may be related to the classic linguistics model, in which the semantic,
syntactic, and phonological capabilities of the individual are described and compared to
expected performance based on normative information. In other cases, the profile may
attempt to document the content, form, and use patterns of communication in accor-
dance with a more functional or pragmatic orientation (e.g., Nelson, 1985).

2. Does the nonspeaking individual possess the prerequisite skills considered to be basic to
communication? Some of the most commonly assessed prerequisite skills are those re-
lated to cognition, under the assumption that the individual's cognitive level is a valid
predictor of the expected limits of his or her communication performance. If there is a
substantial gap betwec cognitive level and communication performance, an interven-
tion program specifically designed to improve communication performance is imple-
mented, with the goal of reducing or eliminating the cognitive/communication discrep-
ancy. If there is no gap between cognitive level and communication performance,
several option: may be available, depending on the philosophical orientation of the
professional or agency involved. In some cases, the lack of a cognitive/communication
performance gap will result in the individual being excluded from communication inter-
vention services and being placed instead in a program designed to increase general
overall ability. In other cases, an individual who demonstrates no cogni-
tive /pet formance gap might be included in a language or communication intervention
program with the goal of improving cognitive abilities through a variety of communica-
tion-related activities.

3. Does the individual's speech production mechanism function well enough to permit a
favorable prognosis w!th regard to verbal output? If speech mechanism control appears
adequate, intervention aimed at improving speech motor control is not included in the
overall communication program. However, if motor control problems are present, an
iliterventio program is designed to improve the adequacy of natural speech or to pro-
vidL adaptive assistance to allow verbal expression at a level consistent with the person's
cognitive and linguistic capabilities. Different versions of the Communication Process
model assign different priorities to this issue, but all ddress in some w:,y (see
Table 1).
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4. What are the patterns of communication use? During recent year, the Communication
Processes Model lu.s been expanded to include consideration of communicative use
patterns in making augmentative communication decision (see Nelson, 1985).

How well does the Communication Processes Model meet the goals of augmentative
communication assessment?

The success or failure of any assessment model can be evaluated in terms of the extent to which it
is able to accomplish assessment goals. In this section, the five primary purposes of augmen-
tative communication assessment described previously will be discussed as they relate to the
Communication Processes Model.

Goal 1: To identify the need for augmentative communication assistance

The Communication Processes Model identifies individuals w' ose communication performances
differ from the norm. As such, the model serves an important function in the assessment of chil-
dren with communication problems; however, it is less applicable in the assessment of older non-
speaking persons, for whom comparisons to normal performance are less relevant. While the
communication needs of nonspeaking children participating in educations: programs may be
quite similar to those of their speaking peers, the communication needs of adults vary consider-
ably, depending on a number of factors. For example, an individual whose job requires minimum
interpersowl interaction may be only slightly inconvenienced by a major communication impair-
ment; whereas a lawyer, teacher, or pastor, whose job requires extensive communication may be
disabled by a minimal communication impairment. For older individuals, the type and extent of
ongoing communication needs become important factors in determining whether or not an aug-
mentative communication intervention is necessary.

Goal 2: To determine candidacy for augmentative communicatio:, interventions

The Communication Processes Model has been used extensively to determine candidacy for in-
tervention, and is generally useful in this regard. Clearly, the Shane and Bashir (1980), the Nel-
son (1985), and the Miller and Chapman (1980) efforts provide some decision-making guidance
in this area. However, there is a great deal of controversy regarding the appropriateness of the
candidacy guidelines for individuals who are severely intellectually disabled, such as those with
mental retardation or autism (Reichle & Karlan, 1985). One implication of the model is that per-
sons with cognitive limitations are not considered to be candidates for augmentative communica-
tion intervention unless their cognitive performances are at a certain level of proficiency. This
unfortunate application of the model seems to be at least partially relatea to a narrow definition
of "augmentative communication intervention" that equates such interventions with the ability to
use symbols (pictures, written words, etc.) to communicate.

Goal 3: To select appropriate augmentative communication techniques

Most versions of the Communication Processes Model provides little systematic guidance in this
area beyond a description of general capabilities related to communication output. Once deci-
sions related to a need for assistance and to candidacy have been made, other models must be
used to guide the decision-making process regarding augmentative system selection. The excep-
tion is the Michigan model (Nelson, 1985), which provides some general guidelines related to se-
lection of augmentative techniques and symbol systems.
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Goal 4: To plan and i,nvkmeni apprrviate interventionpro2rams

Because the model does not identify the specific communication needs of an individual client,
provision of communication intervention is not addressed except in terms of which areas (motor
speech training, training in augmentative modes, etc.) should be emphasized. Generally, inter-
vention plans based on this model focus on the reduction of the impairment aspects of the com-
munication disorder and may minimize the use and integration of the communication system in
activities of daily living.

Goal 5: To document intervention effectiveness or the lack thereof

Because the Communication Processes Model is primarily concerned with issues related to iden-
tification of a need for services and determination of candidacy, it does not encourage broad as-
sessment of communication intervention effectiveness. This shortcoming is perhaps best illus-
trated by the current situation in the field of aphasia, in which intervention efficacy is typically
evaluated in terms of whether or not the client's communication processes improve during ther-
apy sessions, rather than whether or not the client is more able to meet daily communication
needs in a variety of settings. Such narrow evaluation of intervention effectiveness is problematic
in light of Frey's (1984) suggestion that the primary actions required to manage an impairment
should be related either to prevention or to increasing the natural skill base so that the impact of
the impairment is reduced or eliminated. The Communication Processes Mode: falls short of this
goal in that it fails to provide strategies to measure the impact of intervention outside of the clini-
cal setting.

The Communication Needs Model has been used extensively to provide augmentative communica-
tion services to adults who are unable to speak and/or write through natural means (Beukelman,
Yorkston, & Dowden, 1985). The primary focus of this model is quite different from that of the
Commui, cation Processes Model. The Communication Needs Model is based on the communi-
cation lifestyle of the individual and on a determination of the adequacy with which communica-
tion needs are being met. Thus, the aiodel focuses strongly on the disability aspect of the Model
of Disorder. According to Frey (1984), the primary action directed toward reducing the disability
experienced by a individual is to intervene or rehabilitate the individual directly. For the non-
speaking individual, this many take the form of many different types of interventions, including
augmentative approaches, compensatory approaches, and, in some cases, interventions designed
to increase the natural skill base.

Like the other models, this model has evolved in recent years and takes many forms. The model
that will be discussed in this paper is presented in Figure 1. As can be seen from the diagram,
three parallel lines of questioning converge to arrive at an intervention decision. The three as-
sessment strands are summarized in the following sections.

L What are the person's communication needs?

The needs assessment strand identifies the communication tasks that the individual must perform
to function in a variety of environments. The nonspeaking individual's ability to meet these
communication needs using his current communication system is then determined. If the needs
are all being met, intervention is deemed unnecessary unless a dramatic change in communication
need is predicted for the near future; examples of such a change include those that might result
from a new school placement or a new job. In addition an augmentative intervention would be
instituted with an individual who has no currently unmet communication needs but for whom a
decrease in natural communication ability can be predicted as the result of a degenerative condi-
tion such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. In this case, intervention would begin early to give the
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individual ample time to learn to operate an augineiliative Lortimunication system prior to the on-
set of :peechlessness.

2. What are the person's capabilities?

If the assessment reveals that important communication needs exist or will exist in the future, the
focus of evaluation shifts to the capabilities assessment strand. Generally, questions are asked
and assessment procedures implemented to gather information related to the individual's cogni-
tive, language, motor control, and sensory capabilities.

3. What constraints exist that may_ impact intervention decisions?

A thorough examination of external constraints is critical in order to meet the individual's com-
munication needs in a realistic manner. For example, some nonspeaking orsons have no
come anication partners who are capable of using or interested in learning about vi;thly technical
communication equipment. Other constraints may be related to the availability of transportation,
funding, or adequate follow-up services.

Once information related to the Ihree, assessment strands is available, the intervention team can
proceed to identify augmentative communication techniques that might be aopropriate. Particu-
lar care is taken to identify a technique that vill maximally meet the communication needs iden-
tified during assessment, that can he operated by the individual, and that is permitted within the
constraints of the nonspeaking person's lifespace. Personalization and training in the operation
of the selected communication technique is usually required. The final phase of the int-_Tvention
involves follow-up procedures to monitor system use as well as to detect changing needs, capabil-
ities, and constraints.

How well does the Communication Needs Model meet the 2oalc of augmentative communication
assessment?

Again, the model will be anal; zod in terms of the five basic assessment goals identified previously.

Goal 1: To iderain, need for augmentative communication assistance

This area is one of the primary strengths of the Communication Needs Model, iarticularly as it is
used with adult clients. Assessment based on the model begins with a thorough description of he
individual's communication needs based on both current and projected lifestyles. If the individ-
ual's current and predicted communication needs are met using the current communiL. or sys-
tem, intervention is not warranted. If the person's current communication system is inadequate
in terms of the communication needs, intervention is considered

Goal 2: To determine candidacy for augmentative communication talc, < entions

The capability assessment aspect of this model focuses on the canclidaLy issue as vie!l as the se-
lection of augmentative communication alternatives. However, unlike the Communication Pro-
cesses Model, the Needs Model is based on the assumption that if a need exists, the individual is
probably a candidate for some some type of intervention. Les: .mriliasis is placed on determining
whether a cognitive/communication gap exists or whether tht_ lividual has mastered a set of
corm nication prerequisites.
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CiGal : Ta select appropriate augnentatii. currtuturucuiturt (CL rutujurS

The Communication Needs Model does an effective job of guiding decisions about the selection
of augmentative communication techniques. The capability assessment strand provides extensive
guidance in all a.,pects of this decision-making process.

Goal 4: To plan and implement appropriate intervention programs

Although this model is useful for selecting augmentative communication alternatives, it is weak in
focusing the intervention team on the specific communication processes that must receive atten-
tion.

Goal 5: To document intervention effectiveness or the lack thereof

This model has been used in a limited way to measure the effectiveness of intervention. Dowden,
Beukelman, and Lossing (1986) utilized the Communication Needs Model as the basis for a ser-
vice delivery program to nonspeaking persons in intensive and acute medical care fr cilities. In-
tervention efficacy was determined by calculating the percentage of communication needs met by
the preintervention and the augmentative communication approaches. One of the factors that
allowed this model to be used successfully in the intensive care setting was that the high degree of
physical and environmental control inherent in such a setting permitted careful documentation of
communication need. Obviously, the utility of the Communication Needs Model to measure in-
tervention effectiveness will be limited by the accuracy of the initial communication needs as-
sessment

Recently, the Participation Model of assessment (Rosenburg, 1987) has ben introduced in an at-
tempt to focus educational and other programs on the need for critically evaluating communica-
tion interventions in terms of their societal impact (Fig. 2) The model has two major strands
that related to communication access and that related to communication opportunity. The Par-
ticipation Model is actually an exten.;ion of the Communication Needs Model, in that the latter
deals with most of the issues in the access strand.

Opportunity Access

Participation

Achievement

Fii,ure 2. Basic Elements of the Participation Model (Rosenberg & Beukelman, 1987)
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The opportunity strand of the Participation Model deals with isstes that ate included in the
handicap portion of the Model of Disorder, since opportunity factors are largely under the control
of society. According to Frey (1984), the primary nican for solving problems related to a handi-
cap are legislation and education. These terms must be inte preted in terms of the size and na-
ture of the society in ques,' For example, in the classroom "society," "legislation" refers to the
rules of conduct or proce that are determined by the teacher or building principal. The per-
sonnel involved in making tool rules may require "education" aimed at helping them modify the
rules so that communicatively disabled students have opportunities to participate in a normative
fashion. Similarly, a number of charges in the "rules" of interaction have been found to be very
useful in providing nonspeaking children with augmentative systems the opportunity to partici-
pate in the communicative interactions of :he family "society". Such rules include 1) ask ono
question at a time; 2) pause for at least five seconds after asking a question so the child has the
time to respond; and so forth. Like th_ handicap portion of the Model of Disorder, the Participa-
tion Model focuses on minimizing societal barriers to communication and maximizing opportuni-
ties for normalized involvement. This model is illustrated in Figure 3, which presents a simplified
ve-sion of the assessment/intervention processes involved.

Briefly, the ability of a person to participat 2. is assessed based on two factors -- access and oppor-
tunity. In this model, access can be illustrated in several ways. For example, mobility access al-
lows the individual to gain proximity to an activity by virtue of independent control of a
wheelchair as well as the presence of adaptations such as the curb cuts and wide doors that are
ne ,essary in order for him or her to move about freely. In terms of communication, access is
achieved woen a nonspeaking individual is given the techniques to communicate messages in an
independent manner to appropriate listeners.

However, access alone does not ensure participation. Disordered individuals must also be given
adequate opportunities to participate. Consider, for instance, a physically disabled college stu
dent who has mobility to access a classrom and has an augmentative communication system that
allows spoken and written communication, but is faced with a department admissions committee
that discs, rages him or her from applying fot a degree in the department. The college student
certainly has access to communication, but is c.enied an appropriate communicative opportunity.
Another example might be that of a kindergarten child who is ilidependently mobile in a power
wheelchair and has a communication system, but is unable to participate in a group activity be-
cause the opportunity to be properly positioned in the learning area is not provided. The result
may be that the student, along with several thousand dollars worth of equipment, sits passively in
the back of the room unable to participate.

The phases of assessment in the Participation Model are designed to evaluate both access issues
such as need, capability, and constraints; and opportunity issues such as those illustrated above.
The model also delineates a decision-making process for deti'rmining intervention solutions and
evaluating the outcomes as they tclate to both access and oppoL.unity.

How well does the Partic,pation Model meet the goals of augmentative communication
assessment?

Like the other models described previously, the Participation Model has bcth strengths and
weaknesses when used in isolation to make intervention decisions.

Goal 1: To identify the need for augmentative communication assistance

The Participation Model is sensitive to the level of involvement by a nonspeaking person in acti;-
ities that have been specified as important. Assessment of the level of involvement takes i, to
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consideration both the nonspeaking individual's communication prohlcms per se and the degree
to which the communication problems place the individual at risk for social disvalue (Fey, 1986)
It also focuses the intervention team on the specific reasons for lack of involvement. If the non-
speaking person is excluded from communication opportunities because of deficiencies in his or
her present communication system, an augmentative intervention would be deemed appropriate.
It other reasons are identified to account for the lack of involvement (e.g., mobility access prob-
lems), attention would be given to finding solutions to these issues as well.

Goal 2: To determine candidacy for augmentative communication interventions

Because the Participation Model utilizes many of the capability and external constraint assess-
ment procedures discussed under the Communication Needs Model, determination of candidacy
is based on a similar process and philosophical orientation.

Goal 3: To select appropriate augmentative communication technique-

Again, this process is very similar to that used in the Communication Needs Model discussed pre-
viously.

Goal 4: To plan and implement appropriate intervention proframs

The Participation Model focuses the attention of the intervention team on both the capability is-
sues that require intervention attention and the opportunities issues necessary for maximum par-
ticipation. This model does a better job than any of the others in encouraging the interention
team to deal with the "socicty" surrounding the nonspeaking person, in an effort to improve the
effectiveness of communication interaction and performance.

Goal 5. To document inteNention effectiveness or the lack thereof

The Participation Model measures intervention effectiveness by monitoring the level of partici-
pation achieved in important activities by a nonspeaking person after the intervention is imple-
mented. The extent of intervention effectiveness can be quantified based on the observed or re-
ported lesel of participation. This is similar to the "nermativist" view of language impairment de-
scribed by Fey (1986), which considers achievement of educational arJ social success to be an
important measure of intervention effectiveness.

WHAT ARE THE DIS'T'INCTIVE CHARAC1 ER.ISTICS OF ASSESSMENT OF PERSONS
WHO CANNOT t.--,EAK?

Many of the assessment activities required of professionals in the augmentative communication
field are common to those required for the assessment of disabled individuals who are able to
speak and/or Atitc through natural means; however, there are some unique issues that require
special attention. Regardless of the intervention model employed, these issues must be recog-
nized and accommodated if an assessment p-ogram is to be effective.

Personnel

Because of the complex and multidimensional nature of augmentative communication assess-
ment, a transdisciplinary team is required. The composition of the team may vary depending on
the client's age, etiology, lifestyle, and degree of impairment. The characteristics of commonly
used service delivery models and assessment/intervention teams are discussed in mote detail in
related literature.
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Multiple Environments

Because the communication needs 01 individual change in accordance with the communication
context, it is mandatory that augmentative communication assessments he at least partially con-
ducted in the primary environments in which the client must communicate. It is common for a
communication technique to be efrective in one environment such as the client': home, where
trained, committed listeners are available; and to be ineffective in another environment such as a
classroom, in which numerous, often untrained listeners may be present. Adequate augmentative
solutions are usually impossible without assessment in multiple environments.

Intervention Sequen.e

Ongoing Assessment

As was mentioned previously, the conditions and syndromes that cause severe communication
impairment are usually chronic. Therefore, augmentative communication systems are usually re-
quired on a long-term basis. As time passes, the communication needs of an individual change, as
does the capability level. For some, capability will improve with instruction and time. However,
for individuals with degenerative diseases, a reduction in capability and a restriction of communi-
cation needs may occur as the impairment increases. An assessment model must accommodate
and support the long-term and ongoing requirements of severe communicalion disorder. In order
to accommodate the lo-g-term service delivery requirements of nonspeaking persons, assessment
resources must be located within easy travelling distance and must provide a systematic mecha-
nism for regular consultation and input.

Some augmentative communication interventions involve highly technical equipment that re-
quires ongoing maintenance and repair. In some cases, the local support system surroundine the
severely communizatively involved individual can manage these functions. However, these re-
ponsibilities are often referred bac _ to the service delivery team, which mus, have the capability

of providing ongoing technical assistance, at least through an efficient referral process.

Critical Decision- Making Points

The sequencing of assessment is often guided by some specific decision-making points. Careful
attention to these points will allow a team to efficiently schedule clients for ongoing evaluation
and follow-up services. Yorkston and Kerlan (1986) have suggested that augmentative assess-
ments or reevaluations are particularly critical at points such as 1) when an individual experiences
ongoing frustration h attempting to communicate specific messages; 2) when a child prepares to
enter a preschool program or, later on, wher a change in educational placement has occurred or
is contemplated; 3) when graduation from high school is anticipated, whether the individual plans
to enter the world of work or plans to continue education at a college or university; 4) prior to
graduation from a post-secondary institution; 5) prior to resumption of work for an ..-.dividual
whose communication problems are the result of a late-onset impairment such as a spinal cord
injury; and 6) ,,rior to the loss of speech that usually occurs with degenerative diseases such as
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, and so forth. At points such as these, the trans-
disciplinary team should L. volved in order to enable the individual to successfully communicate
at the maximum level possibi .
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WHAT BARRIERS LIMIT EFFECTIVE COMMITTNTIrATION ASSESSMENT IN 1987?
Regardless of the model employed to assess nonspeaking persons, certain barriers and constraints
exist that interfere with effective, efficient assessment and intervention.

Evaluation Tool.

Altaough the models described previously suggest that various assessment tools, including com-
munication ne:x1 questionnaires, motor capability instruments, and intervention effectiveness
measures be used, few such tools are commercially available. The to 's that are available are, for
the most part, psychometrically underdeveloped. There is little infuitnation about the accuracy
of augmentative communication predictions made by use of the available tools, since most were
developed for other purposes and have been borrowed for use in augmentative evaluations.
There is a critical need for a wide varlet} of 'enable, valid assessment instruments that include
standardized administratio.1 procedures.

Limited Trained Personnel

The population of professionals who are knowledgeable in the augmentative communication field
is extremely small. Of course, properly training personnel are basic to effective assessment arid
intervention. Issues related to personnel preparation are discussed in detail elsewhere in these
proceedings.

Need for Follow-up Evaluation

Because the inability to speak and/or write is usually a condition, the need for long-term follow-
up is apparent. However, for a variety of reasons, the vast majority of service delivery centers in
the United States that er_ age in augmentative communication assessment activities currently
provide minimal follow-up services. Some of the reasons for this include 1) lack of available
funding for follow-up assessments; 2) extremely long waiting lists for initial evaluations and a re-
lated non-availability of personnel for follow-up activities; 3) lack of sufficient time for follow-up;
and 4) failure of the assessment models in widespread use to encourage follow-up act; 'ties, pri-
marily because the models not originally intended for use with chronic disorder ,-*Is the
augmentative communication field Lontinues to grow and expand, provisions must be made to ad-
dress the need for follow-up services in an systematic and efficient manner.

SUMMARY

Clearly, the assessment and evaluation of persons who are nonspeaking is a complex and difficult
task, requiring the cooperative efforts of a varty of professionals as well as coordinated, system-
atic planning. Several assessment models have been used in this regard, and each offers a unique
perspective to the overall evaluation process. As the young field of augmentative communication
continues to grow and develop, efforts must be made to describe the assessment process in pre-
cise and measurable ways, and to institute procedures for evaluation a.id follow-up across the age
range.
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CHAPTER 2

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION:
MATCHING STUDENTS AND SYSTEMS

PRESENTERS: .3, ul Bnno, M.S. CCC-SP
Barry .0.omich. P L.

INTRODUCTION

Augmentative and alternative communication systems are available today to address the needs of
studer's who cannot effectively express themselves and are often excluded from the educational
process. This paper reviews issues relating to the assessment and evaluation of the students and
the selection and implementation of possible solutions.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF STUDENT CAPABILITIES AND NEEDS

Several authors (Shane & Bashir, 1980; Owens & House, 198A) have described factors which help
clarify when an augmentative communication evaluation is indicated. Critical factors in assessing
the child's readiness for an evaluation should include cognitive-language abilities at least at an 1b-
month level; severe oral-motor difficulties which interfere with the development of functional
oral communication; a discrepancy between receptive and expressive language skills; and demon-
stration of the social/communicative correlates which are necessary for functional commu-
nication. Social/communicative correlates normally include eye contact, auditory attending, and
!urn- taking skills.

When a child is observed to demonstrate the above characteristics and in addition has a support-
ive home and educational environment, the child can then be considered an appropriate candi-
date for an evaluation. Prior to initiating the Naluation process, it is important to define the
purpose or goal of the evaluation. In general, the evaluation goal should be to determine how e
technical will enable the child to actively participate in learning opportunities and clarify what
options are available to enable the child to make choices, to communicate needs, wants, emo-
tions ideas, and to ask questions. Specific evaluation goals can range from determining the

readiness to use a device, to selecting a device, or to determining how a given device will he
ntegrated into the child's educational program. Evaluation goals are highly dependent on the

child's age and abilities, both physical and cognitive. In addition, goals are influenced by the
child's educational environment and academic level. Within the educational environment, re-
gardless of the child's academic level, the evaluation process should provide insight on whether,
and how, a technological system could assist the child in reaching his/her potential

Whether the goal is determining readiness for a system, system selection, of determining how a
device could he integrated into the child's curriculum, the evaluation process should address five
key areas: 1) prtsent communication 2) cognitive-language abilities, 3) physical abilities, 4)
environmental factors, and 5) system considerations (Bruno, 1982, Coleman et al., 1980, York-
ston & Karlan, 1986). There are various models of how the evaluation process can be accom-
plished. Regardless of the mod l used, the evaluation process requires a multidisciplinary ap-
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proach. The key Jividuals for providing input into the evaluation process include the speech-
language pathologist, the classroom teacher, a physical and/or occupational therapist, the parent,
and, depending on age and cognitive abilities, the child. Ancillary staff may include social work-
ers, psychologists, carpenters and an engineer Each of these individuals is able to provide kg
information which will lead to answering the specific questions raised at the onset of the evalua-
tion.

Evaluations can be accomplished through various models of set,,ice delivery. These models in-
clude the medical model, the educational model, and the consultant model. The consultant
model was adopted by the Prentke Romich Company. In this model, the consultant is either a
speech-language pathologist or special education teacher with a strong background in both chili'
development and the field of augmentative and alternative communication. ThP consultant helps
coordinate the evaluation process with the referring agency. The consultant works with members
of the child's educational team eliciting the information needed tc arrive at a solution which ap-
propriately addresses the purpose of the evaluation. Details of the consultant model will be dis-
cussed in greater detail in a following section.

In addition to variations in the format of an evaluation being related to the particular model used,
variations are also a result of the diffelences in student user populations. Each user population
brings different capabilities and needs to the evaluation process. Students can be broadly divided
into three categories. 1) preschool, 2) school-age special class, and 3) school-age regular class
The school-age special class category can he subdivided into cognitively impaired and cognitively
intact. There are niajor issues within each population that contribute to slight yet significant vari-
ations in the evaluation format.

For example, with preschool children there is often ambiguity about the child's present abilities,
and even more ambiguity about the child's potential for academic success. The young child is in a
state of rapid development, so changes in the child's performance may be more frequent. Parents
may he unrealistic, in their expectations for the child's future, or unwilling to accept the need for a
technical aid. As a result of these factors, the evaluation of a preschool child may best be accom-
plished by those NA o know the child well, with the assistance of an outside consultant if needed
based on the child's developmental changes and level of maturity, the evaluation may need to he
accomplished over a period of time, rather than during the discrete session.

The cognitively intact child in a special class is often severely physically impaired. Integration
into regular class may not have been in the child's best interest. Educational activities may he
h'ghly academic in nature and include the traditional subjects of reading, writing, math, social
studies, science and the like. Participation in these academic activities may often require inter-
facing the child with a broader range of technical aids. This child frequently receives multiple
therapy services as a part of the educational program. Therefore, it is more likely that many of
the child's physh;a1 needs, in terms of positioning and access, are being addressed within the
sci,00l environment. Depending on the range of services offered and their level of sophistication
an evaluation may be accomplished independently by thy school staff, with the assistance of a
consultant, or by referral to an outside agency.

The educational objectives for a cognitively impaired child arc often quite different from those for
a cognitively inta,..t child. In contrast to a class for the cognitively intact child, a classroom for the
cognitively impaired child will focus on life skills or vocational activities. The range of physical
abilities varies, however, these classes arc frequently staffed with rehabilitation therapists, at least
on a consultant levei Within the state of New Je:sey, the greater the degree of the cognitive im-
pairment, c more focal the role of the classroom teacher, in comparison to the therapy consul-
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tants. This may not be consistent from state to state Evaluation nptinn the .arne as for the
cognitively intact child in a sp *al class.

The physically impaired child in a regular class usually has good cognitive abilities and may ex-
hibit any range of physical problems. The physically disabled child will work on standard aca-
demic tasks, although they may be modified som-what to meet the child's individual needs.
Appropriate ut,e of technology to facilitate the child's educational success is often a key issue with
parents. It may be less critical to the teachers and other staff. In this environment, if the utiliza-
tion of a technical aid kill place greater demands on the teacher's time, it is often resisted.
Resistance also results from their limited experience with the devices. In a regular school, there
are usually fewer professionals available to handle the child's physical needs. A successful evalu-
ation for a child in this setting usually requires assistance from outside resources.

Different student us.:,r populations demonstrate different abilities and needs. Any evaluation
must take these needs into consideration if the outcome is to be an effective solution to the
prob;em. In addition, it is important that the evaluation take into consideration specific issues
related to the device.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF DEVICE CHARACITRISTICS

The ultimate task confronting the augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) clinical
team is the selection and implementation of an AAC system that offers the client the greatest
potential for high personal achievement. In order to carry out this task, it is necessary to objec-
tively evaluate the characteristics of the various solutions. Although nontechnical solutions are
available, the authors feel that for most clients the highest personal achievement will result from
the selection and application of an electronic communication devire. Therefore, this paper ad-
dresses only that approach. Selection criteria beyond device characteristics are covered in a fol-
lowing section.

Device characteristics that must be evaluated are presented here in priority order

Vocabulary Organization System
Application Software
Hardware
Peripherals

Beyond vocabulary selection, the most important issue in augmentative communication interven-
tion is organizing the vocabulary in a manner that makes a truly useful to the per ,on using the
system (Crystal, 1986). This issue is far more important than any other device characteristic
(Romich, 1987). Over the course of the development of the field of AAC, many vocabulary orga-
nization systems have been put into practice. These include levels and locations, pages, number
codes, letter codes and abbresiations. Each, in turn, has shown itself to be limiting to at least
some portion of clients. These limitations hay. been largely a result of increasingly realistic esti-
mates of the size of a usable personal vocabulary. It has recently been suggested that semantic
vocabulary organization is the only approach that makes any sense at all (Crystal, 1986). While
low-level clients may never develop a vocabulary of a magnitude to make full use of semantic or-
ganization, a prejudgment on this point could be the equivalent of a life sentence to low achieve-
ment. One after another, clients are showing us that, given the opportunity, achievement is
possible.

Application software i the newest device-related issue in the field of AAC The effective imple-
mentation of an AAC system for a client is not a trivial undertakiNg. 'new practicing speech-lan-
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guage pathologists (SLPs) today have had any formal education in AAC, even those who
graduate from master's programs this year. Most SLPs have no idea where to begin when first
encountering an AAC client. Few clinic experts exist. And even for the expert We process of set-
ting up a system is long and arduous. Device manufacturers are recognizing this and have begun
to take action to address the problem. Application software is becoming available for specific
population categories. The software can include a coded starter vocabulary and a symbol set,
both with expansion guidelines. This area is now an important consideration in the selection of
an AAC system.

Until recently, hardware was the primary consideration in the selection of an AAC system. The
two main hardware areas are selection technique and output. Certainly, a device is useless if the

annot physically operate it. Many selection techniques are available today to match the
physical abilities of various clients. Standards have been developed to permit generic control
interfaces to be used with different devices. Therefore, compliance with those standards should
be checked.

Possible outputs include synthetic speech, a correctable display, a printer (or connection for one),
a computer connection and infrared telemetry. Each output can be evaluated separately. Pe-
ript eral items include such things as control interfaces, wheelchair mounting systems, computer
keyboard emulating interfaces, enviromitental controls and data telemetry systems. The process
of evaluating devices is not easy. However, this framework can add some objectivity to the pro-
cess. Gathering the needed information may require contacting the device manufacturers or their
local :,:presentatives. Since this field is changing rapidly it is important to be using current infor-
mation.

MATCHING DEVICES TO STUDENTS

D...vice selection is the final step of the evaluation procesi. As mentioned above, the device se-
lected should promote the highest possible level of personal achievement. Appropriate selection
requires a knowledge of user abilities and neeLs, device options, educational goals and develop-
mental expectations. The physical, cognitive, language and educational abilities of the child must
be met with the selection technique and vocabulary organizational system of the device. The de-
vice should maximize, but not exceed, the chilu's ability. In addition, the output(s) of the device
must be matched to the needs of the child. In the educational envirorrnent, needs are not limited
to education, but can include computer access, mobility and environmental control.

Each student-user population brings different issues to the matching process. Childre:-. in a
preschool setting typically do not require a system with a display or a printout. However, voice
output is usually a high priority. Young children have a need for larger stimulus materials. In
addition, they encounter difficulty with visual scanning tasks. As a result, constraints are placed
on the device options available to this population.

Cognitively intac children wo.',Ing on an academic track require numerous considerations when
selecting the appropriate system. The device should provide a co-rectable visual display, hard-
copy output, as well as voice. These children need both a written and spoken means of interact-
ing in the classroom. They need access to numbers, the alphabet and punctuation In addition
they need to rapidly generate large amounts of information. To accommodate the changing ma-
terial presented within their curriculum, devices need to be user programmable. Programming
should be easy and not require an enormous amount of staff time.

\ ttempting to match a device to a cognitively impaired child may require some of the same sys-
tem considerations as the matching process for both the preschool child and the cognitively intact
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child The device may not need to have features which provide h -'1 -copy output or visual dis-
play. It may need to be simple in terms of how the child is to accc ..formation stored within the
system. The features that the device must have will be determined by the child's abilities as well
as the child's educational goals.

Factors besides the child's needs and abilities must be considered when selecting a device. Tech-
nical and applications support are major considerations. The availability of newsletters, educa-
tional programs, conferences and similar activities should infleence the device select' n. The
procurement of funding for the device is often an issue, but should not influence the sc Lion of
the device. Availability of the product may be an issue in situations of rapid client &IA.., ioration,
but this is more commonly encountered in adult clients than in the educational setting. Selecting
a device with a broad base of application experience can he an asset To effectively use the device
in the educational environment, educational personnel roust he comfortable with its operation
The likelihood of this evolving increases when the device selected is a commercial), available
product and not a one-of-a-kind system.

THE CONSULTANT MODEL

As des ed above, the consultant model adopted by the Prentke Romich Company (PRC) uses
speec. .riguage pathologists or special edc -ation teachers who have developed expertise in the
area of augmentative and alternative commuL cation to serve as consultants. These consultants
provide on-site support to the educational agency where the child is enrolled. As a result, a child
can be evaluated in a familiar environment by familiar staff. The consultant interacts with key
staff to accumulate and integrate vital information. This process enables all the necessary staff to
he available for the evaluation without placing excess demands on the administration. This pro-
cess eliminates the expense of sending staff to another site for the evaluation and hiring substi-
tutes in their absence. The consultant does not evaluate the child, but rather guides the school
staff through the process. The consultant makes recommendations to the team.

Another important aspect of the consuitant model is that the consultant brings an array of devi,:e
options to the educational agency. Recognizing the cost of augmentative communication equip-
ment, it is not always feasible for a school system to have access to the necessary equipment op-
tions. Also of significance, school staff frequently do n( t demonstrate expertise in system open.-
tion. With this model, the consultant brings the needed expertise to the process. Each consultant
is knowledgeable with system features and system operation.

Performing the evaluation on site offers an a'Iditional benefit to school personnel. By being a
part of the evaluation process, staff begin )roaden their basic knowledge of equipment options
and also of how the equipment works. In addition, a primary role of the consultant is to provide
in-service training to staff, as well -I advanced workshops on requested topics. This model also
provides for training in equipment set-up ..1.nd basic operation. Recognizing the complexity of
current communication systems, the training afforded to users and staff by this model serves as a
springboard to successful utilization of the system in the child's educational enviror ment.

The cost of the service provided by the PRC consultant is a func.ion of the level of service. There
is presently no charge for time dedicated to assessment activities. Similarly, basic familiarization
with the purchased PRC equipment is provided with no time charge. However, actual client in-
1.r.vention Lid follow-up services arc provided on a time available basis at a nominal professional
:,ervices charge rate. The intention in off' ring these services is not to compete with existing ser-
vice providers, but to assure that all PRC device users have available services of a competent
AAC clinician.
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OVERVIEW: EVALUATION/ASSESSMLNT DEFINED
AND IN RELATION TO P.L. 94-142 AND P.L. 99-457

PRESENTER: Sara Brandenburg
Trace Center

The process of communication is the foundation upon which all educational experience
rests and out of which emerges the only knotiva evidence of academic sur'ess or failure.
Educational inp it will depend on t child's ability to receive, interpret, 'ore, recall,
and express the stimuli provided by his environ :tent. To understand this concept is to
recognize that communication skills are basic to all learning and to all living . .. Educa-
tional systems have too often failed to stress these fundamental abilities as they have
attempted to build superstructures ot, ti of the learning of more traditional academic
subjects, all of which depend on successful communication. (McWilliams, 1969, p. 149)

In order to plan an effective educational program, there must first be a well-planned, meaningful
assessment that results in the collection of a wide range of information about ti.at student. This
information should prc le the br ;is for interventiln strategies that are a combination of reme-
dial, accommodative, &I ameliorative (Gearheart Willenberg, 1973).

In the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (Morris, 1969), both "assess" and
"evaluate" are consul ;c1 synonymous with "estimate" -- to form a tentative opinion about, to
make a judgment based on one's impressions. While "estimate" lacks definitiveness, "assess" and
"evaluate" imply considered and authoritative judginent and critical analysis. Specialists in the
measurement and evaluation of human behavior are asked to estimate children's behavioral ca-
pabilities and achievements. Obviously, tl e accuracy of these estimates is critical, since the data
is used to make significant decisions (Smith, 1969).

In this paper, the terms "assessment" and "evaluation" will he ticu interchangeably for the most
part. There are sub:le differences which should De kept in r..:.id, however. "Assessment efers *o
the collection and interpretation of data using standardized and nonstandardized, formal and in-
formal, direct and indirect procedures, techniques, and instruments (Yorkston & Karlan, 1986).
This could be considered a part of the overall piocesr of an "evaluation." This information is then
used in judging decision alternatives. It is the concept of ''judgment" that would separate the two
terms. The more important distinction between terms is it between "assessment" and "testing."
This distinction must be very clearly recognized "Testing" refers to the use of a standardized in-
strument that provides a quantitative charactei ization (Newland, 1963) using defined procedures
in a particular way with particutt. materials ZN'orleston & Karlan, 1986). The concept of
"assescnient," on the other hand, invois the total view of the individual interacting with his envi-
ronment. Test results can assign a deceptively precise score to performance on a task, while as-
sessment imnFe.-; viewing the student's performance with respect to other variables, such as atti-
tude. interests, motivation, perceptual and conceptual performance, acculturation, rapport with
others, and the significant soda! influenzes. "Assessment is more than simple quantification of an
individuals behavior. It does not merely label an individual... but instead attempts to explain why
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air individual abtailib a Lei tails bwie... embodies a quaiitativ° charactelization.' (:)rnitn, 1969,
page 13)

The focus on functional descriptions is useful in program planning rather than labels as the out-
come of an evaluation is the primary differentiation bet veen an educational and a medical
Test scores, IQ numbers, , ,id medical or psychological labels have little meaning if they offer no
guidance for planning effective instructional procedures.

PL 94-142, the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, mandated that all students
ages 3-21, regardless of handicapping condition receive a free appropriate public education in the
least restrictive academic setting consistent with his needs. Students with severe exprefsive com-
munication disorders are at great risk of not benefiting from the educational experiences pro-
vided. These students are unable to participate in speaking interaction:, (oral response to ques-
tions, reading aloua, asking questions, group participation, requests for clarification, ere ). Writ-
ing tasks are also likely to be difficult, and the ability to independently produce written work is
known to be vital to successful academic learning. Provision of communication aids can facilitate
placement in the least restrictive educational setting for severely communicatively impaired chil-
dren, ranging from regular classroom environments to increase(' interaction with peers (able-
bodied arid handicapped), thcs providing a more normalized educational experience (Shane,
19S6).

/31., 99-457, Education of the Handicapped At Amendments, signed by President Reagan on
Octooer 8, 1986, significantly expands .,ervices to infants, toddlers, and preschoolers. It reautho-
rizes 94-142, and now mandates services to children under six. All states are now required to
provit e special education to children three through five years old, and the Early Intervention for
Handicapped Infas is initiative of PL 99-457 mandates services for children from birth hrough
two years. States nave three years to implement these programs from enactment of the legisla-
tion (GAR, August 1986, November 1986). Components of the statewide systems of
"coordinated, comprehensive, n-ultidisciplinary, interagency programs..." include procedures for
multidisciplinary evaluations of tie functioning of handicapped infants and toddlers; a compre-
hensive system of personnel development; identification and coordination of all available re-
sources within the state from Federal, state, local and private sources; a policy for contracting
with service providers; and for receiving reimbursement from responsible agencies. Demonstra-
tion _grants are authorized which "show promise of promoting a comprehensive and strengthened
approach to the special problems of children" (GAR, November 1986). A discretionary program
is also created to focus on applied technology (Word from Washington, 1986).

In the educational setting, assessmert has as its fundameittal purpose the provision of informa-
tioit to be used in individual educational planning (LEP). The IEP, then, becomes the "design for
learning" (Gearheart & Willenberg, 1980).

Specific parts of tht- rules and regulations of PL 94-142 under the section "Protection in Evalua-
tion Procedures" ate particularly relevai t to the assessment of pupils with severe e;,pressive
communication disorders:

Testing and evaluation materials and nroceeures used for the purposes of evaluat on
and placement of handicapped children must be selected and administered so as not to
be racially or culturally discriminatory. State and local educational agencies all
ensure, at a minimum, that:

a) Tests and other evaluation materials:
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are provided and administered in the child's native language
or other mode of communication, unless it is clearly not
feasible to do so;

2) have been validated for the specific purpL ,ie for which they
are used; and

3) are administered by trained personnel in conformance with
the instructions by their producers...

c) Tests are selected and administered so as to best ensure that when a
test i; administered to a child with impaired sensory, manual or
speaking skids, the test results accurately reflect the child's aptitude
or achievement level or whatever oiler factors the test purport; to
measu. rather than reflecting the child's impaired sensory, manual,
or speaking skills (except where these skills are the factors which the
test purports to measure);...

d) The evaluation is made by a multidisciplinary team...
e) The chili. Is assessed in all areas related to the suspected disability,

including, where appropriate, health, vision, head; ,g, social and
emotional status, general intelligence, academic performance, com-
municative status, find motor abilities. (Federal Register, Volume
42, No. 163, Tuesday, August 23, 1977).

The Council for Exceptional Children has provided guidelines related to these regulations which
include suggestion:, to use criterion-referenced instruments and to use developmental checklists
where appropriate (Exceptional Children, March 1977). One other asi , of PL 94-142 should
be considered as we proceed with a discussion of assessment of severely comrinicatively im-
paired individuals. The progression from assessment to IEP continues to the I 'idual Imple-
mentation Plan (APP). In addition to HP corponents such as related servic nri ,aching
stratejes/mcdalities, those materials identified by the implementers as essential unique
learning needs of the child are sp..cifieti. The HP then shows the specific educatioi ad related
services (human resources) and special materials (material resources) needed by .e student in
order to achieve the full educational opportunity goal provided fr.. in PL 94-142. With the in
crease in the quantity and quality of ie-hnotogical tools that can help meet the defined needs of a
pupil, these tools should be consict!reu as another contir:ency in the overall inst. zonal plan
(Gearheart & Willenberg, 1980).

ISSUES IN ASSESSMENT OF SEVERE COMMUNICAIFION DISORDERS
AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

York.roon and Karlan (1986) define assessment as it relates to augmentative communication as "a
process during w' communication problems arc identified and described, and a systematic plan
for communicati intervention is designed or reevaluated" and Lading "to the selection of the
most appropriate aids, techniques, symbols, and strategies to meet current and future communi-
cation needs." The outcome of an assessment should be the design of an .--%-'ention program
that seeks to reduce current disability (by compensating for present imps,.. ents) and to reduce
iurther disability (by improving skills essential for later development of more effective coamuni-
cation).

A child's communication needs must be determined, compolents of the existing system evaluated,
capabilities and skills assessed (cognitive, linguistic, motor,c, sensory, pereeptua!, interactional),
resources and constraints of the environment identified, and performance trial provided. This
definition is given as a background to those issues that I hr e identified as critical in moving for-
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ward to establish effective assessment/service dclive systems for children with severe expressive,
communication disorders.

The Nature of the Population and Impact on Assessment Procedures

Biadfield and Heifetz (1976) state that "If ever a population of ch: :;en were inappropriate for
traditional types of measuring instruments common to educational practice, it is the severely and
profoundly handicapped... The multiple impairments which characterize profoundly handicapped
children make the use of instruments normed on populations without fly...se impairments totally
inappropriate. The most valid assessment data are those behavioral data which are obtained
tl.rough a day-to-day, hour-te-hour, minute-to-minute, continuous monitoring sy em. The term
assessment itself, when applied to the severely and profoundly handicapped, must be synonymous
with terms such as teaching, education, and programming." (page 162)

The capabilities (cognitive, motoric, interactive, linguistic, sensory) of clients with severe expres-
sive communication disorders vary widely depending on underlying neuropatholo(_,y (the primary
breakdown) and secondary deficits. Kamhi (1984) discusses the way children react to and com-
pensate for a primary deficit as a determining factor in the nature and extent of secondary
deficits. For example, if a child's interactions with the woAd are kept to a minimum (say, by a

ysical disability resulting in no clear expressive mode of communication), it is likely that in ad-
dition to the primary deficit (inability to communicate effectively), there will be a secondary moti-
vational deficit because the child has become accustomed to a low level of interaction. Thus, any
assessm nt and resulting tecommendations must recognize this in program planning. Addition-
ally, the status of sensory and/or behavioral factors and the type and amount of environmenta:
support vary widely. Because of the diverse nature of the individuals who might benefit from
augmentative systems, and the intricate cause-effect relationship between the characteristics of
each individual and his/her environment, effective assessment is not a one-time event, but an on-
going process. The phases of management (assessment, intervention /diagnostic intervention,
measurement of outcome/reevaluation) are closely related.

:mother factor contributing to the need for an assessment model that recognizes the ongoing na-
ture of the process is the importance of performance trials. Onc - components have been selected
((lc ices, techniques, symbols, a-.' strategies) in order to recommend an optimum communication
systi,m, they should be evaluated in trial periods of actual use before a final judgment about dtk-
quacy of selectio3 is made. This allows time for motor learning to occur, to select additional vo-
cabulary, and to document improvement in commtniication skills (Yorkston & Karlan, 1980

The Need for Knowledgeable Professionals

Assessment of severely communicative ly handicapped children requires a multidisciplinary as-
sessment team. The ,ore of this team usually consists of a speech-language pathologist, a special
educator, an occupational therapist, and the family. Consultative support should be available
from an audiologist, a psycl-ulogist, a physical thcrapis:, a rehabilitation engineer, and a computer
programmer. At the presznt time, there are not en( professionals with adequate training
and/or experience in augmentative communication to meet the potential needs for effective
statewide evaluation/recommendation/training/follow-up systems, especially in non metropolitan
areas. Expertise is needed in awarencs.; of available equipment, operation of equipment, tech-
niques for various domaiLis of skill deveiopment, .,notional application of systems in various envi
ronments, and so on. As Blackstone (1986, page 6) states in the preface to Augmentative
Communication: An Introduction, "To serve the many needs of individuals with severe expressive
communication disorders, specialized theoredcal and practica! preparation in addition to disci-
pline-specific education is required." The Leadership Training in Augmentative Communication
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project, carried out at the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association from October 1984
to July 1986, has begun to address this need. Release time and training materials are needed for
professionals who are already in the field, as well.

The Need for Material Resources

The need for equipment, the "tools," is basic at all phases of augmentative communica-
tion/assistive device management: for initial msessment, for extended performan-e trials, and for
use as the optimal functional tool for the individual. At present, this is one if the major areas of
difficulty for those in need assistive devices. The time between device recommendation and
funding, then between funding and purchase, can -:an many months if the device is funded at
all. The need to raise money through local service clubs, etc., can lengthen the process en fur-
ther. This procedure also eliminates the performance trial phase in most cases, so that recom-
mendation of a system must be made without that valuable information. Rental units are avail-
able on a limited basis, but for some individuals, pursuing funding for such a trial use is cliffienit.

In most cases, at this conference, the aids being discussed are portable communication devices for
individual use. The use of stationary computers with appropriate and input devices for use in
special education classrooms and therapy settings, h-rwever, also needs to be considered, because
of the flexibility they now offer in providing a wide vat:ety of valuable educational and therapeutic
experiences to students.

The Need to Plan for Future Environments

It is important that when evaluating, planning a program, and reevaluating an individual with a
severe expressive communication disorder, present and future needs be taken into account: com-
munication needs, educational needs, and vocational needs. A functional system should permit
continued development of the individual's educational, sociocommunicative, vocational, cognitive,
and/or motor skills. For example, there are children who, by using large (4" x 4") selection areas
on a Unicorn keyboard as input to an Apple He computer running variou- programs, have devel-
oped academic skills through increased active involvement in the educational process, and have
concurrently improved their motor skills to the point where they are now able to use a portable
voice output device with 3/4" selection areas.

Contrast the previous example with that of a boy who came for an evaluation at the beginning of
his senior year in high school. This young man was provided with 1 aide who completed all his
written work at sciiool; his mother did the same at home. His sp _a w's very difficult to under-
stand, but had always been his primary mcde of communication, and was intelligible when con-
tent was known and thus the possible utterances limited. He maintained a B average, including
courses such as accounting, and had hopes of attending college. When the time had come for his
DVR pre-evaluation, however, he was told that he would not qualify because he did it ft have ad-
equate skills. Testing showed that spelling and written language skills were at approximately 4th
grade level. At the evaluation, showed potential to use a headstick and head-mounted light
pointer, but a pet iod of trial use was iec,ommended to allow Lim to develop/improve the neces-
sary motor skills to use either technique efficiently. If attention had been given to communication
needs in future enviiunments at all phases of his education, this yolaig man could have continued
on to college. In articular, this example points out the importance of considering written as well
as conversational communication needs.
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SOME CURRENT EVALUATION MODELS AND PROGRAMS

Yorkston and Karlan (1986) describe three levels of involvement. Primary level professionals
serve the general case load, and carry out assessments that require observation over time. Sec-
ondary level professionals function as local specialists. Th,y would serve as manager for a num-
ber of nonspeaking clients and as the consultants for area primary level professionals. Tertiary
level professionals are part of a specialized team located at regional centers. They would main-
tain a comprehensive, up-to date knowledge of aids, techniques, symbol systems, and strategies.
They would be available for comprehensive assessment of complex cases, personnel training, re-
search (e.g., the development of outcome measures, mentioned previously), advocacy, and con-
sultation regarding issues such as funding and intervention programs. Involvement in program
implementation would be limited by geographic location.

The Pennsylvania Special Education Assistive Device Center is a statewide service of the Central
Pennsylvania Special Education Resource Center, that is putting this type of model into practice.
That program, which includes long-term loans of communication aids/coniputer access tools, has
been described in several chapters within these proceedings.

The Hugh McMillan Medical Center in Toronto coordinates the Assistive Devices Program
(ADP) of the Ontario Ministry of Health. In their model, Level 1 sites are again primary/remote
"clinics," function as primary referral sources, are responsible for day-to-day program implemen-
tation, and have miniinal prescriptive authority. Level 2A sites have a written agreement with
ADP to authorize and prescribe devices cn a limited basis. Level 2B sites are authorized to pre-
scribe all but the most complex devices, and have ready access to technological support. The level
3 site has authorizatioi to prescribe all devices, inhouse positioning/seating facility, -'aff with
major emphasis and training in augmentative communication, the ability to customize and main-
tain equipment, a university or educational affiliation with clinical teaching and research respon-
sibilities, promotes networking of clinics, takes responsibility for program and clinical consulta-
tion to oiher programs and so on. The issue of "authorization" to prescribe devices relates to the
automatic funding of a device by the Ontario Ministry of Health ADP as long as the recommen-
uation is from an .tuthurized facility.

Hennepin County Intermediate School District 287 serves students with low incidence handicaps
(this includes vision impairment, hearin8 impairment, physical handicap, and ,rental retard&iion)
who reside in the western suburban area of Minneapolis (Frush, 19S6). Students are served al-
most exclusively in their home school settings In addition to occupational therapists (OTs),
physical therapists (PTs), speech-language pathologists (SLPs), vision and hearing specialists and
special education teachers, this district employs a computer programmer. Through their team
approach, and with excellent administrative support, they have made impressive gains for their
students, and have developed some very useful software tools in the process.

In California, the iCLA Intervention Program and the Los Angeles Unit-lei School District
( LAUSD) (Special Education) have collaborated to look at the implementation of technology for
children in special education programs. Team members have included educators, speech thera-
pists, PTs, OTs, and a fundraiser and team leader. As the program continued, in-services were
offered to LAUSD schools/ teachers to help them become more comfortable with technology.

In September 1984, the Boston Public Schools, Depatcrient of Student Support Services, formed
the Special Education Technology Resource Center. One ?,omponent of the center is a software
lending library. Another is a model adaptive hardware laboratory with a variety of input and out-
put devieeF. Two of each device were purchased so that erre remainett in the lab for demonstra-
tion and wining, while one could go out for loan for periods of trial use A third component is
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staff training, and a fourth is evaluation of the most involved students, design of intervoni;r,
plans, and technical support to the staff in charge of implementing the plan.

Looking at the five medels just described, it should be noted that tIte first two arc attempting to
deal with the issue of effective service delivery over a wide geographic area, while the last threeare programs implements large metropolitan areas,

The model not yet d scussed is the traditional evaluation center, most often located at a hospital
or university speech clinic where there is a staff/faculty member with expertise in the area of
augmentative commanication. The assessment model at tite Trace Center, to be described, is inthis category, and functions basically in the same way as Yorkston and Karlan's (1986) tertiarylevel team.

EVALUATION MODEL Al THE TRACE CENTER

The Trace Center has two affiliated programs which provide evaluations: the Communication
Aids and Systems Clinic (CASC), and the Communication Development Program (CDP).

CASC is part of the Department of Speech-Language Pathology, University of Wisconsin Hospi-tal and Clinics in Madison, Wisconsin. The clinic team includes communication specialists, a po-
sition/seztting specialist, and a communication aids specialist. Tne team works together with the
client, family, and other significant others in evaluating the individual's needs and abilitie to de-termine the most appropriate approach. Evaivations are ot-i a fee-for-service ba,is, and arc' su-
ally funded by sources such as Medical Assistance, private ir:urance, DVR, and school districts
CASC is located in the Waisman Center, as is the Trace Center. There is shared staffing between
the two programs, and CASC has access to Trace engineers through a rehabilitation research ser-
vices program for customization of equipment. Clients cume from all areas of Wisconsin and sur-
rounding states, with some clients travelling from more distant slates and other countries.

The process of selecting a corm, unication system for an individual can be viewed as a puzzle with
three primary pieces. Each individual brings to the evaluation his or her own unique physical
abilities, as well as past experiences and filture goals. Al of these fa-tors help determine the
shape of the pu..zle pieces. The other major component in the puzzle is tin! environment in which
he or she by .s. This includes the peoitle with whom he interacts, as well as the physical situation
in which he is operating. For example, one person might he living in a nursing home, and another
may he living at home and going to Sf;hool daily. _ow two situations put different conctraintF
the communication system for the two individuals [he people that the person has an opportu-
nity to interact with will also have an impact en the most appropriate communication system.

The third factor which has a hearing on the actual system selected is the other assistive devices
that the idividual may use daily (for example, crutches, wheelchairs, a head support system,
straps, wrist splints or reaching devices). Remaining in the middle is a gap into which must he
fitted a means for effectively and systematically communicating. Often it is net a case of simply
one particular device being net .ed to meet the various communication r ads of the person For
example, a child may use a pointer to indicate items on a communication hoard, cse gesture.~ to
convey their ideas, and vocalize for yes and no and to gain attention. These are all part of his/her
communication system. The t.:ritical vac ibles to consider in examining the options a:ailable for
this last piece of the puzzle, the communication system, are:

1 c, d means of indication. and

the symbol system to be used
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Additional factors come into p.ay1 at Ia .aler pnint, "iec,' two set central issues have bee.n de-
term;ned.

These puzzle pieces are all needed for communication. When the best fitting central piece (e. g ,

communication board or aid) has been chosen and put in place, it is like completion of a bridge.
Nov ommunication can flow back and forth over the bridge as long as people know the rules for
cross:ng over. The aid is simply a tool or an enabler. People on both sides, however, must learn
to use it effeively. Once the mecnanics of operating flit aid have been resolved, the ways in
which it can be incorporated into daily interactions must be stressed. Encouragement of further
language development and increased expressive skills is necessary (DePape). The following is a
gener ?l description of procedures developed as part of the evaluation process at CASC. Detailed
flow diagrams of CASC activities and procedures that have been put together by DePape, clinical
director of CASC, accompany this riper.

Referral: Any person who does not use speech as a primary interaction mode,
whose speech is not functional, who does not have a functional writing sys-
tem, 'r who requires assistance in the area of computer access may be re-
ferred.

Screering: Prior to scheduling an appointment, preliminary information is ob-
tained through written reports and telephone conversations to ensure that
CASC is tic most appi opiate resource.

Case Review: Once the appointment is scheduled, additional information, medical
reports, school/therapy reports and a videotape are requested. This infornm-
tion is reviewed at least one week before the appointment, and any arrange-
ments for special transportation or hospitalization are made.

Evaluation: The evait,ation ary in length depending on the individual prob-
lems to he tackled. They average four to six hours. In some cases, the evalu-
ation is divided between two consecutive days, bit most often it is conducted
in one day. Three areas of emphasis are. 1) positioning and seating, 2) com-
munication skills aad needs, and 3) communication aids and interfaces. Gen-
erally, the evaluation begins v- ith positioning and seating because of its piv-
otal role in facilitating movement which will be needed for the subsequent
sections. While individual specialty ealuations are undertaken, the major
part of the evaluation is done using a team problem-solving approach, "or-
ornir,:ociations are discussed with the referred person and his/her family at
the end of the evaluation and a schedule for implementatior developed to-
gether

Implementation: Depending on the recommendation made for the individual,
equipment may have to he ordered and/or constractcd as part of the total
augmentative communication/interaction system. Subsequent visits arc
scheduled if necessary for adjustments to equipment to ensure proper fit.
Recommendations involving training in the use of special graphic systems,
the development of physical skills, or specific communication interaction
strateni;,-s may need to he ..nplemented cooperatively with professionals in
the home community.

Follow-Up: Since the person's communication needs will change over time, as will
physical size any physical abilities, reevaluations arc recommended to assess
fit and function of all aspects of the system developed

The other Trace program with an evaluation component is the Communication Development
Program (CDP) CDP is funded by the Dane County Unified Services Board to provide envi-
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ronmentally based services to developmentally disabled residents of Dane County, ages 0-4 and
18 and over, with severe expressive communication disorders. Because of this funding, there is -to
fee foi :lients meeting those criteria. The prograii shares staff with CASC and other Trace
Center programs; however, it i3 staffed o..ly by communication specialists Other team input
must be sought through referral to other sources. Rehabilitation engineering assistance is avail-
able through Trace engineers.

The evaluation process is basically the same as that described for CASC, with a few differences.
One is the need for outside access and scheduling to create a team, mentioned aboY-. Second is
the CDP emphasis on environmentally based services.

Evaluations, because clients are ail within a contained geographic ar.:4, include observation of
daily activities. The increased emphasis on vocational opportunities in community settings and
the move out of state residential institutions have resulted in a greatly increased demand for ser-
vices over the past two to three years. An underlying philosophy of both CDP and CASC is the
importance placed on the assessment of the environment and the individual's communication
partners. Studi%._ have been done that support the critical nature of this factor, showing that
partner training has resulted in increased interactions, while client training alone has dad minimal
effect on interaction patters (Blackstone, 1986).

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

The following are strengths of a traditional, university/ hospital-based eval,Iation model such as
that represented by CASC.

1. Because of the affiliation with Trace Center, there is a great deal of expertise
and experience available in areas of augmentative communication, writing
systems, ' computer access. The information program at Trace helps staff
stay up to date on current and upcoming trends and available tools. Access to
enginec -s on staff at Trace facilitates necessary modifications to equipment.

2. The eciphasis on communication needs and environmental support is critical
good evaluation program.

3. Positioning and seating is an integral part of evaluatie
4. The university affiliation allows training experiences for future professions'

through guided exi eric;:nes (practicums).

5. Comprehensive reports pi °vide documentation of findings and recommen-
dations for implementation.

6. The CDP program has a particular strength in it; environmental consultative
focus, providing direct service as demonstration to other professionals and
family members interacting with client.

The following are weaknesses of a traditional model.

1. It is di:ficult to achieve adequate/consistent follow-up. Problems that con-
tribute to this include the wide geographic spread of clients, the non-refund-
able n iture of follow-up activities (letters, phone calls, etc ) in a fee-for-
service structure, FIT limitations imposed by university regulations and
hospital funding limitations, and st.heduling/logistiral problems when multiple
sessions are necessary.

2. Staff drain and burn-out is a serious problem. Much of that relates to the
general issues in #1. It is frustrating not to 13;.: able to follow up on clients
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n. re consistently. Many of the activities important to effective evaluation
services fall under the category of 'nonfundable time,' and must ho dor.e on
staffs own time. These include reports, phone follow-up, follow-up travel,
planning, material preparation, equipment maintenance, new equipment ori-
entation, and information dissemination/ advocacy.

IMPLICATIONS/SUGGESTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

The possibility of statewide service delivery mechanisms is an exciting one. I believe it is the criti-
cal step needed to move from evaluation and intervention that is widely diverse in quality and ef-
fectiveness for children in different locations (2 problem fdi especially in smaller cities and
towns. in rural -yeas, and in states with large geographic areas). There are good, dedicated pro-
fessionals in all locations, but until now their efforts have largely been on their own time. As long
as this holds true, it is a hard fact that the number of professionals developing sufficient expertise
to make a difference for our children v 'tit severe expressive communication disorders will remain
limited. Technology and new methodology give immense instructional power, but without knowl-
edgeable professionals to recommend appropriate devices and to guide their application in
meaningtul, functional ways, their intrauction is dcmined to result in frustration and failure. Too
often, that has been the case in the past The reason that this Great Lakes Area Regional Re-
source Center (GLAR1cC) initiative is exciting is that if statewide systems -re implemented, the
support for communication system development and inwlementation will come from the place it
must come from to work -- from the aOministrative level. If the support is not there, no amount
of grassroots, person-by-person advocacy will make a lasting change, and there will continue to be
only unpredictable pockets of knowledgeable staff. The guidance and support must come from
that level so that all/any staff can/will carry through with implementation recommendations. The
following are suggestions generated from this discussion of assessment, and the vi-tw of assess-
ment as an integral part of continuing service delivery.

The evaluation process should not be viewed as just equipment recommen-
dation, but as the critical initial step in planning for functional application and
incorporation into the individual's environment. An assistive device should
be kept in perspective: not as the solution, but as a tool that will allow edu-
cators to deal with primary deficit and remediate secondary deficits.

The outcome of an evaluation should include information relevant to use of
the optimal communication system for skill development (physical, academic,
linguistic, social, -ttc.), increasing opportunities for interaction, increasing op-
portunities to wot independently, increasing expccutions for communica-
tion, and making consequences more consistent.

Not all evaluations will result in recommendation of a technologically based
assistive device. Only one-third of the clients seen in CASC receive recom-
mendations for an aid at an initial evaluation. More frequently, recommen-
dations focus on skill development and increased opportunities for m et ac-
tion using a low-tech system (e.g., c^mmunication board). The value of these
systems and the *me-intensive nature of their developme at must be recog-
nized.

We must look to future environments and maximize independent function.
As stated by Bigge (1976, page 1), "Whatever their potential for participating
in the society in which th:w find themselves, we want to help children learn
those skills and adaptive behaviors nee,cle,; for self-sufficiency."

Providing a 1:1 aide to complete written work gets it done, but how does it
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prepare the student for functional application of ienctu,dge in isle
Whet e will the aide ix. then? We must decrease reliance on such strategies
that use a 1:1 aide as the output mechanism, and increase the utilization of
aides far set-up and support of a system that will enhance transition to the
next environment.

Assessment should not be considered a separate activity, but an ongoing part
of educational planning. The importance of performance trials and diagnos-
tic therapy should be emphasized.

More streamlined report formats, checklists and application notes should he
a part of any evaluation model, to best utilize staff time and decrease staff
burn-out.

Time must be provided: time for material development, time for training,
time for follow-up, time for system support. Rodgers (1985) describes the el-
ements necessary for "holistic application;" that is, "making available a com-
plete system where al! the cle rents to use technology are in place." Out of
the 19 elements listed by Rodgers, only one focuses on the hardware and
software itself. The other 18 items relate to services that support the user
and the system over time. It must be clearly recognized that providing the
device alone is not enough -- there must be time and commitment to the
functional use and support of that aid if it i to be a successful tool.

Now that I have emphasized the support and not the tools, let me say that
first there must be the tools. Without readily available assistive devices, as-
sessment recommendations cannot be put to actual use in performance trials;
skill development activities with equipment which will lead to recommenda-
tion of another system become difficult to imp,!ement; long time delays result
in frustration. Communication aids should ae considered as tools /r' aerial
resources necessary for the implementation of lEPs. (1985-86 Education of
the Handicapped Law Report [Dec. 507:416]).

An eight -year -old cerebral palsy student in San Francisco who did not co nmunicate orally had as
IEP that included provision of a computer system and voice synthesizer to meet his communica-
tion needs. Although the 1EP was signed in April the equipment specified that the IEP was not
available until October. In addition, neither the teacher nor the clan .nom aide were trained to
teach the child to use the computerized communication system.

During the interim, the parents obtained speech-language pathology services from a private
practitioner. The parents initiated the due process hearing in seek immediate implementation of
the augmentative communication system and to obtain reimbursement for the services they had
to obtain from a private practitioner.

The hearing officer's decision was in favor of the parent. The hearing officer found that the
scnool was not implementing the current IFP and that the school district was not providing an
appropriate educai.an because of its failure to provide the computerized communication system
in a timely manner to train the teacher and aide to use the system in teaching the sident. T a
statement included with the decision, the hearing office. stated:

The purpose of having special education programs is to teach handicapped children
such as the Petitioner. For each handicapped t.hild an IEP is developed. When a prop-
erly developed IEP is t lowed, the child should derive some educational benefit. In this
case, a critical clement of the IEP is the implementation of a system of communicating
with the Petitioner. If ym cannot communicate with him you cannot teach him. The
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IEP team determined that to appiopi communicate with the Petitioner a com-
puter system should be implemented. However, it is obvious that any such system is
useless unless the people who are going to be working with the system are trained to use
it. Therefore, in order implement the IEP and to teach the Petitioner, whoever
works with him must be appropriately trained.

(GAR, August 1986)

CONCLUSION

"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.

"I don't much care where --" said Alice.

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat."
"-- as long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.

"Oh, you're sin c to do that, said the Cat, "if only you walk long enough."

The field of augmentative communication is a fairly new one, and is changing and growing
rapidly. The quality of available communication aids continually improve. Knowledge of how to
use these tools is developing. We are certainly getting somewhere It is my hope that this plan-
ning conference will result in an understanding that it does matter "which way we go" and in a
clearer definition and plan for "where we want to get to" so that all children with severe expres-
sive communication disorders benefit from these adv, .ces, and not have to wait until we get
there Just by "walking long enough."
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PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS for "communication systems" that clientscan use
and that are appropriat... to their needs and abilities

Prepare foi
evaluations

Evaluation on-site
contact with clients
to explore options
for communication
system

L Ensure recommen-
dations I e under-
stood

-Provide, (formation to
prospective clients

-Screen potential clients

-Scheduling

Answer phone inqu.nes

Send pnuted material

Conduct on-site tour

Inservices

Review Initial information

`''Talk with referring person

D4scuss with clinic or other services staff

Determine complexity of evaluation, estimating time and staff involved

Coordinate with other appointments

Contact support people coming

Ensure that auxiliary equipment is coming

Request reports-Gather information

-Observe videotape

LPlan evaluation

CHAPTER 3

Send information forms

Send video protocol

Answer questions about forms and procedures

Discuss observations with team members

Determine which staff and approximate times as well as procedures

-Determine positioning Observation
and seating needs

Discuss present concerns

Try temporary modifications

Someone else does

Make minor adjustments on the spot

Explore communication
skills, limitations, and
ability to change

Examine physical skills and
potential need for
electronic equipment or
simple switches

-Establish specific needs for
sophisticated equipment
and consider options

Observe interaction

Discuss typical situations aru concerns

Administer formal and informal tests

Interaction using ne'v approaches, trial systems

Try different input approaches

Discuss communication (conversation) needs

Try different pieces of equipment
Keep equipment in working order

\Learn equipment operation

Discuss client's preferences

Compare accuracy and rate

Discuss conversation/writing needs

Try different input approaches

Discuss options and demonstrate

Compare client's activation times

Discuss preferences

rProsiiic written report Dictate report for Posit & Seating, Comm & Aids

Edit and reorganize

Gather additional information promised

Determine who is responsible for implementing recommendations

hulloes -up contact Form letter

Phone conversation

On-site visit
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PROVIDE THERAPY ]
Develop user's skills to Indicate message
elements (both pointing to individual
elements and operating switches)

IExpand user's v. -rY

Develop user's use of visual symbols for
interaction

iDevelop user's strategies for interactioa

Secure funding

Consult with OT and/or PT

Observe current movement patterns

Handle and modify positioning to explore change

Explore general body movement

Provide verbal feedback about what is happening

Use type of tone and site of lesion in determining particular sequence

Practice movement sequentially

Incorporate in game activities

Gradually increase pressure through external stimulation, communicative weight,
accuracy of movement required

Corstruct temporary cards

Add vocabulary as topics/interests appear

lather ideas from user/family/staff

Develop procedure for continually updating

Ensure that other si,pport people will make modifications

Develop new charts

Introduce and use symbols in activities (demonstrate how they can be used)

Modify Tribols for best re,ponse (simplify, enlarge

---- Include family and support people in activities

Elicit responses/comments using symbols

incorporate symbols into comments and interaction with user

Someone else doe', it

Identify specific Imitations

Introduce novel situairms

Observe and inc._ rporai ., vstem into activities in the community at large

Identify key people to encourage use of systems

Shift gradually to greater role of user in directing activities, responding to strangers

Role play

Model for support people

Structure specific activities to develop particular skills (c , asking, questions)

cContact potential sources

Write Justification

Get MD signature

Write progress notes

..... Provide specific recommendationa

-1
Answer questions< Follow-up

Forms
Re-Evaluation
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PROVIDE A PHYSICAL MEANS TO INDICATE

Develop a non-
electronic
"system"

Provide
electronic
equipment

Provide a
mounting
system to meet
individual
needs

Construct
!eating system
to meet in-
dividual needs

Teach people
to use the
hardware

Someone else
does it

Secure funding
Determine display size
Design unit to hold/

protect display
Determine materials
Obtain materials
Construct display chart

and holder
Select vocabulary

(initial)
Make modifications
Purchrse equipment

Adapt equipment

Design equipment
and fabricate

Have someone else do it

aye someone else do it
Determine features needed
Design mounting system
Order materials
Fabricate mounting systems
Fitting to determine whether

modifications are needed
Make modifications
Schedule appointments
Obtain funding

Someone else does it
Obtain funding
Design seating system
Measure the individual and

wheelchair
Order materials
Fabncate unit
Fitting to ensure adequate fit and

function
Modify construction as necessary
Complete fabrication
Schedule appointments

Someone else does it
Secure funding
Learn how the system operates
Develop training plan (including

location)
Schedule appointments
Conduct training session(s)
..r.swer subseqLent quest ins

Repair equipment

Someone else does it

Obtain funding

Determine specific components
and order numbers (models)

Track components
Assemble components
Determine whether working

Someone else does it
Obtain funding
Make physical modifications
Develop computer program
Repair equipmen' and

program problems

Secure funding
Define problem
Formulate problem
Explore alternatives
Select solution
Detail solution
Implement solution
Repair equipment

t'hi,ne
'iite Visit
ke.rpointmcni in clinic
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Obtain funding
Troubleshoot to

determine proble
Order parts
Perform physical

repairs
Ship equipment to

owner
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Someone else does it
Appear at hearing
Provide additional

information
Contact potential

funding agencies
Write justification
Determine mode of

payment
Appeal

Contact individual
vendoi s for options,
models, and prices

Someone else does it
Determine parameters

to meet individual
needs

Write program
Debug program
Drveaop manual to go

with program
Make modifications
Update documentation

Secure funding
Troubleshoot to

determine problem
Order parts
Perform repairs
Ship equipment
Someone ease does it

Contact potential
funding agencies

Wnte stir
Obtain MD signature

Suggest th'ngs to try
Answer questions

about equipment
Try different

operations ourselves
Contact vendor by

phone or note to
convey information

Ship equipment to
vendor



CHAPTER 4

THE ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF CLIENTS
FOR AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS:

THE PENNSYLVANIA MODEL

PRESENTERS: Colleen A. Haney, Speech Pathologist
Karen M. Kangas, Occupational Therapist
The Pennsylvania Assistive Device Center
Elizabethtown Hospital and Rehabilitation Center
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Assistive Device nter has been distributing high technology assis-
tive devices in the schools and providing educational training in the assessment of
clients and evaluation and selection of systems for augmentative communication. The
Pennsylvania Assistive Device Center has designed a program and materials for pro-
viding this training on a statewide level.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA MODE! A BRIEF HISTORY

Approximately three years ago the Pennsylvania Assistive Device (ADC) center was conceived to
provide appropriate and necessary technology to handicapped students in the state. The project
focused on communication, writing aids and computer access at this time rather than on sensory
aids, environmental control, mobility or independent living aius. This decision was a result of a
population survey that demonstrated that the greatest need was for technology for communica-
tion.

Pennsylvania is a state representing 12 million people and covering approximately 45,000 square
miles. Within this population, approximately 200,000 children have been identified as having
handicapping conditions that could possibly warrant ADC services. These 200,000 children are
educated or monitored by their Local Educational Authority, the Intermediate Units. The 45,000
square miles of Pennsylvania are divided into 29 Intermediate Units. Originally, the ADC staff
consisted of three members: an educational technologist, a rehabilitation engineer and a speech
pathologist. The ADC staff studied many of the assessment and evaluation strategies and models
represented by centers throughout the United States and Canada. The ADC was very impressed
with the procedures of such centers The Hugh MacMillan Center, Toronto, Canada; the
Communication Systems Evaluation Center, Orlando, Florida; and The Assistive Device Center,
Sacramento, California. However, the Pennsylvania Assistive Device Center was concerned with
the medical model that these agencies presented in regards to: a "one shot" visit approach, where
the clients were seen in a "center" or clinic that was unfamiliar to them. and the client was usually
seen by people unfamiliar to them, and asked to perform specific tasks. In addition, valuable in-
formation Loin those persons knowing the client in their natural environment, such as additional
family members, teachers, occupational therapists, speech pathologist, etc., was limited to written
communication via a questionnaire, therapy summary report, or the relaying of info' matioa
through the parents or the few persons able to attend the asse. Vent with the client. In addition,
because of this approach, many clients were placed on waiting lists and literally waited for yea's
for an assessment and evaluation.
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The ADC first attempted a modified medical model version and began to travel to a student's
school to do an assessment and evaluation. This kept the student in his/her natural environment
and provided the ADC staff with in opportunity to meet and discuss important questions and is-
sues with the staff currently involved with the student. It became apparent quite quickly that this
approach was inadequate. The ADC staff was travelling all over the state and was still repre-
:.enting a "one shot" visit approach. The student might be absent from school on the day of as-
sessment. There were snow delays and school cancellations. The assessment procedures took
longer than expected. It was an exhausting procedure for all involved.

In 1985 The Department of Education, Bureau of Special Education responded positively to the
interest and need for expanded services for technology for assistive devices and allocated
$500,000 from the PL 94-142 funding for equipment for an assistive device loan program. Profes-
sional education staff who served one or more students with handicaps were eligible to apply for
an assistive device loan. Guidelines and forms were available at the local educational authority.
Suddenly, every professional applying for an assistive device through the loan program wanted an
assessment and evaluation. The small staff attempted to respond to the needs of the population,
but it became an overwhelming anpos3ibility to attempt to schedule individual assessments and
evaluations. (The ADC staff were able to provide approximately 50 "one-shot" assessments and
evaluation consultations for this population that numbered over 300.)

At this time, it became necessary to devise and implement a framework to support the local edu-
cational agencies and each intermediate unit. It was necessary to hire additional ADC staff
members to provide technical and clinical support through educational training with workshops,
printed materials, toll-free technical Hotline service, videotapes, newsletters, site visits and edu-
cational modules. A new plan of action was structured that incorporated and reinforced the basic
beliefs of the ADC staff's philosophy on assessments and evaluations for assistive device systems
use. The Local Augmentative Specialist Plan was developed using an educational model for as-
sessment and evaluation.

Description of the PA Assessment Model: The Local Augmentative Specialist Network

The ADC asked each local educational agency and 'he 29 intermediate units to select three pro-
fessionals from their staff to be trained as Local Augmentative Specialists. The ADC suggested
that the intermediate units (Ws) survey their staff and select professionals who appeared to be
already interested in assistive devices or techrology. The Ms were also encouraged to develop a
"team approach" to include a speech pathologist, an occupational therapist and/or a physical
therapist, and an educational technologist and/or teacher. Responsibilities of the Local Aug-
mentative Specialists would be to provide local support of the long-term loan program conducted
by the ADC, and to provide consultations for assessments of students and of equipment for stu-
dents who needed augmentative and/or alternative communication.

Once the Local Augmentative Specialists were identified, the ADC surveyed the group to dis-
cover their present basic knowledge of assistive devices; their ability and/or confidence in select-
ing and programming devices, and their readiness and ability to create educational goals and
procedures for training other staff who were working with an assistive device user. The response
and cooperation from each IU was very surprising and supportive All 29 IUs participated and
selected staff to become Local Augmentative Specialists (LASs). Results of the ADC survey
showed 34% had "some" experience with high technology, 40% had "no to little" experience, and
27% felt they had "fair to good" experience. Of the group identified, 46 were speech pathologists,
3 were administrators. 8 were occupational therapists, 5 were physical therapists, 11 ,vere teach-
ers and 14 were "other." Fifty percent of the group had "little to no" experience with the majority
of commercially available communication aid devices. Nineteen percent had used some of the
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devices before, but did not understand the devices and functions of the systems very well. The
educational module that the LAS selected as being most important to them would he a ;raining
module on .assessment and evaluation.

Description of the PA Model: LAS Training Aspects/Equipment/ Plans
First, the ADC staff selected a basic "starter" group of items and resource materials that might he
beneficial to conducting an assessment of a client for an assistive device. These clinical tools were
gathered in a suitcase that was called the LAS assessment kit. In addition to the clinical tools and
books, the LAS kit included videotapes made by the ADC that demonstrated the basic use and
programming of the most currently popular and commercially available assistive devices: the
TouchTalker" and LightTalkeri" from Prentke-Romich, the EvalPAC/SpeechPAC 4TM from
Adaptive Communication Systems and the Adaptive Firmware Card from Adaptive Peripherals.
Each Ili's LAS team was given a complete LAS assessment kit at the first LAS training work-
shop.

The ADC plan for LAS training includes three major educational workshops a year for each LAS
team. The ADC conducts these workshops within three geographical areas of the state: west, east
and central Pennsylvania. The LAS then attend the workshop being conducted nearest to them.
Each workshop consists of a full day of educational training that includes presentations by the
ADC staff members, and/or guest lecturers that are renowned experts in the field, and/or "hands
on" experiences with the actual devices, audiovisuals, tutorials, and print materials. In addition to
these one day workshops, the ADC will provide opportunities for the LAS to attend segments of
a graduate course in augmentative communication held at Bloomsburg University and/or the op-
portunity to attend a three-day augmentative retreat held in Pennsylvania in conjunction with
ISAAC (The International Society of Augmentative and Alternative Communication).

The ADC also provides the LAS with "on site" training during the ongoing, follow-up site visit.;
the ADC staff regularly ma...; to students who were awarded the long-term loan devices. Sugges-
tions and training techniques are demonstrated to the LAS, and the ADC staff then can consult
with the LAS on any problems or situations they may currently be handling.

Short-term loan of devices is provided by the ADC throughout the state to LAS. The LAS team
then has the opportunity to try an actual device or system with a student, before making a final
suggestion or recommendation for the equipment to be purchased or applied for through an ADC
long-term loan.

Toil -free technical Hotlines operate at the ADC, Monday through Friday from 8.00 to 5:00. The
LAS may use these lines for technical assistance, hardware information, technological problem
solving and device programming. Concerns about seating and positioning information, symbol
and vocabulary selection information, therapy implementation, problem solving, and tequests for
site visits may also be discussed over the phone.

The LAS receive the Assistive Device News newsletter and arc referred to other LAS from vari-
ous sites in the state LAS NETWORK to share similar experiences, successes and /or problems
Each LAS receives the Augmentative Communication Profile, a survey designed by the ADC as a
tool to help therapist and teachers identify the student's strengths and weaknesses in using the
present augmentative system. Once the questionnaire portion of the Augmentative Communica-
tion Profile is completed, the ADC will analyze the data and return the information with a
graphed profile, and suggestions for plotting efficacy of the current communication system.
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In 1986-1987, the main focus of the ADC training for the newly developed LAS program was lt1
develop materials, share, and transfer information and experiences in the area of assessment and
evaluation.

Training materials are currently being designed to meet this need. A professional videotape is
being prepared as well as a bibliography of resources and forms to accompany it. This tape and
these materials will provide a framework from which each LAS team could begin. A description
of this process, its underlying principles, and a definition of terms follows:

Assessment and evaluation are terms that are often used interchangeably. However, at the ADC,
both terms are defined as a part of a process. Assessment could be defined as the process of
gathering facts through observation, interviews and formal and informal testing, while evaluation
is the process of interpreting the information that has been gathered. The emphasis of these
definitions is on the word process. Assessment and evaluation of a student for augmentative
communication is truly a process rather than a particular technique or specific form. A thorough
knowledge of the student is critical to this process and an interdisciplinary approach is encour-
aged. The student needs to be observed within familiar environment, with familiar adults over a
period of time. The team could be composed of the student's speech pathologist, an occupational
therapist and/or a physical therapist, the student's teacher, the student's parents, siblings and
peers, and the student. Any other professionals or adults such as the student's classroom aide or
the school psychologist could also participate. All teams are encouraged to further develop and
customize this process to fit their own needs and those of the students they serve. This process
has been broken down into 10 sequential steps to promote easy explanation. The steps are as
follows:

1. Identification of Student's Needs
2. Background Information on Student
3. Interview with Student's Parents, Current Staff, and Other Significant People
4. Interview and Observation of the Student
5. Motor Assessment
6. Langua7e Assessment
7. A Match of the Student's Characteristics with Specific Equipment's Features
8. Trial Run
9. Evaluation of Results
10. Follow-up

1. Identification of Student's Needs

An explanation and description of the student's unmet needs for communication, writing, and/or
access to educational materials. Questions to he answered might he: Is the student verbal or non-
verbal? Is the student's speech or signing intelligible? To what degree and by whom? Does the
student have physical disabilities which limit his/her ability to write, type, or use a computer?
Does he/she have physical disabilities which interfere with his/her ability to write, type or use a
computer without some additional assistance? Are enlarged curricular materials needed? Is
he/she presently functioning in the very early stages of language and cognitive development with
no present means to express intent?
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2. Background Information on Student

Documentation of the student's medical diagnosis, medical history, current instructional levels,
current means of communication, recent test scores and results of recent audiological and vision
tests. It may become apparent at this stage that some inportant ;acts are missing and time may
need to be spent obtaining the missing information. This may require phone contacts, other
record reviews or support to the family and student to schedule a particular examination.

3. Interview with student's parents, current staff, and other significantpeople

Documentation of familiar adults' perceptions of, opinions of, concerns with, desires for, and ex-
periences with the student. This part of the assessment process is often not formally accom
plished, and yet it may be vi,a1 to the rest of the process. Issues to be considered are: What is the
student's presen means of communicatio with each of these people? Does the student have a
backup system? Does the student initiate interaction? How independent is the student in his/her
home? at school? in the community? What type of voluntary control does the student regularly
exhibit? in what specific situations? What is the student's endurance and frustration tolerance of
a particular task? 'What are the student's visual, hearing, writing, reading, spelling, and aid usage
problems currently? if any? What is the student's language comprehension? how does the stu-
dent initiate communication interaction? How does the student respond to communication inter-
action? How does the student aFx questions? make requests? comment on personal experi-
ences?

4. Interview and observation of student

Documentation of a particular situation with the student. The student has an opportunity to re-
veal his/her own needs, desires and experiences. Too often, the student is left ou, of this entire
process. An assessment and evaluation is too often something that happens to a student instead
of with him/her. The assessment process may also only look and describe the student in separate
pieces and with particular characteristics. It is critical that the student be looked at as a whole
person, in a typical situation, and included in the decision-making as much as possible. Issues to
be concerned with are the same as listed in the Interview #3.

5. Motor Assessment

An observation and description of the student's actual performance on given motor tasks. This
part of the assessment needs to be completed by an occupational therapist, physical therapist or
both. The student's gross and fine motor abilities must be described as well as tested. Particular
areas of importance include: What parts of the student's body have the most consistent, voluntary
control? What type of seating is the student currently using? What type of seating and position-
ing is needeT7 Are there any limits or contraindications for any particular movements, especially
in the arms/liands/fingers, feet/legs/hips, head/neck/trunk? Is the student able to maintain a sta-
ble position? How independent is the student in mobility? Does the student operate a powered
chair? How long can the student stay at task without fatiguing physically? What are the tudent's
coordination skills like? What are the student's perceptual-motor skills? Does the stuuent ex-
hibit any noticeable loss or diminution in sensation, vision, strength, or power? Is the student's
physical condition stable, degenerative, or fluid?

6. Language Assessment

Art observation and description of the student's actual performance of language skills. This part
of the assessment needs to be completed by a speech pathologist. The student's receptive and ex-
pressive language must be described as well as tested. Palicuk r areas of importance include:
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Does the student recognize objects, pictures, photographs, symbols? Which, how many, when,
what size? How are they presented? Does the student exhibit auditory discrimination of sounds,
words, phrases, sentences? Does the student follow directions? Does the student have sight word
recognition? What are the student's reading comprehension, reading, and spelling levels? Does
the student desire to communicate? Does the student initiate communication? Does the student
interact'? What is the student's present means of communication? gestures? facial expressions?
vocalizations? semi-intelligible speech? sign language? pointing? communication board? eye
gaze? an electronic system? V at is the student's current level/developmental age of receptive
language? of expressive language?

7. A Match of the Student's Characteristfcs with Specific Equipment's Features

The student's needs, desires, and capabilities are listed and matched to a device's features. Issues
to delineate are: How is the student going to access the device? If he/she is using direct selection,
which body part will be used? If he/she is using assisted direct t-election, will they be using a head
pointer, chin stick, light beam, light sensor, adapted hand pointer or other device? If he/she is
scanning, where will the switch be placed and which switch will be used? If the student is using an
encoding system, will he/she use morse, number or letter coding? What symbol type and size will
be utilized? WI at output(s) do he/she need and/or desire? auditory, visual, L.,CD, a monitor,
hard copy, a combination?

8. Trial Run

Documentation of one or more actua' experiences of the student with the equipment, or a simu-
lation/"mock -up" of the equipment. It is important that at least two members of the team of
adults involved are present at this time. This allows one to be with the student, surporting and
encouraging the appropriate use of the equipment. The other adult can then observe how the
student is actually performing the task, watching his/her body as well as the physical positioning of
the device. Issues to be concerned with: Has an appropriate body site and input method been
chosen? Can the student move the system work? Does the position of the device and the posi-
tion of the student appear to be comfortable, safe, stable, and efficient?

9. Evaluation of Results

A summary and interpretation of all pertinent findings regarding the student and the choice of a
device. It is critical that this evaluation includes the entire assessment team. A great deal of in-
formation will have been gathered on the student, and with the student and will need to be inter
prred. Priorities will need to be set, compromises made, and training strategies agreed upon.
There is no perfect device to match up with each individual student; an adequate device is what is
roped for. Recommendations of the assessment team need to include: the delineation of re-
sponsibilities of each team member, a description of a device and how it will be obtained, poten-
tial training strategies to be utilized by and with the student and device, and a documentation pro-
cess by which the student and device usage will be monitored.

10. Follow-Up

Thi% step in the process is sure to vary greatly with each student and with P.1C11 team. The most
important aspect of this step is the monitoring of the student's use of the device, who will do it and
how often will it be done. One other item at this point should also hr considered: Is there a
"backup" system that is compatible with this equipment or one that can be readily available to the
student if this system suffers a temporary breakdown?

a
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Description of the PA Model: Mica at1(.__m_pnlication of the Model

Choosing a model of assessment and evaluation services that is one of training LASs, has its ad-
vantages and disadvantages. Many of these advantages are quite obvious. It allows many more
students to be seen and evaluated than any single team of experts could ever hope to see. It en-
courages local educational agencies to continue to develop quality evaluation procedures that can
directly benefit their own students. It allows flexibility and a customization of a process to be
more responsive to specific students, personal environments, and the current staff. It also en-
courages the ADC staff to function as a resource and a support to the LASs. The ADC can then
provide technical support, information, and assistance regarding specific training techniques, ac-
tual products, new products and prototypes, and current conference and research materials.

It is also hoped that this model can be more responsive to a particular student's needs anct/or
problems. Use of a device can be more readily instituted by local staff directly working witt. he
student. The staff will be more invested in the student and the use of the device if they have been
a part of the decision-making process from the very beginning. Problems with the device, the stu-
dent, or training strategies may be more quickly identified and modified, not to mention the fact
that if local staff become more involved with the technology, the technology itself and its use will
be more widespread.

This model also presents a wide variety of other options. Data collection and assessment of spe-
cific devices, and their use would be possible. Feedback from a variety and large number of clini-
cians would be possible. A strong network of users and/or clinicians could be developed. Actual
case studies could provide rich material for further study and development in the field of aug-
mentative communication.

For this model to work, however, a long-term loan program is what provides it with the incentive.
When the devices can be funded and provided, local staff involvement increases. If the assess-
ment and evaluation process has the built-in component of actual possession of a device, both the
student and the local staff are rewarded for their efforts.

As the ADC continues to develop training materials, distribute them, and receive feedback from
the field, this model will truly be tested. Its actual costs, benefits, and replicability will then be
able to be evaluated.



CHAPTER 5

ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION OF CLIENTS

PRESENTER: Edythe F. Fink ley, MS. OTRiL
Evaluation Team Leader

INTRODUCTION

The evaluation model used at the Communication Systems Evaluation Center (CSEC) is a pro-
cess which includes preevaluation, evaluation, and follow-up. It is designed to provide service to
all Florida school districts, and it involves the staff of the CSEC, the student, parents, and profes-
sionals working with the student at the local school district level. Each step of the process lays the
foundation for the next, and eliminates duplication of efforts from one step to the other. A team
effort is fostered from the identification of an appropriate referral to the implementation of the
evaluation recommendations. The team continues to act cooperatively in follow-up activities
which could result in a recommendation for reevaluation, at which time the process begins to re-
peat itself.

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

Cooperation from each school district and several levels of school district personnel is necessary
to successfully and effectively enact this model. A written request was made to all Florida School
District Superintendents to appoint local education agency (LEA) designees to act as liaisons
between the CSEC and the district in the provision of CSEC services. The superintendents re-
sponded by appointing district administrators, clinicians, and regional resource persons as de-
signees. These designees were assigned to manage provision of the service for single or multiple
districts. Training of the designees occurred through written communications, telephone con-
tacts, pre-service training, and subsequent in-service training. Issues included in training were as
follows: identification of appropriate eva'uation referrals; knowledge of the referral, evaluation,
and follow-up processes; acquaintance with the evaluation referral, preevaluation data collection
forms, and follow-up referral forms; updates on the development of manual and electronic com-
munication aids, and identification of local, regional, state, and national resources for assisting in
the implementation of augmentative communication system ..

Through LEA training and printed informational fliers, potential service users are informed as to
how to identify behaviors indicative of the need for an augmentative communication evaluation.
Identification is made by locating students who exhibit one or more of the following behaviors:

demonstrate the intent to direct the behaviors of others through language and
nonlanguage means, b'it are being misinterpreted;
have limited motor and sensory ability to indicate a message;
are frustrated by inability to communicate;
have a noticeable difference between wi t is understood and what is
expressed; and
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speech is intelligible to familiar persons, but unintelligible to unfamiliar
persons.

Any student who is identified and is between the ages of 3 and 21, enrolled in Florida's private or
public schools, and a Florida resident is eligible for services through the CSEC.

The services provided are available at no cost to the LEA and the LEA is not mandated to use or
include the service in its plan of instruction for the student. Program eligibility and classroom
placement of students in Florida does not in any part hinge upon the evaluation/assessment find-
ings provided thi ,ugh CSEC. Concurrence with the provisions of PL 94-142 is accomplished
through other means. This arrangement avoids willful or accidental manipulation of CSEC find-
ings to wield undue influence or create unrealistic expectations for the service user or the LEA
The sole purpose of CSEC is to assess or gather information about the student's communication
abilities and needs and make recommendationf, as to how those abilities can be used effectively to
meet his/her needs through implementation of an augmentative communication device.

THE ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION PROCESS

Eligibility for CSEC services is verified through receipt of an evaluation referral form which re-
quests basic identifying information about the student, his family, and his school program. A
screening of the student's moto7, sensory, cognitive, and speech abilities is made through a listing
of behavioral questions which the attending speech-language clinician and parents are primarily
asked to answer. The screening assists in determining the student's readiness for communication
and is a deciding factor in how the referral is processed. If the basic eligibility criteria are not met
or the student's speech difficulty is determined to be correctable, the referral is rejected. A post-
ponement is given to a student who does not demonstrate readiness skills for communication and
a Goal and Resource Guide (CIRG) is forwarded to the local school district. The GRG is in-
tended to aid the student's teachers and therapists in planning activities which will prepare the
student for augmentative communication. If the student is nonspeaking or unintelligible and
demonstrates readiness to communicate, a preevaluation packet is sent to the LEA designee.

Local education agency designees distribute and collect refer ral and preevaluation data, including
written reports and videotapes, which the evaluation team studies in preparation for the on-site
evaluation. A preevaluation packet may include a permission slip for obtaining school and medi-
cal records; videotape protocol which describes the information to be taped; and preevaluation
data collection forms for the student's parent, teacher, speech-language clinician, occupational
therapist, and physical therapist. The data collection forms provide the opportunity to share dif-
ferences in the student's performance from one setting to another, delineate the student's assets
and liabilities, identify the student's communication needs in different domains, ;and address spe-
cific questions to the evaluation team. The content of the packet is determined by the program
description presented on the evaluation referral form.

Preevaluation data collection occurs in the local school district; however, prior to the student
traveling to CSEC for an on-site evaluation the team meets to develop an on-site evaluation
protocol. The protocol estatlishes the pace of the evaluation day by noting the skills to be evalu-
ated, the order in which the evaluation will proceed, and the equipment and supplies needed to
complete the evaluation. Since preevaluation data may be dated by the time the student is sched-
uled for an on-site evaluation, the team sends a written request to the school dish ict for any up-
dated data they deem necessary and reminds everyone of the appointme.n date and any equip-
ment or reports they should bring with them. The student receives either a coloring book or an
audio tape which familiarizes him/her with what can he expected when he/she visits the CSEC
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The CSEC evaluation team includes professionals who are experts in physical therapy, occupa-
tional therapy, speech-language therapy, and education. The physical therapist positions the stu-
dent for best stability, energy efficiency, and best access; the occupatiolial therapist defines the
most reliable and energy efficient means of indicating a message and determines the best size and
visual content of the graphics to be displayed on the communication device. Specifying how the
student understands and uses language in an interactive fashion falls to the speech-language clini-
cian. Finally, the educator supplies data regarding the student's Ica' fling style and understanding
of device input and retrieval strategies.

On the day of the on-site evaluation, the student and his/her parents, teachers, and therapists be-
gin to play a more active role in the evaluation process by joining the CSEC team to identify the
student's augmentative communication needs in the school, home, and community; gather addi-
tional data in respect to the student's motor, sensory, language, interactive, and cognitive abilities;
and select a functional augmentative communication system for the student's use. The evaluation
day, which runs six to seven hours, includes disciplinary evaluations and trial use of manual and/or
electronic communication aids. It culminates with an oral recommendation session in which all
questions and concerns raised prior to and during the evaluation are addressed. This provides an
opportunity for all team members to come to an agreement about the student's augmentative
communication program. The visitors leave with info: mation they can Lct upon prior to receipt
of a full written report which is distributed according to their instructions.

Because CSEC owns an inventory of electronic communication aids, there is no dependence on
vendors or device manufacture for provision of the evaluation service. Devices are analyzed
and critiqued on their merit for each student and nothing else.

This model not only recognizes communication as a dynamic process, but also recognizes that de-
veloping children are always in a state of change which ri v result in the need to modify, change
or update their augmentative communication system(s). Students evaluated by the CSEC are
automatically eligible for follow-up services Follow-up is intended to assist local school district
personnel in implementation of CSEC recommendations. The service is provided via telephone
and through on-site visits to the local school district. Modifications and changes are usually fi-
nalized during the follow-up visit and updates result in a recommendation for reevaluation. The
CSEC staff composition for a follow-up team varies between two to three members, and its pro-
fessional make-up is dictated by the needs stated on the follow-up referral form. Students access
follow-up services by contacting their LEA designee for a referral form. The referral form re-
quests an explanation of the specific problems being encountered, action that has already been
taken, any action that is planned, a listing of the p sons who are working with the student, and

liminary plans for hosting a follow-up visit to the school district. If the follow-up needs are
handled through a phone call, documentation of that action is forwarded to the LEA designee. If
a visit to the school district is required, an implementation plan and a confirmation form is for-
war tied. The implementation plan finalizes the arrangements of the visit in terms of location,
site, date and time. The school principal and parents are requir-d to sign the confirmation form
and return it to CSEC to confirm the implementation plan as it serves as an acknowledgment that
everyone who needs to attend is on notice and the equipment and supplies needed will be avail-
able. The cycle of evaluation and follow-up can be repeated as many times as necessary during
the student's eligibility period.

STRENCTIIS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE MODEL

The weaknesses in this model are few and are not insurmountable. Due to the fact that there is a
9- to 15-month waiting list from initial receipt of referral to completion of the precvaluation
packet, the preplanning data arc frequently dated. The temporary temedy to this has been a
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written request for updated information; however, a more permanent solution will be the hiring
of an additional full-time evaluation team. his change is proposed for the 1987-1988 school
year, and will decrease the wait for an evaluation and essentially eliminate outdated data, because
the potential exists to evaluate up to 90 students per year. That number is equal to the average
number of evaluation referrals received per school year. Second, despite the efforts to select the
most appropriate referrals through the screening information presented on the evaluation refer-
ral form, some students who are not ready fcr communication continue to filter through. To
strengthen the ability to detf mine the most appropriate referral, an additional classification is
being added to the options for processing an evaluation referral. Because it is next to impossible
to control for how information is reported, when an unaccountable discrepancy exists in the refer-
ral information, the referral will be accepted pencmng collection of preevaluation data for further
clarification.

Tti, foundation of this service has been the staff. Selection f staff is very important. The pre-
ferred assets are as follows: a team player, clinical classroom experience with the population to be
served with respect to age and diagnoses, confidence in professional abilities, oral and written
communication skills, I willingness to perform beyond the call of duty.

The cc t: of this model has been in place for almost seven year;, with modification to professional
evalu ition procedures as the team members learned more through experience and professional
deve;opment. The model has been expanded to include outreach services to remote areas of the
state, where potential service users were not being served because of geographic distance. After a
trial of three years, the current plan of providing outreach services is being changed. Instead of
training evaluation teams to serve remote regions (irclusive of more than one school district), it is
proposed that teams be trained at school sites. Tne results of this effort will continue to be
training of local resources and speedy evaluation of students who are primarily candidates for
manual communication systems. An add _Lonal benefit will be the provision of increased and im-
prove(' services to students while they await an evaluation at CSEC. The strength of the design of
this model comes from the excellent information, cooperation, and support gained from local uni-
versity academe, national expert practitioners in augmentative communication, state and local
school district admmistrators, and local service users. The forms and procedures IR .c1 in the pro-
vision of this service are published in Volume HI-M:Procedures for an Interdisciplinary Evalua-
tion of Norioral Students (1) for all to share. This of course is not the only model of service deliv-
ery, but it suits the needs and resources of the users. Other models, such as Project Teach (2) and
the parallel profile apnroach (3), are similar in the attention given to the nc -ds of augmentative
communication users, t, t not in the resources used.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATING THE NEED FOR AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION

PRESENTER: Faith Ca, lson
Inc Pittsburgh Augmentative Communication
Cooperative Project
The Rehabilitative Institute of Pittsburgh and
Pioneer Center, Pitt!' 'rgh Public Schools

OVERVIEW OF ISSUES

Four major problems prevail in providing augmentative services for students. It takes personnel
trained in the area of augmentative communication and related disabilities, materials and equip-
ment, accessible space, and large blocks of time to evaluate and serve the augmentative commu-
nicator in any setting. There are relatively few trained professionals across the country. The
materials and equipment can be quite expensive. Space is often at a premium in many schools.
Money seems to be in short supply in the area of education. In spite of all these problems,
schools are finding creative solutions for serving augmentative communicators.

Services are sometimes not, developed because the need is not well defined. Augmentative com-
municators are often identified in the literature by a diagnosis such as autism or cerebral palsy
which places them at risk for being a nonspeaker (Silverman, 1981). However, many individuals
in these diagnostic categories ate very functional speakers. Many other children in more vaguely
defined groups have no functional means of communication. Care should therefore be taken
when developing an evaluation and service delivery system to accurately identify the ppulation
of potential augmentative communication users. Many children at opposite ends of the scale a ,

often overlooked. The unintelligible, speaking child may benefit from augmentative strategies
until speech becomes more functional. At the other end of the scale the severely/profoundly
multihandicapped child may be considered too low functioning for augmentative communication,
but with systematic and small steps that child may progress to a formal communication system.

ISSUES

Evaluations k....tn be conducted by an interdisciplinary team, by individuals from relevant disci-
plines with one individual coordinating the information, by a single individual, or augmentative
communication can be introduced with no systematic effort to evaluate the child's skills and needs
in relation to available systems. Various combinations of the above can also be tried. The evalu-
ation can take place at a center, on site, or in consultation with on site personnel who carry out
the evaluation under the direction of the consultant. Some evaluators do nothing but assess chil-
dren, others .ssess and intervene with the same children, and still others supervise assessments
only.

TL.e best combination of team members fot an evaluation will depend on the types of problems
tne child exhibits. Tile child with only the inability to speak and no associated problems needs a
team of one. The child with complex problems need someone who can work with him/her and
evalua over a long period of time, developing soiutions for problems where no good strategies
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exist. Also, children with complex problems need individuals fro many related dise;;-:,nes to
solve problems together in a compatible manner.

The focus of each evaluation should be on developing the most functional communication system
possible, given the child's existing problems and skills. Unfortunately, all too often the expected
outcome is the recommendation of a "best fit" device. We all communicate through multiple
modes and have a complex communication system. Augmentative users need a system adaptable
to many situations also.

OVERVIEW EVALUATION MODEL

The model is somewhat of a combination, based on the needs of the children being evaluated. All
of the evaluators from each discipline also see children for intervention. The team regularly
works together, however the elements of the team gathered for one child are based on the indi-
vidual child's needs. Some of the children are seen in the school v here they attend, others are
seen for evaluation only to determine appropriateness for attending that school. Others are seen
in order to assist another school in setting up a program for that child. A complete evaluation is
important for setting up an appropriate augmentative program for each child. The diagnostic
process is composed of four components for most school children:

1. The screening identifies the child as a potential augmentative communication
user.

2. A diagnostic session or battery determines the origin of the inability to speak.
3. An evaluation using formal test instruments, administered in a standard man-

ner, determines if the child qualifies under the law and rules and regulations
of the school for a special program.

4. An assessment, using adapted formal tests and systematic observations, out-
lines the child's skills and deficits, which provides information for appropriate
placement and programming.

1. Screening

A parent, care friend, physician, teacher Cr others may have identified the child as a
potential augmentative communication user long before any formal action was taken. It
is not unusual for a child not to be identified until after entering schoo!. Parents and
others are sometimes waiting for the unintelligible speaker to "grow out of it" for fear
that augmentative strategies may prevent speech from progressing. At this stage there
may need to be some education and reassurance that the augmentative intervention will
be structured to promote speech before going on to the next step.

2. Diagnosis

l'he diagnosis of the source of the problem leading to the speechless state is frequently
a medical issue and has often been determined before the child reaches school. In cases
like these, taking a good history and requesting reports completes the school's responsi-
bility at this level. There are exceptions. This author has experience evaluating a non-
speaking child at the request of the teacher. The evaluator referred the child to a physi-
cian before completing the evaluation. The doctor diagnosed the suspected seizure
disorder which the parents thought was clumsiness. Once regulated on medication the
child began to speak.
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3. Evaluation

Results on formal evaluations qualify a child for se.-.ices. The evariation, using formal
test measures, should be administered without adaptations. The author once reported
the adaptive testing results only and the school administrator reading the report re-
jected the child for services. The child had no speech and severe motor problems, but
was bright child with good language skills. "l he adapted testing iesults made the child
look normal. The results of this testing should not be used to dt:termine the content of
a child's program. It serves only as a measure of the child's performance in comparison
with normal peers.

Evaluations in the areas of cognitive, sensory, and motor skills should also be carried
out. These and other related results wili help to indicate other services needed for a
well-rounded program.

4. Assessment

Adapted and informal testing to determine the child's skills is the most important part of
the development of an individual child's program. The informal testing should be sys-
tematic. Testing can be based on norirative information or on the skills known to be
necessary for specific augmentative strategies. If a specific level of memory or motor
skills are needed to activate a device that will meet the child's language needs, those
skills should be tapped.

Related seating and positioning needs should be assessed with the child who has severe
motor problems. Without appropriate positioning, the child wiii be unable to use even
the best communication system. Since it is often costly and there are time delays in ac-
quiring equipment, a flexible system should be available in the school. If that is not pos-
sible, a mock-up system should be set up on a temporary basis. Social, perceptual and
other related skills need to be determined also.

Many augmentative communicators take a very long time to assess. If relevant skills are merely
sampled, intervention can be started and the assessm .nt can be completed during the therapy
process. This is not ideal for setting up a theoretical program; however, if too much time is spent
in assessment, many children lose interest in communicating a new way. This will only work if the
individual conducting the intervention, whether a teacher, speech-pathologi., , or other, is also a
skilled evaluator or trained observer.

The skills for using a new device, symbol system or strateg can be assessed initially. If the c 'Id
does not have the skills, but appears clo,e, it can be introduced for practice in therapy and readi-
ness reassessed after there is some familiarity.

The best designed and best fit system will go unused if the communication partners cannot figure
it out. The people in the child's life. will need training in the use of any new system. The attitude
toward the system, the number of people who can use it easily, and the time listeners have to be
available for communicating will all be factors in whether the child will succeed or fail -alth the
augmentative communication system. Some systems are so sophisticated that they are adult de-
pendent, leaving peers out of the interaction. Peer roles in communication need to be assessed
also.

The environment in which the system is used needs to he evaluated. If the child has a wheelchair,
walker, or other mobility device, the communication system needs to be used with each or at-
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tached appropriately to it. Some of the child's equipment takes up a great deal of space that will
be a consideration in small and crowded classrooms. If there are no reading series designed for
augmentative communicators, the curriculum may be a deciding factor in some elements of a
child's communicating system.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

One of the strengths of on-site personnel for evaluation and intervention is the flexibility and re-
sponsivity to immediate communication needs. It is a "le-consuming and labor-intensive system
to set up. It does not work well when augmentative communicators are few and isolated.

IMPLICATIONS/SUGGESTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

With some creative planning, schools can set up an effective, efficient, and economic augmenta-
tive communication ptogram for a single student or a group of students. Augmentative commu-
nicators are often some of the best students to integrate into normal classrooms or those intended
for other types of special education needs. In order to set up a program, the school must first
look at the type of augmentative communicators in the system, have each child evaluated and as-
sessed, train or hire personnel, and then implement the program. The author has seen children
we!' integrated into one-room school houses as well as larger systems.

In schools where only one or a few students are augmentative communicators, it may be more
practical to contract with another school or agency for all or part of the program. This can range
from having the child evaluated elsewhere to having the child attend another school on a full-time
basis. Groups of schools have pooled resources to create programs for their children more eco-
nomically. Development of an individual prop am seems more reasonable in big systems where
there are larger numbers of children.

Although many new programs feel that money for equipment is the greatest problem, putting
strategies to work is felt to be the greatest difficulty by more experienced projects. Money can be
raised for a device if the child is a ready and capable user. Changing an individual's approach to
use an augmentative system en a regular basis is more difficult.
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